PWS Community Voice

Our Request to the Food & Drug Administration: Apply Regulatory Flexibility and Review an NDA for DCCR, a Potential Treatment for Prader-Willi Syndrome.
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Dear FDA Leadership,

We represent the Foundation for Prader-Willi Research (FPWR) and the Prader-Willi Syndrome Association | USA (PWSA|USA), two patient advocacy groups that support thousands of individuals with Prader-Willi syndrome (PWS) and their families. We are writing on behalf of the patient community to bring to your attention a recent decision by FDA regarding a potential new therapy for PWS, and to request further dialogue and consideration. Specifically, the decision by the FDA advising Soleno Therapeutics that additional efficacy trial(s) for DCCR (diazoxide choline extended release) are needed prior to an NDA submission has raised concern that access to this promising therapeutic will be unnecessarily delayed. We are asking the FDA to reconsider in light of the unprecedented circumstances of the past year. More broadly, we appreciate that the FDA has a long-standing policy to exercise regulatory flexibility, and a history of doing so in rare disease; however, we propose that the full potential of regulatory flexibility to efficiently advance orphan product development in PWS has not been realized. We are asking for additional dialogue to convey the unique challenges of PWS clinical trials and to collaboratively work with the Agency to find solutions for Soleno’s product as well as other clinical packages before the Agency.

PWS is a rare neurodevelopmental and metabolic disorder caused by loss/inactivation of a contiguous set of imprinted genes on chromosome 15. Clinically, PWS is characterized as a constellation of symptoms including multiple endocrine deficiencies, a challenging behavioral phenotype, hyperphagia, and, in environments where food is not strictly controlled, morbid obesity. PWS is associated with increased mortality compared to the typical population, with a median age of death of 29 in the largest study to date (1). Common causes of death include complications of obesity (respiratory failure, cardiac issues), hyperphagia-related accidents (e.g., getting hit by a vehicle when running away to get food, choking while rushing to eat food), gastric rupture and pulmonary embolism. To keep children and adults with PWS safe and restrict food access, families must create a completely locked down environment, establishing an institution-like environment within the home, leading to a poor quality of life for the person with PWS and the entire family. Currently, there are no FDA approved treatments for PWS-associated hyperphagia.
Our community has worked diligently to build resources that address the FDA’s call for patient experience data, demonstrating high disease burden and the need for effective therapies addressing hyperphagia. We have demonstrated through family stories (2), surveys (3), and a more formal, best-worst scaling study (4) that hyperphagia is “the” aspect of PWS that families want addressed through new therapies, followed by other critical behavioral issues such as anxiety and aggression. We have demonstrated the tremendous unmet medical needs of individuals with PWS (2, 3), and the considerable burden of disease, showing that caregiver burden in PWS exceeds that of caregivers for traumatic brain injury and Alzheimer disease (5) and that higher levels of hyperphagia are associated with increased caregiver burden (6). We have also demonstrated that caregivers are willing to accept considerable risk in exchange for modest improvements in hyperphagia (7, 8). In the absence of a ‘cure’, families would welcome treatments that alleviate PWS symptoms. Finally, as suggested by the Agency during a Critical Path Innovation Meeting, we have also solicited input from individuals with PWS, speaking on their own behalf. Although this was challenging (not all individuals are capable of expressing their views), Dr. Elizabeth Dykens and her team elicited opinions from young adults with PWS on treatment preferences and disease burden, which nicely align with that of caregivers (9). This patient experience data is complemented by natural history studies that provide critical information to support clinical trials, including an NIH study funded 2006-2014 (10) as well as an ongoing registry-based prospective study of behavioral changes over time and serious medical events (11).

COVID-19 had a profound impact on the conduct and outcome of ongoing PWS clinical trials. Two large Phase 3 clinical trials evaluating new drugs for PWS were underway at height of the first COVID-19 wave of infections and related public health measures (e.g., stay at home orders). Beyond the cross-cutting issues that the clinical trial enterprise faced as a result of the pandemic (e.g., missed/delayed clinic visits), there were unique impacts on the PWS community that, we believe, could have led to confounding of clinical trial data upon the onset of the pandemic in the US (March 2020). PWS is defined by an extremely complex behavioral phenotype, with hyperphagia, anxiety, temper outbursts, rigidity and obsessive-compulsive behaviors interacting in the setting of social cognition and intellectual deficits (12). The primary outcome measure for most PWS clinical trials is the Hyperphagia Questionnaire for Clinical Trials (HQ-CT), a caregiver-reported outcome measure assessing observable hyperphagia behaviors. While we believe this measure is appropriate for the PWS population and it has generally performed well in previous clinical trials, a limitation of the measure is its potential to be impacted by environmental changes. We believe this limitation became insurmountable in the face of the pandemic. Indeed, we have collected data on the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the US PWS patient community, with a survey administered through the Global PWS Registry. This survey documented increased caregiver stress, increased anxiety for individuals with PWS, as well as overall changes in food-related behaviors and activity due to COVID, with behaviors changing in sometimes unpredictable ways (13). These findings are corroborated by a similar study of PWS families in Europe (14). While the uncertainty and unexpected changes to routine that were experienced across the US had a profound impact on everyone, the particular sensitivity and inability of individuals with PWS to cope with unexpected change is well documented and would be expected to negatively impact the consistency and reliability of a measure such as HQ-CT.

In a Phase 3 trial by Soleno Therapeutics, pre-COVID data showed significant improvements in HQ-CT scores; families reported positive outcomes with continued improvement in the open label extension. Publicly released data from Soleno Therapeutics demonstrated that PWS participants receiving DCCR showed a drop in HQ-CT scores. While the reduction in HQ-CT scores did not reach statistical significance for the
overall study, a significant improvement was detected for the prespecified, severe hyperphagia group [LS Mean Difference DCCR:Placebo -5.41 (2.09), p=0.0124]. In addition, significant improvement in hyperphagia was detected in the entire cohort when data from the pre-March 1, 2020 cut off (e.g., the start of the pandemic lockdown period) was considered [LS Mean Difference DCCR:Placebo -3.13 (1.48), p=0.037]. While we understand that prespecification of analyses protects against bias and improves reliability of findings, we believe that the robust pre-pandemic findings should not be dismissed, particularly given the unique circumstances of a global pandemic, paired with our community’s significant unmet medical need, which makes us accepting of less certainty of treatment benefit.

Importantly, objective secondary endpoints (DEXA scans, biochemical markers) showed significant improvements (e.g., p= 0.001 for change in body composition as assessed by lean body mass : fat mass ratio vs placebo), which continued to improve in the open label extension, while subjective measures trended consistently in the right direction. This is consistent with what we hear anecdotally from participants in the trial and their families. To this end, more than 26,000 comments from PWS families and supporters in the community were submitted to our organizations in a recent call for input regarding DCCR’s potential for treatment in PWS. Notably, site Principal Investigators and more than 80 family members of those enrolled in the trial provided their perspective (see appended comments for full quotes). Among these:

“As a PI, I have noticed considerable improvements in body composition, energy intake, hyperphagia, and quality of life for my patients participating in the DCCR trial.... Both patients and caretakers expressed a sense of relief from having less conflict and rigidity around food routines. They expressed gratitude that they could do things that families not living with PWS take for granted, such as go out to eat, travel, participate in after school activities, and socialize outside the home without the constant fear and anxiety surrounding unwanted food access....” P. Salehi, MD

“The effects of DCCR on the patients in the trial were multifactorial. While it definitively decreased the hyperphagia drive, it also significantly improved body composition and metabolism. Other changes that were noted by parents and patients, included decreased anxiety, both around food and overall, decreased compulsive behaviors, and improvements in socialization.... It was abundantly clear to patients and PIs that the impact of COVID-19 directly negatively impacted the results of the study with regard to the questionnaire data. Therefore, I ask that the FDA reconsider the request for an additional study with this life-changing medication, given the negative impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the results of this study and, perhaps more importantly, the fact that there is currently no available treatment for the horrific symptoms of this syndrome....” J. Miller, MD

“... Our son no longer pushes, fights, argues, runs away or gets angry because he no longer experiences hyperphagia. DCCR has given him the chance to graduate from high school and seriously consider college in his future. DCCR has allowed him freedom to no longer need supervision 24/7. He now has a chance to live a more healthy and productive life. Taking DCCR away will only cost him our family and society much more in the future.... (age 17)

“Our son’s entire physique has changed while taking DCCR. His endurance for physical activity has escalated and he’s able to ride his bike for 5+ miles, take hour long walks, complete workout videos. It’s night and day difference.” (age 8)
“We have noticed a remarkable difference with DCCR. Our daughter's anxiety has decreased tremendously. We have been able to stop locking up food because she has a better control over her hunger and her food seeking. She has stopped having outbursts and temper tantrums that disrupt our home and cause stress on our entire family. ... The difference this medicine has made for our child is night and day in her behavior and her ability to have a more normal life.” (age 15)

While we appreciate that these stories are anecdotal, they deviate remarkably from the documented natural history of PWS. Based on the publicly available data and feedback from our community, we are encouraged that DCCR is having a positive impact in PWS and propose that FDA review and analysis is warranted to speed access to this potentially impactful treatment.

This drug has a well characterized safety profile and no unexpected serious adverse events were reported. DCCR is an extended release version of diazoxide, which has been used clinically for more than 40 years in infants, children and adults. Importantly, diazoxide is well tolerated with a well characterized safety profile. The risks associated with this drug appear to be relatively low and can be readily monitored in the clinical setting. Given the serious consequences of PWS and the clear and significant unmet medical need, we believe our community’s risk tolerance is much higher than the risks presented by DCCR.

Additional large clinical trials for this drug in the PWS may not be feasible. While the FDA advised Soleno Therapeutics that additional DCCR clinical trial(s) are needed prior to NDA submission, as shared publicly in a March 8, 2021 press release, we are concerned that conducting an additional large efficacy study is not feasible in our population for the foreseeable future. COVID-19 disruptions continue and it is unclear how long it will take for our vulnerable population to be comfortable traveling to clinical trial sites. Further, the behavioral issues associated with the disruptions of routine will continue and are likely to be triggered again as vaccines become more widely available and daily routines change again, making the initiation of a new study in PWS susceptible to risk.

In addition, there has been widespread discussion about DCCR in the PWS community, further challenging placebo effect issues that can be difficult in any setting, but are particularly challenging in a close, rare disease community. Finally, our community is acutely aware that only a small number of clinical sites can effectively manage the challenging and sometimes extreme behaviors that characterize PWS. Potential trial participants are limited by the ability of their caregivers to manage these extreme behaviors during travel and at clinical trial sites.

We request additional flexibility, consideration and dialogue, given this unprecedented situation. Given the unanticipated impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, the life-threatening nature of PWS, the tremendous unmet medical need of this rare disease, and the extreme difficulties of performing traditional clinical trials in the PWS population, we are imploring the FDA to utilize its long-standing policy of applying reasonable, science-based regulatory flexibility in its evaluation of results from PWS clinical trials. We believe it is reasonable to expect that critical review of the DCCR data will establish that there are real and meaningful benefits with limited risk, and a degree of uncertainty that is appropriate for our community. Also, given that initiating a new trial during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic is not advisable, there is no path forward for the foreseeable future. Therefore, we ask that you consider the full totality of the DCCR clinical trial results by conducting a fulsome and careful review of an NDA for this product.
Finally, we would welcome a robust dialogue between the FDA and the PWS community to convey the nuances and perspective of PWS families as it relates to unmet medical need, risk tolerance, acceptance of uncertainty of benefit, and challenges in the conduct of clinical trials, for DCCR as well as other products before the Agency for the treatment of PWS. We believe that such a discussion would advance the critical solutions needed for our community.

Sincerely,

John Walter, CEO
Foundation for Prader-Willi Research

Paige Rivard, CEO
Prader-Willi Syndrome Association | USA

Theresa Strong, PhD
Director of Research Programs
Foundation for Prader-Willi Research
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85% of caregivers report higher levels of stress.

Overall, behavior has been more difficult to manage.

For the majority of families receiving therapies, access was temporarily reduced or eliminated.
Sign-On Background

Over a period of 7 days, from March 12-19, 2021, members of the PWS Community were invited to lend their voice and experience through an online sign-on in support of a request that the FDA apply regulatory flexibility and to review the DNA for DCCR, a potential treatment for Prader-Willi syndrome. **26,640 individuals from around the world completed the sign-on** with 79% of signatures representing US residents. **Parents and caregivers represented people with PWS ages 0 to 62 years old.**

97% of parents, caregivers, healthcare providers and people with PWS would like the option to give DCCR to their loved one with PWS if approved by the FDA.

Over **80 DESTINY-PWS trial participants provided insight into their experience with DCCR.** The majority of these trial participants continue to take DCCR. Comments from these trial participants, along with feedback from the PWS community on what a treatment for their loved one with PWS could mean for them and their family, are provided on the pages to follow.

**26,640 supporters signed-on in favor of an FDA review of DCCR for PWS.**

**83%** of DESTINY-PWS trial participants have elected to **remain on drug** since the end of the study.

**97%** of parents, caregivers, healthcare providers and people with PWS would like the option to give DCCR to their loved one with PWS if approved.
## Sign-On Survey

What is your relationship to PWS?
- Parent
- Caregiver (non-parent)
- Healthcare provider
- Scientist
- Person with PWS
- Other (please specify)

What is the current age of the person with PWS you are advocating for? ________

Based on the data that has been presented, would you want the option to give DCCR to your loved one?
- Yes
- No

What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one with PWS and your family? ______

Did your loved one participate in the DCCR trial?
- Yes
- No

If your loved one participated in the DCCR study, are they still taking DCCR?
- Yes
- No

If your loved one participate in the trial, please feel free to share your experience and observations.

_______________________________

Name
Country
E-mail
Phone
Comments from the PWS Community

DESTINY-PWS Principal Investigators

As a PI, I have noticed considerable improvements in body composition, energy intake, hyperphagia, and quality of life for my patients participating in the DCCR trial. In terms of positive health outcomes, patients who started with an obese BMI significantly improved their BMI with minimal change in food intake or daily activity. Lean patients in the trial who already had a normal BMI due to extremely supervised calorie intake and food access restriction also saw considerable physical benefits. Anecdotally, they were able to increase their daily amount of calories to maintain a normal BMI, have more flexibility in their food routines, and less conflict with their families regarding food. These latter effects were not properly captured in the outcomes of the trial but were consistent and significant. In addition, the impact of this medication extends beyond the patient to include their caretakers and families as decreased hyperphagia and anxiety surrounding food has improved quality of life for all. Both patients and caretakers expressed a sense of relief from having less conflict and rigidity around food routines. They expressed gratitude that they could now do things that families not living with PWS take for granted, such as go out to eat, travel, participate in after school activities, and socialize outside the home without the constant fear and anxiety surrounding unwanted food access. There is no other medication currently available for this population that has these beneficial outcomes. Access to such a medication would significantly improve the lives of individuals with PWS and their families. Seeing both physical and psychosocial benefits for participants in this trial, I support this current request for flexibility around the decision of making DCCR more widely available to the PWS community.

Parisa Salehi, MD
Associate Professor of Pediatrics, University of WA, Department of Pediatrics, Division of Endocrinology
Clinical director SCH Prader-Willi Syndrome Clinic

The effects of DCCR on the patients in the trial were multifactorial. While it definitively decreased the hyperphagia drive, it also significantly improved body composition and metabolism. Other changes that were noted by parents and patients, included decreased anxiety, both around food and overall, decreased compulsive behaviors, and improvements in socialization. These patients were able to do things they had never been able to do prior to starting DCCR: they attended school dances with their peers, they had sleepovers at friends’ homes, two were able to start drivers education, and they went out to dinner with their siblings. All of these things were unimaginable prior to DCCR. So many parents commented that this medication gave the child back to them who had been there prior to the development of the hyperphagia that is part of this extremely difficult syndrome. Parents told us that for the first time ever, they were not anxious about what would happen when their child was at school, the children were able to learn better in school and grades improved. These positive effects were likely due to the decreased interest and anxiety about food, and I was stunned to see just how far-reaching the changes in hyperphagia could be. It was abundantly clear to patients and PIs that the impact of COVID-19 directly negatively impacted the results of the study with regard to the questionnaire data. Therefore, I ask that the FDA reconsider the request for an additional study with this life-changing medication, given the negative impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the results of this study and, perhaps more importantly, the fact that there is currently no available treatment for the horrific symptoms of this syndrome. DCCR offers unique hope to this patient population.

Jennifer Miller, MD, MSCI
Professor, University of Florida, Pediatric Endocrinology
Director, Prader-Willi Syndrome Center of Excellence

COMMENTS FROM STUDY PI’S
WHAT BENEFITS DID YOU OBSERVE DURING THE DESTINY-PWS TRIAL?
Parents and Caregivers of Individuals who identified as DESTINY-PWS Trial Participants

If your loved one participated in the trial, please feel free to share your experience and observations.

It has helped my daughter reduce need to food seeking and behavior outbursts. They are still there but not at the same frequency.

Showing positive results.

Helps with hyperphagia. Allows my daughter to skip snacks and I can be late with meals. I don’t have to lock up the kitchen. Allows her to focus on fun things.

We have seen ZERO harmful side effects from DCCR. We’ve seen helpful benefits, but the questions about notifying any changes since she started the drug have been difficult to answer because she started the extension in mid-March 2020, when pretty much the world turned upside down and everything changed. So it’s been hard to distinguish what is DCCR-related and what is COVID-related. But H has remained a happy, otherwise healthy child while on DCCR.

Our son’s entire physique has changed while taking DCCR. His endurance for physical activity has escalated and he’s able to ride his bike for 5+ miles, take hour long walks, complete workout videos. It’s night and day difference.

This medication has helped her a lot. It has helped her to not food seek, it has helped with her behavior, it has helped to behavior to better understand why or why not regarding food.

Weight loss and less hunger.

We have seen a significant improvement in our son’s behavior regarding his behavior with food. He tolerates being told no when asking for food much better now.

We have noticed a big difference in our son behavior. His anxiety around food has changed for the better. He doesn’t seem as obsessed as he was. I have hope he may be able to live independently and peaceful without this hunger burden and obsession with food someday.

It is a life changing treatment that allows our daughter not to have to constantly worry about eating. It allows her to focus on being a 3rd grader, have peace, experience life like most 9-year-old kids.

She is less focused on food, she is no longer sneaking food, she often leaves food on her plate, and is ok with skipping snacks. None of this was typical behavior before she was started on DCCR.

Our son has been taking DCCR for over a year now and we have noticed a tremendous difference in his loss of appetite. He’s no longer obsessing about meals like he used, he can wait to eat and he also rarely puts up a fight anymore when we limit his food intake. We need to keep taking this drug for him to keep his hunger and anxiety at a low level!

We did not notice any differences in our daughter during the trial, but we know many who have had amazing experiences. We want this drug on the market because it has the possibility of helping the majority of individuals with PWS.

Our daughter’s body composition has improved and after asking her directly how a DCCR has helped her, she said without hesitation, ‘it helps me feel full.’ That’s ALL I need to hear in order for me to know this medication works and is a game changer for our community.

Our daughter had majorly reduced anxiety, a reduction in food seeking and a rise in energy and endurance. It has been life changing for her.

There was a clear difference when she started taking DCCR. She wasn’t asking for food as much. She seemed much more focused on the task at hand. She was able to participate in activities that other children her age did without much of an issue. Whenever we miss a day of taking it, we can see her slip back into her old self

DCCR has given my child a better quality of life such that her every waking thought does not revolve around food. It has made her life’s challenges much more manageable, with no adverse side effects. We desperately would like to continue the medication!!!

We moved during covid and I don’t know how my daughter would have handled all the change without being on DCCR. Also, where her hyperphagia would be without DCCR.

It has made a huge difference in food behaviors; we have also seen a jump in reading and writing at school. It has also reduced the amount of nonstop talking from a kiddo with PWS.

The impact on her quality of life has been immense. As a direct result of the drug, my daughter had a significant reduction in anxiety, significant improvement focusing, significant increase in the ability to accept schedule changes, the ability to skip snacks and be late for meals with no issue at all, just to name a few. Especially during the pandemic, I can’t imagine how life would have been for her or our family without her being on this drug. Virtual learning has been a million times better than we could have ever imagined, again that is due solely to the positive impacts of the drug. For the first time in my daughter’s school career, this past Monday (first day of in-person learning in over a year) I put her on the bus and wasn’t in tears with overwhelming worry, fear and anxiety. Fearful of my phone ringing because she snuck food or whatever other PWS related issue reared its ugly head. Again, that is due solely to the positive impacts of this drug. After seeing the changes in my daughter over the past year, I know that DCCR was the answer to my prayers. Not only my daughter, but the whole family. Although it’s only one individual with the diagnosis, the whole family lives everyday with the unique and overwhelming stress of PWS. To think of my daughter not being on DCCR is unimaginable.

We feel it has been helpful and are worried about losing this medication option.

He is no longer consumed by food and picking his skin as he was before the trial. His anxiety around food has dissipated tremendously and we attribute this to DCCR.

The changes in her behaviors, compulsions, socialization, and overall attitude has been astonishing. She is more easy going, less anxiety, and less obsessed with food. Her picking has decreased significantly. She is able to learn so much better in school because her head is free of all those
It has been life changing for my son, his ability to retain muscle mass has increased and his fat mass has decreased, a extremely important and life changing situation for him. His relationship with food has definitely changed, he has more control over his need for food and has a lowered obsession with it. His food seeking habits have drastically decreased to the point of almost never happening now. His chance to lead a somewhat normal day to day life without having the constant need for food has changed his life. He looks better than he has in years and not approving this drug would erase all of that. Please reevaluate! Do not take this life changing opportunity away from him.

Less food related anxiety. Less general anxiety. Incredible decrease in negative behaviors, both related and unrelated to food. Improved body composition. Improved quality of life. He is happy. He is thriving. He is living.

Less food related anxiety. Less general anxiety. Incredible decrease in negative behaviors, both related and unrelated to food. Improved body composition. Improved quality of life. She has lost close to 20 lbs. She has stated on more than one occasion that she was full from eating. We've had less instances of her stealing food or trying to get food outside of the allotted times. She seems to be more confident in who she is. There's so much more. Please see response to previous question as well.

Major changes in satiety, food seeking behaviors, emotional regulation, concentration, body mass. It has been a game changer in an otherwise bleak situation.

DCCR is a game changer in every way possible. We are living a very close to normal life and it brings me to tears thinking there is a chance DCCR will be taken away. I have a new child because of this medicine. When my son was 8 years old he tried to commit suicide. He is 13 now, and before DCCR he would talk about killing himself or dying because living with Prader Willi Syndrome is so hard. Since he started taking DCCR those thoughts have diminished 95%. Can you imagine having a child that went from wanting to die everyday to wanting to live? & wanting to live happy. To wanting a future with a job & life goals? DCCR is the breakthrough drug our community needs. Please don’t take that away from us.

It is a very slow process to see results- but and then you sit there and realize all things that there has been no meltdown over. I would over anything to be able to see the results of DCCR during normal times with normal routines!

The results were slow at first but we gradually saw an improvement in her body mass. She leaned out. More importantly she feels satisfied. She has missed snacks and even leaves food at meals. She can be left alone with food and it not be a distraction. Her emotions and outbursts have lessened and there is less emotion over food. Life changing in our experience

We have seen the results and are hopeful this gets approved.

It has help him a lot with his body structure, hunger and behavior. Please don’t take it away!!

Our experience has been noted in question 4 of this survey. DCCR has been life changing for my daughter and our family. We would be devastated if this safe and effective treatment was not approved.

Our daughter (PWS) has shown impressive gains in improving her quality of life, most specifically a decrease in anxiety and food-seeking behaviors.

The medicine has been an amazing lifesaver for our son and has positively and materially changed his anxiety levels and allows him to participate normally in school and with his friend socially.

Our son seems to have more control, understanding and reasoning on many aspects of life.

We have noticed a remarkable difference with DCCR. Our daughter’s anxiety has decreased tremendously. We have been able to stop locking up food because she has a better control over her hunger and her food seeking. She has stopped having outbursts and temper tantrums that disrupt our home and cause stress on our entire family. Our daughter has been able to concentrate on her schoolwork and not get so much anxiety when she has a test or a difficult assignment. The difference this medicine has made for our child is night and day in her behavior and her ability to have a more normal life.

Our daughter has improved by leaps and bounds while on DCCR. She is able to maintain her emotions. We have less outbursts, less fighting, less anger, less problems with behavior, and are able to have a more normal family environment because of DCCR.

Before taking DCCR my son could not stop eating. Gaining weight and having extreme temper tantrums. He was lethargic and had little energy to do much. After being on DCCR for over a year, the results are dramatic. He doesn’t ask for food like before. He eats less and is losing weight. The tantrums are so minimal now. He has energy and enjoys life so much more. He needs this drug as all do who has PWS.

The medication has changed my child and our family’s life. It’s truly been a blessing and miracle.

Less craving, weight loss.

We have noticed improvements in all aspects of behavior, with most notable in self-regulation.

All I can say is that it is absolutely life changing. No locks on anything anymore. No more anxiety about food. We can have food sitting out on the counter. Our PWS child now cooks, when he couldn’t even go into the kitchen before. Our whole family is less stressed, and we had hope for the future until we received the news that DCCR was not approved. We are absolutely devastated. There is no way that our child
COMMENTS FROM PARENTS & CAREGIVERS
OF INDIVIDUALS WITH PWS WHO IDENTIFIED AS DESTINY-PWS TRIAL PARTICIPANTS

will be able to handle going back to the way things were before DCCR. We are devastated.

Because of DCCR we have been able to remove locks from 2 refrigerators, 1 freezer, 2 pantries and numerous cupboards. Our son no longer pushes, fights, argues, runs away or gets angry because he no longer experiences hyperphagia. DCCR has given him the chance to graduate from high school and seriously consider college in his future. DCCR has allowed him freedom to no longer need supervision 24/7. He now has a chance to live a more healthy and productive life. Taking DCCR away will only cost him our family and society much more in the future. This decision by the FDA cannot, must not and will not be allowed.

It’s been a miracle drug for us. My daughter’s sense of hunger and major behavioral issues has been decreased by more than 50%! Her body composition has improved, and she’s excited to exercise. Our family life has improved, since her urgency to eat and forage food has decreased. We can actually have a life now not driven by food every second of the day. Amazing!

This medication has CHANGED OUR LIVES!! My daughter has gone through over 2 years of traveling 12 hours one way, 25 times for this trial. It has had a positive effect on her health, her relationship with food and her overall body composition. She has had nothing but positive outcomes from this drug. I feel that the risks far out way the benefits when looking at the lifelong impact for her, her health and our family. Please consider making this medication available to her for life. She has already put in so many hours towards this trial, please do not make us do it again. It is too much to ask, when the data is there and available for review.

My child has been able to increase the amount of food she is eating without gaining any weight. In addition, her stamina has increased, and she is able to go on very long walks without tiring easily, she does not need to nap during the day because she is tired and she is able to say she is full and also wait long periods of time between meals

Her anxiety is lowered. Her weight is stable. She is better at accepting NO when it comes to seconds and she can be around food with much less anxiety.

The effects have been remarkable! She has gone from needing to eat breakfast every morning exactly at 7 AM to often being able to sleep in and wait until 10:30, 11:00 or later for her first meal of the day. There is no longer the same urgency and intensity for eating meals on a perfect schedule and no longer any tantrums if meals are delayed.

We are fairly certain we were on the placebo for the first portion of the trial when we saw no effects for six months. But in the past year, since definitely being on the drug, our daughter has lost 12.5 pounds and her BMI has gone from 24 to 22.1 -- a reduction of 8%. She has had no negative effects from the drug -- just wonderful improvements that we attribute to DCCR.

My loved one experienced no side effects, decreased food drive and weight loss and then healthy weight management.

It has been a life-changing improvement for her and for our family. This is a vital medication.

more flexibility around meals, willing to wait for meals, not so rigid about what she eats and when. also if she is having a social get together she can have snack at another time so it doesn’t cause stress. Also she has lost weight and her body shape has changed, less abdominal fat. She can eat more than before and not gain weight. It is pretty amazing!!

Our son had a slight reprieve from his feelings of hunger. No ill side effects at all. He was on a very low dose and I truly believe an appropriate dose would be a game changer.

This drug has given my child confidence, better behavior, and he has fun with his siblings, for our family we have gone from high stress all the time to more relaxed and having friends over and not having to stress over having people come and go my kids can have friends over and not worry about Matthew embarrassing them or me being so stressed out I don’t allow them into the house. Seeing his muscle grow and his confidence and mental state get to a point where he is almost normal makes me wonder how we ever lived life before he is caring and sweet and now, he understands his self-worth in life.

Christina’s life-threatening drive for food has decreased significantly. She will tell you she feels better and more in control of her impulses. She is more independent, more dependable, more relaxed, calmer. She has lost ten pounds. She no longer requires an afternoon snack to make it through the day. She is happy, vibrant, and energetic. This medication has greatly improved her quality of life.

Appears to be helping to manage her hyperphagia.
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Parents and Caregivers of Individuals in the US

What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

It would help improve his eating habits which would avoid any health problems that he may have in the future.

Quality of life and independence

The chance to reduce hunger, OCD about food, improve behaviors, and improve body composition.

Right now we have no medical treatments for hyperphagia other than diet. We hope to have a safe effective treatment like DCCR approved to allow our daughter to live a full and complete live.

One of the scariest aspects of a PWS diagnosis is that there is no cure. DCCR was the glimmer of hope that our child would not suffer from the most devastating symptom, hyperphagia. Please give our child a chance at a more independent life.

Hope, Motivation, Optimism that she could one day live a fully independent life as an adult.

For our loved one: improved developmental outcomes (socially, academically, physically, psychologically, and emotionally) when not plagued by symptoms such as hyperphagia and obsessive compulsive disorder. Social acceptance from peers, a sense of belonging, a chance at a normal life and independence. For our family: Reduced emotional and financial stress, fears about health problems, morbidity, behavioral issues, and long-term care in our eventual passing. More time to enjoy family outings, gatherings with friends and family, and celebrating typical life milestones.

We are devastated to hear that the FDA does not want to approve this drug. When our son was diagnosed with PWS we promised we would do everything we could to give him the quality of life he deserves. This drug has been proven safe and had given so many children with PWS hope. This drug is safe and effective in the treatment of hyperphagia and no other drug on the market can do that. Our community needs this drug now and it is imperative that we approve it for those children who are suffering from this rare and complex disorder.

Improved quality of life. My son is completely homebound.

This drug is potentially life changing. My 12 year old daughter does her best each day to function in a world that moves at light speed around her. The primary issue that holds her back and makes those that love her worry about her safety when alone is FOOD. The drive to obtain food is strong. The belief she is hungry is strong. But she is strong and determined. Give her and the rest of our community a chance. It’s an opportunity to reduce one more barrier to an independent life.

Hope

An approval of this drug would mean that my daughter could continue to have success with her health. That the success my daughter has had would not have been a waste of her time.

More quality of life!

It’s would mean a miracle! Change lives, help our children pleased please approve it.

The possibility of becoming a family not suffering from the 24/7 disruptions associated with PWS behavior.

A chance at normalcy.

Could be life-changing for the better. PWS has so many horrible symptoms and DCCR could be a cure to some of the worst.

Life-changing opportunity

Cure to him

Everything

It could be absolutely life changing for my struggling daughter!

The drug could potentially save the life of our loved one with PWS. This drug will treat a major component of her disorder.

The chance of a normal life for my baby.

Everything, satiety, decreased compulsions

We don’t have medication options.

The chance for our son and other living with PWS to live a more independent life!

A chance to have a substantial impact on the quality of life by lessening a debilitating and life threatening symptom of Prader Willi Syndrome.

It would change my sons life. Hunger would may longer consume his mind.

My grandson would not suffer from the deviation of overeating!!

The Federal Government is on our side to assure a better and brighter future for those who have PWS.

Another step forward

Save my son’s life.

Better quality of life for my son

Relief of hunger, anxiety, behavior issues

It would make a world of difference to her daily life activities. The challenges faced by a caregiver/grandparent of a PW granddaughter are difficult and painful. When you absolutely feel that you would rather take the place of her and not have her suffer at no fault of her own. This medication would make daily activities more manageable and have her focus on the regular activities all other children look forward to without the focus on her physical needs. She has begun taking a few hours of in person school, so this would also ease the worry of her having her focus on food rather than her learning and also the worry of not being there to consistently monitor her. We ask that you make a difference to all who deal with this difficult medical necessity.

A chance for a better and happier life.

Hope for my child to have at least some control over her hunger and development.

A sense of normalcy for her

A completely different life for her and our family!

Help her lose weight

This would allow for our adoptive child with PWS to never have to face hyperphagia and be able to live an independent life.

It would mean the world. This is the only medication that can improve the most critical symptoms of PWS. It has the power to save lives and make an amazing difference for patients, caregivers and families. It is crucial
that this medication becomes available as soon as possible.

A chance a better quality of life.

Relief from some of the worst and scariest characteristics of Prader-Willi Syndrome.

Significant change

He would not be constantly hungry and his behavioral issues would be diminished.

Chance for a more normal less stressed life

A chance for a normal life for my daughter.

A healthier life with having treatment for hyperphagia.

Give my child a chance to not suffer on a day to day basis over food. For him to be able to control his hunger and live a normal as life as possible is all I want for him.

Life. This drug could mean an independent, full life free of the effects of the most debilitating symptoms of this disorder

Our community needs this NOW, lives are depending on it.

Approval of DCCR means that my daughter would be able to live a more full, fulfilling and safe life. It means that there would be SOMETHING, FINALLY, that addresses many of the major obstacles a great life that PWS presents such as hyperphagia and behavior challenges. It means that her friends with PWS would have this same home. It would mean that I could tell new parents that I mentor that it really will be ok. That there is hope and that it is called DCCR.

My child would have a life.

Life changing. Our life is so hard with PWS. My daughter talks all the time about wishing there was something she could have to help change her food drive

A normal life otherwise, he will not be able to work abs be independent.

Relief from feeling starving all the time.

It could make a significant difference in our daughter’s food related behaviors body composition and calorie intake. Any treatment, even if it is a modest improvement or does not work for all people with PWS is absolutely needed as an option for treatment for a rare disease that significantly impacts quality of life.

Freedom for the PWS person to work, travel and be with the family.

Steps towards helping my loved one with PWS. There is currently no cure and we would give anything to help our son.

DCCR could be an answer to the LIFE-THREATENING aspects of Prader Willi’s hyperphagia which is the leading CAUSE OF DEATH in PWS. If DCCR is approved, it would pave a pathway to our child’s independence, contribution to the community with her gifts/talents, and remove the most dangerous factor in this syndrome.

That our son, and all people who are living with PWS, would have a strong chance at a normal, full life.

Independence for my child, him never feeling hunger.

DCCR would mean a future for our daughter. Independence. The chance to be a regular person.

Potential independence in the future, the ability for him to live a full life

Everything!!!

A chance! to live a healthy life.

It would mean we would have another treatment option to consider.

My daughter would be able to live a normal life. The constant hunger is very difficult to live with as for her and all those around her. Please please approve for approval.

A longer, more independent, and full life for my daughter! And a more independent life for our family. It could mean life or death if hyperphagia starts.

A means to a cure

It would mean my daughter would not have to suffer and could grow up to live independently even after I’m gone.

A miracle. A chance for no more never-ending hunger.

Better quality of life and long life.

It would mean that we could live our lives with more freedom and not have to live life revolving around food. This would help ease anxiety and allow for a more successful and free life for my daughter

My daughter has many issues related to her behaviors. She is hungry all the time. Anything that could address her hunger and the associated behaviors would improve her quality of life and ours. Please reconsider. It is difficult to imagine our lives but we need empathy and help.

Less anxiety and better interaction with the outside world

It would mean peace of mind. It would mean an easier life It would mean the world to my loved one and my entire family.

My daughter is still at an age where hyperphagia doesn't control her life. I want it to stay that way! DCCR offers her that ability. You have the ability with this decision to change my daughter’s future! My daughter WILL go to college, she WILL have a boyfriend, heck even a husband, she WILL drive a car, she WILL have a job, she WILL live independently, she WILL have the ability to be whoever she wants to be and do whatever she wants to do! She WILL not be defined by PWS!

Life changing!! Actually, life GIVING!!! It would mean a completely different outcome for her, one with unlimited possibilities!!

Better quality of life for sure and possibly life saving depending on the extent of symptoms she will face. This is the only drug that has any promise to treat this life threatening symptom and it is disgusting that regardless of how promising it is, there is a price tag on the health and well-being-being of those who suffer from this syndrome.

A better life!

Continued progress in fighting the insatiable hunger that comes along with Prader Willi syndrome.

Please keep in mind the emotional mental toll it takes on a family worrying and wondering about this stage in their child,A’s diagnosis. The amount of worry for the parents, friends, family, of the individual, wondering if this will be the day that life as you know it will change. Knowing that this drug would be available gives everyone a sense of peace and restores a quality of life even before that stage in PWS begins. Approval of this medication would be life changing. Try to imagine for one moment if your child was hungry 24/7. YOU try skipping
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meals for a whole day and then at the end of the day imagine that feeling in yourself, or the person you love most, every minute of every day. You would at least have the option to go eat if you wanted to. These kids and adults do not have that option. Please reconsider.

Freedom. Freedom to be able to live a more normalized life free of cabinet locks, family and friend gatherings without stressing over the buffet spread of food she can’t have, and free of ER visits praying the non-food item she ingested won’t cost us her life.

It would be life saving treatment for my daughter!!!

It would let my daughter live a life of more independence. It would give her an opportunity to be a regular kid!!

It would be life saving for my daughter, there is no other treatment like it available right now.

Harry would be better able to cope and live in the world. His regulating his emotions is a significant challenge. He can’t live the life he wants with this level of disability. His food challenges aren’t as serve as others with PWS. But this could open doors to independence for him as well.

Hyperphagia is not imaginable to the average person, but it is real and it interferes with the person’s ability to participate in the world of work, school, family, relationships. Soleno is a something that could help bring some normalcy into our loved ones lives.

Change of life

This treatment can save lives and it is critical that it is on the market now please do not discontinue this drug and program

A better life.

Dramatic quality of life difference for the better. Constant stress everyday, hour, and minute, would be reduced or eliminated.

Hope for a better future for her and all those suffering from this disorder

An opportunity for my child to live in a better and normal life

A better and safer life

The drug therapy could open the door to an entire different prognosis than before! Imaging my little girl growing up not having to constantly battle the various symptoms of pws would allow her to focus on so much more! It would be cruel to disallow this prognosis altering drug to not just my daughter but thousands of other children suffering with this diagnosis. This approval would mean so much to my family and loved one words cannot express enough. Please join our cause in fighting for a better life for those with pws and approve this!

DCCR approval would mean that our kids will have a chance to be ‘normal’. To wake up with a clearer mind, less anxiety, less hunger, and better behaviors. It would mean some normalcy to our family. DCCR has given us a life, a life we never had as a family. We can go out to eat, run errands, attend social functions without a meltdown. I am fearful of what will happen if this is not approved. OUR KIDS NEED THIS, THEY DESERVE IT.

it would give our daughter the potential for a healthier, more independent life. We have been in several trials, one for liveliotide that was stopped due to ineffectiveness. The PWS community needs this drug. Not sure what else the FDA is waiting for.

Life quality improvement

It would mean finally a potential treatment of some of the symptoms of his PWS

Everything. It would mean a better quality of life for all of us and a full life for Sienna.

The possibility of helping others w/ PWS

It would mean an easier life for my son and I

We would get to have Nora at our home more often. There is often concern of her sneaking off to find food or overeating. She is kind and living and wonderful. She needed added help to enable her more freedom to connect with other children.

The possibility of my daughter’s condition improving and helping her quality of life

It would mean giving my child hope! A chance to live a full and meaningful life! That’s what all parents want for there children

HOPE

Improved quality of life for him and our entire family.

My son Albert could have an independent life and achieve every dream that he has.

An independent life. Please.

Would help with unbelievable behaviors

Happiness!

Peace

I would a change for them to get some relief of the symptoms of this horrible disease so they can live a somewhat normal life

It has relieved levels of anxiety and behaviors that make day to day life much more tolerable

We have been on DCCR since November 2019 and would not have gotten through this pandemic without it. I cannot imagine not having DCCR for my daughter moving forward. This medication has given us a life as a family during these trying times.

One less struggle to feel helpless and hopeless for my son! One less battle we have to fight alone.

Hope that a potential and possibly effective treatment could be available for my son before my passing. Giving him an opportunity to live a more normal life that doesn’t revolve around food his safety 24 hours a day.

Could potentially save lives for people with PWS.

To better manage my son’s appetite.

More normalcy for our son

Everything, life changing, less of a daily struggle a full life

DCCR would give my daughter a chance at independence. At 3, Catherine is showing a high level of intelligence, indomitable determination, and joy of life. At this point, the only thing standing in her way would be the debilitating hunger associated with PWS. I urge you to consider her future when you review this data.

Approval for DCCR would enable our daughter to live free from the tyranny of food seeking. It is imperative that DCCR be approved by the FDA for treatment of Prader-Willi Syndrome.

It could mean life or death.

Improved quality of life. Increased strength and stamina would allow her to participate in activities alongside her peers. May allow increased calorie consumption that may reduce some food anxiety.
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improved quality of life
Amazing things
Grace hasn’t hit the hyperphagia stage of PWS yet but the idea of her future being consumed by it leaves us utterly terrified.
Everything
For our PWS family member to live a better life
Better management of hyperphagia and metabolism would be life changing, giving my child better health and more independence.
A change in the quality of life for our child and a chance to change her life trajectory. As we are faced with considering options as she moves toward adulthood in the next few years, availability of this treatment will have direct effect on those choices and outcomes.
My daughter could have a life with less hunger and an improved behavioral state. DCCR has been amazing for her quality of life and all with PWS deserve this possibility!
The approval of DCCR is SO important to our family. This would be not only life changing for our daughter, but for our entire family and so many others. Having a treatment for some of the most severe PWS symptoms will save lives. We need this!
A way to help control hyperphagia in PWS
Absolutely life changing a possibility of independent living and the reality that my child won’t feel like she is starving for the rest of her life.
lower anxiety, frustration, aggression and hunger.
Everything
It would allow us relief and freedom from an unfair life for someone we love.
Less perseveration about food
Life changing potential. Without the constant fear of the ‘Monster of Hunger’, my daughter may live a life of purpose and difference making
It would allow our daughter to live a near normal life.
We would have our life back. Our daughter can finally have a life where she is not always hungry, where she has friends and where she can achieve her goals instead of thinking about how to attain her next meal.

Chance for my child to beat this
I cry almost everyday about my sons future I worry about if I’m seeing the hyperphagia yet in regular things every toddler does. Having this medicine approved would ease my mind if even just a little and help my son achieve the best possible future!
Everything!
New treatments could have saved her life.
It would free us up to live life not do locked down and unable to go on vacations. It would make family gathering so much less stressful
It is what he needs to lead a fairly normal life.
A chance at a better life
For him to live life (full). Chance to have a better life
My son is beginning to show signs of hyperphagia. This treatment could mean the difference for not only his physical health about overeating but also the psychological impacts to the family of fighting against his uncontrolled insatiability. This is the #1 issue with PWS.
It would change our lives. The struggle is a daily issue and it puts a huge strain on our family and our relationships. My husband and I can not convey more strongly how our worried we are about our son’s future if this major piece of his disability can not be curbed. We urge you to spend a day with a family with a child with PWS and then with a clear conscience try to deny this treatment to the individual.
Hope for long term independence!
An end to the constant feeling of being hungry
Life changing and life saving!!
Hope
The help we have been waiting for now for 25 years
This could save her life and others with PWS. It helps with most of major symptoms. They need to get this on market as soon as possible.
It would mean a lot if it helps. It gives me hope.
It could save her life! We need it approved.

My family and I would have our lives back. Every breathing moment is spent worrying about the behavioral manifestations of hyperphagia that my daughter displays. She is so anxious, scared she won’t be fed, hungry all day long. It’s sad, nothing we do is without stress. Hyperphagia holds us hostage. Everything and everyone suffers!
Hope
Life saving
My daughter has goals and dreams and has conquered every obstacle put in front of her. She’s 7 but talks about college and moving out and being a doctor. I would love for these things to be possible but without a medication or treatment for hyperphagia/behaviors her future is limited when it comes to independence and the ability to provide financially for herself.
It would mean that our daughter can live a full life without feeling the excruciating effects of PWS
The approval of DCCR would mean less aggressive behaviors and more peace for my son and the family.
being able to focus on something other than food
Approval and hope
Hope
Provide some degree of normalcy for my child and the family
It would be life changing!
Improved quality of life
Lessen symptoms
It would be life changing. Amazing opportunities for my nephew and limit risks.
More normal living
If my daughter was taking DCCR, I would not worry that she was torturing herself with thoughts of food. I would not wake up in the middle of the trying to remember if I had locked the food pantry. I would trust her more and not feel guilty for not trusting her.
Any help to the PW person or community is great appreciated! Let’s get this done.
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The difference between being given an actual life or not.

It could save a child's life

It would mean my child might have a chance a more normal life.

Freedom from food seeking because of lack of feeling full.

Hope for a higher quality future.

Currently the only available treatment for hyperphagia, one of the most debilitating symptoms of PWS

A start to relieving their struggle with hunger and several other characteristics of PWS

Better life!

Nic is a smart, kind, and loving little boy. He is in the 4th grade and struggles to keep up with his "typical" peers. He has may struggles that he is trying very hard to overcome such as: His constant hunger for food/ food seeking, he has some outbursts that can cause damage to things and people around him, etc. His family and doctors believe that DCCR is one key that could unlock his future. Please reconsider their application and give PWS kids and their families this much needed medication.

Better control of PWS symptoms

It would mean making her life easier for her. Everything would be better for her. Her quality of life would improve 10 fold

Hope for a better future for our son and a lot less stress on our entire family

A brighter future for my son, one In which hyperphagia doesn't consume our family's lives

Lots of help

As a parent of a child with a rare disease, you are willing to do anything to allow your child to live their best life.. We can not wait for another trial, we need this treatment available now. We are willing to assume the risks of DCCR to give our child an opportunity to live life FULL. We urge you to reconsider the recent decision as it relates to DCCR for people living with PWS.

The approval of DCCR will help our daughter live her very best life. When we first heard the words Prader-Willi Syndrome we were devastated. We need options available to treat our children and DCCR is proven to be safe. We can not wait years, we need these options available now.

The approval of DCCR would take an enormous weight off our shoulders, the weight of know that one day our sweet, silly, determined and loving little girl will never feel full again. We have been carrying this weight for over 2 years and many other families much longer. We can not wait another 5 years for another trial. We have fought so hard - attended hundreds of hours of medical and therapy visits - all to allow our daughter to live her best life. We will not stop fighting now. We need this treatment available now. We have been following the clinical trial very closely. It has been determined to be safe. We need this as an available treatment option for our daughter.

Hope. DCCR would give our child a chance at living independently once he's an adult. His options for a healthy, full life are limited without DCCR

It would be extremely crucial for him to be able to live life full and independently and thrive. We would like for all kids battling to have as many tools in their tool box to battle the side effects of Prader Willi syndrome and we believe this medication is that too!

A new medication for our daughter would help relieve the constant stress we have worrying for her food security. We would know for certain that this medication can help in our constant hunger battle. It would reduce daily behavior episodes about food. It would truly be life changing for us.

It is a game changer for our family.

This drug will be life changing for my granddaughter, for our family and for many like us. Please read the research. Do the right thing.

Finally a proven treatment to curb the voracious appetite as well as behavioral issues. This would change their lives for the better.

Peace of mind

Everything. It would give us hope, faith in his future and strength to continue fighting to give him everything he wants and needs in life!

Is life changing for those with PWS

Quite literally, it would change everything. A fuller life without the insatiable hunger that will haunt my daughter every minute of every day. A more normal social life where she can go to birthday parties, lunch at school and family picnics without wanting to gorge herself to the point of her stomach potentially bursting and ending up in the hospital. This drug would change her quality of life without a shadow of a doubt.

Put simply, a chance at a more normal life. Constant hunger, an insatiable appetite and uncontrollable obesity is a cruel future, especially if there is a drug that might help.

Ability to lose weight

It would give us hope. We've endured many years with no hint of anything close to something that could be this effective. Let us be part of the effort bringing us one step closer to a cure.

Relief, freedom and more independence. Everything.

Tremendous hope for an otherwise very scary and untreatable symptom.

Hope

It would mean quality of life for my son. Some normalcy for the other members of our family. It would be a dream come true. Really, there are no words to express what it is like to be affected by PWS.

It would free my daughter to live a more independent life with less dependence on many other medications.

HELP...the answer

improved quality of life for whole family

A world where he would be able to hold a job and thrive rather than a burden to my other children or society.

Could possibly help prevent food seeking that causes obesity as well as heart issues due to obesity

Help with severe symptoms of Prader Willi Syndrome

Peace of mind that we can assist our son to reach full potential.

LIFE

It would be a great help managing my son's Prader-Willi behaviors.

Hope for a life without debilitating hunger for my son.
Allowing my daughter to enjoy being a child, instead of riddled with pain and anxiety from feeling hungry all the time.

It would change all of our lives for the better! This will make his life so much better!

This treatment could potentially save the life of my daughter and many others with PWS. It will help with the major symptoms she experiences with pws. This is a critical drug that needs to get on the market.

Independence. My son will have limited access to the basic joys of adulthood because of his hyperphagia

Being able to Live Life Full. My little friend and those who share in this affliction, their families and those who love them would greatly benefit from this. This could provide a better life...a fuller life, both, literally and figuratively.

Some chance at life for our whole family. PWS has profoundly diminished the lives of all of our family members.

The best alternative to improve health

DCCR It would make a huge difference in the lives of so many individuals.

This would help with Prader Willii!

This drug would allow my son to live a more independent, less stressful and ultimately a SAFER life! He will be able to play with his friends and not constantly worry about when he will eat next. It will give him a chance at a normal life.

Early intervention and medicine is key for my nephew with PWS to have a chance at a more normal life. It would mean the difference between a balanced life and no life at all.

It would mean everything from intangible hope and normalcy to tangible medical benefits! Hope for the possibility my nephew will be able to live an independent life. In a society where the discourse is so focused on creating progress for the vulnerable, independence and equalizing the field, could we have a greater responsibility to the PWS community to approve trials that could create such outcomes? the tangible benefits I will leave to our talented medical community but I have seen the research and am so optimistic about my nephew - George(!) - if we could get him on the medicine. The ability to control this aspect of his disease can ameliorate bullying, expand his options to remain in his household with his family as a young child but later on could pave the way for a more ‘normal’ life.

More options, chance for better quality of life, health

I would be a choice for help for our son who is having real problems now.

Less hunger and anxiety for a person and just something to help him and his family to be less stressed when Zaidi and hunger happens and just knowing that he is being helped

It would help reassure me of my daughter’s well being. I want the best for her and I, Abd giv and do everything I can for her.

It would save my son’s life.

A chance to live a better life

A life of hope, happiness and less stress. People have nooooo idea what stress the patient and caretakers endure. It really takes a toll on mental and physical health.

safety and a reduction in suffering

It could literally save my daughter’s life. There are currently no treatment options available for hyperphagia. This could give us hope. It would be a shame for the FDA to unnecessarily kill this trial that could potentially save lives

A chance at stability, safety, and increased normalcy.

To better their life

the opportunity for reduced anxiety which would bring peace to the family

A fresh start

It could potentially drastically improve our son, Ahs and entire family, Ahs daily experience by helping manage some of the most difficult and lifestyle-impacting symptoms of PWS.

An opportunity to have a good quality of life vs a constant painful hunger and 24 hour care.

A greater likelihood of living an independent life.

Our daughter is fortunate to be currently participating in the DCCR trial. This has been an amazing treatment for our daughter. It is helping her live as close to a typical life as possible. We feel it would be extremely detrimental to her health if this treatment option was taken away.

improved quality of life; improved health; improved mental health

Hope for life without the day to day challenges of the symptoms of PWS.

This would save the life of my loved one with PWS !

Hopefully it will help prevent dangerous and conflicting outburst of uncontrolled anger. Very hard to deal with and control in front of the younger children. It scares them.

It would mean the world to us

Would possibly open up opportunities to live a more normal life.

That there was a treatment available to help my children with PWS deal with one of the most dangerous aspects of this disorder. There would be hope for the security of a healthier life.

He is currently in a facility where he cannot get to food. I would love for him to come back home.

My daughter doesn’t have hyperphagia, but self-injurious behaviors are serious concern. Having a drug to control that behavior would be a life changer for her and for us.

It would give our son a chance at a typical life.

It would mean hope for life change for my child and our whole family.

Approval of DCCR would mean everything! This treatment could potentially be life saving for our girl and others living with Prader-Willi Syndrome.

Better quality of life

A chance at a somewhat typical and successful life

Hope for a more fulfilling lifetime and longer lasting life for my daughter

Life changing.

It would potentially save my sisters life. She has always struggled with this and I would love for her to finally be happy and healthy. This has been an issue for her since we found her diagnosis at the age of 4.

Safety and independence
What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

Life changing drug for my child with PWS and family for safety and health. It would reduce life and death risk and provide live family in the same house hold instead of institution or group home, it would make possible vocational training, work opportunity, meaningful life, more mobility as fulfill potential basic daily living. It also allowed family member's physical and mental health, psychological.

A better future for my son

No longer being controlled by always feeling hungry and searching for food. Social life would improve.

Norah is a happy girl who loves her family and friends fiercely. She likes to Dance. Her biggest obstacle is her hunger. Her parents are constantly having to monitor her food seeking behaviors. The medicine would help ease her constant hunger improving her and her parents lives.

Taylor is a smart and sassy 1st grader who loves to read, loves skiing and has so many goals and dreams. She wants to be a doctor when she grows up. This drug can help eliminate some of the obstacles in her way of that dream. Her family and her doctors believe that DCCR is one key that could unlock her future. Please reconsider their application and give PWS kids and their families this medication.

A better life for everyone

Safety and mental health

Approval would me a better quality of life for my son. Worries about hyperphagia, aggression, and other characteristics would decline and provide my son with a more normal life and less stress for our family.

It would give my child a better quality of life and potential for a more independent future.

A chance at normalcy

Potentially save her life from the post debilitating part of this awful syndrome! Please don’t add this stress to our loved ones and community!!!

It would mean EVERYTHING! It would mean that Lindsay would be able to continue to thrive socially, academically, and emotionally. She has been thriving due to being on this medication. The changes that have occurred have been a total game changer for her and our family. The growth and overcoming challenge she faced has been enormous. I have seen along with her teachers and camp counselors and therapists the positive changes both academically and emotionally and it is amazing and gives us so much hope!

Controlling weight helps alleviate potential for other related issues. Extra help with emotional control helps with social interaction. The list goes on!

The approval of DCCR would be life changing to our family. This news has brought us all to break and tears. We had so much hope in this approval. Today I carried my one year old and cried because that hope I once had for this to help her is now gone. Having a sick child is the hardest thing a human will ever have to face and knowing there is something that can help them live a better life can,Alt be used because of approval is the second hardest thing we have faced. Please reconsider your decision because one day it may be you or your loved one.

It would save her life. Help or eliminate hyperphagia that is life threatening

It will provide an opportunity to help our son Logan with this complex disorder. He goes through challenges daily and it will help provide some relief! We are willing to take on risk as there are few to none treatment options for kids and adults with PWS to help with treatment.

Our son is in the DCCR trials and is literally a new child with this medicine one. In the past he needed an aide at school and constantly interrupted his class and had significant challenges at home and in school. On DCCR he can participate and socially engage as a normal 15 year old, does not need an aide, and his anxiety levels have dramatically dropped. Please support this medicine and allow our children to have as normal life as possible.

DCCR enables age-appropriate independence and interaction with peers without being subject to complete and direct control of the food environment. Relief from food anxiety provided by DCCR would continue to free her to focus on growth and maturity and learning and interpersonal interaction.

This would mean a chance at living an independent life. Without it, we have no chance.

Hope for an improved quality of life for our son

A better life for him and us

It would get us one step closer to a cure for the hallmark symptom of PWS—not feeling full.

My Daughter would have a opportunity to live a normal life unafraid of the affects of PWS.

Normalcy

Hope for a cure, much freedom, relieve

Hope

It would mean everything. Until you have and live with PWS you have no idea on how stressful and how it is so hard on everyone who is involved. I feel it is very irresponsible to ignore so many who need this. My daughter doesn’t so much have a food issue. She does have the weight issue PWS causes. I, her father worry everyday and will till the day I die. Everyone deserves the best if available. Don’t take this away from the PWS community. We all hope for a CURE or at least a great alternative.

The approval of DCCR would give us hope for our daughter to live life FULL. DCCR being available on the market would completely change the life of our daughter as well as ours (her parents) and our PWS family, for the better.

Relief

We do not want our child or our family to be prisoners in their own home because our son is always hungry. Can you imagine if you were starving 24/7? PWS is such a cruel disease and these children deserve a life! This treatment is safe and effective and our children should not have to wait years (if a new trial is even funded) for a chance to live without hunger. This means EVERYTHING.

A much less stressful and more "normal" family life. It would hopefully allow our daughter to participate in more social and employment opportunities which would make her much happier.

The availability of a safe option to help offset the symptoms of PWS is invaluable.

Everything! It could change the lives and save the lives of anyone with PWS!

This is first first medication that will help my child with this rare syndrome and save her life! We need this medication approved now please. It gives children with PWS hope.

A possibility of an independent higher quality of life. The safety of being able to be alone. An ability to possibly save my sons life. There is no treatment and hunger is on his mind 24/7. He is obese which I worry will create a storm of
What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

It would mean a lot.

Hope to change a life of my niece to be independent, with less lifelong challenges.

A better quality of life.

Our daughter has been involved in the trial for DCCR. It has been life changing. It will be devastating to her livelihood if we have to remove her from the drug.

It means Samantha has access to another treatment option in the future when she reaches the next stage of PWS. Hyper is debilitating and life threatening. She deserves every opportunity to reduce that burden.

By taking DCCR, my daughter is allowed to be as close to a normal 10 year old as possible. That means so much to her

Better luck at a future for my child

Oh you have no idea how much this would help my daughter. We don’t socialize very much due to the insatiable appetite my daughter as!

Hope. And for my son to live a regular life.

It might be life changing! Might help with the extreme hunger, and the anger associated!

There are currently no pharmaceutical treatments that specifically address PWS or its hallmark issue of hyperphagia. DCCR has shown incredibly promising results in clinical trials for people with PWS, including reduced hyperphagia, better bone density, and stronger/leaner body composition. We need DCCR for the PWS community—this drug could allow my friend to live a more normal, independent life by directly addressing the primary symptom of PWS. We need it now, not in 4-5 years, so younger children with PWS can get the benefits before the onset of severe hyperphagia. Please give Selby a chance at leading a more normal life."

To allow my child to feel full, to help avoid obesity and its related health issues, to reduce the stress and anxiety around food in general

A chance at life

It would allow my child to be free of the constant feeling of being hungry AAAALL the time. To be able to walk into the kitchen, without locks and safety guards so she can’t access food.

Freedom from chronic hunger

Relief from some of the daily struggles that my daughter suffers from as well as helping her function more like her typical peers.

DCCR would give the sweet girl I babysit a better chance for a healthier life!

The possibility that my child have a future with less worry and stress of his diagnosis. Also the possibility that this would help to be able to live more independently as he gets older.

The difference between controlled and uncontrolled behavior.

Not battling with ginger all day every day

My granddaughter would have a better QUALITY of life or at least a chance of one. PWS is so devastating in so many ways. This drug can ease some of that for so many love ones.

Life saving Life normalcy

A chance to help with hunger

It would mean everything for our kids that struggle from everyday basis with the effects of PWS

Hope for a productive, happy future!

It would be a game changer. This drug would significantly improve our financial situation by reducing lost data from work due to behaviors or medical reasons (from eating). It work reduce stress & anxiety place on siblings. It would improve the quality of life for the entire family.

On March 2, 2020 we received a diagnosis for our then six week old daughter of Prader-William Syndrome (PWS). We were told she had a rare genetic condition which affects 1 in 15,000 live births in the U.S. We were understandably devastated for our little girl and our family. Since then, we have started daily growth hormone shots and a controlled diet. Our little girl is thriving. She is rolling, sitting, creeping and babbling. She smiles and blows kisses. She has mastered the straw cup. She loves on our dog and her big sister. She can have a very bright future. But we know that for her and other PWS patients there is the looming possibility of hyperphagia in her future. We are disappointed with FDA’s decision to require another clinical trial for Diazoxide Choline Controlled-Release (DCCR), a drug conceived by Soleno Therapeutics and proved effective in curbing excessive hunger and easing behavioral symptoms in PWS patients. If our daughter has the ability to benefit from DCCR, it could be life changing for her and other PWS patients. Hyperphagia can begin to set in as early as 8 years old with metabolism beginning to slow down as early as 2 years old. Our daughter is 13 months old. While she has some time, it is not a lot of time for trials and advancements. Every day matters for her. There are older PWS children, some of whom are seeing success from DCCR already and others who are at the point where DCCR is a must have for them. The FDA’s requirement for another trial and more participant is creating a glass ceiling for these kids. It could amount to a death sentence. Patients who are part of the trial will need to stop taking the medication. Children who need the drug will have to wait. With the small patient population, there may never be enough trials and enough data to move forward. There will certainly never be enough time for these kids. The safety profile of diazoxide is well known, with more than 100,000 patient years of use. DCCR has been tested in 8 clinical trials involving nearly 300 randomized patients including more than 230 treated with DCCR. The tremendous positive results of the DESTINY PWS Phase 3 trial - reduction in hyperphagia, reduced anxiety, repetitive questioning, compulsive behaviors, and skin picking - brought so much hope in our life. This drug presents a life-changing opportunity for our children with PWS, for their siblings, us as parents and for our extended families and communities. We ask that the FDA reconsider its decision, which effectively condemns thousands of children all around the world to a life of excessive hunger, behavioral problems and a range of other issues, which will diminish their quality of life. PWS children already suffer from a rare genetic condition which is hard to treat. This decision from the FDA creates another setback for them based on the rareness and small patient population which is unjustified.

It would be life changing for us. Hyperphagia is our biggest concern for our son with PWS and we were really hoping that DCCR can make the most significant difference.

It would mean a lot if it helps improve our daughter’s life

My daughter may not have to deal with hyperphagia for the rest of her life if this drug is approved!

It would give us a new hope for a better future for our PWS children whom we love so very much. The thought of a cure would be a miracle from GOD.

My daughter is about to go into the next phase of PWS. Hyperphagia, she NEEDS the DCCR to
try and have the most normal life possible. IT IS SO EXTREMELY IMPORTANT FOR THESE CHILDREN TO HAVE A FIGHTING CHANCE

A more stable life for our little one!

To control the hunger

This is a life changing/ saving needed treatment. It can help with several factors that affect these children let’s give them the best chances possible to have a happy, healthy life!

Would very likely mean that our daughter will not need to go to a group home as we are getting older and she is getting harder to handle.

Our daughter would be able to better keep up while playing with friends which has so many social benefits. Also, it would decrease the increased hunger drive.

PWS is a very difficult disorder to live with on a daily basis. DCCR would help us address difficult aggressive and rigid behaviors that are currently our biggest challenge. It would also help manage my child’s hyperphagia. Our only solution at this time is to lock ALL FOOD ALL THE TIME outside of meal times.

The change to live.

Everything

Hope, options, relief,

It would tremendously help out so many. It is SAFE! It WORKS! We need to help

Save the life of pws children and let her live a normal life.

A better life.

To have a normal life!

Could give our daughter a much better life

Peace of mind

The daily struggle of always feeling as if you’re starving is real. It affects not only the physical, mental and emotional status of the person with PWS, but also the entire family and anyone that comes in contact with that person. All day, everyday every decision revolves around food resulting in behaviors that are often times challenging to say the very least. What a blessing it would be to the person suffering with the struggles of PWS to feel relief.

It would stop the constant hunger my son deals with daily. It would also help with his severe outbursts that are triggered by food related issues. It would help him to participate safely in events that his peers do as he would not be seeking food, distracted by severe hunger, or meltdowns.

Really important. Means a lot

The world!

It would mean a chance at education and emotion managing strategies; it would mean a real chance at a promising future!

Hope

It would give my daughter a better quality of life.

My daughter’s food-seeking has lead to many police interactions, some where I have feared for her safety, as well as ours. We’ve had to have her institutionalized twice. A treatment for her would allow her to have a life, as well as letting me, her mother, also have a life. I am limited to working part time from home so as to monitor her and keep her safe. Think of the resources that could be better spent if we could just control her hunger and behavior surrounding that.

It would give her and our family a chance at a more normal life

An opportunity to be free from daily suffering

Less risk of or child developing obesity-related conditions

It would mean a better future for my daughter and to live life to the FULLest!

It could potentially save the life of my loved one.

It would mean a chance at a future better.

Stability and life! a chance at a better future. A chance at a future in general. This is a no-brainer. Our kids need help, there is no excuse at all not to do the the best we can for them.

They are our brothers, sisters, daughters, sons and our future.

This would mean our daughter could potentially live a longer life.

Peace of mind and less worry about Hyperphagia

It would potentially save her life.

A future closer to that of a normal child. Help reduce hunger and slow the onset of possible obesity.

This could potentially save the lives of people living with PWS. It has proven to be safe and effective and is the only kind of treatment that could make a difference in so many lives. It is critical to get this on the market ASAP!!!

It means a better possibility of weight loss for my son.

PWS is a devastating, dangerous disease. DCCR could mean the difference between life and death for people with PWS. It can literally eat themselves to death and they cannot learn to control their food urges.

It will mean a lot.

Improved life outcomes

It would change his life!!

The change to live life normally, like my other children. That means the chance to live alone, not in a group home, not with kitchen cabinets locked. Hyperphagia is a death sentence to my daughter’s life and independence. Please help us beat this. There is no other drug available to help her or others with PWS.

Health and life

It would mean although we are currently in an excruciating struggle, battling behavior with little help, would change. Nobody can understand how hard it is living with a child with PWS except those living with it. Please help us.

This drug would likely remove, or at least reduce, the LARGEST roadblock to my son living a happy and independent life. It would be life-changing for our family.

Eliminate the most significant challenges of this disorder. Improve quality of life for my daughter and family as a whole.
It would mean a better quality of life, a peace of mind, and feeling of hope.

A chance at a treatment/more normal life. A chance at embracing every day with optimism instead of fear and worry.

The potential for health and happiness.

It would mean he could live a better life with less problems.

Everything! We would be able to live a happier life!

opportunity

Life

My daughter is three and already showing signs on hyperphagia; this affects behavior, relationships and her education. By having DCCR as an option for my child she could have the potential to live a happy FULL life.

Results that can occur when using this medicine could include being in a normal education setting, not requiring one-on-one supervision from childhood to adulthood, and the ability to live independently and support oneself through an education and career.

I believe this would save my son’s life and also give him opportunities to enjoy more activities that he is currently restricted from due to his size.

Happy, healthy future for our son

Insatiable. Hunger. I want you to take a moment and make sure you understand what those words mean. You wake up in the morning and experience a dull ache, a non-specific emptiness, a feeling, in the middle of your body, directly beneath the bottom of your rib cage. The feeling is located precisely in the center of your solar plexus, just a few inches above your belly button. It is deep inside of you. It originates from the very core of your being. It is ancient. You get up and you begin to walk. Where are you going? We all know where you are going. You are not thinking about it. You just do it. You ambulate to your kitchen and stuff something in your mouth. You are thinking about the day ahead. Maybe a bite of Danish, a strawberry, a doughnut, a cookie, something to tide you over while you start your coffee. You’ve been unconsciously motivated to engage in these behaviors and have been rewarded with the silent unnoticeable removal of the feeling. Coffee in hand, you have already forgotten about it. You are deciding what you are going to wear today. You continue your routine with a barely noticeable uptick in your mood. Today is a new day, it could be a good day. With lifted spirits, you go and prepare for this new day. You’ve been silently rewarded again. You will eat your breakfast, clean up, finish at home, and depart. You head out into the potential of the morning. Mornings. You just love mornings. That crisp fresh feeling. That new feeling. That’s a good feeling. You wish you could always feel this way. That’s what it is to be satisfied. Now understand this. You will never have that again. Never. No matter what you do. No matter where you go. No matter what you eat. No matter what you drink. Nothing. Nothing will ever bring you that feeling again. You will cry. You will scream. You will rage. You will beat yourself into the fever oblivion of fatigued and neurotransmitter-depleted sleep. Only, to wake again, to gut-wrenching gnawing emptiness. You will lie. You will steal. You will gorge yourself on whatever you can get your shaking panic infested hands on. You will collapse in your misery with a moment’s respite. You are already feeling anxiety begin to mount as you sense it, muddied but still there. It is already starting again. You weep, shuddering, on the floor. You see yourself. What you have done cannot be hidden and you are discovered. You are disgusting. And this will happen again and again and again and again. You will hate. You will hate your father. You will hate them. Because they stop you. Why? They keep it away from you. Do they not understand I need it? They lock it up. You will hate yourself. You will hate life itself. You will want to die, and that same instinct for survival, run amok, which creates this hell, will stubbornly keep you in it, forever. It’s a terrible fate isn’t it? Yes, but the FDA can do something to remedy it. I urge the FDA to reconsider their decision regarding DCCR and to do what is right and help to mitigate this suffering. Now.

A chance at a better quality of life for my son, but also our entire family.

DCCR would provide better muscle tone and function for those with PWS.

It would mean living life full. It could mean giving relief from the constant hunger, the worries about eating so much she dies. It would mean greater independence for her. It is a life saving medication.

That my daughter might not feel hungry all the time-this would help so much with her weight challenges.

A chance for my son to have a brighter future, which is everything to me.

DCCR is the best hope for my beloved daughter. It is critical to keep her alive. Please get this approved.

It would give my son a chance to live a normal life. Not having to worry about food, when and where is his next meal. The behavior issues would be under control. I would not have to worry about hitting, screaming, and sneaking food.

It would save the life of my 4 year old grandson. It would allow him to live a fuller life without the burden of the constant insatiable hunger associated with PWS. Being able to help control his hunger would change our families entire world.

I am a father of a UPD PWS child. It would completely changed how we live. We are RULED by PWS and hunger every day, nearly all day. Going out anywhere is not just difficult with a child with PWS, the hunger makes it nearly impossible to function as a family in a normal context. We routinely choose to avoid joining friends and family at special occasions due to the context of dealing with outbursts. We deal with PTSD associated with our daughters birth, and this can manifest itself at these times. This all sounds dramatic, but I assure you I was just like anyone else. I love my daughter dearly, and I would not choose to replace her or lose her. A drug like DCCR could make our ability to cope with living with June’s PWS in a much improved context and possibly allow June some context of normalcy in her developing life. If we could get a prescription for DCCR tomorrow based on my research to date of the trials, we would. Please allow us this option as soon as possible if this drug had not been shown to be negative in the context of patient health outcomes associated with it’s use.

An approval would mean the world to us. The drug is our only hope right now that our son won’t have to live always hungry.

The chance for a more normal life.

A better quality of life for our child.

Help make my 4yr daughter live a more normal life without all of these complications she cant control herself and for every person living with PWS. They deserve a chance at a great life as any normal able body.

They would have their life back. Their child could be a little girl again.

Freedom
The chance for my daughter to reach her potential without having to experience the debilitating and life-threatening symptom of hyperphagia. And a chance at an independent life.

With DCCR my daughter would have a real and meaningful opportunity to reach her full potential without ever having to experience the debilitating symptom of hyperphagia. An approval of this drug would mean an improved quality of life and a chance at independence.

A treatment that can help with the biggest Issue with PWS and help our kids have a higher quality of life

The world.

So much, just to give Maddy a chance of a life that we take for granted.

Some relief from the near constant hunger pains and the anxiety over food because she feels hungry all the time.

Although my Adult PWS Son is not on DCCR, this Investigation might-well help our Younger (rare)PWS Population, so the Study should be Completed....

Everything

DCCR would literally save his life. It would ensure an independent future for him, which he and all children deserve. His future would amount to more than uncontrollable hunger. This drug is absolutely essential for his well being.

Everything, a chance at life.

She gets to live a more normalized life ... like we all would like for any of our children. Specifically, when it comes to body mass & the effects it will have on her for the rest of her life.

Independent and healthy life for the future.

There is a way to provide an early approval before a trial is even complete but this one is complete and has shown great success for this disease. It needs to be approved so those with this disease can be treated! It’s not about money but about lives

Not having to ever know what hyperphagia feels like and endure the suffering and turmoil of it

A better future for my child

Everything! This is the only drug that has shown a real promise in being safe and effective as a treatment for the most debilitating, and potentially deadly, symptom of Prader-Willi Syndrome. We simply cannot wait. We need approval on this drug ASAP.

A better quality of life

Catherine is a vivacious & loving smart girl. This medication would help give her the life she deserves & would help her tremendously. Please reconsider the application & approve this drug for her & so many others. She needs this medication. Please approve!

Life changing for those living with PWS

It would mean the chance of life to more than one child I know!

Potential lifesaving treatment

Freedom from locking ALL food sources

Ability to meet some of the most challenging medical needs of my son and to advocate more effectively for his care.

The potential to live a more fulfilling life.

More chance for independent living

Increased employment opportunities and community integration. Possibly the ability to live independently!!!

It would mean less worries and more time to love my daughter

Even though my daughter is only 3, she has such an increased interest in food. It is a constant source of stress not just for her and me, but our entire family.

It would mean a less restrictive lifestyle

Greater freedom and flexibility. Less tantrums around food.

It would mean a chance at a typical life without constant hunger and constant stress. It would mean potentially a future without having to always have someone else present to make sure good decisions were being made.

We have been waiting for the opportunity to give DCCR to our daughter, in hopes of the many ways it will support her in realizing her full potential. We wanted to participate in a trial, and are also hoping for the opportunity to do so.

A little relief to a stressful life of my sister who we,Â’ve had a tough time taking care of her as we,Â’ve always had to watch her and what she eats as she,Â’s never been able to be alone around food everything we have is locked up

Treatment options are severely limited. DCCR could save the life of son and others and increase their quality of life. We can,Â’d wait years for DCCR. We need it now.

It would mean an independent future for my son could be a reality.

A better life

Help and a better life quality

Hope

Having control over the hunger would allow my child to engage with many more activities.

It would mean a better life for a person with PWS. I have heard so many times from PWS individuals they just want to feel normal

Health

It could mean saving lives at a minimum. At a maximum, it could be giving child a more independent life that we all enjoy. Imagine a life without independence in some form. Approval will help to limit that outcome.

Some relief from the hyperphagia, and subsequently his anxiety and temper, would be a blessing for both my son and the rest of our family.

A chance for a "normal" life

A piece of the puzzle to help with a complicated, devastating syndrome.

A chance for my son to live as normal of a life as possible.

It would allow us so much freedom! You have no idea how difficult it is to attend ANY function...almost all involve food of some type and this drug would help Silas be able to enjoy the things that most others don’t even think about.

Everything would change, I’d feel more secure about food. I would worry less about the health and safety of my son.

Our daughter could focus on things other than food more successfully and would be at less risk
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of dying from a food related incident such as stomach rupture, etc.

Everything

A life of independence for our daughter! Truly, there is nothing more important to us than the chance to give her a full and independent life.

Life changing!

Better health for my child

DCCR will help with the major effects of PWS and help our daughter as well as many others live a better life.

Improved quality of life for my son and a brighter future. For my family, peace of mind

All advances made provide a life changing option for those with PWS and their families.

If given the option, this could help my loved one function better on a daily basis.

Everything. Giving our children a chance to live as full of a life as possible

It would mean that my son would have the opportunity to live a more "normal" life

A healthier life with less risk of life threatening issues as he grows older. It would allow him to mainstream into the world and develop the skills that would result in a productive life.

Hope, freedom, opportunity

The opportunity to live an improved quality of life, perhaps independently of adult care. It would impact our entire family. It would mean our loved one would not experience the devastating impacts of Hyperphagia. This would be life-changing for his entire family.

The World. My Nephew deserves every chance at an improved life and we believe DCCR will have a great impact to all PWS kids.

A more productive life.

Our two adopted daughters have PWS. Our oldest, Chloe, has reached the hyperphagia phase and is food seeking. If we were to have medicine to help her manage that, it would ease so make of her anxiety and I as a caregiver would feel more at ease knowing she was able to manage her eating and weight. She also struggles with outbursts frequently and being able to have more self-regulation would help us enjoy our day to day activities and perhaps enjoy more activities out in the community.

Self regulation of behavior

A more normal life with less pressure from being different.

It would mean a treatment plan that has already been approved that can be accessible in a timely manner because it is crucial to those with PWS.

Life saving

A chance at a dramatically better future, in which my son could hold a job, live alone, and have friends, with no drawbacks if it turned out not to help with hyperphagia.

We are terrified of the disease that our new born was born with, and even more yet, what the hyperphagia symptoms will do to our son in the future. If we have any chance at all, to head it off, or treat it; we have to take it. Please don’t take this chance from us!

Initially, to aid in research opportunities, and ultimately, to create a better life for our PWS child.

A greater chance at our best life possible!

My daughter would finally feel full and we would not spend hours a day with meltdowns and aggressive behaviors over food. She would be able to live a happier life that isn’t controlled by food

Change their life dramatically!

A life not ruled by pws

Hope, progress

Independence, not having to rely on someone else to keep them safe, feeling joy that they are not perceived as different anymore

Life changing relief from catastrophic symptoms

It would mean the world! This is life changing. It could help with so many aspects of Jayde’s day to day life and gives us hope for our future.

The relief that my son can live a safer, more normal life. It would mean everything!!!!

a more manageable life.

It would mean everything it would help see a light at the end of the tunnel and hope for a better tomorrow

Treatment like this for Prader-Willi Syndrome is a veritable life saver! Life without viable treatment options for individuals with the syndrome are as bad or worse than the world in a COVID pandemic has felt, but it goes on year by year without the hope or support that the vaccine’s bring. Please review and allow reasonable treatments for Prader-Willi Syndrome.

Improved quality of life

Relief. Our son struggles sooo much with constant feelings of hunger - every waking moment of his life. PLEASE do not require yet another trial.

Please review and allow DCCR for treatment. An option like this is a real life saver for our kids with Prader-Willi Syndrome and for us as parents and caregivers. We desperately need options!

This Would significantly improve the quality of her life, if not potentially save her life, as well as improve the quality of live of our family.

As a mom of TWO children with PWS, I beg that the FDA re-review the results of Soleno’s Phase 3 study of DCCR for the treatment of PWS. There is currently NO treatments the most challenging aspects of PWS and requesting an additional study would cost cost our community years, or worse, the loss of a potential treatment for our loved one. We need this drug available now! It was super safe in the trial and has been the only effective drug for this large unmet medical need and it should be available for our kids who have no other options for possible treatments for hyperphagia right now!

As a dad of TWO children with PWS, I beg that the FDA re-review the results of Soleno’s Phase 3 study of DCCR for the treatment of PWS. There is currently NO treatments the most challenging aspects of PWS and requesting an additional study would cost cost our community years, or worse, the loss of a potential treatment for our loved one. We need this drug available now! It was super safe in the trial and has been the only effective drug for this large unmet medical need and it should be available for our kids who have no other options for possible treatments for hyperphagia right now!

The drug Soleno has already been approved by the FDA re-review the results of Soleno’s Phase 3 study of DCCR for the treatment of PWS. There is currently NO treatments the most challenging aspects of PWS and requesting an additional study would cost cost our community years, or worse, the loss of a potential treatment for our loved one. We need this drug available now! It was super safe in the trial and has been the only effective drug for this large unmet medical need and it should be available for our kids who have no other options for possible treatments for hyperphagia right now!
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What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

Any drug that gives our children with PWS a chance at a better and more fulfilled life would be so welcome.

Having some sense of Normalcy. Not having to worry wherever we go what to do about hyperphagia, help control weight and some of behavioral issues that come with hyperphagia.

Possibility of making our life a little more normal.

This drug has been such an improvement in our daughter and we consider it a life saver. She can be left alone and around food. She feels full and even misses snacks and leaves food at meals! In addition her body mass has greatly improved. Going off this drug will be a great disservice to her health and independence.

Hope for a more manageable and fulfilling future

Lifechanging

My son would not have outrageous because he is starving. Until you live with a child with pws you will never understand. Maybe the people making these decisions should spend a week in our shoes then you will pass this.

Approving DCCR would mean that my daughter may never struggle with the most debilitating aspect of her syndrome; hyperphagia. This would give her the opportunity to use her energy, mental capacity, and emotions on things like learning, playing, physical activities, and building relationships instead of focusing on when she gets food next. There isn’t any other drug out there that provides this type of treatment and it would mean that our family would have the opportunity to have some semblance of normalcy in our lives. This drug is the ONE THING that could allow my daughter to LIVE LIFE FULL!

Hope for the future

Kimber is a smart, caring, and full-of-life toddler who unfortunately, has some incomprehensible obstacles in her future. This drug could provide her the support to tackle those obstacles head on. It would give her the opportunity to use her energy on things like learning, building relationships, doing physical activities, and overall just being a kid instead of constantly and overwhelmingly worrying about when her next meal is coming. Please reconsider your new restrictions on this life-changing drug and help Kimber and her friends LIVE LIFE FULL!

Better medical treatments and options.

HELP and HOPE

An independent and fulfilling life for my child that may not otherwise happen

The possibility of an option to choose to potentially better my son utilizing the most recent technology and research.

A more normal life for both him and the rest of the family

As a father of a child with PWS, it is essential that I see everything that can be done is done. I see this as one of not the only viable treatment for the most major symptom of her disorder. Please bring this drug to market.

Having alternative pharmaceutical options would be a game changer.

Knowing that my child won’t suffer from uncontrollable hunger and the mental strain of not understanding why she can’t have it. Along with the mental pain watching your kid suffer.

The chance for my daughter to not suffer from the pains of hunger 24/7, the anxiety that comes with not being able to control her hunger, the chance to not suffer from obesity due to uncontrolled hunger, and the health consequences from obesity, including the possibility of death, and premature death, the opportunity to live a happy and fulfilling life free of this pain. For her family, the chance to not have to sit by and watch her suffer, not being able to help her. This takes a huge toll on the whole family, especially when we know there is a safe and effective treatment. We NEED this safe and effective drug. If this was your child, loved one, grandchild, niece, nephew, friend, and you had a chance to help them not suffer from a debilitating hunger, wouldn’t you help them? Or could you sit by and watch them suffer, and possibly die? It’s heartbreaking, and we want our daughter to be able to live a full and happy life, without hunger, anxiety, obesity, the struggle to just live day to day peacefully.

Better health and quality of life for my daughter, and peace of mind for us parents.

We got diagnosed at 5 months. Shortly after I learned about the trial being done. I was relieved because hyperphagia is the most nerve wracking part of this diagnosis. As a new mother I was so thankful that when/if we reach that stage that there would be something to help her. This is the only department I cant control and help with in the PWS world. Us mother’s do everything in our power to ensure the best life for our children. We would move mountains if we could! Without this approval you are taking that chance away from us not having that opportunity.

For people with this disease to live a better life

It could save my daughter’s life

It would mean an improved quality of life for our daughter. Reduction in anxiety, behavioral challenges related to food. Improved social relationships. Better ability to learn in school. For our family a much less stressful lifestyle with more relaxed rules and feeling about food and food control.

Life saving treatment for PWS!

It would greatly help our son

To change his life and give him a longer life

It would bring her closer to having a drug that might work for her as she still suffers from hyperplagia at 41 years old and it’s impact on her life and well being

Reduced weight gain, some independence, and life saving therapy.

When I was given the diagnosis of my son I was devastated, faced with so many unknown for his future. DCCR would mean hope for us! It has the potential to eliminate obstacles that could prevent my son from living a full capable life. He is a warrior and deserves every opportunity to fulfill his dreams and I believe DCCR will help make that happen!

Everything! The possibility of a normalized life!!

A treatment / mitigation for the most restrictive and life-threatening component of PWS makes his mother and I very optimistic that we can provide the quality of life and potential future that all parents want for their children. My son is a happy and determined boy. We know that he can accomplish whatever he puts his focus toward - especially if the barriers of PWS are lessened or removed.

A chance at more normalcy.

A life of less stress, fear and anxiety for Jolie. A life where she doesn’t have to spend her days dealing with the trauma of hyperplagia. Peace of mind and a life regained for this sweet little girl.

No hunger tantrums leading to a less restrictive life.
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What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

My 14 year old daughter is over 200 lbs. All she thinks about is eating. I’m wondering if this could help relieve the obsessive compulsion behaviors.

Could mean treatment and relief from effects of Prader-Willi

The treatment they need and a normal life for them. This is the only drug available that can allow a normal quality of life.

A life full of joy!!!

Better quality of life for my daughter. Ex. Not having constant hunger

enhanced quality of life

The opportunity to reduce or eliminate our daughter’s hyperphagia. This will slow more independence for both her and the family.

It’s vital for the quality of life and life-saving components it entails for individuals with PWS.

We need all the help we could receive to help with understanding of our love one, able a normal life journey.

Having more freedom as a family to be and do things in our community

This treatment can potentially save the life of my daughter and many others with PWS! It is the only viable treatment for the most major symptom of her disorder. It can save her life and many others! It is critical to get this drug out in the market now! Please!

Hope that the symptoms could be lessened, and she could live a life more like her sister and brother.

Hopefully this would help with behaviors surrounding food.

Quality of life improvement

A full life!

It would mean the world to have a treatment that would stabilize the conditions of a PWS patient

A better life

Having met approval with the FDA would open a new life for people with Prader-Willi Syndrome. Hyperphagia consumes most of their thoughts, day and life. It would mean they will finally be able to live outside the prison of their uncontrollable need to satiate their NEVERENDING HUNGER. It would mean actually living, not consumed by thoughts of food and hunger. It would mean freedom. The constant fear of having your loved one with PWS dying from eating themselves to death. The emotional, mental and physical toll taken on those with PWS and their family, caregivers and medical community. A chance to thrive.

Hope

Improved quality of life for my son and our whole family.

Life saving and improved quality of life.

More manageable symptoms

Life saving

A better life. A more fulfilled life. No more hunting for food or excessive eating.

Would help with this treatment n save life’s of PWS

Less anxiety in the entire family and more opportunities for our daughter with PWS.

A significant point of hope in managing this very difficult genetic syndrome and potential relief in some of the symptoms.

This medication is the difference between freedom and a life imprisoned by the limitations and triggers of PWS. Please reconsider. These medications could lead to greater freedom for individuals living with PWS, and ultimately lower costs for states in medical care.

There are so few treatments for children with PWS and NONE to deal with hyperphagia - one of the scariest symptoms of PWS. The insatiable hunger is not only heartbreaking for our child and it hard on our family trying to remember to keep all food locked down. A simple mistake of leaving a cabinet unlocked could lead to a life-threatening situation. PLEASE for the sake of our beautiful daughter and the entire PWS family, review DCCR. Do not take this hope for some relief for our daughter from her struggle with hunger away from us.

A total life changer!! Our entire life is spent protecting our son from over eating. This is our #1 stressor in life and if a medication could mitigate this challenge, we would be overjoyed.

Independence for our son

It could potentially be the deciding factor in whether or not my son could live independently in the future. It could help my son live a near normal life.

Less diet restrictions, more social activities.... less stress

Personal health safety....

A chance for our daughter to live an independent life, to fulfill dreams that were once thought impossible.

It would be a blessing

A chance at a life more like others, and not having to fight a constant battle within herself.

She can get the help she needs, my niece is my world.

The approval of DCCR would provide my daughter the first legitimate chance to avoid the painful, constant and never lessening feelings of starvation caused by hyperphagia. Not just feelings of hunger. Starvation. The approval of DCCR would mean that there is a possibility my daughter could lead a life free from 24 hour a day supervision. The kind of life that is available to most other people. The approval of DCCR would mean that my remaining children can live their own lives free from the worry that they may be called to care not only for their future families, but also for their sister. The approval of DCCR would mean that my husband and I could conceive of a time when we can live out our retirement years without the incredible emotional and mental burden of having to be “on guard” every second of every minute of every day in an attempt to keep my daughter safe from herself. To put it simply, the approval of DCCR means everything to my family.

This is a potentially lifesaving treatment and would allow for our family and child to have some peace and normalcy. This is the only drug shown as an effective treatment for this disorder.

A treatment for the most horrible part of this disease. It means hope for an independent future for Eden.

Freedom, normal life

A life style we are unaware of, how it could be; for him and his siblings and parents
We have been praying for DCCR as we know it has the potential to be life changing for our son, to slow for more independence and a higher quality of life.

Our nephew and his family’s lives could be greatly improved with this medicine.

It would change my daughter’s life substantially! The suffering of feeling hungry every second would mean she can focus on other areas of life. She wouldn’t be so angry and her behaviors would improve.

The chance to prevent a lifetime of pain.

It would change all of my children’s lives (child with PWS + her siblings). And I don’t think it is over-reaching to say it would change my future grandchildren’s lives as well. If my daughter’s hyperphagia remains stable or continues to be manageable with DCCR, that will substantially ease the burden for her future caregivers.

Everything!

It would be life-changing, truly. Hyperphagia is the most significant and life-altering symptom of PWS and the symptom that all of us as parents fear the most. Since the day my son was diagnosed I have been looking forward with great hope for when DCCR becomes available for treatment. To have a drug that can treat the symptom of 24/7 hunger for my son would change everything for his future.

Everything. Absolutely everything. It can save lives.

This would mean my daughter could live life full.

Some help and hope

A more normal and happy life.

It means my sweet little boy would not have to deal with the horrible hyperphagia that is lingering around the corner for him. It means he could live a full life not feeling like he is starving. Imagine your loved one always feeling hungry. It’s horrible.

Hunger and food seeking is one of the most limiting aspects of PWS. In fact, people with PWS MUST live and work in a food secure environment, in order for them to be safe. It truly is an issue of life or death. A medication which curbs the food seeking would enable our PWS loved ones to live far more independently.

Making the PW children’s life and lifestyle better.

Life changing and would greatly improve lifestyle and health of daughter.

It would provide my family an option with treating my daughter who has PWS. We need options to treat the major side effects of PWS such as hyperphagia.

Our community needs this NOW, lives are depending on it.

It would mean that the individual with this condition could have better quality of life over all. I believe a child should be able to live their life fully and without this drug it will be very hard for her to function in everyday scenarios.

It would give him the opportunity to live a productive & healthy life. It has shown to be safe and effective.

It would mean my son is one step closer to living life full!!! It means hope!

It would help my grandchild in suffering with insatiable hunger allowing him to focus on being a child and functioning normally in his life.

Help needed

Some hope that we can overcome the worst part of this disease PWS.

A better quality of life for my son and of his extended family & friend who otherwise need to be hyper aware of his activities, diet and behaviors.

Our endocrinologist needs as many tools in her tool belt as feasible to treat our daughter. This may mean INDEPENDENT living and/or improved behavior which impacts not only her life daily, but everyone she interacts with as well.

Hope

A chance for a life filled with less anxiety for all of us.

It could potentially save her life. Delaying the release of this medication by requiring further trials is a real disservice to so many who could benefit from this medication.

Peace

reduction in weight

Life

My daughter’s life expectancy

Hopefully a better life! Could potentially be groundbreaking for the PWS community not only my son but many others. This could save lives. PWS is so scary we need all the treatment we can get!!

This approval would give us hope in a situation that can at times feel hopeless. The safety profile of this drug is very well understood and the risk of our loved ones trying the drug and having adverse reactions is so low. I don’t understand the logic in denying it with the known safety profile of the drug. If the drug doesn’t work then we as parents won’t continue the use of the drug. Parents of loved ones with PWS face so many challenges and struggles and if one part of it can be eased then that is a huge win in our community.

Something we have had very little of in the past, the ONLY approved treatment for PWS is growth hormone. To require another trial on this drug and delay it to our community is unacceptable. If you do this, you will be contributing to the mental health struggles of the parents and siblings of family members with PWS. This drug is the only hope currently for reducing hyperphagia and it can’t be understated that delaying a drug with this safety profile would be a failure of the FDA in my opinion. We can’t push this out any further our children need this NOW!!! Please reconsider your decision, our family can’t wait any longer for this. You will never understand what it’s like to have a child addicted to something that we can’t deprive them of because food is something they need to live. My fear is that the cost of the trial will be so expensive that the company will not continue to pursue the drug. Please review this drug without another trial, you could be saving the life of a sibling who ends up with an eating disorder because of the damaging food habits, the marriage that could be destroyed because of PWS and the life of a child with PWS. PWS reaches so far beyond just the child it affects, it every aspect of our lives and our other children’s lives.

Such a more positive and controlled life style.

Approval of DCCR would give our family and our loved one with PWS a safe and potentially powerful tool in combatting the hyperphagia that most people with PWS experience. There are so few options available for dealing with this life-threatening aspect of PWS.

It would give us the first medicine that addresses the issue of hyperphagia - a constant and intractable issue for persons with PWS. The need to control our son’s access to food has impacted our whole family's way of life.
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What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

DCCR has the ability to put my daughter on a different life path. Currently without a drug like DCCR, my daughter faces a future that will be curtailed by hyperphagia, anxiety and other traits of Prader Willi Syndrome and prevent her living an independent life. DCCR will give my daughter the opportunity to live independently, and fulfill her potential without the shadow of hyperphagia hanging over her 24/7.

The opportunity to live her life free of constant hunger, obsession with food, and anxiety driven behaviors.

Possibly independence for our daughter.

Hope

It would help reduce the tremendous hunger drive and some of the behavior issues. It would potentially allow our son more freedom and reduce the stress on the family.

Hope. Hope for our daughter's health and future. Hope for a more inclusive, fulfilling life with possibilities. Today, we only strive for that hope. Soleno's DCCR can provide that incremental hope that is so needed.

This would mean hope for some "normal" in my little ones life. Normal is hard for our loved ones. Not only helping with hunger issues but also helps avoiding the other health conditions that come along with it.

A chance at an independent life.

A chance at living life to its fullest.

Hope for an effective treatment

Hope, better health, not feeling hungry. No one understands PWS as well as a parent. The toll this syndrome takes on the entire family. We live in constant lock down of food, temper tantrums, doctors visits, constant supervision so she won’t go steal food or take out if a garbage can. Yelling and screaming because she’s hungry. Pain of clothes shopping to find clothes if tweens but she’s overweight and can’t wear those types of clothes. People don’t want to be around her because she has no social skills and we don’t as a family have friends nor do our family understand why she talks in a yelling tone. The list goes on and on. Please there is nothing out there to help people with PWS. This is the closest we have come to hope.

We have been participating in the trial and saw marked improvements in behavior and weight loss and reduced fat prior to Covid 19. Once all structure was taken away her hyperphagia went crazy. All the weight she had lost she put back on. We Need the opportunity to continue on this drug so our daughter can continue to live her best, healthiest life

Everything!! It means everything! This is a life changing drug for my son and our entire family!!

Hope and normalcy!

It would mean the world. Our community needs this drug. It's proven to be safe and effective. It's a chance for my child to live an independent life.

This drug would be life changing as it helps with one of the worst affects of PWS.

It would potentially be life changing due to the behaviors surrounding food seeking behaviors my son's life is very limited

It will be an extraordinary it approval.

It would mean the world to us as it would help manage one of the most debilitating symptoms of pws: insatiable hunger.

Opportunity for longevity

Any reduction in hyperphagia and behavioral difficulties would make life significantly easier for my daughter and her caregivers

This is the only life saving drug out there to help my loved one live a better and healthier life. It would mean the world to us and our child

It could potentially save a life

It would change his life and free us to enjoy life more.

Maybe some hope.

Hope for our children to live a life of not being hungry! And to not have this life threatening situation for our families our children would have a normal life and be happy!

This could potentially save lives!!!

Possibly being able to not lock our cabinets, fridge, and pantry. Living a life as close to a typical person as possible at least when it coming to food abs eating habits

It would greatly help her mental and physical well being

Hope for my grandson to have a more normal future with reduced risks from the effects of PWS

It would mean another tool in our arsenal to possible help our son in his life-long battle with PWS.

If effective in controlling hunger and hyperphagia it could result in a dramatic life change for my son and the entire family and social network. It would be hard to overestimate the impact.

Help so much with food seeking.

Everything

Hope

It would help my daughter can better control over life and would make her a healthier adult

A chance to minimize certain "symptoms" related to our child's diagnosis.

This approval means so much to my daughter and her future, and for us as her parents. Prader Willi Syndrome has so many symptoms the worst being hyperphagia, and if this drug can help my daughter to never have to feel that constant hunger, so that she can focus on learning, and growing. You cant focus on those things if you are always hungry. Jessa has 3 siblings that want her to grow up and do big things and affect lives and she needs this drug to do that. Please don't take that chance at a better life away from her.

a better life

Hope!

Our community needs this NOW, lives are depending on it.

That we could live life without the daily fear of losing our child to overeating which she cannot control.

Hope and less anxiety

Combat some of the most prolific health concerns for our son now and in the future.

We could combat some of the most prolific health concerns that face our son now and in his future.

A chance at a happier life for my son.
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What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

It would be life changing. My son would be able to live life without the constant hunger that plagues children with PWS. My son would be able to enjoy life.

At last there would be a drug to curb my son’s insatiable appetite.

It would mean the world. We want our granddaughter to have a normal life.

It would give my lived one the ability to control her destructive behavior.

A chance for him to grow up and live a relatively healthy life.

Hope

To help to curb my daughter’s appetite would bring so much peace into our home! She deserves a chance to be more ‘normal’ and enjoy life, even if just a little. It is unbelievably difficult managing a PWS patient, and her limited understanding of the situation makes it even more challenging. PLEASE help make this drug available to our PWS family members, as soon as possible. We are willing to take the risk, so that our children may live a better, happier, and healthier life!

A step in the right direction to live a normalized lifestyle.

Freedom for our girl around food and typical anxieties that are bound to develop.

Much needed help

Our son does not experience severe hyperphagia, so at this time, this treatment is not needed for him. But for those who do struggle with severe hunger/appetite, there have been good results, and those individuals deserve the opportunity to be free from constant gnawing hunger.

Much needed help

Potential relief from debilitating symptoms caused by PWS

Improve his life quality

Less stress that my child will suffer.

My son is in high school so he is on the doorsteps of adulthood. He is a smart boy who has a ton of potential to be a productive member of society. Having a medication that helped him manage his PWS symptoms could be the difference between being able to take college classes in person with peers and only studying at home online so that mom and dad can always keep an eye on him. When it is time for him to enter the workforce, an effective medication could make the difference between being able to hold a job independently and only being able to work when closely supervised. When you also consider how many work programs for adults with disabilities focus on the food industry, the future work options for my son look really bleak without help from a medication like DCCR to help him manage his symptoms.

Life changing

A chance to function as a family.

Less stress better health

Freedom

Maybe a chance for a more normal life for my daughter and my entire family.

A more normal life!

A future without fear of starvation

Everything!

Could be lifesaving and definitely comfort providing for those who cannot quench the sensation of hunger due to PWS.

If it controls his hunger EVERYTHING

HOPE for a more normal future

The only form of medication that can help test and control what he has.

QUALITY OF LIFE

Approval would mean a chance at treating the most life-altering symptom of prader willi syndrome and giving my daughter her biggest chance at tackling her biggest future obstacle in life.

We are so hopeful that DCCR treatment would revolutionize therapy and medication options for PWS. My son’s quality of life would greatly increase if he never had to struggle with insatiable hunger.

Approval of DCCR means our son will have a chance. A chance at an undeterred education. A chance to live independently. A chance at a successful career. A chance to live life FULL!!

Change, COVID vaccine provided in less than a year get this one done...

My son Markus is limited from living his full potential in life by hyperphagia. He is so blessed to have not been affected by any other life threatening symptoms or co-occurring disorders of PWS however just this one requires him to live in a group home, in order to keep him alive. My son has participated in two other FDA studies, we’re trying SO hard to do all we can to help ourselves and others. This treatment could potentially save the life of all of our loved ones with PWS. It is critical to so many families to get this drug on the market as soon as possible!

Treatment for hunger pains and ability to better control weight and wellbeing for people with PWS

Living a better life

Life changing medication for those living with PWS.

It would help my daughter deal with the struggle PWS is going to have on her

This treatment could potentially save the life of our loved one with pws.

Hope for a normal life

A chance of normal human life!

A quality of life worth living.

It will be very helpful in the future.

A sigh of relief for my baby

Freedom.

Help with behavior and eating disorder.

It gives our family hope that our daughter could have a normal life. That she would not have to struggle as much.

This drug would give our daughter a hope for a normal life.

Potential lifesaving and quality of life for my daughter.

This is the only viable treatment for the most life threatening symptom of our daughter’s very complicated disorder. It could add years to her life.
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What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

Approval for the first treatment to for the most challenging symptoms of PWS would be life changing for my child and our whole community as we currently have no treatments.

Life changing

Hope

It can save my kids life.

A better life

Greatly improve his quality of life

Better care for my child.

A treatment for PWS would be life changing for my son. Currently, he tries to eat himself into a coma. With treatment, he could potentially live an actual life not revolving around food!

It would give a treatment for their constant hunger. There is currently nothing else on the market that does this.

It would be life changing. Our PWS kids and adults could live a fulfilling life. It’s so very important for all.

This treatment could potentially save the life of my little guy could Live Life FULL. It is my goal that he will never have to feel like he,Als starving. With DCCR, that would be possible.

The possibility of living life independently, as well as not having a permanent feeling of hunger

It might have helped her from becoming morbidly obese and eventually dying from the syndrome.

It would be life changing for our Miko

Living every day easier

A greater sense if normalcy

A better future for my child and family. The possibility of my child being freed from the slavery of being obsessed with food. Hope that finally something could ease his daily struggle

It would be a life saving treatment for our loved one.

Hopefully improved quality of life for my child and the family.

A healthy life

The chance at a normal life! The chance to live and love like the rest of us. The world is hard enough without having PWS, why would we continue to knowingly make it harder when there is a treatment like this available?

A better and fuller life without the damaging effects of pws

This would help him live a fuller life physically and his overall behavior.

It would give Paxton a chance at more typical childhood and life. There are no drugs available today to treat what we know is coming. As parents we want and need to at least have a drug available that we can choose to give him. Without the fda reconsidering their denial of the NDA, it takes from parents the opportunity to made that decision.

We would him to take it to help control his appetite as well as social development.

HOPE. Right now as a parent I have nothing to offer him. We have no choice but to wait to watch him struggle. Knowing this was working it’s way down the pipeline is what offered us hope these past couple years.

This could be life changing for a person with PWS. This is the only drug addressing such a horrible part of the disease. Please approve this.

An approval of DCCR would give us the "security" to know that our son could live a decent life, full...This would include living a life as normal as possible when at home, attending school, going to family functions, etc. Without DCCR, we have nothing other than locks on cabinets and the unknowns of a rare disease that could kill our son.

A complete change of life style that would prevent premature death, allow for participation in society AND reduce the cost of care by hundreds of thousands.

Immense pain and suffering would be alleviated and quality of life would improve

independent good quality of life

Independent life and better quality of life

The ability to keep our child safe. Keep him at home instead of a group home and some stability in our family.

It could change the quality of life for many PWS individuals.

Greater opportunity, better life

It could potentially save the life of my son who has PWS. It is the only treatment for the major symptoms of this disorder. It could save his life so please get this drug in the market ASAP. I WOULD LOVE FOR HIM TO BE ABLE TO TAKE THE MED AT THE POSSIBILITY OF NOT HAVING CONSTNST FEELINGS OF HUNGER

It would mean a chance at some sense of normalcy.

After 22 years of constantly battling feelings of hunger and spending her waking moments obsessing over food, our daughter could live a fuller, richer life. She could enjoy everyday activities without worrying about her next mealtime. She could stop feeling isolated as she does now, when she can’t even do something as simple as eating out with friends.

Better Quality of life

Improvement in quality of life. Possible additional independence.

It would, quite literally, change the course of my daughter,Als entire hunger-driven life.

That I could leave him with others for periods of time.

It would be equity in access. My sister has PWS, and it is a challenging syndrome to live with, both for herself and those around her. Any opportunities to improve her wellbeing should be accessible.

Improved quality of life

Supports getting a drug to a patient with unmet medical need and supporting a foundation for additional research be supported to get better drugs to patients with PWS

After reading the study data I am confident this drug will significantly reduce his anxiety and compulsive aggressive behavior. It would improve the quality of life for him and our family
Better care and health

It would mean my daughter can have a "normal" life! It would allow her to eventually live independently, manage her own health and keep her safe.

Hyperphagia is a devastating disorder that affects families and caregivers of PWS children.

It would mean a fuller and safer life for my daughter.

A control of my daughter’s anxiety. An ability for her to have more control over her actions. An opportunity for our family to come closer to being "normal". My other children not being embarrassed because my daughter with PWS gets upset or ruins a meal or an event or has an outburst in front of others. A chance for my daughter with PWS to not always feel like she has no control, but that she can control what is happening to her. An ability for my husband and I to have some semblance of sanity in our daily struggle with PWS.

Everything! Our daughter has much better behavior, much less anxiety, and the ability to do school because she is not consumed by anxiety and wanting food. We NEED this medication!

Our 33 year old son has lived every day with unrelenting hunger. Behavioral issues have disrupted his and our lives. DCCR presents the first chance ever to help these issues, and with a medicine that will not harm him. Please approve

Life changing. Our son has PWS, and has the constant hunger of PWS along with behavioral issues, at times becoming destructive, lashing out verbally or physically. There is no treatment. His mom has stage 4 breast cancer, and DCCR would give a chance for some peace for her and our family.

Possible independent future. FULLness, healthier future, feeling of content. Control over self, it would mean so much and is our biggest hope for him and others like him

It would mean a better path for my daughter, hope that she’ll be able lead whichever life she chooses. Our PWS community needs it and the sooner our kids can begin treatment the greater the chances we have of getting ahead of hyperphagia.

A life less restricted.

DCCR addresses symptoms that no other medication covers. A medication that helps with hungry suppression vs having locks on all the cabinets and fridge would be helpful for the PWS community!

life changing possibly

A more healthy child and less anxiety about his future.

It would ease the fear of my child may sneaking food and eating until her stomach ruptures. It would allow her a more peaceful day instead of worrying when her next snack is or her next meal. It would allow her more restful nights instead of wandering the halls, checking the fridge, the locks on the trash cans or the garage in search of food. It would allow her to function in a more normal capacity because the desire for food wouldn’t be there. It would allow family peace to function as a more typical family instead of having to plan outings around snacks and meals because we have to prevent the tantrums and melt downs.

Freedom, hope, life changing opportunity to not have a child with anxiety and continued health complications.

Improved quality of life

Freedom in ALL ways

Help with the most significant issue our grandson deals with, insatiable hunger. Having treatment options available to deal with this will improve the likelihood of being able to exist on his own some day. We need options like this for PWS patients!

Healthier longer life

It could potentially save the life of my daughter. There is no other medication out there like it. It needs to be approved.

Total game change to have a child who wasn’t hungry

A full life. Ability to life with out others to support him

Future options for treatment of the main symptom of PWS. To date, there is no approved treatment for the hyperphagia that is present and quality of life altering for those with PWS.

Hope

Greater freedom in life, navigating around food, and a decrease in unwanted behaviors triggered by food or a lack thereof.

Freedom!! Freedom to live!!

We would be happy.

I believe this treatment could help improve the lives of those with PWS. DCCR has been shown to be safe, effective, and is currently the only viable treatment for the most debilitating symptom of PWS. It is not an overstated to say that DCCR can save lives! It is critical to this community to gain access to this drug as soon as possible!

Our daughter could potentially live life full! Our family wouldn’t have to go through the struggles of her always being hungry and the guilt of having to tell her no when she doesn’t understand why her body is different than ours. She could be healthy, happy and not experience some of the pains her disorder is known for!

Hope. Hope for a better quality of life for Logan.

I strictly monitor my daughters food in take. Having a drug that will help with the hyperphagia is a god send. It would mean that I will still have to worry but not as much.. It gives my child more freedom. It allows me to ease up a little. It means that I am not the mean one. It means that I am not "that parent" at the school who the teachers and admin despise because i hold all of them accountable every minute of every day that she is on campus. It means peace of mind for me to not have to be "that parent" and "that mean mom" who makes the rules and makes sure that they are always followed. PWS parents need a break too.

A new med which can be given to my "child" to improve his life!

Freedom from constant hunger and anxiety

It would be life-changing and potentially life-saving.

Peace of mind, having my child present and not stuck with her perseveration, anxiety, etc.

Everything. Quality of life improvement for my child and an opportunity for one day to him to be independent.

It would mean the chance for a normal life. In many cases, patients on DCCR are finishing school, working, driving, and enjoying social events for the first time in their lives. The idea that the FDA may take away any chance of my son receiving this life-changing drug is infuriating to me.

Safety, piece of mind, and overall health. This is priceless.
Our daughter works very diligently to maintain a good weight. All the extra work studying she must do, leaves little time for rigorous exercise. She wants peers to feel she looks good and is like them.

It could change our daily stress and anxiety over behavior. It could help us travel and actually leave our house. It could change how we participate in our community, neighborhood, and our other adult children.

Everything in the world. This drug is the next step closer to allowing to live a full independent life. This drug is needed for thousands of people right now. We do not have time for another trial.

This medication could be the future for us. It could potentially save my child’s and others with PWS lives. We want what’s best for our children and if its a medication, then that’s what we need! Please reconsider this drug!

Improve quality of life

a chance

Life changing for our son

Hope

DCCR is a life saving medication!

After suffering with Prader-Willi Syndrome for 41 years, this medication has the potential to greatly improve the health and quality of life for our daughter.

Improved body composition, reduced hunger and improved behavior

Not struggling with being hungry at all times and maybe being able to manage weight better

Everything to us

It would mean the absolute world to my family if DCCR was approved. I don’t want my child with PWS to have to experience hyperphagia. Just imagine having to live hungry for the rest of your life… Now, imagine being 8 years old and having a long life ahead of you. But you never feel full. A drug like this could help immensely!

To save her life! And to surpass this painful experience

Peace. Right now the seeking of food constantly comes with anxiety. That anxiety is turned into uncontrollable meltdowns. This drug could save the lives of our loved ones. Along with the added benefit of peace within our family. Everything we do revolves around our child with PWS because they can not control their hunger. All comes down to the hypothalamus.


It would be life changing!! The approval of this drug would mean that our son would not feel as if he were always starving! It would also help relieve anxiety around food and other social situations. In full, this medication could mean the difference between a life of food seeking, obesity, anxiety and depression or not.

This drug has the potential to save my child’s life from this cruel disease.

Another tool to help us deal with the many many affects on my son caused by this genetic condition.

More options for treatment for my son, treatment that could change our lives for the better.

Nic is a smart kind and loving little boy. He is in the 4th grand and struggles to keep up with his “typical” peers. He has many struggles that he is trying very hard to overcome such as: His constant hunger for food/ and food seeking, he has some outbursts that can cause damage to things and people around him, etc. His family and doctors believe that DCCR is one key that could unlock his future. Please reconsider their application and give PWS kids and their families this much needed medication.

Hope, peace, love, less worry

Our son will continue to live life feeling full and no more hunger with the ongoing treatment of DCCR.

My son has PWS, and over the last year we have been seeing an increase in food seeking, and behaviors related to food. Because of this, our son is only able to think about food in instances where a typical child could focus on play, school, and social relationships. The approval of DCCR would mean that we could have a treatment for the food related behaviors so that our son could live free of the burden of hyperphagia and enjoy just being a child.

It could relieve some of the day to day suffering they experience of insatiable hunger

Everything!

A treatment option

John is a sweet little guy who loves to learn. By having access to DCCR, we believe it would significantly improve his quality of life and for the ones who he interacts with on daily basis. It will be difference between day and night. It will also help him to pursue his dreams by taking away some of the obstacles out of the way.

Potentially avoiding the unrelenting hunger and emotional trauma associated with hyperphagia------never feeling full.

A chance at a normal life

Life saving to this child

Good option

Behaviors would decrease and being able to live a more fuller life would increase.

An approval would give us great hope for our daughter. Hope that she can live a long, happy life. She was dealt a hand we cannot take away. However, with a treatment to lessen the symptoms of PWS, she wouldn’t have as many obstacles to face each an every day. This approval would mean the world to us!

A longer healthier lifespan. More time to enjoy precious moments making memories

life changing.

It would mean I don’t have to worry about how much pain he’s in and restraint he needs to have at such a young age.

It would mean help with the worst effects of Prader-Willi Syndrome including aggressive and destructive behaviors. All children deserve a chance at a more normal future.

Hopefully would help in their behavior & reduce egocentric reactions constantly.

Peace of mind of managing hyperphagia

It would mean that he might never feel the affects of hyperphagia.

Since our son is not quite 3 years old, he does not experience hyperphagia yet. But he is already showing an increased interest in food compared to his neuro-typical peers, and it is only a couple of years until his appetite will become insatiable. We are terrified of this prospect and the challenges it will bring to him and our family. We are hopeful that DCCR will be available for use in PWS before our son
COMMENTS FROM PARENTS & CAREGIVERS
What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

It would help not just my daughter but to many daughter's now and so full of life.
This would mean so much to me and my family.
Some hope for an unknown future a more normal life...locked fridge, pantry and all edibles are locked opening and closing each every time in AND OUT OF ANY FOOD SUBSTANCE location is critical.
An answer to our prayers. Our girl is the light of our loves and this therapy could give her an unprecedented chance at a real and free life.
Life without limits
It would be life changing of my daughter.
A better quality of life for our son, Brock. Healthier, happier...
This treatment could potentially save the life of a treatment, finally
Better future and quality of life for my son, treating the hunger and other effect of PWS would mean the world to us
Control of appetite and behavior
Piece of mind and healthier life
A life of independence for our child and the joy of seeing her living a normal life
An improved quality of life
This would mean so much to me and my family. It's has been a difficult Journey for us. My daughter was diagnosed at the age of 5 yrs old. She just started growth hormone treatment a yr ago April 2021 would be a full yr. she is 9 now and so full of life. That's just two-three pieces to our puzzle. So just imagine my daughter's Heath condition. To have approval would help not just my daughter but to many families. It just Makes me so frustrated and sad knowing it's not enough PWS awareness. Numerous times I had to explain to Medical physicians (Dr. Nurses. Specialist .etc. what is PWS. We need HELP and it's needed. I want my daughter to live a full and healthy life. Please..
This could potentially save his life and others like him. It's imperative that this drug get approved and on the market ASAP.
A better life for my daughter. Can you imagine our poor children feeling hungry 24hours a day. Put yourself in there shoes. How do you feel when you super hungry and simply don't have time to eat, hangry, frustrating, pain. Now think of when you finally get that stratified feeling of being full. Think of our PWS kiddos that do not get to know what that satisfaction feels like. Please reconsider.
This will mean a better life for my baby girl. Anything that will help with the hunger feeling will be amazing. Can you imagine going 24hrs 365 feeling hungry.
Treatment option for a disease which has none Extremely important
It is a hope for my child.
Better quality of life.
Live life o the fullest
For our loved one: Improved developmental outcomes (socially, academically, physically, psychologically, and emotionally) when not plagued by symptoms such as hyperphagia and obsessive compulsive disorder. Social acceptance from peers, a sense of belonging, a chance at a normal life and independence. For our family: Reduced emotional and financial stress, fears about health problems, morbidity, behavioral issues, and long-term care in our eventual passing. More time to enjoy family outings, gatherings with friends and family, and celebrating typical life milestones.
It would mean that my loved one can live a life that is not overshadowed by additional anxiety, behavioral issues, stress and hunger. This would allow my loved one to live a better life and enjoy life experiences like any other kid/adult.
My daughter died at 20 from gastric ruptur e best life for her and her loved ones.
The possibility our son can live a more independent life.
A potential cure to a life long struggle with PWS for my son.
Aide my son in future struggling with excessive hunger.
Less mood swings, her life wouldn't be in danger from over eating, her quality of life would change
We want to make sure that all of our PWS Warriors live a full and independent life!
It would potentially mean better sleep and less anxiety, less stomach pain for my 9yo son. We also lost a 6yo son with PWS last year. We had HIGH hopes for DCCR to help his anxiety and pervasiveness around food and in other areas of his life. We know MANY of his PWS peers have similar struggles. They deserve this chance now, not years from now.
Possible more normal life
A great deal
To live normal w/o judgement from others that don't understand this condition.
A safe and independent future for our only son.
Hope! Imagine your child never feeling full!
It would be life changing not only for my son but for all you care for him.
My son was just diagnosed yesterday. This would mean the world for his future.
Could be life changing. My child is constantly hungry and therefore forages uncontrollably. This makes it very difficult to keep her in our home. Can you imagine living your life in constant hunger?
It would greatly improve quality of life for our daughter. To always feel hungry is a real challenge in every moment of the day and night for her and her loved ones.
So many life changing solutions
The approval of DCCR would mean HOPE for my daughter’s future. It would mean my daughter could avoid challenges and give her a shot at a normal life.
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What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

The world! Our individuals need to this to lead happier and healthy lives. As well as potentially cute them

Less stress and anxiety

This drug can help eliminate some of the obstacles in her way of that dream. Her family and her doctors believe that DCCR is one key that could unlock her future. Please reconsider their application and give PWS kids and their families this medication.

Help her decrease her eating habits, help her improve her behavior skills, and make her overall - have a happier more productive life!!!!

DCCR is the only viable treatment for the most major symptoms of PWS. It can save lives and is critical to get this drug on the market as soon as possible. This drug could significantly improve the wellbeing of my friend with PWS as well as their family. Please reconsider all of the benefits that DCCR can result in.

The hunger. The food seeking. The constant supervision and anxiety around food. Huge strives for weight loss instead of being focused around every meal.

It means a lot to control the symptoms of PWS patients. We truly need it to proceed and all PWS patients can benefit from it after commercialized. Thank you so much!

Help people with Prader Willi Syndrome

Quality of life for our son!

A better life!

Hope for a better and more independent living conditions.

This could save her life and so many others.

A chance to help our son live a more normal and safer life

The PWS community has been "hungry for a cure" since Prader-Willi syndrome was first discovered. Our daughter has a BMI of 43, yes, 43! She has completed 3 Clinical Trials, walks 4-5 miles a day, is on a strict diet, and the FDA doesn't want to review data on a Stage 3 Clinical Trial that has been proven effective? We are asking you to PLEASE review the Stage 3 data, just as you would ANY OTHER DRUG's performance, and PLEASE approve it. We do NOT want our daughter to die from a syndrome that the FDA can help prevent with your approval.

Could save lives!

PEACE OF MIND...KNOWING THAT WE ARE A GROUP IN NEED OF GOVERNMENT SUPPORT IN ALL SHAPES AND FORMS "MONEY INCLUDED"

This would be life changing! Our girl would have relief from everyday agony of feeling like she’s starving and many other negative issues.

This could be a life-saving treatment for my son and for all individuals with Prader-Willi Syndrome!

Hope for my child to live with a significant increase in quality of life and one day living independently.

A chance to live a normalized life

The possibility of help in my child’s never ending hunger. This kid never stops thinking about and asking about when his next food is whether it’s a snack or meal or a piece of gum it consumes his life and therefore for ours. If this works it could be absolutely life-changing in a super positive way for my amazing wonderful kid.

Hope for an independent life and a more typical childhood with friends and activities without the constant supervision of a parent. DCCR gives hope that my child will be more similar to his peers and that he can be safe while outside of the watchful eye of a parent. DCCR provides hope that my son will not have so many additional symptoms/issues because of the fact he has PWS

Less stress, more hope and opportunity

HOPE and a quality of life that everyone should be entitled to.

A healthy future

Please take a moment to google the outcome of PWS when not controlled by family. Morbid obesity. Death. Give our child a chance.

Her future might be easier for her then we think it will be at the moment

That families have options in treatment

The ability to live a life with higher quality and independence.

It could save the life of my loved one with PWS!!!

A longer quality of life for the younger ones and their families

Quality of life

a possibility for a more normal life in a community and a chance to spend more time with family.

It would mean freedom from obsessing about food all the time and freedom to relax and enjoy life Instead of feeling hungry allay

Hope

The approval of DCCR would mean that there is a possibility that my daughter with P.W.S. could go to school and be able to focus on school without the hyperphagia. At home it could mean a relief of stress for her that the hyperphagia can cause.

more freedom in experiences outside of home where we currently manage food

It would mean potentially saving the life of my son!

Better quality of life.

It would mean a somewhat normal life for my son

A chance at a normal life. This diagnosis has crushed every dream we had for our new baby and this would give us this dream back. He deserves a chance at a life that he was sent here to live.

The approval would mean that when my daughter starts food seeking or has meltdowns over food restrictions I would have options to make her life and my family's life a little easier.

DCCR is the only medication with potential to be available to those that need it soon. Not having any option to potentially help treat hyperphagia is unthinkable, even if it only helps some or has some side effects which are less devastating than hyperphagia.

Our child and our family's life would be transformed for the better. The data coming out has give us out first real hope for our daughter since the diagnosis.

It would be life changing for him. He'd have struggles but this could help in so many. We'd have more hope and he'd be able to have a more normal life.
What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

Possibly saving the life of my loved one or another child/person dealing with pad.

This drug would help improve my son’s behavior and the possibility that he could live independently when he graduates high school. Without it, we have no hope of him living independently.

Over 14 years ago, we received a diagnosis for our son of rare syndrome unknown to us. It was clear from the start that we would need to be vigilant in learning the complexities of this syndrome in great detail to ensure his safety and development. What was also striking was the lack of treatment options which left us little hope for his future. Never to be ones to stand idly by, we committed to being a part of the solution to advocate, fundraise for research and most importantly, participate in clinical trials for solutions to the hallmark symptom of PWS that is so limiting, hyperphagia. To date, our son had participated in 2 natural history studies, 3 behavioral studies, 1 eye tracking study, 1 weight study, 1 dental pulp study, 1 PATH for PWS study, and 2 drug trials. We are committed to our doing our part in providing researchers a willing study subject knowing that everything we learn about PWS is a step towards the future of independence in his life and an unshackling from the chains that tie him to a life of constant hyperphagia and surveillance by adults who monitor his every move every hour of the day to ensure he doesn’t consume a quantity of food that would kill him. To say we are tired would be a pathetic attempt to describe how one feels after running a marathon. To say we would like solutions is a paltry vision of the overriding desire to have even just one solution that makes life simpler and freer for our son and for our family. The solution may not be perfect, but meaningful improvements can allow us to let up off the gas just a bit and breathe a bit easier knowing the danger has lessened. A review of this drug is what we ask. Those that have been participating in the trial can attest to their staunch belief that this drug has made meaningful differences in their lives. We want the same chance to have this change in the life of our son. I urge you to consider review of the medication for him, for us, and for every single person touched by PWS. It is time and we need help.

My daughter has pws. It will be hard for her as she gets older to always feel hungry. This medication has the potential to help her to not have to feel hungry all of the time or to eat so much that it could end her life. What if it were you?

Better quality of life for all family members, reduced suffering with hunger and behaviors for our loved one with PWS.

What a tremendous difference it will be to help him feel better.

It would help to reduce stress for everyone, anxiety, and frustration. It would also improve the health of our daughter

A major change

Life saving! It has been tested to be safe and effective!!

Many blessings

It would help relieve Brody from the constant hunger which leads to behavior issues. It would bring more joy and less stress to our family!

Possibly help in keeping a healthy weight

Life changing

a better daily life and future

It would be essential to my loved one for a fair way of life

This medication has the potential to significantly improve the life our son and our entire family.

With this drug our sweet Quinn would never have to experience the most debilitating side effects of PWS. The PWS community had been loud and clear, we WANT this. We want our loved ones to live their lives comfortably and happy.

Jocelyn is an amazing 8 year old girl with many hopes and dreams. She wants to be a doctor when she grows up. This medication could make that possible.

The world!

Happiness

Hope, extended life expectancy, options

Less anxiety and mental health issues; significantly improved quality of life for all of our family.

This would be transformative and life saving for our daughter!

EVERYTHING.

less OCD

Significant improvement in daily living

Life changing meds for our daughter with PWS. We have several friends of ours who are in the trial and doing so well. One of them is 22 and she can now go to the mall with friends without the risks of eating herself to death. Please reconsider. PWS is one of the cruelest syndromes out there. Please help us.

we can have a normal life again

It would mean my daughter Grace would potentially live free from hunger pains.

The approval of DCCR would give us the ONLY option of helping our daughter with the debilitating and life threatening symptom of hunger. There is nothing available to treat our loved ones most devastating symptom. Please help us.

The ability to reduce the insatiable appetite in my son would reduce his suffering and thus the suffering that I go through as his mother.

Improved functioning in general. Less distraction / outbursts over food. Fewer discussions about when/what food will be available.

A better quality of life

That he is not taking about food all the time and for him to feel full

Removing the stress of our child binging to death.

It would mean that my sister wouldn’t be starving anymore. It would also take a huge weight off of our family’s shoulders so we wouldn’t have to worry about her relationship with food every time it’s in the room.

The chance to not worry that with one slip up on my part as caregiver, she could overeat and die. A chance for my daughter to live a more independent life.

A chance at a more normal, less stressed life!

To be able to live independently without staff around the clock.

Help for the hunger and behavior aspects of PWS

Everything

Freedom for her and the parents/caregivers

More normal life
COMMENTS FROM PARENTS & CAREGIVERS
What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

They would be able to live more of a normal life.
Perhaps save his life
A life changer
It would be life changing. The hyperphagia that this drug addresses is a debilitating aspect of Prader Willi Syndrome.
Any reduction in the unrelenting hunger and drive for food, would ease a huge burden on us both. It would also allow for weight loss, which is a never ending struggle.
A better control of the syndrome and anxiety and behavior issues related to it and an optimum quality of life for loved ones.
The options for her future change dramatically.
It would be life-changing as it would give our daughter a chance at having a more normal life.
It would be awesome for the family and my son.
My son receiving help for the severe day-to-day struggles he faces due to PWS
Happiness
A normal lifestyle and longevity of life.

It is so incredibly disappointing to hear the denial of approval of DCCR for individuals with PWS. This decision could not only cost time, that many do not have but potentially create the loss of treatment if a further trial can’t be funded. There is NO current treatment for this debilitating aspect of hyperphagia in individuals with PWS. So many are suffering NOW, unable to live full lives. They need help now, THEY ARE WORTH IT! My son is a beautiful, happy 3 year old... I never want to see the day where he is continuously hungry and unable to have the same independence as his peers. He deserves A VERY FULL LIFE free from the shackles on continuous hunger!!!

Our child is three years old and we don’t ever want to see the day where he has to go every hour of the day feeling hungry and unable to live his life to the fullest. This approval would be life changing for both our son Owen as well as all others with PWS. Incredibly disappointed at the news that the FDA is not going to approve DCCR for individuals with PWS now. No approval could cost these individuals years (that they don’t have) or even worse could lead to not having the funding to conduct another trial and completely miss out on this desperately needed treatment. Could also cost lives period. There is currently NO treatment for the debilitating effects of hyperphagia for individuals with PWS. Many are suffering, unable to lead full lives due to the constant hunger they feel. They need help NOW, we can’t wait. Their lives are worth it. This should be an easy decision and will literally save lives.

EVERYTHING!! This treatment can save the life of my nephew. It is extremely important
Better quality of life for my son.
Treatment options, currently not available
Maybe we could start to try and live a more normal life and our child could enjoy life and thrive instead of so much focus and outbursts about food
Having a one year old it’s impossible to not be in awe each day of the infinite potential of the human spirit. My daughter is amazing and resilient and I want her to have every opportunity to create the life she wants to lead. Any chance at supporting her to face less challenges, especially as unfathomable as constant hunger, is an opportunity she deserves.
Peace ....
She would not be on a constant hunt for food. She could build normal and healthier relations with people. Verses building a relationship with someone because of their lack of knowledge of her PWS in order to get food from them.
My child would be able to go throughout the day without the constant feeling of hunger. She would be able to focus in school, have some independence, feel less anxious. Our family will feel less stress and heartache. We will be able to live a “normal” life.
Hope
Independence for our child and the chance for him to feel full and less anxious
A chance to reduce life threatening symptoms of PWS. This is as important as it gets for helping this community.
While we are not currently experiencing the debilitating effects of hyperphagia we know this is a scary reality of our future that could change at any time. We need treatment options desperately yo allow our child the ability to live and independent and full life. This is only one aspect of PWS and unfortunately can be deadly for some. Having the ability to try DCCR when the time comes would be invaluable. It was proven safe and effective for some - having this drug available will save lives.
It would save her life
She would be able, for the first time in her life, to go outside and play with her 5 siblings. She has not been clinically cleared to go out in public because of PWS, and this has caused a hardship on the entire family of not being able to do things most families take for granted.
Freedom from the type 2 diabetes she already has due to her hyperphagia. She can focus on things she wants to do instead of her hunger.
It could save the life of our little one. LIFE SAVED

Life saving
DCCR would be potentially life-saving for our daughter Ella as it is a safe treatment for dangerous symptoms such as hyperphagia and dangerous behaviors.
Improved health and overall quality of life
These individuals currently live in a structured group home together. This would dramatically change their daily living.
A better, more productive, happier life.
It could possibly save her life. She could possibly be able to live a normal life that she so desires.
It would mean that my daughter could live a closer to normal life. It would improve her quality of life as well as our family.
Would mean everything
This medication would provide hope for a better quality of life for my daughter and our family.
This is a life changing drug that would have a huge impact on my child’s QUALITY OF LIFE!
A brighter future without the difficulties hyperphagia brings
We had such hope knowing DCCR might have been approved before we got to the hyperphagia phase. But, we are getting closer to it becoming our reality, and not having this medication means our daughter will know what it feels like to be constantly hungry. Our non verbal daughter will possible be screaming and
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What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

crying from this feeling. But, DCCR was our hope we needed, and we need it. Hyperphagia is life threatening. We need this medication now.

This treatment could change the life’s of dose with PWS. DCCR has been shown to be safe, effective and is the only treatment for PWS.

This may save his life!!! Our son is only 8 and is just starting with some hunger issues. This scared me so much. He is already somewhat overweight, please help him.

It would give my daughter independence.

Treatment for the biggest concern for our daughter that would help the entire family. Me, my husband, and our 3 other children are always on watch for our daughter trying to protect her from acting on a basic instinct, hunger. It’s heartbreaking to tell her she can’t eat when she feels like she’s starving. This could save her life. It could bring some normalcy to her in every aspect from home to school and give her a better quality of life. This is the treatment we’ve fundraisers for, prayed for, never knew was possible. This is a hope that we have and makes all the worried thoughts, sleepless nights, locked cabinets and refrigerators worth it. We’ve protected her the best we can but having this treatment to help her body react normally with food would be a dream come true for our entire family.

It could save my sons life and many others with pws.

Relief

A possible decrease in dangerous food seeking behaviors and aggressive behaviors. Increasing the quality of life for my special needs child and her siblings.

That my son would be able to lead a more normal life and be out in the community for a more normal job.

Much less stress in eating situations.

It has been shown to be safe and effective. It can save many lives so it should not be put off.

A lot less constant stress and worry about the food control. For my daughter personally a much better quality of life without constant 24/7 anxiety.

My son is diagnosed with a rare disease, that should not mean people with rare disease cannot aim to lead a normal life. Every human on the face of earth deserves a good healthy life irrespective of any disease. We cannot wait another long wait for more trials we need cure and we need the drugs to treat rare diseases. PWS affects 1 in 15000 births in USA and our kids deserve treatment.

It would help him live a more normal and fulfilling life

More independence, less stress, the possibility for an independent life

We need help with hyperphagia so that our Thomas, and others, can live life to their fullest and remain as healthy as possible.

Freedom

To give any chance possible to alleviate any pain by using dcr

Improved quality of life for him and for us

Independence. Less worry about PWS person dying or ending up in prison

This potentially lifesaving medication would become an integral component in the treatment and care of our son. One that could immeasurably change his quality of life by allowing him to thrive free of constant hunger.

Weight loss

Everything This can save and help my little love one and all the people with PWS

When behavior management is impossible, we need pharmaceutical options for treating the very challenging symptoms of PWS. Approval would mean one more option that might help improve the life of our son, and by extension our lives also.

DCCR would help control the constant drive for food my loved one experiences every day, all day.

Better quality of life

It would mean a better quality of life and long life expectancy. It would mean potential independence for my son with PWS as he transitions into adulthood. It would give him the opportunity to pursue his dreams without the disruptions associated with his diagnosis.

The possibility of living a more independent and typical life—DCCR is the most promising chance to date to allow children with PWS to transition to a possibly independent life as they reach adulthood. Without it, they are undoubtedly certainly required to live in a group home or at home indefinitely.

Hope!!

Happiness, improved family life with improved relationships, decreased supervision of child with PWS leading to increased independence and self-esteem.

Better chance of a longer life for our son

A better quality of life.

PWS was first diagnosed over 60 yrs ago. To date there is not a single treatment to help with the Hyperphagia that these poor children and adults deal with every day! It is absolutely appalling that there is a potential treatment that the FDA is halting for more testing when the testing has been done. If you had a child that was STARVING each and every day……you would take the meds!! We have waited over 60 years! Don’t make us wait any longer! Just because it’s a rare syndrome these kids are worth receiving treatment! Please let them receive the help!!!! Don’t make them wait any longer.

A future

Better quality of life

DCCR needs to be FDA approved NOW. We do not need more trials, the research for DCCR has shown to be safe and effective treatment for debilitating symptoms of PWS. There are no ill effects for DCCR and it has shown to reduced Body fat and mass as well as reduce the uncontrollable hunger for PWS. This uncontrollable hunger can cause those with PWS to eat themselves to death. Cade (my 6 year old son with PWS) is currently not having any of these signs or symptoms, but it could happen at any day. It is not fair for him and others with PWS to live in fear of their hunger when it can be reduced and/or eliminated with DCCR. This is why it needs to be approved now with no other trials.

DCCR needs to be FDA approved NOW. We do not need more trials, the research for DCCR has shown to be safe and effective treatment for debilitating symptoms of PWS. There are no ill effects for DCCR and it has shown to reduced Body fat and mass as well as reduce the uncontrollable hunger for PWS. This uncontrollable hunger can cause those with PWS to eat themselves to death. Cade (my 6 year old son with PWS) is currently not having any of these signs or symptoms, but it could happen at any day. It is not fair for him and others with PWS to live in fear of their hunger when it can be reduced and/or eliminated with
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DCCR. This is why it needs to be approved now with no other trials.

Approval of a treatment for hyperphagia would provide our son not only with relief from overwhelming anxiety associated with unrelenting hunger, but also relief from the tormenting impact his hunger-related behaviors have on his self-esteem and relationships with his parents and others.

A chance at improving his daily life

It would literally be life changing and life saving by addressing the two issues that threaten his health and emotional well-being.

It would mean a life without fear of my son’s overeating. It would mean a possible future of independence.

The approval of this treatment would mean everything to our family and community. This treatment will give our daughter a chance at an independent life one day and could potentially save the life of our little girl with PWS.

This treatment is potentially lifesaving for our loved one with PWS!

Possibly EVERYTHING

Norah is a kind and caring girl. She loves dance and gymnastics. She asks why is she hungry all the time and why it’s so hard. This drug can help eliminate some of her biggest obstacles. Her family and doctors believe that DCCR is one key that could unlock her future. Please, reconsider the application and give PWS kids and their families this medication.

This treatment could potentially save the life of our son with PWS! Approval of this drug means that Hudson and those in his PWS community will be able to lead a more normal life, without the most debilitating aspect of PWS—hyperphagia. It is the most promising treatment for the major symptom of his rare genetic disorder. This is a life-changing medication for those living with PWS and their families! It will give them the chance to live comfortably and increase their chances of living independently.

A changed life for our family and reducing suffering for Hudson (6 years old).

Relief

It would mean the world

It would give us hope that our son could experience more independence and a full life as he grows into adolescence and adulthood.

The world for her and us and hope for a safer happy life for her

Peace. Positivity. Being able to sleep at night, KNOWING how hard our community has fought for this, and continues to trailblaze for PWS & A Cure, not a proverbial band-aid!

Better quality of life for the whole family, no more locks on the fridge.

absolutely life changing, without exaggeration. Hyperphagia is likely to be the ONLY thing that stops my daughter from living an independent life as an adult!

It would mean my daughter’s future of independence and health possible.

It would mean she can feel something that all of us take for granted. It would mean she can focus on life rather than hunger. It would mean I can stop wondering what she could be capable of if she weren’t crippled with hunger.

The treatment could potentially save the life of my daughter with Prader Willi Syndrome. It is the only vial treatment for the most major symptom of her disorder. It can save her life and others lives and is critical to get this drug on the market as soon as possible.

DCCR would give Kimber the chance to live an independent life free of hunger and able to accomplish the things she dreams of!

Everything. It’s our only hope.

Hope for an independent, fulfilling future

DCCR is the only treatment of its kind to provide PWS families hope surrounding the combatting of hyperphagia. Approval for continued testing and distribution would be not only extremely beneficial, but even life altering/saving for those with PWS.

As close to a cure as we will probably ever get

I don’t have any information on DCCR.

Everything

This might allow a more independent lifestyle for my son- one that has the potential to be more fulfilling. One he very much deserves if he were able to control his hunger.

potential for a better quality of life

A better chance for a healthy and longer life

Less suffering for my son. Improved mental health for who family due to reduction in daily stress.

Our child has avoided the debilitating symptom of excessive hunger in PWS. While this has been delayed with diligent control of food in our son we have seen 1st hand the devastating impact to families and individuals with PWS when they can no longer control their food intake. It impacts their ability to function, always hungry, it becomes a fight to survive, a most basic need they are trying to fulfill. We are hopeful that a treatment is approved to address this most critical item for the PWS community. Our son is progressing well academically. Once this phase of hunger hits he will take a turn and struggle to continue eclectically through education as he will be obsessed with food. We want to avoid this debilitating issue within our child.

Relief and peace of mind as a single parent.

Better quality of life

Freedom of having constant hunger.

With proper medication for increased appetite my daughter will be able to go to school without anxiety over food. She will be able to participate with her peers without the preoccupation of seeking food and will be able to lead a more independent life as she ages. If hyperplasia is under control, she has the chance of leading an independent life without constant supervision due to food seeking. The stress this brings on a family is exhausting. Medication is needed for the overall outcome of our entire family. Please allow dccr to be approved not just for my daughter but for her siblings and parents.

Happiness. My child is anxious and has trouble focusing bc of food related thoughts.

It was be dramatically life changing for us and the most important thing is it would give us the much needed hope we seek and need during this trying time.

He may lose more weight and feel better.

An opportunity to live a normal life.

Everything

The ability to live a more normal life. He could learn and play without always being disrupted by the never ending hunger. His focus and concentration are severely limited due to hyperplasia.
A better life.

Taylor is a smart and sassy 1st grader who loves to read, loves skiing and has so many goals and dreams. She wants to be a doctor when she grows up. This drug can help eliminate some of the obstacles in her way of that dream. Her family and her doctors believe that DCCR is one key that could unlock her future. Please reconsider their application and give PWS kids and their families this medication.

My daughter’s life would be radically changed for the better. If she were free from the constant hunger she would be able to live a fairly independent life. And I would not have to live in constant vigilance about her being in danger near food.

It would mean the chance at a normal life.

Simply put, any helping in reducing my daughter’s hunger is enthusiastically welcome and immensely life changing.

It would be a miracle for him.

Everything! I want my son to live life full and be able to have a productive meaningful life. This medication would make that possible!

DCCR would allow my child to have a better quality of life, both physically and socially. Addressing the hallmark symptom of PWS, reducing it, even by a small margin results in huge gains of normalcy, lessened anxiety and a sense of independence. This would mean the world to my daughter and our entire tribe of family and friends.

Everything! It would greatly improve her quality of life.

A huge difference in his future.

The ability to live a happier, healthier and more productive life.

This would be life altering for my child! We currently do not have any treatments for the inatihate hunger for our children. I know personally, families that have been able to get their kids into this trial, and ALL of them have had positive outcomes that have completely changed the lives of their child, thus the family as well. It would change the future for our children, with hope for independence! Please reconsider!

It would change their life to be independent and not be hungry for food. This is currently the only drug helping with our children’s hunger and proven to be safe.

Alleviation of a LARGE number of symptoms that make life a daily living hell.

Everything.

A miracle.

It would mean a complete improvement in the quality of life and future of my daughter. For her to live a life similar to other kids her age and be able to grow up with them at the same level.

Have better control on what she eats and the effects it causes on her future development.

It would mean having help with the daily struggle of my son, A0S uncontrollable obsession of food. A return to some semblance of “normal life.

Increased quality of life.

A chance to have a life that’s a little bit easier on a daily basis.

DCCR would remove or at least reduce the largest roadblock for Evan and kids like him being able to live happy independent lives. It would be life changing for him, our family and all PWS families. Please reconsider Soleno’s application and give PWS kids a chance at a life with the brightest future possible.

A healthier relationship to food and future.

After watching her struggle for 19 years with no treatment, having a tool to help her would be tremendous beyond words, not only for her but for us as family and caregivers. The amount of strain to all of us continues to mount with each passing day and the recent COVID restrains have further added to that strain. There are so many issues with this syndrome and we as caregivers have to be constantly attuned in order to pick up on subtle changes that can turn into devastating complications. We all want and have lofty goals for our children.

With this tool, we have something to help her at least have hope that she can have a future and a reasonable life span. Having any treatment option that may help her is better than nothing, which is what we have now. Imagine being told at your child’s birth that “their are many group homes available for her”. As a mom, that’s what I was told when she was 2 weeks old as she was diagnosed with this unforgiving syndrome. Since that time, I’ve devoted my life to fighting for her future - every day is a struggle - 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Although I will continue to constantly fight to better her quality of life, I am reaching retirement age and it frightens me to know what will happen to her without some sort of treatment option. Please reconsider approval of moving forward with this treatment option. There are risks with every aspect of our lives for the past 19 years due to PWS so risks are part of our lives. Taking a chance to help her in any way has never stopped us from trying - we are asking you to do the same.

Possibly helping her live a better life.

Loved one.

Tremendous change in our lives. It will be a day and night shift in behaviors. Life Saver.

A decrease in traumatic stress for us all!!

Ability to have a better quality of life.

A new lease on a longer more productive life, free from hunger.

It is life changing for both my son and as a parent. The results are huge. This drug has positively affected many of the problems associated with PWS. This needs to be approved.

A miracle.

A better future and way of living for my daughter.

Better life.

The potential chance he can have a healthier happier childhood.

It would mean there is Hope.

A life much closer to normal, a life without daily fear, a hope for my child to one day be independent.

This treatment could potentially save the life of.

It would change our world. Provide a glimmer of hope that my daughter would have at least the possibility of reduction in the hunger feeling she has daily.

It could save his life!!

Help them to live a typical life of no diabetes.

The average age for life span for someone with PWS is 29.5. My son is 27. As you can imagine, time and important treatment is of the essence. My son deserves at least a fighting chance to live a longer and healthier life. He deserves to have a better mental health perspective without anxiety about food and he deserves to
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live life full. Not only full and free from seeking food that is ever present in his mind all day every day. But free from it’s handcuffs that hinder his life and has cut many of his friends lives short.

A better future for her and for children with PWS. Less suffering, and an easier life.

It would have a life changing effect on my son. A step towards normalcy, if you will.

It means another option for them to reduce the urge to eat.

We hope that it would be as effective in treating our beautiful daughter’s hyperphagia and anxiety as we have heard it has been for others. PWS children need accessibility to this medication! This is and will be life changing for many. If Paisley did not have insatiable hunger, it would change the entire outlook of her future. It means independence and freedom.

A near normal life with no more insatiable hunger.

It would mean we have some hope that our daughter’s future won’t be driven by hunger.

A better life with her family and cousins and sisters that love her so much!

A dramatically different and easier life. The medication helped my daughter so much.

fewer food-related restrictions and more inclusion in the community!

Peace of mind for our son’s future, independence and more freedom potential in his future.

Approval of DCCR would mean that my son would have an independent future without the fear of the PWS symptoms. He could be a typical person, not someone that is just a disabled person. Please reconsider this decision. It really harms my son’s chance at a typical life if we have to wait longer for this drug to be prescribed to my son. I have seen the benefits this has provided for other people with PWS and I know it will benefit my son. Please reconsider. We need DCCR so badly.

It would mean peace of mind, it would mean hope for the future, and most importantly, it would mean my child would have more of a chance for an independent life.

Further advancement is help treating my child.

I’m desperate for my child to lose weight. She is trying so hard but the hyperphagia takes over. It is heartbreaking watching her try so hard but the scale doesn’t move.

Ability to enjoy life

It would help so much and provide a future for my child

An approval means a future that does not revolve 24-7 around the management of hunger and food-seeking behaviors. It means my son being able to grow up without experiencing the hallmark symptom of PWS which means he can have a more independent future. It means our family can still live a fairly normal life when it comes to the foods we eat and have in the house. It means we don’t have to live in fear of our son choking to death. It means he is less likely to have life-threatening obesity. It means ONE of his many challenges could be improved or erased. I pray you reconsider the approval of DCCR for the treatment of Prader-Willi Syndrome.

My son wouldn’t have to feel extreme hunger. We will have peace of mind that he won’t ever have to experience that.

A chance for our beautiful son to live a quality life.

An approval of DCCR would provide our son the ability to live a quality life. We all work to help our children overcome this condition. Approving DCCR will provide allot of hope to PWS families.

A huge relief and help with never ending hunger! Also stabilize weight and behavior issues.

My daughter’s hyperphagia rules her life. She is obsessed with food and can concentrate at times on nothing else. Controlling this so that she can focus on learning would be life changing for her.

One less thing to worry about and hopefully a better quality of life

My son could live more independently without all the food/drink in the house being behind lock and key and without a caregiver having to be with him in order to lock up and unlock the refrigerator and pantry. There would be decreased cost to the state and federal government for his in-home care. He would be more self-sufficient.

Everything

This approval could be life changing for my daughter and ultimately our family. Please give my innocent child a chance at a less challenging future.

Hope

Give my child the opportunity to have a happy and a normal life as possible. With less anxiety for food and the possibility to share with other children with less restrictions. THAT WOULD MEAN A LOT! to her development.

He will be able to live a better independent life!

It would change his world. To not always be starving, to not constantly have food on his mind and be able to live a carefree life.

Could change the future of my child, A㎡s life. She could actually feel full for the first time in her life. Her future may not be limited to a group home as she ages, reducing costs.

the best that can do for her

The ability to be free from the burden of always being hungry. The ability to concentrate on other things other then food. The ability to be live. Everyday I wake up and ask myself is this the day she will get the unbeatable urge to eat. Is this the day she will pick on her skin until it bleeds uncontrollably. Is this the day I will loss my sweet loving child to the unbearable anxiety, anger and mental health issues. Is this the day I loss my baby?

Could change the future of my child, A㎡s life. She could actually feel full for the first time in her life. Her future may not be limited to a group home as she ages, reducing costs.

The opportunity to live a full life. It would take away challenges that prevent individuals with PWS from reaching their full potential. Parents should be allowed to advocate for and pursue any viable option for treatment. This should be considered a humanitarian exemption to give relief to individuals with serious mental and physical challenges. As long as potential risks are understood by parent and patients, there should be no reason to deny.

The first real and viable treatment option for hyperphagia, the hallmark and most difficult aspect of PWS, and its related effects.

It would mean an independent, normal life for our daughter. She is exceeding all of our expectations in every area and would no doubt be able to lead a successful and fulfilling life but hyperphagia will stand in her way. With this drug we would hope she could still live a full and independent life.

It would be a life changer for not only my 6 year old child with PWS, but our whole family! Many behavior issues could be lessened with
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this medicine and it would take stress off of the whole family!
Possible relief from the hunger
Nothing else is helping my daughter. She continues to gain weight and without a treatment, early death is likely.
Progress
It would mean possibly a cure for this horrible syndrome, it would mean Tommy would have a little bit of normalcy in his life and not be hungry all the time. It would mean more than words could possibly describe.
A treatment when we don’t have any.
This treatment not only has the ability to improve the lives of people living with PWS but helping with debilitating hyperphagia but to actually save their lives by reducing destructive behaviors and lowering fat mass. People with PWS live through exhausting circumstances of which they have no control and they, like all people, deserve the opportunity to live a life free from as much suffering as possible.
It would give my daughter the opportunity to try a potentially life changing drug that could improve the quality of her life.
It could mean an improved quality of life for both my son and by extension, myself.
Life changing ability for a more normal life. Life affirming hope for better health and quality of life. Reduced stress on me, on my son and the rest of the family.
Give the girls an opportunity to live within the norm we all take for granted. As the Mom to two girls with PWS I would need an afternoon to sit and share what benefits this would bring.
Hope for living a healthier and happier life.
To live
It would possibly allow my daughter to function in society without constant food cravings.
Stress relief
My son is in the DCCR clinical trial. He has experienced weight loss and a reduction in hunger since being on DCCR.
It would possibly make a huge difference in my daughter’s quality of life.
A better and healthier quality of life. My 6 year old’s life revolves around food and eating times. Every minute of every day is a battle to keep food away from her. PWS also causes metabolic issues so she is also overweight
A possibility of living a life with out the cruel consequence of PWS, living in hunger.
Help with independence, mood and food seeking tendencies.
A healthy more independent life
Help my son not be hungry and help his behavior when he doesn’t get the food.
A treatment offering opportunity for a healthier future.
Hope
It would be incredibly liberating to alleviate the relentless hunger.
It would mean everything. PWS people deserve to be able to help themselves with one of their greatest struggles.
It could potentially save the life of my child. It is imperative that DCCR be placed on market now!
Hope for future
It would possibly help her live life as a regular person without having to worry about having life long threats.
It would mean EVERYTHING!!! I would love for my child to be able to have a better life.
This treatment would give my child relief and the confidence to continue to fight for a healthy weight and independent life.
It would change her life dramatically.
A chance at life. We are desperate for something to help ease the daily struggle for our daughter. We want to believe she can live an independent life without constant starvation, destructive anxiety, life threatening side effects of hyperphagia. PLEASE HELP US!
It would relieve my daughter of the severe anxiety that she’s carried her entire life. She has to take several medications for it.
The drug has the potential to decrease food seeking and behavioral outbursts. Also the BMI improvements are promising
A more normal life around food, less anxiety for my son, a better quality of life.
Life changing hope and independence for my baby
Life changing
Life saving for all PWS community
To help with appetite - to suppress the hunger these kids have. To control behavior and weight gain.
It would mean more to our family then I can explain.
It would mean the world!! More freedom, independence, self esteem, less depression, less anxiety
This would be a life changer for my family. It would mean my child could live a free life from having struggles around food. She would be able to live independently when she came of age and be self sufficient. This would mean the world to us to have to not constantly worry about the safety of our child.
DCCR has been proven to take away the hunger in PWS persons. It would turn our world around
EVERYTHING!!!! We won’t have to live in fear, our child and family will have a better quality of life, food won’t be the enemy
Relief, hope
Approval would mean that my child with PWS would be able to live a life that could be somewhat normal, with the opportunity to not be in a life threatening situation with food, the possibility of not being at risk of being obese, it would be the opportunity to not have food be a life or death situation.
A hope for even a drop of normalcy for persons with PWS. These people struggle with Behavioral issues and often times severe obesity. Right now there is no cure for PWS, but we hold out hope for treatment to help minimize the deadly symptoms. Life changing is what treatment would be.
Greater independence, open up many doors for the future
DCCR has given my daughter her life back. Not only have we seen a significant decrease in her hyperphagia and over all food anxiety. We have also witnessed a significant decrease in over all behaviors and anxiety. We no longer have to lock our pantry and refrigerator. My daughter
can now attend holidays and birthday parties without the overwhelming anxiety about food that was present prior to DCCR. She is able to make it through her school days without emotional and aggressive behaviors. Which prior to DCCR was not possible. DCCR has shown to be safe and effective. There should be no reason for DCCR not to be approved for our PWS community!

It would mean my son could live a full life with happiness and great potential! No more starvation!

This medication would provide a treatment for when my daughters hyperphagia hits. It’s imperative there are treatments available for our PWS community to help with these devastating symptoms.

A more full lifestyle that isn’t driven by PWS behavioral concerns and issues.

It would change her life. Don’t hold back medications that could help a genetic disorder with so many complications.

Because DCCR affects more than just hyperphagia, it would mean relief for my son from some of the most severe parts of his disorder, and would ease the burden from all his caregivers knowing he would not feel as affected. It would open up his future to even greater avenues, possibly needing less assistance, or even the opportunity to live without an aid. It might mean fewer mental health struggles.

May change her entire life for the better

Approval of DCCR would improve my daughters quality of life. Having your child constantly feeling hungry is not only heartbreaking but consumes their every waking moment. This medication could give my daughter the opportunity to go to college and be a contributing member to society and allow her to Pursue her dreams.

Freedom and the ability to live a more normal life

A New opportunity to have a better health condition and a better lifestyle.

it would help them with the needs that they have to have

Higher quality of life for my daughter.

Potentially save their life. Hyperphagia is a great health risk for individuals with Prader Willi syndrome.

alleviate compulsive behaviors and stress

Ability to live an independent and full life.

She would have the opportunity to live somewhat independently and hold a job.

Hope, safety

Possibility of a life without so many restrictions and risks. Reduced anxiety due to food control and behavioral issues.

An approval of DCCR would transform the lives of our daughter (PWS) and the rest of our family. She is currently in the DCCR study and the progress directly related to her anxiety and food-seeking has been impressive and rewarding. Please reconsider.

Everything

I would mean room for more testing and potentially a cure for the most challenging and prominent issue for my child and those with PWS

Less anxiety, food safety, peace of mind, comfort.

Hope.

This treatment could save live of those with PWS.

Both these beautiful girls I have the pleasure of knowing are loving caring children but when I care for them their desire to eat is non-stop. their other physical disabilities are heart breaking. Lack of speech adds to their frustration and impedes learning. This treatment would save the lives of my beautiful adoptive girls I believe it is critical to get third rug on the Market was soon as possible.

Better quality of life

A chance to give him a better quality of life!!!

Hopefully help save her life!

My son is obese. This could help him return to a normal weight. He is currently type 2 diabetic. This medication could save his life.

Currently, our sons behavior issues are our biggest concern. Due to aggressive behavior, he is a danger to himself and others. There has been no medication that has been helpful to help alleviate this most disturbing symptom of PWS.

Life changing for her and our family! Everyone deserves a chance to live a long life that is healthy, happy and full!!

This could forever change the trajectory of her life, our family and that of so many others with PWS!

It would mean a chance at a more normal life. It’s a complete game-changer that can alleviate some of the most severe effects of PWS on my daughter’s quality of life.

That it would treat the most challenging part of PWS which would give our child a chance for a normal life.

A more normal life for our son and us, his parents. Much less worry for his future.

an incredible improvement in all areas of life for the child as well as his caretakers

Hope to address something that I think about every day. This could mean greater freedom and a better life for my son and thousands like him.

It would be hope, it would be life changing. It would allow us to grow our son through childhood knowing the worst and most hallmark symptom of this awful syndrome could be met with an effective treatment. Maybe it will allow him to live independently. Simple put: it would be possibility.

Life changing

Help to live a normal life

Our son would be safe. Grow up healthy.

Decrease unrelentless hunger. My daughter thinks about food constantly, which is heart breaking. Persons without experience with PWS have no idea how this impacts every moment of everyday and how a person with PWS can never be left unsupervised.

Any treatment that could potentially make life for my son better is a no-brainer! Living in a world that is saturated with food and food images is torture for our kids. Holidays are a nightmare! Many times they must live in isolating and controlled environments to lessen exposure to food. If it can improve lives then please, please reconsider your decision and approve this treatment.

Comfort, happiness, satisfaction

Treatment option for hyperplasia first the PWS population
For all the residents I work with, it would give them more freedom.

It might have saved the life of my son.

Safety, more job options, more freedom for involved.

Improved quality of life

Freedom from the constant anxiety and fear that our loved ones run the risk of dying as a result of their hyperphagia.

Everything.

Everything. We’ve been praying and waiting for an effective treatment.

Everything.

Hope for an independent future, free of pain and suffering from relentless hunger.

Never being worried about my dear son hunting for food and preoccupying himself with food.

Hope and life.

This treatment could potentially save the live of our loved ones.

More control with the disease and life expectancy.

Peace of mind and body to focus to a happy and healthy life.

Freedom of fears around food in any setting. We’ve had to ensure our son is not left with free access to food for 13 years. A free times we’ve slipped up and he ate everything available. This is severely dangerous. Think about the last time you felt hungry for a long time... how did you function? No think about having that feeling every minute of every day... now think about your child feeling that... you can help our kids free from that prison by allowing this drug to be used for PWS immediately.

Hope. A better future.

It would not be an understatement to say we are desperate for any new treatments that will help our son have a better quality of life. Please, reconsider your decision, so my son can be helped now, not years from now when he has less time left to live a normal life.

It would mean a future with not so much pain and suffering for my child.

My daughter (21 years old) is currently participating in the drug trial for DCCR. It has been life changing for her and for our family. She suffers from intrusive thoughts of food which are distressing and severely limit her ability to participate in regular life activities. Before she started on DCCR she did no cooking because being in the kitchen where there is food was too stressful for her to manage. She could not tolerate gardening at all because she knows that some plants are food, and that made gardening increase her intrusive thoughts of food. Going for walks in the neighborhood or a park was not cognitively engaging enough to distract her from the intrusive thoughts of food, so going for a walk intensified her thoughts of food and hunger. (She is on a restricted calorie diet, so there’s a tight limit on how much she can eat.) She needed to be engaged in activities that were sufficiently cognitively engaging that they distracted her from the intrusive thoughts through all waking hours. The intrusive thoughts made it difficult for her to think of activities that would be engaging enough, so that work fell to the rest of the family all day long, every day. Now that she is taking DCCR, the intrusive thoughts of food are more muted and more manageable.

She is learning to cook. She can plan a meal. She enjoys gardening. She can think of activities to distract herself from the intrusive thoughts of food. Books are more reliably distracting (before, they were often not distracting enough to keep out the thoughts). This has dramatically decreased her stress and the stress of everyone in the household!

We need some sort of treatment for hyperphagia.

This would make my house run much smoother, less debates between my daughter and everyone.

It would be a game changer. We would have hope if our daughter being able to live a life without feeling hungry and he the anxiety that comes along with it.

Availability of effective treatments for PWS would be a game-changer for my daughter, allowing her to live a more fulfilling life with the absence of the constant and disturbing hunger.

It would be a life changing event for both our PWS effected child and our family, giving the chance to live a much more normal life.
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What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

Could be life changing for our son in the future.

Hope

Hope for their future

So much! No need of public school person to watch him every minute when he is at school, we can address issues that we can’t even begin to with constant starvation at the forefront.

Life changing

Life as most of the world knows it..... but because of the effects of Prader Willi Syndrome we don’t and more importantly our son does not either.

Treatment for when he can no longer control his appetite.

For my child to have a happy, healthy life. To be be able to enjoy life, instead of only being focused on food. To be able to be a well-rounded successful adult.

The constant hunger my grand daughter lives with us heart breaking. Approval and use would hopefully help curb the desire to eat while also affecting moods. How angry, grouchy are you when you are hungry? Imagine a kid feeling starving all the time? Heart breaking.

An easier life.

An opportunity to love a normal life.

It would mean she may be able to live independently.

Hope

Possibly freedom

It would be more independence and more options for my young adult with PWS. Currently my daughter lives at home but she is so restricted, even before COVID, it,Â¸s almost like she is in an institution because of the fear of access to food outside of our supervision. The unrelenting hunger of PWS limits every activity for our loved ones with PWS. My daughter has food worries and overeating at work and social events. Having a medication to curb hunger would mean she could better work and participate in social activities without constant worry about food security and gaining weight if she does go off her diet as it seems the medication also helps with metabolism. I have seen with my daughter who has been in the trial, that she can eat more food without having the weight gain, actually she has lost weight and she has more flexibility with meals (she can wait for snacks and meals - it is not an explosion if we eat at a different time, and she can even skip snacks some days). Meal time used to be a constant stress in our house with high anxiety, crying and sometimes tantrums. Now it is much more relaxed and she is cooperative. It’s pretty amazing. Having a medication would be a huge deal!

Controlling her hyperphagia—and thereby her weight—could contribute hugely to the mental and physical well-being of my daughter.

This medicine could help my daughter and so many others feel full again. Help fight obesity in many PWS patients and maintain a healthy life that they all deserve.

Our daughter has participated in the Phase 3 trial for the past 17 months and DCCR has been LIFE CHANGING for her and our entire family. Thanks to this drug, our daughter has had a SIGNIFICANT improvement in weight, BMI and a reduction in hunger and food seeking. We DESPERATELY want other children and adults with PWS to benefit the same way our daughter has benefited from DCCR. We cannot imagine having to take our daughter off this amazing medication because the FDA will not approve a drug that has proven both safe and effective while drastically improving our daughter’s life. Thanks to DCCR, we are leaps and bounds closer to our daughter having independence and the ability to break the restrictive bonds of Prader-Willi Syndrome.

PLEASE reconsider the Phase 3 trial of DCCR and approve this drug for use in the PWS community.

Help for my son!!!!

My son has been a food seeker from the time he could walk. There are times his weight has ballooned to over 250 pounds as an adolescent and young adult. We struggle with food challenges EVERY SINGLE DAY! If this drug shows any Hope ANY!! ,Â¸s OF WORKING and no adverse effects have been noted it is only fair to let us use it at least on a trial basis. My sons entire life is balanced on the availability of any drug to help as there are NONE at present! I implore you to revisit your decision.

Better future for her and ourselves. Without help and a way to mitigate the hyperphagia; she will have extreme troubles in life which could lead to death. It seems this medicine it helping in this area which would be such a relief to have.

DCCR would allow my daughter a chance at a future. It will give her opportunities to live a normal, independent life. It will reduce the risk that she will die as a direct result of PWS. This would be life changing and life saving for my family.

Better life for my son

I love my grandson and I pretty sure he deserved full and normal Human life

The rapid approval of DCCR is critical for my daughter and our family. There is no current treatments to help with the hallmark characteristic of PWS - hyperphagia. This drug has been proven safe and effective and is truly life saving. When I heard that the FDA was requiring an additional trial, I felt defeated. My greatest fear is that when my daughter needs DCCR, it won’t be available for her. My biggest fear is that trials cost a lot of money and take time to do them. Who knows how long it could take to gather the funds? Who knows how long it could take to run a successful trial? What if another trial can’t be run? Our community could lose out on a treatment that addresses one of the biggest challenges our loved ones face with PWS. The data presented has shown DCCR to be safe and effective and there isn’t a drug like this on the market at this time. I want to make sure this gets to the market as fast as possible so that my daughter has access to it when she will need it and that those who need it now have access to it now! When my daughter was diagnosed, I promised her I would do everything possible for her to have a future where she could LIVE LIFE FULL. Helping to get DCCR to the market as fast as possible is one way I can fulfill that promise to her. I don’t want to wait for the possibility of another trial. They are expensive and take time. We need DCCR now! We don’t have time for another trial. My daughter has friends living with hyperphagia now and I want to make sure we do all we can to help them now and help my daughter in the future!

It could save my kids life.

Save her life

My daughter is on this drug now. We have noticed significant positive changes with this drug.

better life

Everything!!! Mostly a chance for life!

My daughter will have cure for suppressing hunger and will help with emotional/behavior issues.

A chance to bring him home from his residential school if his hyperphagia and behaviors could be controlled.
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What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

It would change our entire lives. It would mean a chance for a somewhat "normal" life for my son.

It would enable us to live without worry of some of the more challenging symptoms of PWS.

Life changing for my son.

The brightest future possible for my nephew. He has exceeds odds left and right but this would make more possible in the future. #caydenstrong

Tremendous decrease in food related tantrums/issues

Everything! This could potentially save the life of the beautiful loved one with PWS.

It could potentially mean a more normal life. It could mean possible independence, friendship, and hope.

Give my boy a chance at a full life. Independence. Opportunities. And SO MUCH MORE

Everything. Hope in life.

It would mean there is a medication available that could help my son when hyperphagia hits. Our biggest dream is for him to be able to live a full and independent life, especially as an adult. If there is not a medication to combat hyperphagia, we fear he will not have the ability to live independently as a young adult (going off to college, etc) and then as an adult. We have friends with PWS children who have been in the trial for DCCR and tell us how amazing the medication has been for their children and their overall family's quality of life. Thank you for considering!!

Increased control toward normality for life. The changes would offer an opportunity to align more closely with those of his peers and is one less obstacle that is in front of him.

This medication has been life-changing for us and has given us our son back. He was consumed by hyperphagia, skin-picking, and anxiety and was miserable. The stress level of our entire house was so elevated. DCCR has changed him and really, all of us. Please let us continue this medication for our son.

It would mean everything. This is an amazingly promising drug that is giving our community tremendous hope for the future.

A real hyperphagia treatment option could change our son's & our lives.

A better life

An incredibly hopeful future for my child, one that could literally change our lives.

Stability

Even half an opportunity to know the freedom from hunger would be a measurable gain in the lives of those with Prader Willi Syndrome.

maybe a more independent normal life

Hope for better quality of life

Quality of life

He would be able to live a normal life. Wont have to worry about hyperphagia. We won't have to lock up our fridge. He would be healthier and would not have to worry about obesity in the future and all that goes along with it.

many things will change for the better I hope it will be approved soon

Hope for an independent life one day.

a change of his whole life for good

Hope. I would like to see my son better and we need to try everything. This is very important for us.

An approval of DCCR for our child would give her a better quality of life (as we have been experiencing through the clinical trial study). On the DCCR, she can actually get through the day without talking about food 90% of the time as prior. We need it !!!!

Hope of a better life for my son and so many others with PWS. No one understands the magnitude of PWS unless you have PWS, are a parent, sibling or loved one spending countless hours with him or all of the wonderful people working / helping PWS people such as the PWS foundation. DCCR could make a big difference in the quality of life for PWS. Just what everyone has been waiting for.

The ability to go to a restaurant (post-COVID!) without having to monitor my son's every move.

To not suffer as much

Independence

Potentially life saving benefits in the area of physical health and reduction in weight and BMI. Potentially life saving benefits to my son's mental health.

Improved overall functionality and life for both parents and child with PWS

This treatment is the future of PWS and can save the lives of our loved ones younger.

Ability to work and not be on SSI

Independence. His condition would not be life threatening anymore it could save his life

Our son suffers from violent outbursts due to his hyperplasia. This drug could help him reduce these behaviors. He would love to have a job to earn his own money but his extreme behaviors prevent him from doing so. This drug is critical for him to having and obtaining the dreams we all have.

We are hoping it would help our son with his extreme behaviors and allow him to experience a more normal life.

It would mean everything to us!!! This would help her lead a more normal life.

help in the care for my daughter.

An approval of this drug would help prevent my child from suffering from hyperphagia. It would improve my child’s overall quality of life as well. Being allowed access to this drug would minimize chances of medical conditions such as obesity and diabetes caused from overeating.

Hope and confidence for our daughter's adult life.

A Better quality of life for all involved

Overall behavior management for constant need for food - be it the driving need, overall desire and ultimately food seeking. This will reduce anxiety on child and also the stresses this creates for the entire family incl siblings.

A different life for all of us for Lily.

That my little one doesn’t feel starved...
Hope for a better life. There are so few treatments for PWS that any new option is important.

Hope for her future. We need therapy to address the many challenges of PWS. This is our best way to give them a shot at living an independent life and living up to their fullest potential.

Independence for my child. The ability to be around food without getting anxiety. Attend school and family gatherings without the worry of overeating and sneaking food.

It would mean everything. Our child to have a life without having to live in constant hungry.

My grandson is just beginning to seek food. This drug approval would mean he might not have to endure the agony of hyperphagia.

It could end the never ending feeling of starvation for my daughter.

Everywhere we go as a family we are confronted with stressful situations regarding food. I cannot imagine the positive impact not having to worry about where and when we are going to have would have on times spent with our family. There is constant stress when our son is with us and constant guilt when we don’t include him. I also cannot imagine how having a more normal appetite might improve my son’s quality of life. Can you imagine what it would feel like to not be starving for the first time in your entire life?

A chance to hold a job and be out in society without constant supervision.

A chance! Able to navigate in society and have access to work & social life.

Options

It would mean that my daughter didn’t have to suffer from things beyond her control. It would mean that she could potentially be able to be helped instead of have difficulties.

The possibility to live safely independent without the need for a constant caregiver.

Approval of DCCR would provide treatment, hope and another much-needed standard of care for people with PWS. It is imperative it be approved because our family is experiencing first hand the benefits of this medication in PWS. Our daughter’s body composition has improved so much after being on DCCR, which is incredible for anyone living with PWS. I asked her this only and direct question recently... how does DCCR help you? And she said without hesitation, ‘It helps me feel full.’ THIS is all we as a PWS community need to hear in order to know something is working and helping our kids. She said it plain and simple. And that’s EVERY PWS parent’s longing, desire, prayer, hope for their child...to feel FULL. This needs to be approved soon to help eliminate the challenges of PWS.

I would mean peace of mind for the future. Less worry about how hyperphagia will affect his quality of life and less worry about how our family will adapt.

An independent future.

my daughter is two and has accomplished things our doctors told us weren’t possible. she is full of life love and spirit. she works hard for everything she does, we would be crushed if the worst of this syndrome ends up taking control of her life, of her freedom...the hunger has the potential to create an undying anxiety that could undo all she’s worked toward. this drug is the hope we have all been searching for since hearing about this sick and cruel disease. it’s so complex. imagine this was your child, what would you say then.

Please help us save our kids from such cruel symptoms of this syndrome.

Maybe she could have a good quality of life.

Christina has been in the trial and DCCR has been life-changing for her. i am devastated to think of losing it! The benefits have been incredible - Christina is more vibrant, alive, compliant with food guidelines, less frustrated, and more engaged in life. DCCR has given her the opportunity to thrive.

It would mean that our daughter could live normally without fear of her overeating due to the disease and all of the issues that come along with overeating.

a better quality of life

this would mean one of the scariest parts of this diagnosis would be under control

It could relieve a lot of stress for our child and our family. It could allow her to have a more independent life.

A chance to live a full and independent life.

It is the only treatment to help with hunger as well as other issues. It needs to be available asap. Would you want your loved one to feel like they were literally starving 24 hours a day 7 days a week?

Saving my son’s life!

Increased quality of life for our son and our whole family!

This treatment will save not only my babies life but so many peoples. This is a breakthrough treatment that will be available for pws. It will make patients with pws independent and so much more.

my sister has pws and has severe mood imbalances and behavioral disturbances that have made living with her and caring for her challenging. we are constantly being bullied by her mood swings and behaviors. if there was more research into medications that can help in these areas for individuals with pws would be one of the biggest benefits to those who suffer from these disorders

It is very hard to live with someone that wants to eat constantly. Has given me major anxiety the last couple years just trying to keep her from overeating.

Our entire family (mom, dad, younger sister, and older brother) is bound by the chains of her constant hunger. If there was treatment for PWS, we could have experiences like a typical family!

This treatment could potentially save the life of Hudson who lives with PWS! Approval of this drug means that Hudson and those in his PWS community will be able to lead a more normal life, without the most debilitating aspect of PWS—hyperphagia. It is the most promising treatment for the major symptom of his rare genetic disorder. This is a life-changing medication for those living with PWS and their families! It will give them the chance to live comfortably and increase their chances of living independently.

Could help so much!

Improved health; greater opportunity to manage behavioral problems arising from PWS.

Less hunger

Could mean a better quality of life

Anything than can help with my daughter’s hyperphagia would be a Godsend.

great news
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What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

An opportunity to improve some of the symptoms that are associated with PWS. Considering there are currently no treatments for PWS, it would be nice to have the option to help my child if I can, rather than feeling helpless.

A blessing. We have severe outbursts at times.

Most importantly having this drug would pave a better way of living for everyone with pws. They suffer enough with so many obstacles in life that having a drug to help this large part of the struggle would be life altering. As a mom knowing there’s a drug that could significantly change our loved ones lives but could get denied is excruciating to hear. Most of us moms hang on by a thread most days and having this part of the syndrome being helped would make all the difference for us and more importantly them.

A happier and healthier life for my daughter

A decrease of fear, a hope that my perfect little boy won’t have to go through life constantly feeling like he is starving.

Substantially better quality of life and more independence.

My son would never feel the overwhelming feeling of starvation that accompanies his diagnosis

It would offer us the option to provide our son with an potentially effective answer to his constant hunger.

It would mean everything to the PWS community. Our Megs was on another trial until pulled by FDA. Give our families choices for medical treatments even if experimental! Give our families fighting chances and hope of longer life spans!

Our daughter is a beautiful, hilarious, and loving 8 year old girl. She loves anyone and everyone ... and she sees beauty in all life throws her way. She is the epitome of a warrior!! She - and all her friends - DESERVE what most of us gain from the moment we’re born ... the ability to live life FULLY. All humans already have so many things to stress over in life ... the last things these incredible PWS humans need is the NONSTOP, NEVER ENDING, CONSTANT stress over food. PLEASE reconsider your decision here. So many lives ... the PWS individual AND their family ... are at stake here. And we believe y’all will truly make the BEST decision for these families. Thank you so much for your time.

Avery is a hilarious, loving, joyful little girl. She adores her 5 brothers and sisters and anyone else with a heartbeat. PWS has confined Avery’s life like one can’t begin to imagine. This medication is something we have hoped and prayed for ... for years now. Please reconsider your decision and help these kids get the life nearly ALL of us already have as our birth right. The life of feeling full and actually living life.

Freedom to live their life.

Hope foremost. Improvement in daughter’s health, decrease in her daily struggles with food.

A potentially better future and better quality of life.

To have him not sneaking or melting down around/because of food. To curb the obsession of food.

A chance at a longer healthier life.

A new life without the torture of unrelenting hunger

It means a possibility of an independent life. It will increase her and our families quality of life. Although she will not need it for a while, there are so many children that need it now! And although our community is small and PWS is rare, these kids deserve to have something to help.

healthier life

Life changing for their future

Possibility of a better, longer life for our child with PWS

Save pws life

A difference between life & death

This could make a life/death difference in my pws family member. It is critical to get this drug on the market as soon as possible so that lives may be saved.

This is the only drug out there that has the potential to address the debilitating symptom of uncontrollable hunger. It is so very important for it to get to these patients as soon as possible. It would be life-changing to them.

Less aggressive behavior better weight control better health and hopefully more independence

So much hope and life quality

It would mean a better quality of life for a child with pws or an adult. We have seen major changes for the better being apart of DCCR trial.

It would mean that our son would have many more options for living a meaningful life. It would open the door to a more normal life for him and for us.

It would give the family hope on a terrible situation and would give my niece a chance at a semi normal life

Another option that may contribute to helping my son have a safe and productive life. We have so few medication options for PWS.

It would mean an additional option to help my son. Medication and interventions for PWS are so limited.

He could focus on friends and relationships and not food!!

Guardians of the individuals I work with and the individuals themselves should have choices on their medications they could try if preliminary trials have been done and successful.

It would mean a less stressful days.

A chance at living an independent life in college with employment and earning potential.

Can treat a daughter who suffers from Prader-Willy's disease

The opportunity to live a more normal life.

This is the only drug available to help curve hyperphagia. This symptom is the biggest problem for PWS patients and leads to other issues. This will entirely change my child’s life and offer him a better future. Why would we deny a drug to help with this when it can save lives and benefit those who need it? My son needs this drug to live a full independent life.

It would mean a longer, healthier life for our loved one that he is not guaranteed to have.

My daughter is a participant in the DCCR trial. The impact on her quality of life has been immense. As a direct result of the drug, my daughter had a significant reduction in anxiety, significant improvement focusing, significant increase in the ability to accept schedule changes, the ability to skip snacks and be late for meals with no issue at all, just to name a few. Especially during the pandemic, I can’t
Imagine how life would have been for her or our family without her being on this drug. Virtual learning has been a million times better than we could have ever imagined, again that is due solely to the positive impacts of the drug. For the first time in my daughter’s school career, this past Monday (first day of in-person learning in over a year) I put her on the bus and wasn’t in tears with overwhelming worry, fear and anxiety. Fearful of my phone ringing because she snuck food or whatever other PWS related issue reared it’s ugly head. Again, that is due solely to the positive impacts of this drug. Every day since my daughter was diagnosed, I prayed for a drug that would give her the best possible life. After seeing the changes in my daughter over the past year, I know that DCCR was the answer to my prayers. Not only my daughter, but the whole family. Although it, Aōs only one individual with the diagnosis, the whole family lives everyday with the unique and overwhelming stress of PWS. To think of my daughter not being on DCCR is unimaginable.

Critical help for the PWS symptoms he suffers with every day.

It's like providing life for my child. We need treatment and cant wait for any more trials every second is crucial.

My son is currently enrolled in the trial and the changes we have seen have truly been life changing.

It would allow my son to not be hindered by the feeling of always being hungry. It will continue him to live as normal a life as possible and to be able to go to friends houses. If he is unable to take this medication, no one will allow him to their house because Of the fear of food seeking. In addition the anxiety that controls his, regarding food has drastically disappeared on DCCR.

This is a treatment that would save the life of my son who has PWS. We need to get this treatment on the market as soon as possible to help save everyone’s lives with PWS.

A normal life for my grandchild. A life of not focusing on food and focusing on being a child

A better way of life

It would improve the quality of life of my stepson and our family

Independence, health, and possible save her life.

Relief from difficulties endured by my son

A chance for an independent life living with PWS

A better life for my daughter!

Hope

It would give our son the ability to not be afraid to go to social events or church where there my be food. It would allow our family to have a typical family gathering around birthdays or holidays or just because we like to get together. It would mean no trips to the emergency room to prevent a gastric rupture due to over consumption of food.

It could potentially save the life of a person with Prader-Willi syndrome

I am president of the Utah Prader-Willi Syndrome Association and helped start a medical clinic where we run studies like the one for DCCR. Many of our families in Utah participated in the DCCR study and reported life-changing results. A few years ago, my Kate was a student body officer, was in the school musical, and lived a full life. DCCR will help her to get back to this spot of having joy in her life as many symptoms of her syndrome would be alleviated by DCCR. She wants to be a dance teacher but it is very hard for her to make it 15 minutes in the class where she is an assistant teacher now. This drug would help eliminate some of the obstacles in her way of that dream. We and her doctors believe that DCCR is one key that could unlock her future. Please reconsider their application and give PWS kids and their families this medication. We will do anything to help make this happen.

Increased quality of life with an opportunity to live life as an adult at home with family

Its potential to help my son live independently.

Hopefully controlling excessive hunger symptoms

Life changer

A chance at a normal life!

A piece of my mind that he can live a normal life without the scare of him continue to seek for food and potentially causing declining health issues and even death.

It would mean the reduction of suffering for my daughter. She is tormented by the hunger of PWS.

Nathan is a bright, ambitious young man who so wants to lead a normal life with a job and the same prospects of his peers. DCCR would allow him to pursue so many of his goals without the restrictions placed on him due to the hyperphagia.

Less restrictive measures and more freedom for Grace to be herself instead of being dominated by her obsession with food. DCCR is the first option to treat these behaviors and we need this to help her be herself.

As we plan for transition services we are confronted with the many challenges facing our daughter in adulthood. Managing the specific symptoms of PWS increases the difficulty exponentially. Effective medical management of PWS would greatly improve our daughter’s ability to manage life as a more independent adult.

Life changing

It would help us with daily struggles and allow my son to live a full life.

It could be life changing for the family and her quality of life. We were hoping it got approved this year so she could start on it.

Not having the feeling of endless hunger. Can you imagine how heartbreaking that is going to be as a parent of a pws child.

She would not have the feeling of being hungry all of the time. Help provide her with some normalcy.

A second chance at living a productive life without barriers

Better quality of life

Less risk of morbid obesity better quality of life

Change the quality of life and so many symptoms that the symptoms causes

Anderson is a lovable, smiley little boy. With the approval of DCCR we think Anderson would be able to live life to his fullest potential and not have the effects of hyperphagia interfere with his life.

Less worry of tough to deal with behaviors related to hyperphagia and potentially other long term benefits such as building better eating habits and reduced risk of things like obesity or diabetes among other medical issues which could occur with trends of overeating.

Hope for the future. No more anxiety and panic attacks.
She may never have to experience hyperphagia due to having PWS.

A more normalized existence.

It would change his life plain and simple...it would be a game changer for him to be able to function better in society and life in general. I could go into a long list but it would be a life changer for him and help him lead a much better life.

Less hyperphagia and a healthier happier life

A better life.

Patients wouldn’t have to suffer

Hope for a more productive and fulfilling life.

Give her a chance for happier and healthier life

DCCR has been life changing for our PWS child. She lives at a level of independence that I’m not sure she would be living at if not on DCCR.

It is a basic quality of life issue. Without it out child faces life threatening symptoms of PWS.

Having had 25 years in the PWS world, and seeing absolutely nothing be developed to help ease the symptoms of PWS, we are desperate to have any possible tool at our disposal to help our daughter create a healthy future. She has struggled with so many serious issues through the years and the thought that there is something so close to being available to us to help her is thrilling. You have to understand that thousands of families in the US and more worldwide live in a constant state of crisis. Repeat. We live in a constant state of crisis. One mistake on our part could cost us our children’s lives. In our family, we are seniors and are the primary caregivers. Our stockpiles of adrenaline dried up long ago and we are running on empty with health issues of our own which have been accelerated due to 25 years of caregiving. The biggest task left for us, and one that we will devote the rest of our lives to, is doing everything we can to help our daughter have the future she deserves. Most parents have lofty goals for their children. Our goal is to keep her alive long enough for science to develop tools to support her continued health and happiness. Now, with DCCR, we have a tool that could help with that and it’s being sidelined. There has been sufficient testing. Further testing is next to impossible because of CoVid restrictions. If the FDA is basing its decision on looking at a scenario where there is no risk of side effects, then they are not seeing our reality. A diagnosis of PWS brings more side effects than is even described in the literature. You would not know that if you don’t live your life under the curse of this diagnosis. Having a treatment option that might help is better than having nothing at all, which is what we have right now. Eliminating risk is a luxury we don’t have. PWS took that away from us long ago. I support the approval by the FDA of DCCR as a tool for the possible alleviation of the symptoms of PWS with no further delay.

best possible life

Absolutely everything!!!! It would mean a better, longer, healthier life! We need this for our children!

Cora is a loving, intelligent, fun-loving, and determined 2 year old who deserves the best chance at a full life. This drug can help eliminate some of the major obstacles in her way. Her family and doctors believe that DCCR is one key that could unlock her future. Please reconsider their application and give PWS kids and their families this medication.

A happy and independent life

it brings hope to our family, that there is some kind of a medical help for our son

The hunger and constantly seeking food!!

A much more normal life for our entire family!

Improve quality of life.

It will alleviate our PWS loved one from the constant feeling of hunger which will also allow a more independent lifestyle.


For a valid and effective treatment for hyperphagia

My daughter could be relieved of this unending focus on and desire for food. And she would not have to be monitored 24 hours each day (yes, even in the middle of the night) to be sure she doesn’t crave, seek and consume food at all hours of the day and night.

The opportunity to live life normally. Without worry. People with Prader Willi syndrome already have so many issues this would illuminate one of the scariest issues

It would help her lead a much more normal life.

It could save the life of our daughter who suffers from PWS. She has an extreme case

Significantly reducing excessive appetite (hyperphagia), which is the hallmark symptom of PWS

My daughter could live a more full life, with decreased hunger drive and more self-control around food.

Relief! And hope, for a happier future for my son.

Keep my son loving with me vs in residential living. His behaviors make it dangerous to stay home. I was hopeful he would out grow the aggressive behavior but it keeps escalating.

Everything!

This would give our family hope for a better future for my young child with PWS.

Independence!

A functional life

DCCR would change the quality of life we have as a family. It would give my daughter a chance to lead a somewhat normal life without some of the most challenging behaviors that PWS brings. It would also bring some much needed peace to her siblings and some rest for father and I.

It would provide treatment for a major symptom of pws that in all cases leads to other major medical issues. The access to this drug would prevent this and allow greater opportunity to a normal life.

Ensuring a better life for my child with this disorder

Life expectancy, quality of life, happiness, mental health for me and my family. This is a great drug that could bring so much to the challenges that my daughter is living. No one doesn’t need to go living feeling hungry all time for all their life. My daughter needs this. She deserves all the options.

Caring for a child with PWS means constantly living in a highly stressful environment that affects the emotional, social, and physical well being of the entire family. As a parent of identical twins, both diagnosed with PWS, DCCR would be game changer. The hope alone it provides would improve the well-being of our entire family.

Break through to possibly have a more normal lifestyle and lessen the risk of health complications.
Hope for a better future and life

As a parent I want my child to love the best life as he can. With this drug it will improve his quality of life dramatically. 

maybe some improvement in her

It could mean independence and longevity for my son.

better quality of life

Some sort of normalcy

Allow for a treatment option to manage the most significant symptom of hyperphagia for the PWS population.

it saves life of Prader-Willi syndrome patients. We need it to be on market as soon as possible.

Better quality of life

We need approval and not waste time. PWS is debilitating not only to the person with PWS but to the whole family. Hyperphagia reduces concentration in school and activities, causes family and relational issues.

That my child and others with PWS would have a viable option to help mitigate the constant hunger as well as increase their metabolism and be able to have more calories in a day-commensurate with other young adults rather than significantly lower, without the constant worrying that she will gain weight.

When we got our son's diagnosis, we were told hyperphagia was both inevitable and uncontrollable. We were told that because of that, our son would have behavioral outbursts that would likely mean we’d need to find ways to protect our older daughter (his sibling) and ourselves, up to and including placing him in a residential home. We were told it would impede his ability to function at school, church, and social events without constant one-on-one supervision. We were told to purchase locks for cabinets and the fridge now, before hyperphagia set in. And we were told he’d likely never be able to hold down a job due to the uncontrollable, debilitating hunger of hyperphagia. It was a VERY bleak picture… and it was capped by being told that there was no treatment or cure…nothing we could do but hope. DCCR is the hope, not just of our family, but of all the PWS community. It has shown promise and proven itself to be both safe and effective in the Phase 3 clinical trials. With it, we have hope for a better future for our son. Without it, we are right back where we started on that awful day we got the Prader Willi Syndrome diagnosis: no treatment for one of the most debilitating, life-altering, and devastating symptoms of a rare syndrome.

We know you have the responsibility of making sure that all drugs you give approval to are both effective and safe. We feel that DCCR has proven it’s effectiveness. Based on the results for the Soleno Phase 3 clinical trials, we also feel that it has proven to be safe. We would feel comfortable giving it to our son based on those results. And we do not make that decision lightly.

Charlie would not have to face the challenges caused by hyperphagia, likely enabling him to avoid having an emotional behavioral disorder that would devastate his home and school life, and save our family from a tremendous amount of stress in caring for him by turning our kitchen into a prison environment.

A chance for a fuller healthier life

Mackenna is 7 and loves life but not without struggle. Every year we are noticing little changes in our already complex lives. Things that should be easy become difficult. We are stuck to a schedule for eating. And moving from the schedule is often difficult. Having more treatment available is so important to help our little girl live the best life possible. By stalling this treatment, it puts a giant roadblock into her reaching that life.

The possibility of leading a normal life for our loved one.

It could potentially save the life of the patient. This is the only treatment that has seemed to work for her. This needs to be on the market ASAP to potentially save the lives of people with PWS.

It could save the life of my niece and many others affected by pws.

It would change a little girl’s world. How would you feel if you were hungry all the time. This is torture!

everything

Independence. Better life. Safety!!!!

Life altering behaviors

Hyperphagia is the scariest, saddest, hardest ongoing impact of this condition. To have an alternative that could lessen the impact on our daughter could literally change her life.

It would save the life of our daughter and allow her to live out her dreams just like any other child to live independently, get married and have a family. Without the medicine her hopes and wishes would be snuffed out.

EXTREMELY IMPROVED QUALITY OF LIFE.

It has the potential to give her a safe life without the debilitating and life-threatening insatiable hunger that comes with a Prader Willi Syndrome! Our families are desperate for DCCR as a treatment to help our children.

A better life for my baby boy

Everything
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What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

It could give him the ability to function more normally in the real world. Without the constant drive to eat. To have a healthier life.

A chance to make my loved one’s life better. There currently are no good options for treatment & we are asking for a chance.

A better life and more control over PWS.

So much more independence in his life.

Hope for her future.

Our daughter has PWS. This medication would mean treatment for one of the scariest, most life threatening aspects of this syndrome. It has the potential to save her life as well as many others that suffer from this devastating syndrome.

People with PWS suffer greatly, constantly. DCCR has a good chance to significantly reduce the pain that my daughter faces.

This is the treatment we have been waiting for. This drug gives our son the chance at having the childhood experience and the education that would allow for his independence as an adult, without it we are facing a much different outcome.

Improvement in quality of life for individuals living with Prader-Willi Syndrome.

An approval of DCCR would give us hope in the possibility of improving the quality of life of my child who is affected by this devastating disease.

Hope

This could save the lives of so many people with pws and help make their lives healthier

The opportunity to meet her potential and to pursue aspects of life that have been unavailable to her.

It could help her lead a happy healthy life, my child wouldn’t have to struggle everyday feeling like she,Äôs starving and possibly eat herself to death in the future

For my loved one to have a chance to thrive at life and not experience hyperphagia and all the complications it leads to causing a negative impact in her quality of life.

My child could live a longer happier life.

Game changer

A sense of relief...at this time our child has to be monitored 24 hours a day or he will sneak something. My son suffers from anxiety that interferes with his day to day activities.

A chance for my child to have a life, a chance for my shield with PWS his siblings to know him and have memories and interact with him, he needs the self esteem that comes from taking this drug. This drug has been life changing. My child has gone from melt downs and suspension at school to straight As and principals list this drug is worth it for my family and child

It would mean everything. To be able help my daughter live a life without the constant suffering of hunger would be amazing.

It would provide our family and daughter an opportunity to see her have a fulfilled life without fear and anxiety over food,

DCCR would give us a critical tool to help our daughter live a normal life, free from the behavioral, emotional and physical challenges with which she struggles every day. PWS is a cruel disease. Please grant approval to DCCR and help give all PWS kids the chance for a life with less suffering.

Hope that my kid doesn’t feel hungry all the time

A chance for a better life.

Independence

A possibility of independence and living a life of giving back to our community with greater impact.

It will give my child to have a better quality of life and help her family enjoy her.

More independence for our son and to be able to have breaks from constant supervision regarding food. It would be easier for him to manage his health and less frustrating.

There is no cure for PWS but we would have the chance to try and mitigate some of its consequences.

Improved quality of life

it would mean a lifetime of not feeling like they are starving 24 hours a day for our son.

Hard to say at this point given the vagaries of a trial, but hope for a challenging disease on many levels.

The approval of DCCR would mean the world! Charlotte doesn’t have hunger issues right now, but she definitely will in the future. Her anxiety is so high while she is around food. Having a treatment like this on the market would give our family a piece of mind while we are waiting for her hyperphagia switch to flip. Please reconsider. Our children need to feel some kind of normalcy. I,Äôve seen what this drug has done for some. This could be life saving.

It would mean that our 3 year old son, Hayden, might not ever have to experience the horrible effects of hyperphagia.

It would give me a little more peace of mind not constantly worrying that my daughter might get into food and hurt herself by over eating.

The approval of DCCR would be life altering. Every day I wake up with a pit in my stomach wondering if hyperphagia was going to effect us. Everyday I wonder and worry about every single encounter with food. My life is of constant panic. DCCR has the ability to ease some of that worry. DCCR gives my son the chance to live his best life. DCCR has the chance to change the course of history for our families.

Hope, freedom, a future, a chance for our favorite little guy.

A better life.

It is the only treatment available for hyperplasia. For us it is miracle drug that we have been waiting for

Our precious granddaughter would not have to suffer from always being hungry and over eating, leading to obesity and other health issues in top of what she already has.

This treatment could potentially save the life of my loved one with PWS. As far as I know, it’s the only viable treatment for the major symptom associated with this rare disorder. It could save his life, and the lives of others! Please, let’s get this drug on the market!

It would give me hope that my daughter will not suffer, live as normal a life as possible, and be independent.

It is the most viable treatment for insatiable hunger that our loved ones with PWS must live with. This drug must be made available to help improve lives!

Our son’s employment and community opportunities would greatly expand and no longer be restricted because lack access to food.
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What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

This could help somebody I care about with Prader Willi’s!

I am so disappointed at the news that the FDA is not going to approve DCCR for individuals with PWS now. This non approval could cost these individuals years (that they don’t have) or even worse could lead to not having the funding to conduct another trial and completely miss out on this desperately needed treatment. Could also cost lives period. As you know, there is currently NO treatment for the debilitating effects of hyperphagia for individuals with PWS. So many are suffering, unable to lead filling lives due to the constant hunger they feel. They need help NOW, we can’t wait. Their lives are worth it

Life changing

A longer, healthier life.

We need more treatment options than growth hormones

It is our hope for my loved one

It will great increase chance to solve PWS

The relief of knowing that some of the life-altering challenges my child faces will have treatment, that we are not alone in this struggle but have tools that can effectively treat him and enable him to live a more typical life.

It would change the life of a loved one who has PW
Parents and Caregivers of Individuals Outside the US

As there is no treatment for PWS having DCCR approved would be life changing.

There is no treatment for hyperphagia in Prader-Willi syndrome, to have a safe treatment for this debilitating syndrome would be life changing. It would be an absolute life changing not just for her but for everyone.

Everything! there is no treatment for this debilitating condition and this is a very safe drug that has showed very positive results.

Another option for the treatment of symptoms of PWS.

Another option in the treatment of PWS symptoms.

Better life.

No treatment currently exists for this debilitating condition and this trial has showed very promising results.

It would mean so much to approve DCCR to help with this debilitating condition and has very promising results.

Would change their life.

The ability to have a somewhat normal life and stay alive.

It could save a life and it’s so necessary.

It would be incredibly life changing and provide a glimmer of hope for this horrible disease.

It would be totally life changing.

The approval of DCCR would for the first time give our family hope for a better and independent future for Alexander. He is a bright, happy boy whose potential will be severely limited by the impact of hyperphagia if no treatment is available.

Quality of life.

Hope for better life for our little baby.

Life.

Chance to have quality of life.

A hope for a life with autonomy and dignity.

Hope for a good life.

It’s very important.

Opportunity to have a better life.

The world.

everything.

Live.

Important to him.

Very good.

Quality of life.

Very important for quality of life.

Means his life.

Possibility of a better life. Increase air quality of life.

Improvement of life quality.

Safe care.

liberty.

the right treatment.

Anxiety control.

Everything, hope...

better quality of life.

Health and peace.

Health.

Quality of life.

Save lives the ones that ele loved.

Future and happiness.

Very important and critical to save lives.

It would offer better outcomes for my nephew including less suffering. This treatment to reduce pain and suffering is life changing.

Improvement in all areas of our little one’s life!

A better and easier lifestyle.

Saving their life.

Save the lives of our Zakai and Kaleo.

This treatment could save not only his life but many others as well. It is critical that this be made available.

Extremely helpful to correct for symptoms like hunger.

Better quality of life.

No hunger.

PWS is a rare disease and doesn’t have any treatment for symptoms. Dccr drug trial has shown positive results and gives hope to thousands of PWS families. We cannot wait more years for further trials.

Give them chance for a chance of better life and unnecessary procedures.

A life full.

Save the lives of our children.

An opportunity to live healthy.

Better quality of life, and more food choices so he doesn’t get frustrated or feel different than any other child.

A lot in terms of being able to be seen and treated as any normal person and have the medical treatments available.

Better quality of life.

Freedom from suffering, support our family, a chance at a better outcome in life.

Better Life quality.

Life quality.

Hope for better life for our little baby.
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What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

It would make life for our twins easier and close to normal
Cure and a big help.
Hope
Opportunities for a better life, for the family and the persons with PWS
Save lives
Hope!

PWS is a difficult disorder to live with on a daily basis. DCCR would help manage aggressive and rigid behaviors for my son, currently our biggest challenge. It would also help manage his hyperphagia. Just to give us a common an quiet life all together and a future for this little boy

A better life for my nephew because this treatment can help him manage his behaviour issues. Hence a better life for his parents and two brothers and extended family (ex : me).

The problem of food to be easier for children as well as for parents who care for children

Hope that a medication is available for our child before hyperphagia kicks in - this drug can help eliminate many obstacles and battles for many people with PWS. Doctors believe that DCCR can help in many ways, and I believe that, too. So, please reconsider their application and give PWS kids and their families this medication.

I hope that she will not experience the hyperphagia in the future other children/adults do experience at the moment, or at least to a smaller degree. Without hyperphagia or with less hyperphagia I hope that she and my family also will not experience such behavioral problems other families do experience at the moment. I want her to be happy and I think DCCR can contribute to that and make the life of my family a bit more normal.

I hope that my loved one will suffer less from constant hunger in the future and the effects, which come with it like anxiety, etc. This would make the life of my family easier and more enjoyable in the future.

A normal life
It would mean a lot
Life changing
Improvement in quality of life

Potential of a greater life for our loved ones
A greater chance to participate fully in schooling, social relationships, support and physical activities and have a better quality of life generally
Will improve quality of life measurably.
Survival and quality of life
This treatment could save the life of people with PWS
The chance to a normal life
Everything
An option to live a full life.
It would help enormously to mitigate the effects of the Prader-Willi syndrome
An option of keep moving forward and get things done.
Could potentially save lives.
It could potentially save the life of a loved one with PWS.
Help with his future giving him the best possible future anything is everything.
Everything. It could save lives and I think it is critical to get this drug on the market ASAP to those who are living with PWS.
Quality of life
That we at least have one treatment that will work. That the stress around locking up food/hiding food and the effect it has on siblings is removed.
An easier progression through life
Everything for everyone involved.
Absolutely everything!
It means they can eat normally like any other child.
A better future
Hope

Hope of a better future and a independent life for my kid
The chance to reduce hunger, OCD about food, improve behaviors, and improve body composition.
maintain weight.
hope
It would change our and so many families lives for the future tremendously for the better. It is the only option available to treat the most horrible, devastating and debilitating symptom of PWS. It is absolutely critical that the drug is on the market now as so many people need it. There is no time to wait.
Hope for improvement.

Life saving!
A treatment option where none exists
If it eases the challenges associated with hyperphagia and behavior - it would be life changing and we are desperate for this to occur
For her to live a fulfilled life without out constant supervision, it would mean she could be independent as everyone deserves too.

Quality of life
A longer healthier life for her. Being able to be around food without the fear of her eating until she dies. More freedom when she older as she won’t need constant supervision due to food seeking.

The chance for a normal life for my PWS child but also my 2 non-PWS children. Hyperphagia changes all our lives.

Managing hyperphagia in a completely controlled environment might not seem that difficult but the reality of managing this in daycare, school yards, birthday parties etc is a constant struggle and one of the most difficult parts of PWS. An effective means to treat this through DCCR would alleviate much of this burden and make a huge difference to the day-to-day lives of people with PWS and those in charge of their care.

Life changing for my daughter and our whole family. Hyperphagia is a debilitating and life threatening disease and there are zero treatments currently available. DCCR has proven to be effective and safe. By requiring
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What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

For my daughter
Hopefully a chance at an independent lifestyle all because her body thinks it needs food or when her next meal may be. It would change our baby’s life he wouldn’t have to deal with the most debilitating symptom of PWS.

Live a normal life
Everything! Without any hope of treatment for hyperphagia we cannot even contemplate a semi-independent life for our son, which is devastating as parents. Knowing the potential path that lies ahead of him in the absence of any treatment causes immense distress and psychological trauma for us as parents and shapes the trajectory of not only our son’s life but also of our entire family. The availability of any treatment would for the first time provide us with justifiable hope for a better future for our son.

Approval of DCCR would mean that my son would have the one and only therapeutic option available to him when he begins to show signs of hyperphagia which is so debilitating and as a parent to watch your loved one having to suffer the constant feeling of hunger is utterly heartbreaking.

Health and life
Being tormented her whole life by food and being hungry is not a life I want for my daughter.

There are no words to describe the possibility of her to live a life without feeling hungry. I still can’t imagine what this must feel like, day in day out to never be satisfied, to have to live in a world where food and the temptation of food surrounds you. To give her a chance to learn without her brain being consumed by the thought of food or when her next meal may be. For her behavior not to be impacted negatively all because her body thinks it needs more food and she will do anything to get it.

Hopefully a chance at an independent lifestyle for my daughter
It will help them enjoy life without being hungry all the time. It will also reduce their risks of diabetes.

My child will never have to go hungry
Life changing! My child will never have to go hungry which means she won’t have to suffer

A chance of independence for Thomas.
It would mean a normal and bright future for our babies. Life would not feel like we were living in a lottery system for years and years before we would know the true effects of PWS in our family. It would give Jack’s siblings a normal life. Not a life controlled by PWS. It would help our mental health and anxieties. It would take the unbearable discomfort away from our Jack.

It would mean happiness peace and independence for my child
Everything and hope for the future.
An absolute game changer. Less anxiety, a more normal household. A step closer to a better life.

Further Help with Medical Needs.
A chance to live happily
It would give my daughter a better chance in life.

Reducing the pain of continuous hunger for my daughter and our pain in a result. Making life easier for my loved one with PWS and my whole family as food restrictions will be less. Reducing anxiety that my daughter will live because of the excessive hunger. Having a medicine that helps with the most annoying aspect of this syndrome means a lot to us.

It would help them enjoy food as normal people and stop eating when they have enough food. It will have a great effect on their life style
Everything. It would completely change her life, our life and give her the opportunity to live an independent and meaningful existence with freedom from the most debilitating threat of the syndrome.

It would change her whole life. She could live a rich, happy independent life and fulfill her potential. This is truly a life altering drug that every person with PWS will benefit from.

A reduction in restrictive practices, more choice and freedom for my son, increased inclusion in the community. This should then reduce behaviours of concern around food as well as the constantly heightened anxiety.

A life without worries, a normal life for my son.
My son can live a quality life after approval of this medicine. It’s a relief for my family.

Improved options for treatment and continuing data and research to find effective measures for a rare syndrome, and corresponding information for wider use.

The possibility of living a normal life (as much as possible). Not only would it change the life of my son Nicholas, but the lives of many other children with PWS, and the lives of their families.

It would be life changing for my son and our family to have Hyperphagia under control
To assist in saving my sons life, to take away the the cruel part of PWS which is his insatiable appetite and to enable him to potentially lead an independent life.

The benefits will be literally life changing.
Life changing
Health & life
Less restriction
another important treatment option

A chance at a full life without the debilitating impact that the desire to eat brings on.

This treatment could potentially save the life of our loved one with PWS
This treatment could potentially save the life of our loved one with PWS.

Our girl Will been funnier
Finally have an option to live life full.

A chance for a life without excessive hunger. Better quality of life for him, his brother, us, the parents, our extended family and community.

Improvement of life
Treatment and help
What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

A good health

Independence

Tudo, qualidade de vida, oportunidades.

Everything! This treatment could potentially save the life of our loved one with PWS.

Everything! This treatment could potentially save the life of our loved one with PWS.

Everything Better quality of life

Quality of life, health, well-being.

A relief and a way of a better future with increased quality of life.

Hope to thrive

LIFE QUALITY

This treatment could potentially save the life of my daughter.

Everything! This treatment could potentially save the life of my daughter.

Very important

The possibility to have an independent life!

Hope for a better quality of life.

Hope, the most important word in the whole World nowadays

Everything! For a very dear and loved child with PWS

Everything! Save the lives!!!

Family

Everything. This treatment could potentially save the life of our loved one with PWS.

Everything. This treatment could potentially save the life of our loved one with PWS.

Save the life

For your curate

Survive

Hope and cure

Everything! This treatment could potentially save the life of our loved one with PWS.

Improvement in the quality of life of the loved one and his family

It could save the life of my grandson

Hope

Quality of life

A life of a child

Hope and quality of life

It means the hope of my daughter having a long and healthy life.

Everything! This treatment could potentially save the life of our loved one with PWS

Life

Important to him

Behavioral, hyperphagic and metabolic patterns improvement that would make all the difference for both social, psychological and mental development.

Health

A possible salvation.

Important

Believe

New life for him. This treatment could be the difference in his life.

Life quality and new ways to live

The improvement of my son’s general condition

This treatment can save his life.

Respect, strength to try harder and a better life

This treatment could save the life of my parent

Qualidade de vida

Hope for a better future.

This medicine is proved to controls the hyperphagia, the hallmark symptom of PWS, as well as several other symptoms such as aggressive/destructive behaviors, fat mass and abnormal lipid profiles. With this medicine, we will be able to have hope that our beloved ones will have a better quality of life.

This treatment can give a lot of life.

An opportunity for a new quality life

Decreasing the risk of the child to become obese and having related health issues, besides it would help to live a fully independent life.

Hope for a better quality of life!!!

Allow to relieve the intensity of the symptoms, to allow to live more and better.

Better life

Everything! This treatment could potentially save the life of our loved one with PWS.

More quality of life

A chance to avoid the hyperphagia

Better quality of life

Hope and quality of life.

It means a great victory and a great advance for my loved one! A life change

Everything. Better quality of life

He could enjoy life in a more normal and less stressful way

It would change everything. My son is very anxious, binge eating has increased. This medication would mean more than hope is our chance to change our lives.

Mean a lot! Mean health and life

A better life.

It would mean the possibility of a better evolution in all areas of his life, as well as a possible independence of both him and his family
Hope to thrive.

It would increase some years of her life, healthy life!

Hope in the gain of quality of life for my children.

Live, love, health

We would certainly provide a better quality of life, not only for my daughter, but for us, the parents. It is a disease of daily struggles!

Independence, life!

Her treatment and a good interaction with the family

It would be excellent for the health of our relative and also for the joy of the whole family.

Everything! This treatment could potentially save the life of our loved one with PWS

Important to him

Hope

drug on the market as soon as possible!

Relief

Very important

Provide a better quality of life for the patient

Improve quality of life

This treatment could save his life

Everything! This treatment would save my daughter’s life. Obesity is serious.

Would be the chance for my daughter have evolution in Pws and my family have hoped to see this moment.

A better quality of life

Improvement of behavioral, hyperphagic and metabolic patterns that would make all the difference for social, psychological and mental development.

It can save lives

Everything! This treatment could potentially save the life of our loved one with PWS

A huge quality of life improvement for our whole family. An oral medication the combats so many of the debilitating symptoms of PWS would vastly improve the lives of our entire family. Most of all our son would be one step closer to a normal childhood.

Devastated is not a strong enough word to describe how I feel about the thought of my son growing up to live every hour of his life feeling constant insatiable hunger. It is a cruel and terrible way to live. Insatiable hunger is just one of many medical issues my son will face as he grows - others include extreme behavioral issues and mental health issues. Unfortunately there is currently no approved treatment for these extremely challenging aspects of Prader Willi Syndrome. DCCR is the hope that the Prader Willi community has been waiting for. It is proven to be a safe and effective treatment for the worst symptoms of Prader Willi Syndrome. It gives me hope that my son can live a life of fulfillment and quality. The thought of a treatment existing that he cannot have is upsetting to say the very least. Our family is feeling pretty defeated right now to be honest. Having access to DCCR would be life changing for my son and my family. I am begging, not asking, the FDA to please reconsider their decision to ask for an additional study and to approve DCCR as a treatment for Prader Willi Syndrome as quickly as possible. In a rare disease population, getting enough participants who have not already participated in a study is difficult as well as raising enough funds for the study. Further, it would be incredibly upsetting to see the people who are currently receiving DCCR from the trials and THRIVING need to stop taking what to them is life saving medication. Although Prader Willi Syndrome only affects 1 in 15,000 births, the lives of those who are affected and their families are often devastated by the symptoms of the condition. Please Please reconsider your decision and make DCCR available for the treatment of Prader Willi Syndrome as soon as possible. Thank you.

Save the life of this baby and that in it self is worth it.

It is in my child’s best interest to have a drug to battle hyperphagia

Potential of hope to love a full life.

Hope for quality of life

It would mean the world to us.

It would mean hope for a very uncertain and at times scary future. It would mean providing our child a chance of independence and our family.
COMMENTS FROM PARENTS & CAREGIVERS

What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

This drug would be life-changing for my son and all PWS patients.

This would mean that Bennett had the opportunity to live life full without the constant feeling of hunger.

Hope

This treatment will change the life of my daughter. She is a high functioning charismatic little girl who could do amazing things in life, if it weren’t for her constant struggle with food and the anxiety and obsessions it causes her. We need this drug.

A better life, possibly means life or death for my child or others. We NEED this medication. We cannot wait years

Progressive steps towards a better life and more options

A full life with possibilities

My daughter is 20 months old and has PWS. This drug could be a game changer in helping her lead a normal and healthy life.

It would mean a lot. More chance for my child to get a normal life

A life.

A much better life, the potential for more independence like those of her peers.

Better relationship with our daughter, less disruption at every family occasion, and BETTER HEALTH FOR HER!

Less temper tantrum’s, more active, possibility of weight control, getting him off anxiety medication, perhaps getting a small job in future.

Yes

A treatment option that doesn’t currently exist. It means hope for our family.

An approve of DCCR would mean that our family could live without being on a constant and heightened guard to ensure food security around our child. We could relax a little and give our child some independence. Our anxiety and hers would be reduced and we wouldn’t have to fear her gorging on food and potentially rupturing her stomach if she gained access to food. In short, a medication, this medication, that would reduce her hunger-drive, would be life changing for our daughter and for our family.

He would mean everything. The possibility to live and thrive without the constant anxiety associated with hyperphagia

Life changing treatment to have a better outcome for my son.

It would mean the world. Imagine a diabetic not being able to get insulting to help control their blood sugar. Hyperphagia is THE most debilitating symptom of this complex genetic diagnosis my twin daughters are to face in the future. To be able to offer them this lifesaving drug would mean so much. Food is such a huge part of our society, as much as we can teach them coping strategies; this drug is another option we as parents would have to help deal with the every day challenges

A safer life, more control and peace of mind.

The possibility to upgrade the quality life.

That we get to support our daughter and potential help her with one of her biggest challenge

Improved quality of life.

My son won’t get the chance to try this drug, but there are so many families that will benefit from it. This drug will be life changing for so many.

improved quality of life

Everything. it would make a tremendous different to Rebecca’s quality of life and health

Hopeful help her to feel full. So we can live a more normal life. She’s always hungry. She has been caught eating food in the garbage at school. Now she’s working, she’s been caught stealing other people’s lunches. All our food is locked at home. She’s been struggling with this for years. This has been affecting everyone in our family. I wish this drug would be available in Canada too.

Everything!!! This could save my daughter’s life.

A treatment to live independently

It would mean a more peaceful life for my loved one and my family. The effect of this drug is so significant on managing PWS symptoms and it would cause a tremendous positive impact on the life of so many patients and families. Let's
reconsider this decision and act fast for the well-being of so many patients.

It would mean hope for her to live a fulfilling life without the devastating hunger associated with PWS.

A better future and possibility of living independently

A huge relief to help with the most debilitating effect, hyperphagia.

It would be life saving

An approval of DCCR would mean our beautiful daughter could have a future free of the torture of hyperphagia. A life of independence and joy. The thought that she can be robbed of this chance is heartbreaking to our family. We NEED this drug for our community.

Better quality of life ...improved mental health for pws youth and everyone in the family that deals daily with struggles of family member.

Better future

For my daughter to live fully

Hope

An approval of DCCR would mean a new treatment for my daughter’s constant hyperphagia and some of the other behavioral challenges she faces due to her diagnosis of Prader Willi syndrome. In short, it would mean an step forward for her in being able to live a life free of some of the challenges of Prader Willi syndrome and having independence in her adulthood.

Hope that she won’t be hungry, constantly distracted by hunger

This would make a huge impact on her life, her future and the people surrounded by her. This drug was such an exciting thing for her and our family.

Less stress about some of the issues with PWS

A more hopeful outlook for a normal life for my son. Less stress and worry and an opportunity for him to be a normal child.

Everything

Reduction of symptoms/effects or inevitable hyperphagia.

It would mean the world to us - my daughter can have the hope of a healthy life

An independent life with opportunities to live like any other human.

Life changing

Better life and independence

Hope for a new future for my son

A change at a life where an everyday thing like food isn’t a constant threat.

The opportunity to live a life without fear, without crazy restrictions, without a helicopter parent. Just the opportunity to live.

Avoiding life,Â’s difficult due to hyperphagia

A treatment for a serious condition

The end of hypervigilance regarding food safety, and the fear of a premature death for my child

This is the only hopeful drug to manage the symptoms of PWS that limit my son,Â’s life.

This drug is a treatment for hyperphagia a potentially life-threatening disorder for my daughter. It also addresses other difficult symptoms of PWS such as aggression.

A better life. And some weight loss .

There are currently no other drugs available to address hyperphagia in the PWS population. It is often the main reason that prevents independence. This drug could be a key player to offer my son the opportunity to live more independently.

I can’t begin to say what a life altering opportunity this would be.

Approval of DCCR would mean that our son would have access to a drug that could help him manage the hyperphagia that plagues his life with the effects of never-ending hunger that could ultimately lead to his death. This would provide him the ability to live a better quality of life.

It would mean a better life for my son and out family.

A chance at a better life - so it would mean the world to us.

It would mean the world to us. Every day is a struggle and we need help.

A chance at an independent life. Health and happiness

A chance at a happy healthy life

Everything

Life to have control on her eating and allow a healthy weight

It would be too important to control your food cravings

A better quality of life

Security and independence

Save their lives or at least minimize hyperphagia, main symptom of SPW

Basically, it could make a huge difference in his day-to-day quality of life. Hyperphagia is one of the great problems that you must face associated with anxiety, which makes him dependent on that rare and bad condition. because it generates other behaviors due to anxiety such as uncontrolled impulse due to anxiety if this is approved and positive it means that God has answered our prayers.

change our lives for good

Improve his life and health.

improve her intelligence and decline her appetite for food

A potential improvement in symptoms that no other alternative can do at this moment.

life expectancy for my son

health, chances for a better life

It could potentially be a lifesaver, and would improve quality of life for my son and my family

A better quality of life for my daughter with PWS and our family.

The treatment could really help a lot of families. All members in a household is affected by the symptoms of PWS.
A safeguard

It’s great
To have better life quality.

A great change in life
Lifesaver.
I think it will give my son a normal life.

Mean healthy and normal life
Everything! I want my son to have life without hunger.

Hope it would become approved in worldwide use.
It would Mean that we can atleast ease everything that our loved one and us struggle for every day in life.

Hope for the future! A chance to make my daughters life easier with PWS.
Possibly living an independent life as an adult as well as other positives too long to mention.

More Harmonie in Family, less Crisis
It means much for our family.
better live

More quality in life
Future perspective without fear and severe psychosocial distress.
Health
Better live
Independence for her life, to live her own life.
More independence for her life, own control, relief in everyday life.

It would have the potential to our kids and our life much easier.

Hope that a medication is available for our child before hyperphagia kicks in - this drug can help eliminate many obstacles and battles for many people with PWS. Doctors believe that DCCR can help in many ways, and I believe that, too. So, please reconsider their application and give PWS kids and their families this medication.

Hope that a medication is available for our child before hyperphagia kicks in - this drug can help eliminate many obstacles and battles for many people with PWS. Doctors believe that DCCR can help in many ways, and I believe that, too. So, please reconsider their application and give PWS kids and their families this medication.

A better life with less anger, fear and more quality
A big hope that a medication is available for our son before hyperphagia starts. DCCR can help eliminate many obstacles and battles for many people with PWS! Doctors believe that DCCR can help in many ways, and I believe that as well, as our son does not have yet the hunger - and for a prevention, DCCR seems to work! Please, please, please reconsider the application and give PWS kids and families this medication.

Hope is given to reduce their suffering
Finally an option against one of the major PWS problems.
Participation and normal life
Hope and safety
De-facto curation and switching-off this one main impact, the eternal appetite. It is like Insulin for Diabetes, yes you have to take it Evers day, but you can live a quality life in society.

Life changing quality of life and a possibility to live a more independent life.
Freedom
Hope for a better life, no hyperphagia, a better health state instead high fat mass with the consequence of morbidity of a just young person.

Life changing!! For my son to not be a danger for himself. A life threatening danger!
Life quality. Less mental stress. Self-sufficiency
Participation normal life
Stop hyperphagia

Hope that the medication is available before hyperphagia kicks in
There is nothing on the market to help people with PWS with their hyperphagia and related symptoms like anxiety, behavioral problems, etc. DCCR has shown positive results and it would give me an option of treatment once my daughter starts developing hyperphagia. I am very scared of the future, especially because I know that there will be very little to help her, if DCCR is not approved. I have the hope that DCCR can reduce the physiological hunger and can prevent the development of the strong psychological desire to eat as a consequence. I believe that once this desire is established it becomes more and more difficult to treat in any way. Therefore, the time-scale of approval is very important.

As parents, there is nothing in this world that would make us happier at the moment that seeing DCCR being approved. The level of suffering due to hyperphagia and psychological challenges that are daughter will soon have to endure and the level of stress this will pose to us is unimaginable and there are no options on the market. In the area of rare diseases, we do not have 10 other companies waiting to fill the void and we do not have dozens of clinical trials in the pipeline. DCCR might well be the only shot at realistically changing the course of this condition for our children in this decade. We do not need perfect, we are desperate for options right now. DCCR is safe and has been proven effective, especially in severe hyperphagia. The results have been unprecedented in PWS, as hyperphagia seems extremely resistant to tackle. This drug is a game changer for us and can give our daughter and other children with PWS the much needed quality of life to the extent never seen before in PWS. Therefore, please reconsider your decision!

Living a normal life
It would change theirs and so many families lives for the future. It is the only option available to treat the most horrible, devastating and debilitating symptom of PWS. It is absolutely critical that the drug is on the market now as so many people need it. There is no time to wait!

Everything. We need help. My son need this help. His hunger and his behavior getting more worse with the time
Better life
A chance to freedom
Stop the suffering.
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What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

An independent and more fully life
Better quality of life
Very helpful
It will be very helpful to control hyperphagia and behavioral issues. With this drug will get some relief for my kid and family to lead normal life.
A new and independent life
Life changing
It would mean freedom from behaviour problems
It's is very much essential and will be life changing to our kids
Immediately
Dignity life
It means a lot. My child will be able to lead a life like other children.
It will mean a new life not only for my child but for my entire family
Access to the solution for life threatening issues in PWS children.
Improved life for my son.
This can change the life of our PWS and lot of hope behind this study.
It will be life saving drug for my child and I request you please clear this as soon as possible
It would be wonderful if a drug for hyperphagia gets developed before the onset of that phase
It would be really helpful ..if u can expedite the entire process of releasing this drug to the Market. this would be great help to us and many families like us.
A big change in my daughter's life and our life like a family
A big change in my daughter's life and my family
Everything
Life saving for family member with pws and life changing for rest of family.
A better quality of life for us all
It would mean less outbursts of anger, less aggression and not as much food seeking behaviour, it would save my sons siblings
A treatment option for the most challenging part of PWS
some degree of peace of mind that the anguish of hyperphagia might be reduced by the time my daughter is at risk
It would give improved quality of life. Help avoid obesity which will cause her an early death if this drug is not approved.
Hope. The opportunity for my daughter not to face excruciating hunger pains and seek food every single second of the day. This in turn will decrease anxiety, temper outbursts and depression. It would mean everything to us as it would be the only available drug to help people with PWS.
This could potentially save my child's life
Blessing
New life! Freedom!
It would change the life of our son and our whole family in profound ways and enable him to live a life free from the terrible effects of hyperphagia
Quality of life.
The world
It would mean the world to my family and most of all it would change my daughter's life it this drug was available to her. my daughter nos now 10 years old and she is realizing she is "different " to her peers and aswel it would improve the quality of her life if this drug cuts out her daily hunger and get rid of the urge to want to eat all the time.
Everything
It could save our loved ones
Hope and less pain & anguish for our daughter. Pws is cruel in so many ways and this would be life changing.

It could mean the difference between aiming for a life of independent living and the possibility of living without constant supervision. Compared to the current expectation of living in a care home under constant supervision due to the consequences of life with hyperphagia. This drug could give Cora a chance at life.

A better healthier quality of life, not just for our child but the whole family. It will also improve mental health as stress levels around food will decrease.

Hope
This is vital, this drug works and my child cannot be without it. Please approve DCCR as this is life changing for my family and my child.

A chance at a more typical life, which would be life changing
it could mean the help my son needs to have a normal life, hyperphagia is one of the worst prader willi symptoms, which prevents both them and their families from enjoying life. Prader willi does not harm only those who suffer from it but also those around them. we need this urgently

Hyperphagia is our single biggest concern as parents. With no treatments for PWS Children surely they deserve a chance ??

It would mean hope after an absolutely devastating diagnosis - that threw our family into complete turmoil. And to think the only stand of care was growth hormone and nothing much else in the 20 years. I think if the people in the FDA would take another look and review trial 3 it would give all thecarers of people with PWS a lift that they need to continue caring and a glimmer of hope that we are not being forgotten. Please don,Â’t leave people with PWS behind.

Improved quality of life
Life
The possibility of living a more normal life without hyperphagia.
Help to better her condition
It will give my loved one a chance for a better independent life
Improves your life, advances!
What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

The approval of the DCCR drug for people with PWS is a great and the only chance for my family to at least eliminate hyperphagia in our child, which is the most difficult in PWS. The parent molecule, diazoxide, has been used for decades in thousands of patients (infants, children and adults) but has not been approved for use in PWS. In a phase 3 PWS trial, DCCR showed promise in the treatment of hyperphagia as well as several other symptoms such as aggressive / destructive behavior, in reducing fat mass and improving metabolic parameters. If the drug was approved, it would mean a chance for a better tomorrow for our family.

The approval of the DCCR drug for people with PWS is a great and the only chance for my family to at least eliminate hyperphagia in our child, which is the most difficult in PWS. The parent molecule, diazoxide, has been used for decades in thousands of patients (infants, children and adults) but has not been approved for use in PWS. In a phase 3 PWS trial, DCCR showed promise in the treatment of hyperphagia as well as several other symptoms such as aggressive / destructive behavior, in reducing fat mass and improving metabolic parameters. If the drug was approved, it would mean a chance for a better tomorrow for our family.

Hope restored
mean a chance for a better tomorrow for our family.

Our life would be easier.

It would make our life much easier, especially for my son. He would be able to be more independent and do better in the future.

I believe that DCCR will help my daughter to live the normal life—go to the school without supporting teacher, give her an opportunity to stay at home alone in the future, to live alone as an adult, to work as a normal, healthy person... and that all will make her happy and make her life longer.

A chance for a dignified life for the sick and the whole family

I am a single mother of 3 children, I have been struggling with my daughter’s disease since I started. It would be very helpful not only to my daughter from PWS but also to our whole family

It would change the whole life, it means a chance to live "normally"

It would mean a great chance for better live for our baby and whole family.

That would mean a great chance for better life for our baby and whole family, greater independence for our child in the future and lack of fear for the rest of our lives

My Child has a chance for normal living

Better functioning of The son

Chance for a better life for us and our daughter

Our life would change for the better. We wouldn’t have to hide with food. There would be peace.

The drug would change a lot of things. Among other things, I would not hide food at home, the child would not only talk about food all the time. Corka would have a chance for a normal life. You can still list so much ...

more healthy life

Hope for a better life

Change life for my child and my whole family

Almost normal life :)
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What would an approval of DCCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

like she hasn’t eaten in days.... I cant even imagine what it must be like

It would significantly improve the Life quality of my child with PWS and our whole family, and we could have hope for a happy future

The possibility for my son to have a full and independent life

A better life

Hope, independence.

The possibility for her to live life fully

Because all the people with this PWS, will be happy, and independent person.

It would be a dream. My loved one could be live better, and his family same.

It is the only option we have.

Calidad de vida

This treatment will change the future of my son and all other children and adults affected by PWS. It will contribute to mitigate the most terrible effect of the disease, which is hyperphagia. Overcoming this challenge will definitively change the course of his life, and our family's. If there is a possibility of helping all the people affected by PWS, all the family and caregivers, please help us, think of what is right, and do not condemn them due to other interests. There is more than enough evidence that demonstrates the treatment is effective. We are real people, living real lives.

It necessary for the actually families

excellent, hopeful, great for counteracting the PWS's symptoms

Peace of mind, tons of tranquility, my kid can do many things, puts lot of effort and can keep the pace with their peers, having a little help from a pill (not another injection!!) will have a great impact on his life as he will be able to live a normal independent life going forward (with lot of effort and goodwill compared to others but hey! I take that chance!). DCCCR will also have a great impact on the family, just imagine Christmas, friends or any other social event focused on food (almost ALL social events of adult life are focused on or surrounded by food) Currently there is no option, WE HAVE ZERO OPTIONS and the rest of the projects in the pipeline are maybe 10 years from being commercially available worldwide. Perhaps we can find a cure through novel techniques in the future, but it will be in 10 years, and 10 years is a lot of time for so many people, you cannot decide this for the families and their kids, please, please take into account the impact you are having in so many lives. The medicine is safe and it works, if it can make a dent on the worst-case scenario (amazing), I can tell you, it works. You cannot take this decision to us while using warp-speed vaccines, please leave us the choice to use it

An independent future...

Hope

Live changing, hope

It Would be a game changer for my sons life! His future to be able to live independently, to not suffer, to live his life like any other person.

A better life

We need medication now for our children. We can’t wait no longer. That will give our children a hell. Everyone needs a healthy life. This will help our children.

A life, that is the most important! Being under the craving and the threat of death is not what I wish for my daughter

It would mean a lot. So he could live a more normal life when he grow up

To live a more independent life as a family and to give our son a happy life without the severe hunger issue.

Everything

It will mean a great different for all off us.

It will mean a new life for my kid and my family

DCCCR could give my son the opportunity to a more comfortable life in the everyday struggle he is fighting and this would increase his quality of life tremendously. This medicine would not only create a better life for my son but also for my older daughter if we don’t have to put all our energy as parents to keep our son from eating. The medicine could give us all a more stable way of living. We wish nothing more then the best for our children and this drug can really make a change for the better.

It would mean the ability for our daughter to live a fuller life. And it would mean everything for us as parents.

Means a lot

Everything!

Hope for the future

So that my daughter does not have to live with hyperphagia.

It will offer a brighter future for my son and offer hope to everyone who loves him

A chance of a normal life where our daughter and us can look at food as a positive thing and not a trigger for obesity, breakdowns and more.

It would mean that my child would be able to live more normal life than without dccr. It would mean that he will be able to have friends, to have his own job even maybe his own home and family. He will be able to Live Life Full. It would help alleviate stressors involved in managing PWS on a 24 hours basis.

you will save a child from torment, who can think of nothing but hunger

Extra support in her life!

New hope

The chance for my child to live independently, for us not to worry about what would happen if we weren’t around any longer and for our other child to not have the pressure to have career role as opposed to a standard sibling one.

Everything. It would be wonderful if I could take away the burden of hunger from my sons future

Everything

A change in life and hope

A life changing outcome and a better quality of life with less drain on NHS recourses

If it worked for my little boy it could make a dramatic impact on his life and our family’s life. It brings hope to me as a parent if there is an option because it’s worth the try if it means it could really help PWS.

Peace and happiness

Would help him live a happy and healthy life along with all the other pws families
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What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

A means to trying to enable our children to live happy, fulfilling lives and reach their full potentials.

Hope that she can live a happy, healthy and independent life.

It would help with with the biggest symptom of the syndrome and prolong my daughter's life.

Potentially, a route to increased independence for our loved one which would improve their quality of life, reduce the impact on family, and save government agencies money in the long run.

It would be life changing for my little girl and give her the best chance at a normal life.

To know there is a drug out there that will help my daughter and others with PWS and stop their suffering would change everything.

The world

A hope and bright future

Potentially life changing

With very limited options open to those with PWS the approval of DCCR by the FDA would represent a glimmer of hope of a more independent life for our loved ones. Personally for me having a baby son with PWS hearing that this application has been declined feels like a real kick in the teeth, as a family we worry for our baby boy as we know it will only be a matter of a couple of years until his hyperphagia begins and knowing that there is nothing currently available to help with this will be a growing anxiety as our son grows older. With growth hormones being the only available treatment for PWS sufferers in the last 20 years the approval of DCCR could potentially be a huge milestone for all of those affected and will be a source of comfort for their families.

Everything

She can live a free life without addicted by food which means she won't need 24 hours supervision on food.

DCCR will help my child's behavioural improvement, food seeking to lessen and body fat to lessen. This will have a massive impact on her quality of life for which striving for as close to normality should be a goal for any caring parent or medical organization.

A normal life. My daughter lives in residential school as I can't look after her.

Robyn can have the opportunity to lead a full and independent life free from the agony of hyperphagia.

It could be life changing. It would represent hope that our daughters future won't be blighted by constant hunger.

Freedom

It will significantly improve my daughter's life and potentially save her life.

A chance of a brighter future

A happier and more relaxed child

Better life for my son.

Changes to weight which would help to encourage exercise and have less of an impact on health i.e. breathing sleep apnea osteoporosis. Influence destructive challenging behaviour for the better.

Quality of life

Everything! It's been proven to be safe and has the potential to improve the quality of life for people with pws; a drug worth having!

It would stop my baby being tortured everyday.

A real childhood and a chance at a normal adult life with her own career and family.

It could give my child the chance of a relatively normal life style, independence, health benefits and potentially save their life. The pain and suffering for the whole family would be massively reduced.

Chance to live an independent life.

Longer life

It could have a huge influence on the quality of life our daughter is air to have. Ultimately it could be a matter of life or death.

It will give my son a better quality of life and hopefully extend it.

Help and support

Control food behaviour and emotional compulsive aggressive behaviour

It would give Sami a better chance at an independent and fulfilling life and minimize the challenges he will face in later years.

It would potentially transform her future and give her the chance for longer, healthier and more independent life.

Mean a lot

Hope for the future of my son and others like him who are staring at a future full of life threatening hunger.

Everything

Hope

It’d mean absolutely everything. It’d mean my boy wouldn’t be as hungry 24/7 - can they just imagine what that must be like???

It could prevent premature death

It would be a life line

It would mean everything to my child and our whole family. We would have a chance at living a normal family life and my child may even be able to live an independent life one day.

DCCR is the only approved drug that contributes affectively to symptoms of PWS. We need this drug to be available ASAP.

Independence and longer life expectancy

It would mean everything to us and could save lives and be such a huge help for people with PWS.

It could potentially be life changing.

A chance to improve quality of life

At 5, my boy already showing signs of hyperphagia. If food is around (at home and pretty much everywhere we go) he can’t focus on anything else. He frequently gets upset and aggressive. We avoid so many places and situations. This is no future. If there is a chance of him not feeling like this then we have hope for a future and future for an independent life for him. Please don’t put a stop to this.

Life changing please go ahead I beg you

So much suffering and anxiety would be eased for our daughter.
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What would an approval of DCCR mean for your loved one and your family?

This treatment is the only option for our children with PWS. It has been proven safe and will increase quality of life for many. It is the only way to help reduce the societal pressures which face our PWS community. Please don’t delay this drug our children need it!!!!!

Everything! Increased normality, quality of life, reduction of societal pressures which are devastating to someone with PWS. It is shown to be safe. Get it out there!

Hope for a different future and potential independence for my child as she grows, the ability to be able to achieve things we never thought possible for her, happiness!

This treatment is the only option for our children with PWS. It has been proven safe and will increase quality of life my child and for so many others. It is the only way to help reduce the societal pressures which face our PWS community. Please don’t delay this drug!!! My child/our children need it

A lifetime of less worry about our baby’s future

Life

It would give us hope for a more independent future for our wee boy without the challenges and pain of hyperphagia

This will save her life potentially and give us some hope for the future. Hyperphagia is miserable and life limiting. We need this ASAP

It will change the lives of our warriors with pws, it will improve our living and this treatment could potential safe the life of a loved one with pws

Hope for the future

Potentially save my daughters life from aggressive food seeking. Alone with all the other people with pws
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Celia Ambriz
Amillia Amick
Aimee Anderson
Erin Anderson
Graham Anderson
Jessica Anderson
Kori Anderson
Lisa Anderson
Mervyn Anderson
Susan Anderson
Daniel Anderson
Grant Andrews
Hannah Andrews
Jade Andrews
Jennifer Andrews
Jennifer Andrews

Maggie Andrews
Suzan Andreww
Thomas Ankeyn
Jen Ankeyn
Zayd Anwarzai
Aaron Appelbaum
Sasha Appelbaum
Kelli Aragon
Jason Archuleta
Christina Archuleta-
Tancik
Christina Argo
Julie Arias
Chris Arias
Yafa Arkin
Wendy Armelin-Barron
Stephanie Arnold
Allison Arnold
shifra aronoff
Tanya Arrellin
Gary Arstein-Kerslake
Aracely Arsencio
Roxanne Ashby
Tammy Ashley
Arielle Askins
Joan Asma
Esther Attempa
Jodie Atkinson
Alycia Atirano
Carrie Austin
Ed Austin
Jessica Austin
Amy Avart
Christopher Avart
Lori Avart
Lori Avery
T Avery
Doreen B
Shana Bachus
Brittany Bacon
Amy Badillo
Amy Badillo
Trenton Badillo
Franny Baehr
Jen Baffi
Carrie Bag
er
Riad Baqhdadi
Rita Baghdasarian
Kristin Joy Baguio
Eric Bahr
Traci Bair
Ashley Baker
Rusty Baker
Becca Baldwin
Gabrielle Baldwin
Erin Bale
Cinda Ball
Curt Ball
Jeremy Ball
Chelsea Balumas
Bruce Banks
Nikita Banks
Brook Barker
Elizabeth Barnes
Yvette Barnett
Linsey Barone
Mike Barone
Paul Barrett
Ashley Barthold
Christopher Barthold
Stephanie Bartlett
Laurie Baskin
C. J. Bastian
Dana Bastien
Chris Batcheller
Katie Batcheller
Amanda Bautet
Kathryn Baugmsn
Chelsea Baumann
Tayloe Baze
Melanie Baze
Anna Beasley
Bailey Beasley
Houston Beasley
Lynn Becker
Shandra Beer
Jay Behnken
Nancy Behringer
Emily Beitel
Carrie Bell
Lynnell Bell
Molly Bellacosa
Sherrl Bellacosa
Cari Benn
Greg Benn
Janine Bennett
Jen Bensaid
Morgan Benson
Shantel Bergantinos
Kathy Bergen
Sarah Bernas
Alicia Bernstein
Megan Best
Brittany Betrus
Christie Bevacqua
Katy Bex
Sarah Beyer
Samir Bham
Urvi Bham
JOSEPHE Biagianti
Sara Biggs
Amanda Bill
Jason Billingsley
Deborah Bingham
Charlotte Binkley
John Bird
Ponder Bishop
Delray Blanchard
James Blastos
Jana Blastos
Lacie Blattner
Julie Bleeker
Bella Blom
Sheila Blythe
Darlene Bohannon
Consuelo Borhorez
Julie Bollig
Sherye Bombardier
Paul Bombardier
Traci Bonali
Victor Bone-Allende
Jesus Boumer
Abigail Book
Rebecca Borgen
Elizabeth Borzocki
Crystal Boser
Jill & John Boughton
Klima Bournighal
Klima Bournighal
Marinus Bouwman
Carolyn Bowden
Laura Bower
Marnie Boyd
Matthew Boyd
Stuart Boyd
Theodore Boyer
Joseph Bozzelli
Mary Bracht
Anissa Bradley
Rand Brashaw
Laurie Bragg
Gigi Brainard
Chanah Brandt
Peyton Brannum
Carol Braunschweiger
Blake Brenneman
Natalie Brenneman
Beverly Briggs
Nikki Briggs
Emily Birmhall
Neal Brock
Jennifer Brock
Rena Broderick
Steve Broderick
CYNTHIA BROOKS
Melissa Brooks
Melissa Brooks
Shawn Brooks
Allison Brown
Ashley Brown
Bridget Brown
Dawn Brown
Lee Ann Brown
Rose Marie Brown
Sean Brown
Tina Brown
Amanda Browning
Katie Brundige
Dianne Bryden
Brett Bryner
Leigh Bryner
Kyra Buchan
Jenny Buchanan
Ann Buckley
Diana Buckner
Nancy Burch
Christina Burgstaler
Meghan Burke
Amy Burke
Valerie Burningham
JAMIE BURNS
Jami Burns
Julie Burns
Michael Burns
Jo Burnside
Clayton Burton
Doreen Busfield
Laci Bush
Paul Bushong
Angelo Bustamante
Valeria Bustillos
Danielle Butler
Steven Buttle
Adelheid Buzzero
Denise Byers
Erica Byram
Sara C De Baca
Jennifer Cabell
Rosa Calderon
Celika Caldwell
Tina Caliguiri
Amber Callaway
David Campbell
Yurith Cancino
Erica Canlas
Ashley Canty
Laura Capone
Marc Capone
Pam Capouch
Brooke Carillo
Reagan Carney
Christine Carpenter
Deborah Carpenter
Axel Carranza
Marla Carrillo
Roberto Carrillo
VIVIAN CARRILLO
becky carroll
Dan Carter
Daniel Carter
Erin Carter
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Juliette Krovi
Waylon Krumvieda
Steph Krumvieda
Rebecca Krylow
Jennifer Kryzak
Karen Kubes
Jean Kuklewski
Lori Kuna
Carrie LaBarge
Patricia LaBella
Maria Ladelfa
Samantha Lakey
Lisa Lamb
Sara Lamica
Sarah Lander
Kelly Lane
Stacy Lange
Candice Lankhaar
Dorothea Lantz
Jaelle Laplante
Michael Laplante
Sarah Larkin
Elizabeth Larsen
Eric Larsen
Greg Larsen
Julia Larsen
Tina Larsen
Katie Larson
Lindsay Larson
Michael Larson
Stephanie Lasher
Danielle Lassen
Angela Latchney
John D Latchney
Nicollette Lathan
Hartman Laupati
Melanie Laur
Heather Lawless
Erica Lawrence
James Lazarus
Lauren Leah
Jennifer Leamer
Sharon LeBlanc
Ariana Lecaj
Erika Icedot
Allyson Lee
Amanda Lee
Janet Lee
Jarrod Lee
Jennifer Lee
Margaret Lee
Matt Lee
Matthew Lee
Natalya Lee
Tymna Lee
Jamie LeFebvre
Darla Legan
Kati Leigh
Craig Leis
Lori Leis
June Leithheim
Sheila Lemcke
Amy Lemmons
Jennifer Lennon
Jamie Lentz
Phil Lentz
Katherine Leon
Theresa Leutik
Sarah Levendoski
David Levin
Sasha Levine
Joshua Levy
Melinda Lewis
Lissette Leyba
Anna Leyva
Yves Leyva
Janet Li
Jennifer Li
Peiwen Liao
Rhonda Lier
Ashley Lidorf
Pawel Lijewski
Jacob Li
kelli li
Yarong Lin
Sandra Linden-Juncosa
Casey Lindine
Carol Lininger
Amber Livingston
Jennifer Lloyd
Thomas Lloyd
Tricia Lobaugh
David Locklair
Kalie Locklair
Jack Lockwood
Mike Locente
Janina Locraft
Judy Loewen
AnnaMaria Lagnion
Carolyn Loker
Tracey Lombardi
Nicole Lomeli
William Longworth
Bonnie Longworth
Amethyst Lopez
Jessica Lopez
Chelsee Loucks
Rebecca Loupe
Renee Lovern
Renee Lovern
Molly Lowery
Neyra Lozano
Yingying Lu
Angela Lucero
Kathryn Lucero
Alison Li
Carlos Luis
Heather Luna
Steve Lundh
ABiona Lunsford
Edan Luschei
Ben Ly
Barney Lykins
Maria Lynch
Cherie Lyons
Kelly Ma
Keeley MacIntyre
Nathaniel Mack
Andrew Macleod
Cathryn Maczko
Christine Maddock
Lorraine Magarian
Ray Maglano
Charlotte Maher
John Maher
Nikol Maher
Peter Maher
Dorothy Maillet
Kaylea Main
Jackie Mallow
Suzanne Malmsen
Julie Malwitz
Megan Manfredonia
Concetta Maniaci
Mary Mankowski
Anne Manning
Theodosia Mantas
Dominic Marcii
Clint Marcy
JennaLee Marcy
Lindy Marich
Marissa Marinar
Gary Markham
Trisha Martin
Andri Martin
Brial Martinez
Hernan Martinez
Patricia Martinez
Chris Martinak
Larisa Martinak
Mikyla Martins
Megha Martinez
Melissa Matejek
Elisabeth Mates
Lisa Matesevac
Holly Mathie
Wendy Mathre
Lindsay Mattingly
Dalia Matus
Shelly Maxwell
Al May
Julie Mayberry
Nicole Mayer
Jennifer Maynard
Jonathan Maynard
Kourtney Mayes
Michael McAndrew
Jeremy McCabe
Marsha McCabe
James Mccart
Matt McCleery
Rachel McClellan
Rebecca McClelland
Katie Mccloun
Brittanie McCown
Daylon McCooy
Carol McDaniel
Laura McDonald
Melanie McDonald
Nicole McElfresh
Jade McGaff
John McGhee
Kathryn McGhee
Thomas McGrady
Adam Mcinerney
Courtney Mcnerny
Deborah McKissick
Beth McLean
Martin McLean
Ann Mcclllan
Aris McMahon
Elizabeth McMahon
Richard McManus
Joanne McMaster
Elizabeth McMillan
Carolyn McNamara
Christa McNamara
Patricia Mcrae
Kerry McWhorter
Rebecca McWilliams
Ray Mears
Lori Medeiros
Marco Mederos-deppee
Melisa Medina
Randall Meek
Randeep Mehroke
Jenny Mehra
Minesh Mehta
Nisha Mehta
Juan Mendez
Colleen Mendoza
Raquel Menjivar
Danielle Menne
Erie Mercadante
Gary Mercadante
Cara Mercadante
Maria Merk
Colleen Merkle
Melissa Merren
Lindsay Mesa
Sandy Metcalfe
Kim Mewhirter
H Meyer
Jim Miesle
Laura Miesle
David Mihalki
Heidi Mihalik
Charles Millard
Abby Miller
Casy Miller
Cheryl Miller
Denise Miller
Gary Miller
Lindy Miller
Lisa Miller
Reann Miller
Susan Miller
Tina Miller
Tyler Miller
Christopher Millner
Jolleen Millner
Jeremy Mills
Sheri Mills
Danijel Milovanovic
Jay Minnfield
Lisa Minor
Malanka Misilo
Gina Mitchell
Jessica Mitchell
Joanna Mitchell
Kyle Mitchell
Tiffanny Mitchell
Terry Mleczewski
Debra Mlczewski
Brandy Modrow
Cory Moffat
Sameem Mohammed
John Mool
Lorianne Moline
Lorin Moncrief
Gabriel Montano
Nancy Montecinos
Ryan Montillyahn
Jp Montiiller
Sara Montillis
Kirk Moore
Merijo Moore
Maureen Morales
Eva Moresco
James Moresco
Kimberlee Morgan
Bridget Morris
Kim Morris
Yosef Morris
Cathleen Morrison
Diane Morse
Francis Morton
Terri Morton
Kristine Mosca
Cindy Moscoso
Fran Moss
Katie Moureau
Paul Moureau
Sierra Muck
Judy Muder
Mark Muller-Reaves
Danny Murphy
Lori Murphy
Pamela Murphy Tucker
Amanda Murray
Rosie Muth
Becky Myers
Rebekah Nafziger
Tim Nafziger
Ronda Nagel
Jonathan Nash
Drew Navolio
Margaret Navolio
Janae Nebel
Ashley Neely
Rahel Negeri
Chelsea Negru
Lyle Negron
Billie Nelson
Sara Nelson
Francis Newell
Maggi Newell
Johnna Newton
Yinna Ng
Madelon Nichols
Alyssa Nielsen
Hector Nieves
Janeth Nieves
Spencer Noble
Shannon Noe
Alcineri Nogueira
Renee Nohelty
Paricia Noland
Alyssa Noreen
Suzanne Norfleet
Lanette Norgaard
Kathleen Novotny
Holly Noy
Lisa O'Leary
Sara O'Neill
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Flavia Mantovani
Mara Teia Dolores
Vâlvez Camacho
Samuel campazo
Vângela chaverra
Celine wódniaık
Khadija abboud
zurab Abjandadze
Gustavo Abrantes
Catarina Abreu
Brittney Ackerman
SANDRA ACOSTA
Lydia Acosta
Shaun Adendorff
Aêêë™êê™ êêê
Darlene Affleck
Juliana Aguiar
Daniela Aguiar
creumèdi aguiar
Thayna Aguiar
lu ai qing
Somaya Akhtar
Jairo Alberto
Jannaina Albuquerque
Silvia AlcVntara
HV*ward Aldergren
Tvedten
Lisa Atorgren Tvedten
Tamires Alencar
Yasmin Ali
Sophie Allemand
Erica AlmVdn
Erica AlmVdn
Camilla Alvarez
Maria de F.Vitina Alves
Hayanne Alves
Ludmylla Alves Cruz
Thais Alves dos santos
Jozella Alves Palma
Nathalia Alvim
Aline Amorim
Guo Amy
Ana Clara da Costa
Pereira Ana C
Sara Andersson
Elin Andersson
Dilma Andrade
Tatiane Andrade Costa
Gonzalez
Munike Andrade
Cunha
Roshan Andrews
PETROVA Anna
insharah Ansari
Irene Antoniw
Krïëule Aparceida
Matos silva
Sergio Aparecido
Medeiros Junior
Miranda Apesland
Mike Aquino
Renata Araújo
JrÔôsica Araujo
Danilo Arbodela
Simina Ardeleanu
Karen Armstrong
Catherine Arnold
Hayley Arnott
johanne Arseneault
Mariana Ascenso
Brian Ashley
Cathy Ashley
Matthew Ashley
Susan Ashton-Smith
jean Assmann Ferro
Rebecca Atkinson
Caroline Attal
Sarah Auckland
Audrey Audit
Luiz Augusto
Elaine Auld
Jessica Averiss
ARMANDO AYALA
ZAPATA
Afrooz Azamifar
Cassio Azevedo
Fernanda Azevedo
Marcela Azevedo
M B
Ashad bhagat
Guilherme Bahia
Vilma Bahia
Mia Baikie
Laura Bailey
Diana Baird
Nelsi de Lurdes Bairro
Jaimi Ballein
Amalia Barra
Billy Bambao
Nana Banaô
Sujaya Bangalorejau
Rachel Bankes
Marcella Banner
Diane Barber
Bruna Barbosa
Joseõ Barbosa
Amanda Barbosa
Igor Barbosa
luana Barillari
Nadine Barnard
Gabriella Barnsley
Fernanda Barradas
Taita Barrera
Vanessa Barros
Dina Barros
Sidnei Barros
Renata VÇgela
Bassolobre
Carolina Bastos
Kelen Batista paz
Anna Baturina
Pavan Kumar Baya
Heather Beach
Carly Beck
Letica Becker
Marta Bednarska
Bruna Begali
Maria Benedekova
Arací Beneđdicto
Luke Bennett
Mercedes Bennett
Fabian Bennett
David Berdook
Ariel Berdook
Luciana Bergamim
Ana Maria Bergamim
Sinara Bergamim
Augusto Bergamim
Gabriela Bernardi
Adriano Bernardi
Mark Beveridge
Leonardo Bianco
Heather Bickell
Magdalena Biga
Vasilíki Bilíou
Zhang Bing
Alexandre Biocati
Cary Bird
Kealy Bird
Sarah Birrell
Dina Biryukova
Letícia Bispo
Joana Bittencourt
Wolfgang Bittmayer
Cecília Bjôrgvô
Susan Blair
ISABEL BLANCO
Esteban Blanco Zieglée
Helen Blediese
Mariana Bloomfield
Adrian Boczar
Amelia Boczar
Gabriela Bokhaut
Catarina Bombavilha
Ana Maria Bonatti
Nogueira
Fábio Bonfim
Fábio Bonfim
Julia Bonnelly
Patricia Borges Freitas
Azevedo
Kerry Borland
Estela Corrêa
Alline Carvalho
Vâder LuVrs. Carvalho
Lawanne Carvalho
Marco Castilho
Ana Paula castilho de souza
Ada Nelly Castillo
Castro
Irene Patricia Castillo
ZuVâga
Bruna Castro
Celso Castro
Jussara Castro
Debora Brasil
Alma Brásfield
Samo Brîcil
Mislene Brito
Karla Bromilow
Miranda Brouwer
Ashleigh Bucknall
Suhaila Bughooma
Victoria BugueVzO
Felipe Bulle
Craig Burgess
Diane Burgess
Dina Burns
Rebecca Burrows
Brittany Bushfield
Ron Buunk
Jane Buunk
Janice Buyo
DiVôbra Bwñoló
Joanne Bywater
Karmen C
Lillian Côndenas
Karin Cabanillas Stanchi
Patricia Cabette
Angela Cabral
Mariana Cabral
SUSANA CALZADA
Ana Camacho
Natasha Campbell
Henrique Campos
Mirella Campos
Myriam Campos
Helbert Campos Dias
Gabriela Canassa
Guilherme Candido
Sarah Carra
Fabiãõ Capilla
Liliane Caramel
Verónica Carballo
Ana Cardílo
Debora Cardoso
Letícia Carey
Marie France Carleis
Fernando Carneiro
Carolina Carolina
Joao Carpinteiro
Anthony Carr
Sara Carr
Estela Carrijó
Aline Carvalho
Vâder LuVrs. Carvalho
Lawanne Carvalho
Marco Castilho
Ana Paula castilho de souza
Ada Nelly Castillo
Castro
Irene Patricia Castillo
ZuVâga
Bruna Castro
Celso Castro
Jussara Castro
valeria cristina Castro
Fanny Castro
Helia Castro
Pedro Castro
CONSTAN CASTRO
Guimôrara Castro
Carla Cavalari
Johan david Ceballos
caperà
Andrea Cesar
Irena Cetin
Carla Chacon
Felipe Chagas
Delphine Chaigne
Francene Chan
May Chao
Celina Chaparro
Leanne Charlesworth
MARIANA CHEADE
YA TING CHEN
Iris Chen
Chung Chen
Shuang Chen
shuang chen
Rachel Chen
Ching Yang Cheng
huawan cheng
Doris Chibo
HunG Chienhui
HunG Chienting
NaîChieh Chin
Nathalie Chiquito
Manika Choubey
Anil Choubey
Ilona Christen
Sidra Chehoni
Caitlin Cpiretti
Nicola Claffey
Gill CLARK
Jovani Claudino
Fabiâõ Claudio
Isabel Coelho
Sábrina Colasunno
Gloria Cole
Jessa Mae Colona
Adria Comellas
Rodrigo ConceiçãôEo
Alessandra Conde
FlV*via conde
NâVta Fernanda
Congélnâ Dâdalto Silva
Roberta Congentino
Karina Conrado
Anthony Cook
Liberty Cook
Carla Copeland
FERNANDA CORDEIRO
Marina Correa
Jenny Corrigan
Maria Isabel CortVoês
Herrador
Raimundo Costa
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Ricardo Costa
Joana Costa
Jane cleia Costa Santos
Fernando Costa Sousa
Sabrina Coughlan
Michele Coutinho
Elaine Crawford
Stephanie Cristina
Leticia Cristina dos Santos Soares Silva
Jessyka Cristyna Alves
Moraí
Sally Crockett
Paula Croft
Lawrie Croft
Steven Croft
Sarah Croft
Sarah Crombez
Shannan Crow
Luan Cutilim
Adriana Cybulski-Bos
Marc Cyril
Victor D'Avila
María Del Carmen
D'Avila Garcia
Eluana da Rocha
Daniele da Rocha
Schneider
Fernando Diego Miguel da Silva Da Silva
Vanessa Da Silva Barros
Míriam Da Silva Pereira
Geovana Da Silveira
Lorrainy Christina Da Silvs Araujo
Nadine Dahl
Daiana gallardo Daiana
Giovanna Damasceno
Pineheiro da Silva
Botezatula Daniel
Ramírez Gómez
Daniela
Nancy palacios Danna
Chesnokova Daria
Margit Dasch
Wendy Davey
Isabelle Davies
Sophie Davies
Luiz Davila
Dayana Rodrigues
Dayana Rodrigues
Santana
Thies de Boer
Jackeline De Boer
Natalia De Carli
SHIRLEY DE JESUS
NUNES BELCHIOR
Verônica De Lima
Vanderlei De Lima
Nito
Rita de CV'ssia De Lima Silva

Shelley De Lisbon
Edilson De Oliveira
Faria
Jessica de Paula
Valdirerre de Siqueira
Paulo de Siqueira
ROGERIO DE SOUZA
Adriano De Souza
Pereira
Daniel Decker
Simone Decker
Anderson Degrecci
Joya del vecchio
Marta Delgado
María Ivilla Demarchi
debbie demasi
debbie Demasi
Veronique
Denaehrnerck
Agnesizka Derezinski
Adam Derezinski
Jayesh Cunhade
Manan Dhar
Marco Di Pace
Lillian Dias
Gilberto Dias
Lucimeire Dias da Rocha Oliveira
Cassandra Dickie
Denita Dimitrova
ISABELA DINIZ
Paulo Diniz
José Eduardo Diniz
Augusto Diniz
Camila Diniz de Oliveira
Amanda Diniz de Oliveira
Fernanda Diogo
Mathias Ditzen
Enunice Dona
Colin Dong
Allison Dos Santos
Angela Draper
Patricia Duarte
Johana Duarte
Andre Duarte
Anna Duczmal
Sarah Duff
Marie Dufrasne
Vtalo Dutra
Lais Dutra
Ee Å Eé
Eçli Eçç
Dana Ecos
VerVenica Edith
William Edwards
Timmy Ehmsen
Yennifer Ehmsen
Costas Eleftheriou
Carole Elkhail
Rasha Elmasry
Sally Elbadri
ROSeline FMEANOU
Luiz Engel
Gabriela Erazo
Renata Erbereli
Rosalva Espino
JoVêo Espirveto Santo
Clara Jane Esteban
Jessica Ezra
Beata Fan'Ceck
Fredrik FagerståLM
Louie Falco
Alana Farias
Celestina Faustino
Esther Fdez
David Feffer
Miriám Fehrenbach
Johannes Fehrenbach
MAYARA FEITOSA
Kelly Feitosa
Suzanne Feldman
Marta Fernández
Katheryne Fernández
Ospino
Carolina Fernandes
Saulo Fernandes
Sandra Fernandes
Miriam Fernandez
Vanessa Ferreira
Aline Ferreira
Viviane Ferreira
Fernando Ferreira
Louene Ferreira
JOCIMARA FERREIRA
Gunther Ferreira
Maria Ferreira
Manuel Ferreira
Erica Ferreira
Maria Ferreira
VerVenica Ferreira
Aparecida Ferreira
Alves
Miquel Ferrer
Mandy Ferris
Kate Fields
Daniel Fields
Adriana FIGUEREDO
Bennet Fitzgibbon
Adolfio Flores
Enache Florina
Christopher Flynn
Maria Ines Fonseca
Guilherme Fontanetti
gavin forkan
Laura Fox
Eduardo Franciso
diana franco
Ivanir Freire
Tania Freire
Darcy French
daniel froese
Pearl Fung
Kristina Furssova
Hannah Futter
Xavier Gu'levez
Susana Guzmémez
Verónica Gabriela
Marieta Gacheva
Aishling Gaffney
Maria P R Galan
Vanessa Galego Carrillo
Rafaela Galeno
Tiago Galeno
ZviOlia Gamito
Carmen Garcia Vara
Pilar García-Puertas
Taboada
Daiane Garcia
Brenda García
Alisha García
María García
Sergio García
Carmen García
JOSEANE García
Luz angela García
Ronderos
Katherine Garvey
Pedro Gasparr
Joseph Gatesen
Bernadean Gaucher
Renata Gebran
Sudeshna Ghosh
Pamília Giacopini
Silvana Giacopini
Augusto Gil
Sandra Gil
Santi Gil de Avelle
Elias Gil de Avelle
Esteban Gil de Avelle
MUVoz
Evelyn Gómez
BV’Bara Gil Garcia
Carmen Gil Ruiz
José Luis Gil Ruiz
Maite Gil Ruiz
Flavio Augusto Gimenes
gomes
Larissa Gimenez
Kate Giza
Eric Gjertsen
Mary Gjertsen
Lucy Gledhore
Dr. Parul Goel
Christian Gomes
Dayane Gomes
Rita Gomes
Rachel Gomes
Cristina Gomez
EKATERIN
GONCHAROV
Juan González
Ieda Gonzalez
Carolina Gonzalez
Guilherme Gonzalez
Marcelli Gonzalez
Nathan Good
Michelle Good
Florian Goosmann
Greta Gottlieb
Angela Goucher
Jemima Grant
Keighley Greening
Elena Gregore
Mira Gruver
Wendy Gu
Katyiah Guzman
Fang Guan
Rui Guan
Patricia Guerra
Jan Gui
Sergio Guijarro
Eliana Guimarães
Milani
Diane Guimont
Monica Gutierrez
Verena Gutmann
Laura Hniniñen
Feng Hayan
Susan Hallmark
Paul Hamilton-Brown
Doris Hamilton-Brown
MAHMOUD Hammad
Ivana Han’kovová
Samantha Hanvey
Jonathan Hanvey
Samuel Harding
Jenny Hardy
Paul Harsch
Anna Harsch
Sally Hart
Antoinette Hartnett
Mandy Hartnett
Kinga Hazlak
Nicola Healey
Mette Hebel
Florence Hennerick
Marcio Henrique
Frances Herbert
Marie Dickie
Svorad Herdicky
Tanya Hernandez
Antonia Hernandez
Laura Herrera
Brittany Herygers
Thomas Hettman
Jessica Higueria
Javier Higueria
Christoffer Hillbom
Jessica Hillbom
Laura Hinojosa
Rachael Hodge
Stephanie Hodge
Ian Holmes
LUCAS HONORIO
Andrew Hoover
Ana Laura Hopper
Garcia
Diego Hora
Lisa Hosoko
Sarah Howard-Jones
Terry Hsu
Junnís Hsu
Leo Hsu
hu hu
yunkel huang
chih chung huang
David Humé
Trista Humfries
Natalie Hummel
Ching-Chung Hung
Yifen Hung
Mel Hunt
James Hynes
Conor Hynes
Mohamed Ibrahim
Marlene Iensen
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Juan Iglesias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonia Iglesias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANNA ILINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deepak Ingle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elisa Ispiuzia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Italiani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muresan Iulia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liana Ivanova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xiao Iyan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rae Jack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katy Jack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Jack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuart Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheryl Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Jacob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gevaerd Jacqueline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denis Jalsovec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anja Janezic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giovana Jardim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthieu Jeannin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Jeannin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Jeard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>michael jiang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shen Jie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claudia Jirousek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eva Johansson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libby Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaine Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aij Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Joseph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Joseph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivan Jovanov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasna Jovanov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aneeshjoy Joy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamea Ji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wang Juan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JoVEd Justo Pires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mervi Kvčník</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian KVřtěn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karine Kabundi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karine Kafer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lolo Kais</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>samantha kajic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>samanta kajic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Kaminsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rafael Kamkhiagi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Kanther</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriana Kasama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabi Katou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liudmila KAVALEVA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Keen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sevgi Kelbaux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Keogán</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pauline Kerley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syeda Khadijah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TatIANA Khairullina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danish Khan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarahat Khan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dagmar Kiderlen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Kirby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariana Kitagawa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martyna Kleban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nina Kluchnik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olga Klyuvey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=Å̈kasz Kochanek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agnieszka Kochanek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabrina Kondro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacek Konradowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilan Korkmaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alejandro Korth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amalija Kovacevic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maksim Kovalev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrycja Kowalaska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliwier Łochoń-Cż</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rita Kramerova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tina Kusai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorena Vanesa Lvquez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martine Laberge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarice Ladario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chia Wen Lai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Lamac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kasia Lampa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyne Landry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emer Lane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikki Langeveld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rus Larisa Ionela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanna Larson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniela Lasso Medeiros</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fortino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Lauer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acevedo Laura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Laurin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Lazarus (Shahab)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thanh Le hoang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriana Leal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ana Cristina Leal de Oliveira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torsten Lechelt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Lechner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obi Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nick lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Leguizamo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oran Leiba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edvald Leite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrícia Leite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabrina Leite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celine Lepage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aya Lev zukerman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zack Levy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esther Levy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xi,AiLan Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jie Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAng Liao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AntVonio Libo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEREZÁ Lima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genalice Lima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyvilia Lima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ana Lima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica LIMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia Lima dos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mei LIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M Victoria Linati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu Lingling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marianna Liso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zhenhai liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Llewellyn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francesca Lloyd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Lloyd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margarida Lobo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lohana Lobo de SV*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Lois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Loizou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JoVEd Vitor Lopes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferreira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Loseth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayra Lovatto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jillian Lovell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucy Lowe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariana Lucans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margarita Ludlow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanja Luďjfi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ella Lukjanovic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fikrete Luma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alessandra Luna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anastasiya Luppova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oleg Lykov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalya Lykova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Lynch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcelei Machi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaVl`ia Maciel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rory Mackin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Mackin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hugh mankinnon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sueli Madeira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agnes. Magalhaes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E`ia Magaldań-Ńiska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eduardo Magnani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEATRIZ MAIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isadora Maleval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane Malik- salima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amani Maliza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathy Mallove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esra Mama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatiana Mamonova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgar Manjarres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonardo Mannirke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Mankridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthias Mantel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolina Manzione</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa Mar preload</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lampros Marletos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helo Marcela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rayssa Marivala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar Mariano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabella Mariano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanj Kovijja Marina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADRIANA MARINO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Marino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelika Marquardt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatiana Marques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claudio Marques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzanne Marques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Marques de Souza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Géan sVebrates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marques Flores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonia Martvńan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlos Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilar Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francisca Martins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selma Martins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlon Martins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deurivan Martins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuri Martins Barboza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assumpta Mas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larisa Masshikina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vinicius Massarelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Massarelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula Masuda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna kluuda da silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Matos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raissat Matoso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ana Carolina Matoso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalia Mattos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferraccioli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daria Matusis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernard May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natasha May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edimara Mayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisette Mibangha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Mc Entee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leigh McCabe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher McNalv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica McEvoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taragh McGovern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorraine McGovern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Mcgrath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Mcgrath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackie McHugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dany McAlen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI McLaren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate McIay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel McLean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah McNie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Meadows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roussea Meeke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Meanwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VacNia Medeiros Lima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joanna Medy=Riska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartv=Comiej</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medyv=Riski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tian mei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constanza Mejia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aline Mello</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliane Mello</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nicholas melnyk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Amanda Paiva de Sene de Melo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poliana Melo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliana Melo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anny Mena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paulo Mendes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shuhui meng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andy Message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine Message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve Meston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shikha Metharamani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Michael</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alessandra Milani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christiane Milani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas Milani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justine Miles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Mina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aveen Miney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darasteanu Mioara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lis Mirabal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Miranda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariela miranda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Miranda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neringa Misviciene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gail Mkller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thadeu Medesto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natallia Medosto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asimuddin Mohammed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdul Mohammed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shital Mohile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walala Mohmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alina Mokrzycka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RODRIGO MOLARDI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean molinet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guillermo Montanez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priscila Montejo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dulce Monteiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriana Monteiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nubia Bibiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montenego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Moon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beatriz Mor'y'n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diego Mora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simone Moraes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Morales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paulo Henrique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrícia Moreira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaqueline Moreira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edson Moreira de Sousa Jvñjior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carla Morelia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thaisa Moreno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathalia Moreno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathayla Moreno Flores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breno Moretti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcio Moretti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Morris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria VictZëria Motta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>da Costa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eunice Mora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horqianu Mu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia MusVżoz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara MusVżoz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatima Mujanovic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cecilia Muller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariana Munglioli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Munk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcello Munoz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destiny Munoz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberto Munoz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan Murphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Murphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shamus Murphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jo Musk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>camilla mussi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manish Mutha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonia N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Nadeau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rohit Nagrath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavina Nama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magida Narczevska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luiza Nascente</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathalia Nascimento</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathalia Nascimento</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marwa Nashar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Rhys Nasir
Maria Regina Nassif
Barbosa
Ariel Navarrete-Pérez
CV’sisa NAVAS-CASTRO
Bernadette Neel
LARRISA NEIVA COSTA
Grete Njentjes
Gabrielli Nepomuceno
 Kv’tia Nery
FILOMENA Nery
FV’sia Nery
Felipe Nery
Natalie Neto
Silvana Neuls
Daniele Nicolucci
Medeiros
Martin Niegl
Joabe Nito
Sarlei Nito
Greg Niven
Nicole Noble
Anna Maria Nogueira
Diniz
Verginia Nonato
Luvs’sia Nonato
Dawid Nowak
Lydia Ntagara
RAFFAELA NUNES
BELCHIOR
Erika O
Sandra O’Brien
LYNDA O’CONNELL
Asling O’Donovan
Margie O’Gaughan
Sinead O’Reilly
Shamiran Oesho
Oezoe Oo Aka Oo Aka Oo Aka
CEZIO CEZIO CEZIO
Sera Oh
Elena Oska
Victor Olate
Gavrillova Olesya
–2–=–2–=–2–=–2–=–2–=–2–=–OLGA
Natália Oliveira
Warley Oliveira
Bruna Oliveira
Karina Oliveira
Raquel Oliveira
Henrique Oliveira
Viviane Oliveira
Renata Oliveira
Daiana Oliveira
Solange Oliveira
Ana Oliveira
Cleone Oliveira Cruz
Sandra Oliveira Schulz
Anna Olsson
Gabrielle Opolenski
Marina Orban
Beatriz Oreja
Judith Orozco
Yesica Ortiz
Lukasz Orwicz
Mari Ota
Marta Pacanis Cherek
Ericka Pacheco
Ilíana Pacheco
Harry Paiva
Carolina Paiva Neto
Caroline Palander
Mariana Pantano
Dominika Parafinuk
Sun Ah Park
Pamela Parkinson
Patricia Parroux
Emma Passi
Nirdia Pastura
JOSE UBRATA
PASTURA
Shelly Patel
Kirk Paterson
Helen Patience
Sanchez Patricia
Thaise Paula
Veronica Paulsson
Penny Pepe
Landysh Pavlova
Manwar Payal
Gina Pearce
Per-Olof Perhson
Fernanda Peixoto
Patricia Peixoto
Alexandra Penachione
Alexandra Penachione
Ashlee Penhaligon
Rodrigo Pereira
Lucelia Pereira
Dania Pereira
Alessandra Pereira
Marta Pereira
Eduarda Pereira
Dorotheeveo Peres
Filho
Paulina Perez
Ana Perez
Jeromina Perez rojas
Silena Perezo
Maciej Petela
Lisa Peters
Noara Petrocco
Croystan Phili
Linda Photolisompane
Julia Piecso
Ellig Pigatto
Tavhrs Pilon
Gabriel Pimenta
Henrique Pinheiro
Luciana Pinheiro
Rosana Pinheiro
Maria Inn’s Pinheiro
Martins de Siqueira
Fabio Pinto
Paula Pinto
Lucimeire Pio
Lorena Poletto
Anna Ponichtera
Cheryl Pope
Anna Postawa
Louve Potts
Sandra Powell
Maisy Prado
Danielle Prado
Jaime Prado
GIOVANE PRATES
Oli Batista Prates
Ana Prates
Taini’s Prates
Taini’ Prates
Violeta Luciana Prieto
Granada
Jalene Primmer
Carolina Proenca
Anna Pugh
Yael Putney
Hadel Qais
Michell Queiroz
Pedro Queiroz
Mohamad Rabea
Bertrandinho Rabelo
Inga Raic
Furkan Raine
Farha Raine
Daryush Rezayi
Rajenahalli
Jayadevappa
Rajenahalli
Jayadevappa
Neil Ramage
Helen Ramage
Ian Ramage
Dayana Ramirez
Valeria Ramirez Estrada
Carolina Rangel
GABRIELA Ratke
Maiara Rebescini
Tracey Rees
Cibile Claudia Reis
Juliana Reis
Giovana Reis Ponce
Angie Remuska
Debbie Renac
Walter Renato
Anil Renghe
Simone Resende
Laura Retos
Laura Retos
Anna-Marie Reuter
Carla Reyes
Ceri Rhys-Jones
Nina Ribas
Pedro Ribas
Adriana Ribeiro
Mariana Ribeiro
Manoelito Ribeiro
Clauorlo Ribeiro
Ishio Ribeiro
Bruna Ribeiro
Joana Ribeiro
CV’udia Ribeiro
Vanessa Ribeiro
Silvia Rinaldi
BN’bara Rizzo
JoVeo Angelo Rizzo
Anna Robak
Giovanna Roberti
Michelle Robinson
Jose marco ruchers
medina
Yvonne Rochford
Luis Rodríguez
Liliana Rodríguez
Panesso
Lisiane Rodrigues
Daiane Rodrigues
Daiana Rodrigues
Jaqueline Rodrigues
Elyana Rodrigues
Fernanda Rodrigues
Rafael Rodrigues
Franer Rodrigues
Jv’Dissica Rodrigues
Fernanda Rodrigues
Silvanette Rodrigues
Andreia Rodrigues
Ramos Padoim
Aimara Rodriguez
Ricardo Rodriguez
Kajsa Rohdin
Francisca Rojas Merino
edinalberto romero
chirinos
Garcia Ronderos
Aracelis Rosario Lara
Bernardo Guimarães
Milani Rosimere
oliveira santos
Sumith Rone
Maria Rozmus
Celina Ruelas
Jeison Ruge
Cristina Ruiz
Agnes Rup
Eric Ruschin
Tracey Ruschin
Lenka Ruston
Michelle Ryan
Akhil S MIRJI
Jennifer Sv’ñchez
Eman Said yosif
Ivanna Salehudn
Maritonia Sales
GON’valves
Zeqia Salibbegovic
Damielle Sallatt
Amanda Sampaio
Elirini Santamandou
Jaclyn San Antonio
Thelma San Antonio
Ramom San Antonio
Thelma San Antonio
Jeanne San Antonio
Jose mauricio sanchez
peaz
Sueli Sandre
Luis Sandrin
Juan Sanin
Brenda Santana
Gisselle Santana
Santi Santi
Licia Santiago
Savio Santimano de
Souza
Luciana Santos
Giovanna Santos
Vinícius SANTOS
Clarissa Santos
Jv’Natas Santos
Rebeca Santos
Alice Queiroz Dos
Santos Santos
Hv’Dio Teruo
Hashuizme Santos
Sandra Santos
Thv’Cmelia Thavšes
Santos Santos
Geoavna santos
altamir santos filho
Nicole Sasaki
Zoe Saunders
Inez Saurin
Ivana Savevski
Savita Saxena
Victoria Saywry
Larysa Schenk
Ines Schjørges
Andressa Schmidt
Elke Schmidt
Leandro Schneider
Melanie Schneider
Karen Shenken
Christan Schenken
Conrad Schwenken
Marianna Schwenken
Ney Paulo Sene
Jose Sepulveda
Marina Shau
su shan
Jennifer Sharman
Maria Sharman
Kim Shaw
Catherine Shaw
mi she
Julia Shewcreek
Sharon Shiao
Emma Shiel
Deepthi Rishavasta
Sahar Sikandar
Sahar Sikandar
Gabriella Silva
Alana Silva
Jennifer Silva
Adrielle Silva
Marina Silva
kerolay Silva
Joana Silva
Cibile Silva
Rosana Silva
Lucelena SILVA
ERICA CRISTINA SILVA
Marcus Silva
Renato Silva
Thiago Silva
Fernanda Silva
Adriana Silva
RONIVALDO SANTOS
SILVA
Roseane Silva
Henrique Silva
Laila Silva
Jorge Silva
COMMUNITY SIGNATURES

Individuals with Prader-Willi Syndrome

To maintain the privacy of our loved ones with PWS, they are represented by their first name and last initial.

Myrna A. John E. Debra J. Diane P. Lauren S.
Raquel A. Colette E. Abby J. Jean P. Michele S.
Bonnie A. Sarah E. Debbie K. Kim P. Brenna S.
Caesar A. Courtney E. Karen K. Archit P. Steffanie S.
Avery B. Mona E. Joey L. Jaden P. Jadyn S.
Daniel B. Mike E. Chris L. Denise P. Adam S.
Felicia B. Karen E. James L. Roxanne P. Andrea S.
Trina B. Katie F. Braygan L. Kelly P. Betsy S.
Pete B. Emily F. Andrea L. James P. Dennis S.
Regan B. Mark F. Dominic L. Sheila P. Billie S.
Sarah B. Mike F. Angelo L. Jason P. Roberson S.
Linda B. Emily F. Kasey L. Judy S.
Don B. Emma Rose F. Hugh L. Christine M. Savannah S.
Sharon B. Beth F. Deb M. Diana R. Amy S.
Connie B. Jean F. James M. Mary R. Barb S.
Kenesha B. Patricia G. Margaret M. Ann R. Misty T.
Haley B. David G. Patty M. Kelly R. Ana T.
Tom B. Stephanie G. Denise M. Kristina R. Jennifer T.
Mesha C. Thelma G. Kimberly M. Karen R. Amber T.
Jane C. Mary G. Jeff M. Melissa R. Kaci T.
Kelly C. Taylor G. Karen M. Doug R. Andrea T.
Teresa C. Emily G. Katie M. Julie R. Tyanna T.
Avery C. Sheila H. Sarah M. John R. Joseph T.
Gina C. Ave H. Derek M. Helen R. Lindsay U.
Sandra C. Chantelle H. Lincoln M. Cindy R. Patricia V.
Danielle C. Connor H. Kettie M. Jeffrey R. Adriane W.
Adriana C. Courtney H. Abbey M. Alex R. Barbara W.
Bridget C. Susan H. AnnMarie M. Hope R. Alicia W.
Natalie C. Jayden H. Elizabeth M. Amanda N. Karen W.
Yadira D. Erin H. Amanda M. Dorothy N. Carol W.
Whitney D. Paula H. Claire H. Cindy N. Nicole W.
Ashley D. Bonnie H. Bonnie N. Donna S. Sadie Kay W.
Pam D. Melissa H. Ann N. Karrië S. Gavin W.
Marion D. Jennifer I. Catherine N. Hope R. Christina W.
Dante D. Roxanne I. Emma N. Traci S. T W.
Lynn D. Kathleen J. Emma H. Kimberly S. Antoinette W.
Cerridwyn D. Tracy J. Carson O. Aravia S. Aaron W.
Peggy D. Julia J. Jana O. Maggie O. Cheryl W.
Daniel D. Amanda J. Nikki S. Amanda Y.
Brenda D. Kristin J. Melanir O. Julie Y.
Lorrie D.

Individuals with PWS Outside the US

Allira S. Chad L. Lucy B. vÂlene M. Lisa A.
Edith S. Alvin L. Sonja O. Caitlin O. Debbie B.
Anna S. Grace M. Charandeep B. Roisin S. Amand B.
Josephine B. Guilene N. Yvonne O. Laura T. Imogen H.
Cristina B. Ashley P. ColVrosa B. Eddy P. Luke H.
Maria Elizabeth M. Shannon P. Carmel C. Jessica C.
Franciell R. Nordia T. Loma H. Rocío B. Shauna H.
Tassiani V. Josiane U. Ruth H. Marva B. Morris R.
Fab C. Tina E. Paula H. Marce B. Neil S.
Melinda F. Zhang H. Anne K. Marta C. Sophie S.
Aline G. Jairo A. Sharon K. Diana I. Ace S.
Wendy G. Thomas T. Tara M. Ismael L. Eva W.
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Researchers and Scientists

Telma Almeida
Jessica Ammon
Adriana Arezes
Betsy Barton
JENNIFER BERTEN
Jocelyn Bischof
Sarah Bischoff
Nathalie Bonafe
Allan Brownlie
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Olga Cain
Carolina Cardenas
Sandra Castille
Daniel Chan
Melissa Cobb

Tatiana Collee
Steven Coonradt
Ana Dimitriopoulos
Sudharsan Dwarkanath
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Whitney Franklin
Karen Israel
Julia Khristofova
tina LaFonte
Amanda Leskovar
Christopher Madden
Des Madden

Caroline Matlock
Virginia Mattis
John Means
Robert Nicholls
Ellen Niemeier
Hollie Palmer
Laren Reynolds
Ana SoFvra Ribeiro
Maria Roallos
Sady Rodvuguez PVDrez
Daniela Rubin
Ann Salm
Patricia Scott
Suzanne Simba
Sarah Zastrow

Healthcare Providers

Daniela Bittar
Micheal Aaron
Sandra Abril
Jessica Adams
Jonell Adams
Jeanne Ahmed
MG ALBANO
Felicia Albert
Hailey Allen
Katie Allen
Elena Almvdin
Amy Altizer
Josephine Amato
Stephanie Andersen
Irina Anderson
Jessica Anderson
Jonas Andersson
Denise Ann
Lem Antoniou
David Arena
Titsa Armstrong
Ana Assunciao
Mary Ater
Jeb Atkins
Jennifer Austin
Sherry Austin
Kristie Averill
Emily B
Brittney Bacon
Kaila Baer
Amber Bailey
Janet Baity
Jaya Baker
Susan Baldwin
Arielle Ball
Margaret Ball
Karalee Barch
Hannah Bargman
Sarah Barrick
Kenna Barringer
Emily Barth
Amber Bartling

Michele Beach
Bethany Beals
Ali Bean
Lynn Beck
Tina Beck
Nancy Becker
Josie Belle
Amber Benson
Hillary Benson
Ingrid Bentley
Adriana Berardi
Zoie Berman
Brittany Bernard
Keri Bernardin
Andrew Bernstein
Johanna Bishop
Paula black
Terri Blackwell
Santana Blanca
Regina Blanchette
Beth Boone
Laura Boone
Teagan Booth
Victor Borges
MaryAnn Bourgeois
Casey Bowen
Michele Brans
Jessica Bransham
Stephanie Braud
Ryan Breaud
Shelly Breech
Stella Breil
megan brindley
Katelyn Bronde
Yvette Brooks
Olivia Brown
Selma Brown
Myllynn Bruneau
Sarah Bruntrager
Robert Buch
Valerie Bucior
Maria Bueno Rios

Anita Bullock-Morley
Elizabeth Burchard
Ashley Burchell
Tif Burg
Kandi Burlingame
Julie Bye
Asia Byrd
Myra Cain
Katelyn Cappotelli
Guzmexz Carmen
Kristin Caronova
Casey Carrier
Cambridge Carruth
Joana Carvalho
Beth Case
Marissa Case
Jeri Casley
Crystal Casmirri
Mindy Catalano
Stephanie Cater
Carrie Cerise
Mira Chagas
Penny Chavez
Madeline Chiaradio
Colleen Clark
Jess Clifford
Toni Coffee
Stephanie Cohen
Meagan Compton
Ashley Conley
Cindy Connell
Katie Connolly
Margaret Conroy
Danielle Constantine
TOBey Coody
Janice Copeland
Danielle Corff
Alvaro Coronado
V Craig
Ryane Criswell
August Culp
Laura Czerwinski

Michelle D
Stefanie Dahm
Annette David
Jazma Davis
Marky Davis
Zach Davis
Nicole Davis
Laura Dean
Patricia Dennette
Olsen
Beth DeSimone
Jane Diamond
Shanna DiCarlo
Dana Dignard
Rachel Dillon
Dorothy DiMeglio
Stacey Dirksen
Lynsey Divilley
Sandra Dobbs
Ash Dodson
Andra Dolton
Annie Donaway
Nicolete Donoghue
Catherine Donohoe
Jen Dressler
Bridget Duffy
Paula Duignan
Terro Dupper knoper
Twi Dupper Inoper
Meagan Dyer
Wands Eaton
Barbara Edgar
Kelly Ehmschwender
Linda Ell
Lindsey Ellis
Brittany Elrod
Ann Ekske
Haweya Farah
Megan Fardon
Jennifer Farnham
Melissa Fenger
Taylor Fenessy

Svznia Fernandes
Margoon Figuerelle
Beth Finke
Rachel Fiorentino
Bonnie Fiske
Brittany Fitzgerald
N Fitzpatrick
Joann Fleckenstein
Eric Fleming
Janesa Fletcher
Kaley Flip
Emily Fontaine
Delliah Forbes
Lauren Fortier
Sandra Fournier
Cate Fox
Krista Foxworth
Michele Franzella
Carah Frazier
Sarah Fredriksen
Caroline Freire
Joni Freitas
Jessica Frenzen
Janece Fretwell
Sara Fulton
Kate Funke
Ashley Fyfe
isa g
Liz Galetz
Danielle Gallagher
Lorraine Galligan
Chloe Galvin
Shari Galway
Laura Gann
Andre Garcia Rodriguez
Amanda Gardner
Emily Garrissw
Yaritza Gauer
Dylan Gawinski Stern
Priscilla Gennari
Joanna Georgakas
Jaclyn Giaflaglione
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Katie Grayson
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Mary Griffin
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Valerie Gutierrez
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Kim H
Achmad Hadro
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ika hajistathi
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Laura Harris
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Mia Heidecker
Angela Heinzelman
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Valerie Hibbert
Heidi Hicks
Penny Hicks
Jennifer Highbarger
Leigh Hillman-Steele
Kate Hill
Michelle Hill
Shayli Hill
Linda Hoban
Darby Hoffman
Jennifer Holland
Coleen Holt
Jillian Honeycutt
Megan Hopkins
Jess Horan
Julie Horton
Denise Houriet
Cindy Howard
Kaitlyn Huber
Miranda Huffman
Marjorie Hunt
Megan Hursman
Stephanie Husk
Darcie Ikeler
Eleanor Ingram
Aiessa Inso
Jenn Jackson
Marie Jackson
Akasha Jackson-Williams
Tammy Janssen
Amy Jansuk
Elisabeth Jelleryd
Erica Jester
Angus Jones
Deanna Jones
Erie Jones
Christina Jones
Emily Jordan
Brittany Joyce
Erika Juarez
Kolby Kail
Karolina Kaluza
Bridget Kaminski
Tabourne
Nikki Katz
Kristin Kelley
Janelle Kendall
Audra Kent
Ruby Kershaw
Christy Kessler
Kristin Kim
Abby King
Emma Kingsham
Sophia Kirchhoff
Marta Klein
Kathy Klein
Heather Koening
Keri Koraleski, MOT, OTR/L
Michelle Koval
Roger Kruise
Sarah Krezmen
Ana Landaverde
Jennifer Langley
Eunice Larcena
Amanda Laslie
Michelle Lastovka
bruna laub
Megan Laurent
Tammy Lauzier
Derek Le
Vicky Ledet
Kay Lee
Angelina Lee
James Lentini
Geraldine Leonard
Erie Leonard
Lauren Lerew
Mary Lou Lescarbeau
Carrie Lewis
Allie Ley
Anita Lila-Stenholm
Brigit Lim
Jennifer Lin-Nguyen
Kristin Little
Kay LoBello
Liz Locke
Michelle Logsdon
Linda Long
Jan Lopez
Shawna Lord
Moira Loring
Erie Losh
Sarah Loupe
Carly Love
Sara lovelett
Amanda Lovercheck
Monique Lowery
Nicole Lynch
Edy Lynn
Christina MVande
Brittany Madison
Cierra Maloney
Laurie Marcosa
Amy Marrapese
Amanda Martin
Lisa Martin
Megan Martin
Priscilla Martinez
Katie Masterson
Ashley Mathias
Melissa Mathiowetz
Kateri McBride
Amanda McCaul
Erica McCoy
Andrea Mckusker
Nanette McDevitt
Kelsey McDonald
Terri McFall
Jen McHatton
Bridget Mclwae
Nicole Mckee
Andrea Mckeegan
Kathryn Mckissick
Angela McMillan
Lindsey Medhurst
Ashish Mehta
Marianero Mendiola
Valerie Mettz-Bommarto
Jennifer Metz
Nazehea Mccicche
Cindy Miller
Shayna Miller
Payton Miller
Susan Miller
Marla Mitchell
Sarah Mitchell
Megan Monier
Kellee Moore
Lorraine Moore
Autumn Morales
Jaclyn Morris
Brittany Morrison
Ariel Morrow
Catherine Murray
Katie Na
Beverly Navarrette
Andrew Nevet
Shannon O'Brien
Kyrstn Nickolaus
Tiffany Nicoll
Amanda Nolan
Megan Nodtheim
Laura Nthoweir
Patrice Nottingham
Shannon O'Brien
Emma O'Connor
Lindsay O,AOkeefe
Amy O,AOMaley
Kyley Ogard
Dawn Olivier
Elizabeth Ortiz
Janet Osei
Brittany P
Kaylea P
Rachel P
Julia Packer
Sarah Palay
Analyh Pancho
Jacqueline Pape
Robin Parrish
Kimberly Parrish
Elizabeth Parry
Jessica Parsons
Samuel Paschall
Norah Paschen
Tara Paulauskas
Alexis Pavle
Michelle Pawelsski
Amy Payne
Michelle Pelley
Juliana Pepilinski
Alexis Perrier
Janine Pears
Kayla Petrie
Liz Petropoulos
Lawrence Pierce
Jessyca Pierre
Amy Pike
Patricia Plata West
Plata West
Jennifer Pope
Sheila Potebman
Dan Powell
Devi Power
Lori Powers
Meet Prakasb
Roxie Pratt
Suzanne Pratt
Lindsay Prebsh
Amy Preble
Jennifer Price
Elizabeth Pritchard
Jessica Punzon
Christine Rabenort
Stephanie Ramos
Jenna Reeder
Erin Reese
Andrea Rego
Jessica Rehmann
Mackenzie Reimer
Brittany Reineck
Amy Repko
Jaciyn Replagle
RL Reistrue
Celeste Reynolds
Courtney Rice
Patricia Richley
Kim Ricketts
Laura Ridgeway
Rebecca Ritter
Courtney Roberts
Kelsey Roberts
Alexandra Robin
Barbara Robinson
Michelle Rochman
Jennifer Rodgers
Alissa Roe
Angela Rorick
Meg Rose
Christine Rosenthal
Jennifer Rowzee
Kristen Ruby
Molly Rusin
Lauren Saeger
Megan Sales
Amanda Salter
Marie Sanchez
Tammy Sandillo
Renata Santos
Melanie Sanvi
Samantha Savio
Nikki Schank
Kelly Schiller
Leslie Schreiber
Keelin Schultheiss
Heyley Scism
Cheryl Scott
Jill Scott
Tami Scotto
Michelle Seright
Holly Shadden
Elaine Shanaghy
Ashleigh Shapiro
Rebecca Sharoian
Catherine Sharp
Jessica Sheldon
Ashley Shields
Heather Shipley
Kris Sietons
Melissa Sikoscow
Elaine Simon
Llewellyn Simon
Mikala Simon
Erica Singleton
MaryBeth Sisco
Stacey Sjoberg
Allyson Smith
Emi Smith
Jen Smith
Jennifer Smith
Molly Smith
Orla Smith
Emily Snyder
Cristina Souza
DrObara Souza
Emily Spain
Daphne Spohn
Megan Spradley
Joni Stalder
Lauren Stalhe
Dori Stanley
Kasey Stansberry
Karen Stapleton
Diana Starace
Thomas Staton
Shannon Stenmer
Nicole Stepneski
Kim Steuber
Alicia Stevens
Melissa Stiles
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amber Stribling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ileana Sugawara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Summers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Summers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thea T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aileen Tai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Tak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolas Tan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeryn Tau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loretta Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fernanda Teixeira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcus Tellez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leigh Terry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Tershak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maureen Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobi Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lily Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connie Thome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawn Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annemarie Tomczak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Tomko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sydney topfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ileana Toro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Tracey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carley Trina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tjarda Tromp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackelyn Troncoso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candace Tucker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Tully</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deirdre Tully</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>andrea turnipseed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali Tyra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janel Uelk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Uhl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie Ulrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty Ulsas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Uty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold van Bosse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kali Vasalofsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viviana Velez astudillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke Vesico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas Villalta Santos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Vinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia Virella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig Volcovici</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cecilia Wagnon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda Wake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Wales, PT, DPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Walker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Waller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leigh Walls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miranda Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Ward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Warren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Watkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie Weaver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy Webb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Weingarten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mara Welch Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Weller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Wells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Wengerski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jayne Werner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenna Westover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kari Willett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Wilmes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherish Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katy Wingard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Winschel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tish Withers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Wolok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandy Woods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Wright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aimee Wunsch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becky Yates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elisa Yeung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Youngman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Zeller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ying Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Zoucha</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Other Supporters

Mariano Álvarez
Karen Angel
Akos A
Catherine A
Justin A
Lynn A
Maria A
Sarina A
Stephanie A
Anna A evedo
Dina A-Hameed
Kesh A
Kate Ananstad
Susan Aarhus
Melissa Aaron
Madeline Aaronson
Susan Adad
Carriota Abad Casas
Rowena Abadiotakis
Zhanne Abaeva
Mandi Abate
Mary Abbiello
Tamunoipirinye
Abbey
Allison Abbott
Catherine Abbott
Colton Abel
Dana Abel
Amy Abell
Lydia Abell
Maria Abenhath
Stevie Abilia
Angele Abington
Kristen bles
Miranda Ableson
Brooke Abola
Nadia Abousweish
Paulette Abourjaily
Erik G. Abrahamson
Rogerio Abrantes
Kim Abreu
Andrea Abshire
Diane Abshire
Thomas Abshire
Ingrid Abu Ata
Joy Abuhl
Pamela Acasuso
Lauren Accardo
Gina Acee
Lucy Acerno
Gustavo Acvedo
Amanda Achacon
Caresse Acheuler
Michele Acker
Marnie Ackerman
Kendall Ackner
Erika Acosta
Ingrid Acosta
Michelle Acosta
Hannah Acton
Linda Acton
connie acuna
Erick Acuna
Jane Acuta
Sandy Adamietz
Colleen Adamo

Alesia Adams
Ben Adams
Bryan Adams
Carol Adams
Cassandra Adams
Debbie Adams
Elizabeth Adams
Emily Adams
Jeanne Adams
Jennifer Adams
Katie Adams
Kurt Adams
Laurie Adams
Lorna Adams
Mary Adams
Megan Adams
Mikayla Adams
Patricia Adams
Rebecca Adams
Sarah Adams
Sharon Adams
Tammy Adams
Tanja Adams
Tara Adams
Tom Adams
Antonia Adams
Chery Adams
Stacey Adams
Brenda Adams-Turk
Sam Adamson
Jessica Adamson
Emily Adaway
Janelle Aday
Serena Addington
Lindsey Addis
Danielle Addison
Lorie Addison
Sophia Addison
Stefanie Adjari
Carol Adjins
Dawn Adkins
Loretta Adkins
Megan Adkinson
Patricia Adler
Andrea Adolph
Silkia Adrovet
Fernanda Alonso de Almeida
Aakriti Ag
Jennifer Agamenon
Samanta Agano
Catherine Aganon
Natasha
Agathangelou
Sarah Aggarwala
Margaret Agley
Shelly Agnes
Taylor Agnes
Tiffany Agnese
Dana Agrest
Diego Agudelo
Dejaik Aguilar
Marlo Aguilar
Nicole Aguilar
candie Aguilar
Madelyn Aguilar
Marcela Aguilar
Maryann Aguinaldo
Britney Aguirse
Camilla Aguirre
Kerri Ahern
Ann Marie Ahern
Kris Ahl
Pete Ahquist
Emma Ahmed
Sayed Ahmed
Stacie Aho
Stephanie Aholt
Lori Ahrens
Mary Aiello-Jones
Shawna Aipia
Leah Awoh
Debra Aker
Elisabeth Aker
Stacey Akey
Lanti Akiwina
Kaye Akins
Tamara Akiona
Taylor Akrigde
Melinda Akrige
Erin Al Nakeeb
Jody Al-Saigh
Alaina Alaina
Crystaian Amaniz
Beatris Alba
Sandra Alba
Kim Albanian
Trinity Albardo
Mary Albaugh
Brandi Albera
Jesica Alber
Elizabeth Albers
Katie Albers
jan albort
Maria Albert
Courtney Albertelli
Blayne Albertson
Kristy Alblas
Linda Albrecht
Karen Albright
Mike Albright
Anton Alcantara
Jennifer Alcorn
Kathy Alcos
Leyani Alcos
Meredit Alden
Annette Aldergen
Alyssa Alderman
Carolinda Albingen
Leslie Aldrich
Sara aldrich
Pam Aldridge
Irene Ale
Gabriel Aledo-Rentas
Thomas Aleksiewicz
Joan Aleman
Stephanie Ale
Alepdouakis
Aleiza Alerta
Becky Alessi
Bambi Alexander
Barb Alexander
Fiona Alexander
Jeanne Alexander
Lisa Alexander
Scott Alexander
Alisha Alexander
Anetka Alexander
Bria Alexander
Donna Alexander
Enda Alexander
Michelle Alexander
Sarah Alexander
Sherrie Alexander
Kristen Alexana
Haley Alexis
Cynthia Alfama
Michelle Alfano
Jessica Aflasi
Pam Alfieri
Jenny Alfonso
Maria Alfonzo
Kelly Alford
Maggie Alford
Ray Alford
Wyley Alford
Brooke Alfred
Shelia Alger
Omar Alghamdi
Marina Aliglen
Rebecca Aling
Shannon Alvado
Debbie Allian
Kimberly Allan
Elyse Allard
Jessie Allman
Alaina Allen
Anne Allen
Cassie Allen
Cassie Allens
Dean Allen
Jen Allen
Jill Allen
Julie Allen
Karen Allen
Katie Allen
Kelly Allen
Laura Allen
Linda Allen
Liz Allen
Marge Allen
Melanie Allen
Niki Allen
Pamela Allen
Pearl Allen
Peggy Allen
Rhen Allen
Sahra Allen
Sheila Allen
Stephanie Allen
Susen Allen
Angela Allen
Debra Allen
Jessica Allen
Leslie Allen
Pamela Allen
Angela Allens
Rachel Allen
Nicole Alley
Tamara Alleyne
Marie Allgood
Lauren Allington
Ayse Allison
Madeleine Allison
Ann Allman
Ashley Allman
Sally Allpress
Syndee Alred
Haleigh Alm
Rosalia Alm\-
Melanie Almanza
Ana Mar\-Ka Almeida
Claudia Almeida
Juliana Almeida
Marcia Almeida
Patr\-icia Almeida
Jo\-\-\-\-Vo Almeida
Ferreira
Sven Almen
Jennifer Almindovar
Helen Almond
Sunni Almond
N Almonte
Brandy Alonso
Taylor Alonso
Angela Alonso
Gomez
Jessica Alphonse
Karem Alsaman
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Kayla Altenforder
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Robin Alvarez
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Ashley Alwert
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Maggie Amadeo
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Lynn Aman
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Amy Amanti
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Giselda Amarante
Larissa Amato
Marie Amato
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<td>Rachel Anderson</td>
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<tr>
<td>Alaina Andersen</td>
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<tr>
<td>Alicia Andersen</td>
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<tr>
<td>Ashley Andersen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Andersen</td>
</tr>
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<td>Julie Anderson</td>
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<td>Amanda Anderson</td>
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<tr>
<td>Amie Anderson</td>
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<td>Angela Anderson</td>
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<td>Angie Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Anderson</td>
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<tr>
<td>Baylee Anderson</td>
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<td>Bengt Anderson</td>
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<td>Bobbi Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bria Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlye Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darylene/Dee Anderson</td>
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<td>Elaina Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hengy Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janna Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeanette Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennica Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katelyn Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesley Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natasha Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nana Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebekah Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robynn Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runa Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Andrea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheena Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydna Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tina Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaye Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korinne Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lars-Olof Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lena Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pia Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunilla Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikaela Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane Anding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrie Andrade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flavia Andrade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macey Andrade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rafael Andrade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Andrade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flavia Andraus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troyano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kassia Andre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July Andrea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andreacchio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lori Andreni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Javier Andressen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Andersen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karla Andre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deann Andrewleitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth Andrews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaine Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evelyn Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Andrews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janell Andrews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Andrews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Andrews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mardi Andrews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Andrews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Andrews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Andrews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Andrews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeddie Andrews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alison Andrews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristi Andrews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrice Andriske</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe Andriske</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly Andrus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Andrus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karina Andrus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Andrus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacy Andrus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Andrus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libby Andrusis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Anesin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Anest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Anest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kellie Anfusso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Ang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Angandeh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond Angel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Angel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anita Angelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty Angello</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Angel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilary Angelin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Anglium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Angotti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew Angotti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Angotti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Angotti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephani Angulo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliana Anhelli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leanne Anhelli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ana Anjos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Ankerberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Anonick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Someone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claudia Mariko Anraku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clelia Anraku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilian Ansari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ern Ansell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raquel Anzón</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvey Antczak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Anteliz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kris Anth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becky Antholz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Anthony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaqui Anthony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Anthony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leo Anthony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Anticoli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kati Antill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaye Antoni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anitra Antioniu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chryso Antioniu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Antioniu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ernie Antoniou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia AntoniW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter AntoniW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Anttonen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alma Anzaldua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tash Aol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ineide Aparecida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferreira Souza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KALI APESLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leanne Anpek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynn Apollo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Apostolopolos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitney Appleby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy Appleton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynn Aprill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lizette Aquino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loy Aquino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie Aquino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Aradine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruna Aragin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel Aragon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristy Arakawa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Arango</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Aranyos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luciane Araujo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Araya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Araya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Araya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luisa Arboleda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Françoïs Arcand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilma Arcangel-Witt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Arcario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luciana Arcaro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annette Arce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geri Archer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Archer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elicia Archibald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawn Archibald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Archuleta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margie Ardelean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oana Ardeleanu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Arden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophie Arder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalia Ardynskaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inca Arechiga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Arellano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Arens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Arenholz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Arenholz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert Arevalo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gillian Arganetto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie Argentina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa Argentina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmen Argo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna Argo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julianna Arila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marly Arila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neli tie Arla grom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neith Arkanoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Arki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michele Armand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Armbrust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yolanda Armein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G Armer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon Arminger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tina Armiio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jay Armitage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie Armstrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeanne Armstrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Armstrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Armstrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April Armstrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett Armstrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrie Armstrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Armstrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Armstrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Armstrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niyani Armstrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Armstrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Asstadt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Arnert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Arnett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Arney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BethanyArnold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynn Arnold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Arnold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maureen Arnold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Arnold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Arnold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miriam Arnold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natasha Arnold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breanne Arnold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Arnold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eri Arnold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefanie Arnold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha Arnoldy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ines Arnpoulos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Arqero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaya Arr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth Arranz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan Arredondo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryann Arrichiello</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lolo Arrieta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Artrila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Arrowsmith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrie Arsenault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie Arsenault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jill Arsenault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deena Artey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Arthur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Arthur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawn Arthur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabytha Arthur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caities Arthurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirsty Artus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thea Arvisu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Arzola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abby Asaad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Asare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve Asbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeannette Ascher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Ashby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna Ashcraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Ashkie-Beiknap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana Ashley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Ashley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Val Ashley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Ashley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Ashmont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Ashness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mollie Ashness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Ashness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aishiling Ashton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juanita Ashton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Ashton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Askar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Askar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jayla Askvig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tahit Asian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Asnis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke Asnis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanna Asrat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janis Asrat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samra Asrat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Assenmacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noel Ata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>margaret atchison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Atella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Atella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lila Atenco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Atherton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Atherton-Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Athey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Atienza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Atieno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Atkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna Atkinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Atkinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayley Atkinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin Atlas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Atley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Atig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanette Attwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Atwater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonya Atwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violet Aubertin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justine Aubuchon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miranda Aucoin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Auen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Auger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RichardÁis Auger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marisa Augeri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannnon Augesen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aubrie Augustine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Augustine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane Augustus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Aulenbach</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Paula Aungst
Kim Auricchio
Michelle Austin
Sarah Austria
Larry Auter
Gina Aubert
Andrew Avara
Arthur Avant
Naomi Avant
Taylor Avazpour
Alex Averiss
Clare Averiss
Charles Avery
Donna Avery
Jody Avery
Larissa Avery
Jessica Avery
Kali Averinos
Heloisa Avila
Matthea Avila
Moritzbel Aviles
Niki Avina
Diane Avsec
Katie awwad
Patricia Axelsen
Therese Axellson
Jan Ay-ay
Amanda Ayers
Trish Ayers
Johnathan Ayotte
Deborah Ayres
Madelyn Ayres
elisabeth Ayuso
Beatriz Azevedo
Mirian Azevedo
Pam Azevedo
Maria Azevedo
Ricardo Azevedo
Frana Azzato
Alison B
Brandy B
Christine B
Colleen B
Denise B
Donna B
Heather B
Jean B
Jeremy B
Justin B
Katherine B
Katie B
Lance B
Lisa B
Lisa B
Mackenzi B
Marguerite B
Mark B
Nick B
Sarah B
Shawna B
Tanya B
Tina B
Virginia B
Christine Ba log
Leilani Baba
Anita Babani
Pamela Babbs
Lindsey Babcock
Ronda Babcock
Susan Babcock
Debra Babin
Amanda Babin
Jessica Babler
Amanda Baca
Bernadette Baca
Joshua Baca
Tarren Baca
Bob Bachar
Melissa Bachler
Juan Baciagalupi
Sara Bachus
Jennifer Backie
Ruben Backof
Ro Backues
Shelly Baclesse
Jacquelyn Bacon
Boom Bacosan
Katie Badalucco
Connie Badayos
Cimbria
Badenhausen
Marc Badgerow
Cindy Badidias
Wendy Badua
Amanda Baehren
Catherine Baer
Christina Baessler
Larissa Baeta
FEDERICO BAEZA
Michelle Baëza
Margaret Baffige
Rebecca Bagdy
Sarah Baggaley
RACHEL Baglin
Wendi Bagshaw
Margaret Bagshaw
Editha Baguio
Francis Baguio
Brandy Baham
Jessica Baham
Scott Bahl
Collene Bahle
Barbara Bahn
Nancy Bahr
Courtney Bahrou
Heidi Balkie
Michael Balm
Maureen Baille
Angela Bales
Jennifer Bailet
Allison Bailey
Andrea Bailey
Jack Bailey
Jamie Bailey
Jan Bailey
Jennifer Bailey
JENNIFER BAILEY
Karen Bailey
Kelly Bailey
Laura Bailey
Laurie Bailey
Lisa Bailey
Mandy Bailey
Melissa Bailey
Michael Bailey
Minta Bailey
Rebecca Bailey
Rosalee Bailey
Sara Bailey
Staci Bailey
Stephen Bailey
Tammy Bailey
Ashley Bailey
Diane Bailey
Jessica Bailey
Lyndsay Bailey
Tracey Bailey
Laura Bailleul
Brittany Bain
Ann Baird
Dillon Baird
Kelsey Baird
MaKayla Baird
Brooke Bairos
Micheline Bajaskian
AnneMarie Baker
Bonnie Baker
Briana Baker
Brittany Baker
Christie Baker
Dariel Baker
Darla Baker
Heather Baker
Holly Baker
Jamie Baker
Jane Baker
Jason Baker
Jennifer Baker
Jody Baker
Karen Baker
Kathleen Baker
Katie Baker
Leslie Baker
Linda Baker
Marie Baker
Paula Baker
Rita Baker
Sara Baker
Sarah Baker
Shannon Baker
Sylvia Baker
Tina Baker
Valerie Baker
Holly Baker
Monica Baker
Jabby Bakhit
Amy Bakies
Brooke Bakke
Tabea Bakke
Judith Bakos
Hyatt Bakri
Rex Baksh
Danelle Balbach
Melody Balcet
Kenzie Balch
Winston Baldeo
Pauline Baldock
Kristina Baldridge
Tovah Balducci
Ashley Baldwin
Halsey Baldwin
Lisa Balen
Leoni Balite
Monette Balite-Lacap
Amalie Ball
Ann Bailey
Ashley Ball
Barbara Ball
Colleen Ball
Lyndsay Ball
Meredith Ball
Stacy Ball
Summer Ball
Melissa Ballance
Gemma Ballantyne
Wanda Ballard
Cyndi Ballard
Suzanne Ballas
Lori Ballester
Gustavo Ballesteros
Rey Ballesteros
Tammie Ballew
Brittany Ballweg
Benjamin Balmer
Tess Balster
Aldwin Baltazar
Sarah Baltz
Vanessa Balzano
Kathleen Balzer
Carolyn Bambao
Joyce Bambao
Barbara Bamford
Geoffrey Bamford
M-Vnica Bammann
Elodie Samukuze
David Banach
Andrea Banas
Rita Banatshini
Yvonne Banchon
Lindsay Bandini
BRIDGET BANDY
Sarah Bangala
Leslie Bangamba
Darlene Banich
Amber Banister
Donna Banker
Chavala Banks
Dionne Banks
Emily Banks
Ehir Bank
Jessica Banks
Vikki Banks
Brenae Bankston
Michelle Bannio
Amy Barnes
Cathy Bann
Claire Bann
Helen Bannone
John Bannowsky
Arnold Baptista
Ellie Baguiran
Arlene Bar-Yosef
Mari Barajas
Gustavo Barandas
Erika Barash
Vanessa Barbam
Jackson Barbee
Ann Barber
Beth Barber
Jane Barber
Julianne Barber
Julie Barber
Kara Barber
Sandra Barber
Julie Barber-
Greentree
Mary Barber
Bridget Barbieri
Andrea Barknecht
Rubens Barbosa
Dawn Barbosa
Austin Barbour
Chasity Barbour
Courtney Barbour
Taylor Barbour
Katherine Barbrey
Lauren Barclay
Chris Barcom
Erika Ballard
Jacki Barden
Kathy Bardwell
Kate Bareth
Susan Barfield
Toufiq Bargash
Kenza Bargash
Sarah Bargas
Diane Barghi
Neely Barham
Debra Barhight
amy barrient
Adriana Barillari
Alan Barker
Brooke Barker
Candler Barker
Danielle Barker
Debora Barker
Janet Barker
Kelli Barker
Krish Barker
Paul Barker
Angela Barker
Laura Barket
Ellie Barko
Kathy Barko
Deborah Barkworth
Ian Barkworth
Sarah Barkworth
Kayla Barman
Kelly Barnaby
Leslie Barnes
Anne Barnes
Chad Barnes
Deanna Barnes
Ehir Ban
Hannah Barnes
Hendita Barnes
Janet Barnes
Jennifer Barnes
Kelly Ann Barnes
Tessa Barnes
Ashley Barnes
Jordan Barnes
Taylor Barnes
Amanda Barnett
Kelly Barnett
Barbara Barnett
Steven Barnett
Brie Barnhart
Brittany Barnhart
Carrie Barnish
Vicki Barrock
Tiffany Barone
Allison Barr
April Barr
Brier Barr
Fallon Barr
Rena Barraclough
Daniela Barragan
COMMUNITY SIGNATURES
Friends, Family and Other Supporters of Individuals with PWS

Brittany Barrett
Janet Barrett
Kris Barrett
Miranda Barrett
Shawn Barrett
Kelli Barrick
Carol Barrick Ortega
Jessica Barrier
Nancy Barringer
Shelley Barrington
Suni Barros
Leah Barron
Carla Barros
Lucas Barros Moura
Kari Barrows
Courtney Barry
Krist Barry
Patrick Barry
Lori Barteau
Candice Bartel
Sarah Barth
Misty Barthel
Lauren Bartholomee
April Barthold
Patricia Barthold
Cynthia Bartholomew
John Bartholomew
Rick Bartholomew
Angela Bartie
Allison Bartkoski
Carl Bartlett
Kimberly Bartlett
Kristine Bartlett
Molly Bartlett
Jessica Bartley
Molly Bartlett
Joanna Beattie
Lauren Beattie
Linda Beattie
Seanne Bartolomee
Barbara Beavers
Lara Beattie
Joanna Beattie
Ginger Beattie
Megan Beasley
Kara Beattie
Kari Beach
Heather Beach
Miranda Beach
Joy Beach
Miranda Beach
Heather Beach
Ken Beach
Karen Beach
Kathy Beach
Patricia Beard
Stephanie Beardsley
Sue Beardwood
Cindy Beasley
Hailey Beasley
Heather Beasley
Leigh Beasley
Susan Beasley
Megan Beasley
Cora Beal
Ginger Beattie
Joanna Beattie
Laura Beattie
Rachel Beattie
Heather Beatty
Jim Beatty
Sarah Beatty
Jan Beatty
Kelli Beattie
Tanya Beattie
Tina Beattie
Caroline Beck
Courtney Beck
Deanna Beck
Dustin Beck
Holly Beck
Leah Beck
Margie Beck
Mary Beck
Mary Beck
Shannon Beck
Michelle Beck-Weidner
Carrie Becker
Chris Becker
Jackie Becker
Katie Becker
Lisa Becker
Peggy Becker
Randy Becker
Jenna Becker
Wendy Becker
Karen Beegle
Alesse Beckman
Jessica Beckner
Timothy Beckwith
Janecke Beckwith
Leg Becore
Cheryl Bedard
Leanne Beddow
Kris Beebee
Stacy Beebe
Elizabeth Beech
Sally Beecroft
Jenny Beede
Chris Beggs
Adrian Begley
Leah Behlmann
Emily Behr
Ethan Beier
Amy Beth
Tiffany Belcher
Carol Belanger
Krissy Belanger
Nancy Belanger
Emilea Belt
Joseph Belger
Rachel Belkov
Art Bell
Barbara Bell
Elizabeth Bell
James Bell
Juni Bell
Karen Bell
Katie Bell
L Bell
Malinda Bell
Michael Bell
Regan Bell
Ruth Bell
Sabrina Bell
Tiffany Bell
Ashley Bell
Shannon Bell-Camey
Sarena Bellamy
Kathy Belland
Lauren Bellao
Brittney Bellard
Julia Bellard
Cheryl Bellaw
Maria Belli
Julie Bellina
Susan Bellis
Lisa Bello
Minnie Bellomo
Kris Bellows
Doris Beltre
Alyssa Belush
Alina Belzile
Emile Belzile
Doris Bemis
Mindy Bemis
Maria Josú Benítez
Jennifer Benitez
José David Benito
AUBRI BENJAMIN
Kayla Benjamin
Nadina Bennazir
Christine Bener
Christina Bennet
Christina Bennington
Ashley Bennett
Gil Bennett
Bridget Bennett
Brooke Bennett
Heather Bennett
Jane Bennett
Kay Bennett
Kris Bennett
Lesley Bennett
Maddie Bennett
Martin Bennett
Michelle Bennett
Natalia Bennett
Patricia Bennett
Nicol Bennett
Brooke Benoit
Hunter Benoit
Karissa Benoi
Megan Benoit
Brian Benschoter
Amber Benson
Amy Benskin
Carrie Benson
Danielle Benson
Dawn Benson
Nicole Benson
Tara Benson
Lisa Benson
Morgan Benson
Marla Benzin
Kate Bentley
Leslie Bentley
Jamie Bentley
Jenn Benton
Josh Benton
Kristina Benton
Jocelynn Benton
Windy Benton
Louise Benwell
Todd Berardi
Christine Berardi
Barbara Berdock
Laura Berdick
Michelle Beren
Kayleigh Berenzy
Robert Bererick
Pedro Bergamim
Annette Bergdahl
Samantha
Bergdahl
Alexa Berger
Amanda Berger
Anne Berger
Emile Berger
Kristen Berger
Leslie Berger
Matt Berger
Melissa Bergeron
Taylor Bergiel
Courtney Bergman
Matt Bergman
Barb Bergstrom
Lauren Berkebie
Nicole Berman
Susana Bermejo
Diane Bermudez
Kasey Bernard
Pamela Bernard
Katie Bernato
Sara Bernadt
Brandon Berning
David Berninger
Mara Bernstein
Mara Bernstein
April Berry
Elizabeth Berry
Helen Berry
L Berry
Michelle Berry
Molly Berry
Nicki Berry
Dianne Berry
John Paul Bersabe
Jane Bersan
Ashley Bersano
Lisa Bertolino- Olson
Sarah Bertone
Sebastian Bertsche
Tricia Bertucci
Olivia Bess
Yajaira Bess
Carlos Besso
Susan Bessette
Kathya Besson

Selma Baubab
Tufik baubab jr
Deborah Baucum
Ella Baudouin
Jade Bauder
Amy Bauer
Andrew Bauer
Beth Bauer
Erika Bauer
Kelsey Bauer
Laura Bauer
Liz Bauer
Nicole Bauet
Nancy Baugher
Carl Baughman
Chelsea Baughman
Michelle Bauman
Caryn Baum
Jennifer Bauman
Sandra Bauman
Tim Bauman
Christine Bauman
Lily Bauman
Jennifer Baumann
Susan Baumann
Christine Baumgart
Dawn Baumgartner
Jennifer Baumgartner
Julie Baunach
Sandra Baustert
To And Lor Baxa
Caitlin Baxter
Cheryl Baxter
Jen Baxter
Jennifer Baxter
Lels Baxter
Timi Baxter
Jillian Baxter
Robert Bay
Caitlin Bayer
Jennifer Bayer
Kyle Bayer
Elizabeth Bayer
Lesley Bayer
Victoria Bayer
Robin Bayless
Kelli Bayrouyt
Jennifer Baysden
Shallyn Bayuk
Leatha Bazilliken
Elisangela Bazi
Sarah Bea
Joy Beauchamp
Miranda Beach
Heather Beach
Ken Beach
Karen Beakley
Kathy Bean
Patricia Beard
Stephanie Beardsley
Sue Beardwood
Cindy Beasley
Hailey Beasley
Heather Beasley
Leigh Beasley
Susan Beasley
Megan Beasley
Cora Beal
Ginger Beattie
Joanna Beattie
Laura Beattie
Rachel Beattie
Heather Beatty
Jim Beatty
Sarah Beatty
Sarah Beatty
Kelli Beattie
Brenda Beauchamp
Maegan Beaudet
Trevor Bechtel
Anne Beck
Carolyne Beck
Courtney Beck
Deanna Beck
Dustin Beck
Holly Beck
Leah Beck
Margie Beck
Mary Beck
Mary Beck
Shannon Beck
Michelle Beck-Weidner
Carrie Becker
Chris Becker
Jackie Becker
Katie Becker
Lisa Becker
Peggy Becker
Randy Becker
Jenna Becker
Wendy Becker
Karen Beegle
Alesse Beckman
Jessica Beckner
Rachel Beckwith
Janecka Beckwith
Leg Becore
Cheryl Bedard
Leanne Beddow
Kris Beebee
Stacy Beebe
Elizabeth Beech
Sally Beecroft
Jenny Beede
Chris Beggs
Adrian Begley
Leah Behlmann
Emily Behr
Ethan Beier
Amy Beth
Tiffany Belcher
Carol Belanger
Krissy Belanger
Nancy Belanger
Emilea Belt
Joseph Belger
Rachel Belkov
Art Bell
Barbara Bell
Elizabeth Bell
James Bell
Juni Bell
Karen Bell
Katie Bell
L Bell
Malinda Bell
Michael Bell
Regan Bell
Ruth Bell
Sabrina Bell
Tiffany Bell
Ashley Bell
Shannon Bell-Camey
Sarena Bellamy
Kathy Belland
Lauren Bellao
Brittney Bellard
Julia Bellard
Cheryl Bellaw
Maria Belli
Julie Bellina
Susan Bellis
Lisa Bello
Minnie Bellomo
Kris Bellows
Doris Beltre
Alyssa Belush
Alina Belzile
Emile Belzile
Doris Bemis
Mindy Bemis
Maria Josú Benítez
Jennifer Benitez
José David Benito
AUBRI BENJAMIN
Kayla Benjamin
Nadina Bennazir
Christine Bener
Christina Bennet
Christina Bennington
Ashley Bennett
Gil Bennett
Bridget Bennett
Brooke Bennett
Heather Bennett
Jane Bennett
Kay Bennett
Kris Bennett
Lesley Bennett
Maddie Bennett
Martin Bennett
Michelle Bennett
Natalia Bennett
Patricia Bennett
Nicol Bennett
Brooke Benoit
Hunter Benoit
Karissa Benoi
Megan Benoit
Brian Benschoter
Amber Benson
Amy Benskin
Carrie Benson
Danielle Benson
Dawn Benson
Nicole Benson
Tara Benson
Lisa Benson
Morgan Benson
Marla Benzin
Kate Bentley
Leslie Bentley
Jamie Bentley
Jenn Benton
Josh Benton
Kristina Benton
Jocelynn Benton
Windy Benton
Louise Benwell
Todd Berardi
Christine Berardi
Barbara Berdock
Laura Berdick
Michelle Beren
Kayleigh Berenzy
Robert Bererick
Pedro Bergamim
Annette Bergdahl
Samantha
Bergdahl
Alexa Berger
Amanda Berger
Anne Berger
Emile Berger
Kristen Berger
Leslie Berger
Matt Berger
Melissa Bergeron
Taylor Bergiel
Courtney Bergman
Matt Bergman
Barb Bergstrom
Lauren Berkebie
Nicole Berman
Susana Bermejo
Diane Bermudez
Kasey Bernard
Pamela Bernard
Katie Bernato
Sara Bernadt
Brandon Berning
David Berninger
Mara Bernstein
Mara Bernstein
April Berry
Elizabeth Berry
Helen Berry
L Berry
Michelle Berry
Molly Berry
Nicki Berry
Dianne Berry
John Paul Bersabe
Jane Bersan
Ashley Bersano
Lisa Bertolino- Olson
Sarah Bertone
Sebastian Bertsche
Tricia Bertucci
Olivia Bess
Yajaira Bess
Carlos Besso
Susan Bessette
Kathya Besson
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Justin Brooks
Kerri Brooks
Lisa Brooks
Matalyn Brooks
Michele Brooks
61 Brookshire
Diane Brophy
Mary Brophy
Donna Bros
Lalita Brossa
Brylee Brost
Steph Brot
Wanda Brothers
Amanda Brouhard
Kayla Brouilette
Davantie Broussard
Yvonne Broussard
Kim Brouwer
Alicia Brown
Amanda Brown
Ann Brown
Amie Brown
Anna Brown
Arthur Brown
Betsy Brown
Bonner Brown
Brandi Brown
Brittney Brown
Bryn Brown
BS Brown
Carol Brown
Charity Brown
Chenelle Brown
Chris Brown
Christy Brown
Daisy Brown
Danielle Brown
Debbie Brown
Diana Brown
Elizabeth Brown
Erica Brown
Erin Brown
Heather Brown
Holly Brown
Hutton Brown
Irene Brown
Jackie Brown
Jane Brown
Janice Brown
Jean Brown
Jenna Brown
Jeb Brown
Jenna Brown
Jessica Brown
Jessica Brown
Jill Brown
Jo Ellen Brown
JoAnn Brown
Joe Brown
Joe Brown
Justin Brown
Kaitlyn Brown
Karen Brown
Kathy Brown
Katie Brown
Katrina Brown
Kevin Brown
Lacey Brown
Laura Brown
Lisa Ann Brown
Leslie Brown
Lucy Brown
Lynn Brown
Marcella Brown
Margaret Brown
Margaret Brown
Mary Brown
Mary Jo Brown
Maya Brown
Molly Brown
Nancy Brown
Norman Brown
Paige Brown
Pamela Brown
Pat Brown
Patrick Brown
Payton Brown
Penney Brown
Phil Brown
Rachel Brown
Reagan Brown
Robin Brown
Robyn Brown
Russ Brown
Sara Brown
Sarah Brown
Seth Brown
Sheila Brown
Stacy Brown
Stella Brown
Suzanne Brown
Tami Brown
Tamra Brown
Tiff Brown
Wendy Brown
Anne Brown
Atticus Brown
Chezzy Brown
Chezzy Brown
Grayson Brown
Hannah Brown
Mary Brown
Megan Brown
Nicole Brown
Sarah Brown
Shelby Brown
Tammy Brown
Tami Brown-landrum
Ann Browne
Barbara Browne
Barbara Browne
Laura Browne
Anna Browning
Sarah Browning
Sarah Browning
Jo Bru
Anna Brualdi
Karen Brualdi
Erin Brubacner
Laura Brukabar
Christina Bruce
Jane Bruce
Jill Bruce
Lindsey Bruce
Nina Bruce
Abby Bruch
Allison Bruckler
Molly Bruckler
Braylie Bruce
Karim Bruger
Laura Brugger
Lena Brugger
Kelsie Brummet
Sherri Brumley
Kate Brummet
Vanessa Bruna
Moreira Santos Silva
Joanne Brundage
Elizabeth Brunner
Rachael Brunner
Sara Brunner
Judi Bruno
Lene Bruno
Megan Bruno
Helene Brunström
Lynnbruinswig
Michelle Bruntun
Colin Brudy
Lorenzo Brusa
Megan Brusca
Kayla Bruss
John Bruton
Lisa Bruton
Cristi Brutzkus
Sandi Brutzkus
Courtney Bryan
Rachel Bryan
Aimee Bryant
Chris Bryant
Kailey Bryant
Kristen Bryant
Nadine Bryant
Shelley Bryant
Lindsey Bryant
Miranda Bryant
Sueanna Bryant
Selena Bryant
Nancy Bryce
Blair Brys
Monique Bucci
Steven Bucci
Elena Bucino
Rima Buc
Brenda Buchanan
Dianne Buchanan
Ear Buchanan
Eric Buchanan
Janet Buchanan
Luke Buchanan
Malisa Buchanan
Michelle Buchanan
Mary Buchanan
Stephanie Buchanan
Elizabeth Buchheit
Nikki Buchko
Aubree Buck
Betty Buck
Debbie Buck
Jeanmarie Buck
Mallory Buck
Susanne Buck
Connie Buckingham
Ronda Buckingham
Ribin Buckler
Kelsey Buckles
Kathryn Buckley
Melissa Buckley
Tom Buckley
Johann Buckner
Mindy Buca
Christine Buda
Colleen Budniowski
Brenna Buhler-
Moureau
Nicole Buehner
C Buenaventura
Marilyn Buenconsejo-
Myers
Cayla Buentemeier
Diane Buesing
Cristi Buerkle
Angela Bufano
Brenda Buhl
Patti Bulher
Mara Buie
Kurt Bucker
Shelby Buchenik
Rebecca Bukofzer
Kate Bullard
Lory Bullard
Vickie Bullington
Lorainne Bullock
Windsong Bullock
Carla Bumbaco
Amy Bumstead
Danie Bunch
Courtney Bungda
Celine Budnuschuh
Renea Bunner
Crystal Bunting
Kristine Buonantono
Nicole Bur
Shirley Burchfield
Cyndi Burchfield
Isaia Burchfield
Amanda Burden
Carle Burden
John Burdette
Kathleen Burdette
Ron Burdi
Michael Burdine
Brooke Burella
Noelle Burg
Roger Burg
Sharon Burg
Charlotte Burgess
Chris Burgess
Jodi Burgess
Lauren Burgess
Kimberly Burgess
Emily Burgess
Yola Burgo
Jennifer Burja
Shayn Burks
Ashley Burke
Betsy Burke
Colin Burke
Elizabeth Burke
Gina Burke
Kate Burke
Madison Burke
Paula Burke
Shelby Burke
Wanda Burke
Wanda Burke
Bryan Burks
Alysa Burks
Jennifer Burks
Nancy Burks
Alexis Butler
Brad Butler
Destiny Butler
Gayle Butler
Janet Butler
Jenny Butler
Katherine Butler
Kimberly Butler
Rob Butler
Susan Butler
Gary Butler
Susan Butler
Heather Butrum
Laura Butts
Meghan Burnett
Ruth Burnett
Constance Burns
Ellie Burns
Jazzymyn Burns
Jennifer Burns
Laura Burns
Steven Burns
Tammy Burns
Theresa Burns
Michelle Burns
Vanessa Burns
Andrea Burrell
Ellie Burns
Heather Burns
Juli Burns
Kelly Burns
Leigh Burns
Shawna Burns
Natalie Burrows
Breana Burton
Alanna Burton
Denola Burton
Erica Burton
Lisa Burton
Meggan Burton
Paula Burton
Lily Burton
Morgan Burton
Annette Burschts
Kelley Busbee
Elizabeth Bussby
Joseph Busby
Karlie Busby
Corey Busch
Heather Busch
Melinda Busch
Becky Buseman
Deen Busch
Jennifer Busch
Kathy Busch
Louisa Burd
Meredith Bush
Nathan Bush
Kim Bushell
Sue Bushmaker
Lucia Buskey
Jennifer Busse
Nancy Bussey
Stefanie Buswell
Chriissy Buz
Nancy Butchart
Jan Burcher
Steffanie Buthorn
Eniky Butks
Alexis Butler
Brad Butler
Destiny Butler
Gayle Butler
Janet Butler
Jenny Butler
Katherine Butler
Kimberly Butler
Rob Butler
Susan Butler
Gary Butler
Susan Butler
Heather Butrum
Laura Butts
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Mary Carroll
Spencer Carroll
Tamara Carroll
Betina Carroll
Sarah Carroll
Alex Caron Casares
D’awn Carson
Patty Carson
Rachel Carson
Tere Carson
Christina Carson
Julie Carstens
Sherrie Carta
Barbara Carter
Becky Carter
Carissa Carter
Caroline Carter
Donna Carter
Anne Casey
Alc√°zar
Mónica Casero
Cory Casella
Kaila Case
Denise Cascio Bolduc
Xavier Casanova
Sally Cary
Pamela Cary
Sally Cary
Xavier Casanova
Denise Casic oBolduc
Alyssa Case
Jamie Case
Kaila Case
Cory Casella
Francis Casella
Mónica Casero
Aly√°zar
Anne Casey
Donna Casey
Eileen Casey
Frances Casey
Heather Casey
Jennifer Casey
Katie Casey
Melanie Casey
Peter Casey
Shannon Casey
Sinead Casey
Kaitlyn Casey

Jennifer Cash
Leslie Cash
Stephanie Cash
Vanessa Cash
Catherine Cashero
Laura Casiraghi
Julie Casino
Barbara Caskey
cailin Caskey
LeeAnn Cass
Jesslyn Cassaneli
Kathleen Cassata
Andrea Cassidy
Christina Cassidy
Noreen Cassidy
Michal Cassidy
Claudia Cassini
Cindy Cassity
Carroll Castañez
Joey Castaneda
Adriana Castillo
Camilo Castillo
Sarah Castillo
Marcela Castillo
Michelle Castle
Barry Castle
sherry castonguay
Alexandra Castrillo
Carla Castro
Diego Castro
Diego Castro
Guilherme Castro
Hugo Castro
Jacqueline Castro
Luciana. Castro
Mary Castro
Elena Castro
Teresa Castro Conejo
Sabrina Castro de Oliveira
Katrina Catabay
Michaela Cate
Mike Catell
Lisa Cates
Scarlett Cates
Ember Carthart
Amita Cathay
Wendy Cathey
Ana catunda
Marina Cauchioli
Craig Caufield
Donna Caufeld
Andrea Caulk
Jason Caulk
Kristine
Cauwenberghs
c Caw
Regina Cavacas
Amy Cavalier
Mariah Cavallaro
Richard Cavallaro
Tavia Cavallaro
Alisha Caval
Loraine Cavanaugh
Cheryl Cavin
Melanie Caw
Christen Cawley
Tina Cawley
Kathleen Cawrse
Cathy Caya

Nemalyn Cayanan
Cindy Caza
Claudia Cazan
Angele Cazenave
Lori CdeBaca
Rudy CdeBaca
Tammy Cecil
Rosie Cedano
Jen Cederberg
Mike Cehelnik
Taylor Cehelnik
Judith Cehelnik
Samantha Celenza
Allan Celestino
Emily Cence
Maira Centurio
Elena Cega
Ana Cerbo
Lissette Cerda
Megan Cerezo
Carla Cerrano
Melinda Cerovich
Katie Cerone
Kelly Cervantes
Susan Cervelli
Stacy Cessna
Natalie Chatad
Brittany Chacha
Joanne Chaconis
Louise Chadborne
Lani Chadi
Mary Chhabrakbhisi
Ludovic Chaigne
Angela Chaison
Lillian Chakaza
Tamar Chalker
Stephanie
Chalkwater
Debra Chalmers
Liz Chaim
Ashley Chamberlain
Becky Chamberlain
Karen Chamberlain
Michelle
Chamberlain
Christina Chambers
Phrysa Chambers
Sarah Chambers
Stacey Chambers
Lacey Chambers
Shaun Chambers
Susan Chambers
Margid Chamorro
Debbie Champagne
Tracey Champagne
Brandon Champagne
Kathleen Campion
Tori Campion
Stephanie Camplin
Leanne Chan
Jami Chance
Penny Chance
Shanea Chand
Babs Chandler
Garrett Chandler
Katie Chandler
Rachel Chandler
Scott Chandler
Taylor Chandler
Amy Chandler

Kristofer Chandler
Nikky Chandler
Derika Chandrarajah
Andrew Chang
Christine Chang
Gaby Chang
Geoff Chang
Jennifer Chang
Megan Chang
Stanley Chang
Stephanie Chang
Tim Chang
Angela Chang
Kayla Chaparro
Veronica Chaparro
Rachel Chaplin
Chrystena Chapman
Jan Chapman
Jeff Chapman
Jill Chapman
Jordan Chapman
Judith Chapman
Julia Chapman
Kelly Chapman
Melissa Chapman
Samantha Chapman
Sarah Chapman
Daniel Chapman
Jeanie Chapman
Sheri Chapman
Gail Chapp
Helen Chappell
Sophie Chappell
Sophia
Charalambous
Claire Charbonneau
Sarah Charbonneau
Ellen Charcot
Daniel Chardon
Catherine Charette
Manon Charette
Ashley Chetboles
Sonia Charles
Vora Charles
Britt Charles
Carole Charron
Jillian Charron
Kate Charron
Samuel Charters
Jana Chase
Lauren Chastain
Patty Chester
Cassandra Chatten
Amber Chauvin
Abby Chavez
Anna Chavez
Candace Chavez
Cory Chavez
Joshua Chavez
Mitzielle Chavez
Reeto Chavez
Sam Chavez
Courtney Chavez
Estefani Chavez
Vanessa Chavez
Sharon Cheang
Patti Checko
Tisha Cheek
Amy Cheeks
Shannon Cheesman

Stacy Chekosky
Brendy Cheeleotis
Amy Chen
Angela Chen
Christina Chen
Debra Chen
Felice Chen
Ingrid Chen
Jeff Chen
Julia Chen
Alliso Chenevernt
Sarah Cherney
Susan Cherney
Calvin Cheng
Andrea Chenoweth
Jessica Cheramie
Jay Cheresla
Angela Cherry
Ann Cherry
Shelby Cherry
April Cherveny
Elizabeth Chesbro
Alma Cheshier
Sonia Chesney
Kelcie Cheshnut
Tara Chestir
David Chesterly
Rita Chesterley
Karen Chevalier
Angela Chiado
Varalee Chiao
Nico Chiavarotti
Chris Chiasson
Henry Chibo
Angela Chiconas
Katelyn Chicos
Ivette Chilcutt
Ronald Chilcutt
Kristen Child
Jeanine Childers
Bonnie Childress
Cindy Childrents
JANE Childress
Jennifer Childress
Patty Childress
Ann Childs
Sue Childress
Jessica Childes
Beatrice Chillemi
CourtneyNBZ
ChilsonÁós
Shami Chimento
Awikel Chimom
Ella Chinn
Robert Childs
Catherine Chipchase
Abby Chipman
Anna Chipman
Robin Chinillo
Roxanne Chinillo
Fiorella Chirito
Michelle Chiro
Vincent Chiu
Sharon Chitick
Kim Chitwood
Amy Chipkauvich
Sue Chmielowski
Gil Chon
Becky Choot
Tina Chojnacki
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Dina Chon
Harris Chorney
Mark Chory
Kristel Chouinard
Charles Chow
Eunice Chow
Jacinta Chow
Leslie Chowning
Paula Chrismon
Kamila Chriissy
Brenda Christensen
Brett Christensen
Chapman
Christensen
Dana Christensen
Marcus Christensen
Steph Christensen
Tanya Christensen
Jennifer Christian
Tristen Christian
Linda Christian
Jill Christiansen
brooke Christiansen
Kathryn Christianson
Shanda Christianson
Pamela Christie
Laura Christie
Mari Christmas
ernie christner
Mary Ann Christoff
Georgia Christoforou
Shauna Christopher
Rogers Christopher
Nicole Christopher
Corey Christy
Emily Christy
Rachel Christy
Martin Chua
Lyndsey Chubs
Tina Chukwudebe
Yenipher Chung
Peter Chursin
Judith Church
Kelly Church
Nicole Church
Stephanie Church
Rebecca Church
Barbara Churchill
Erin Ciacarella
Molly Ciallelo
Maria Ciaramella
Erin Ciavarella
Alicia Cielszoszczyk
Tom Ciesla
Suzanne Cieslica
Sharon Cihla
Jenn Cimarroli
Jessica Cimarrusti
Deb Cinamella
Shannon Cinotti
Carla Ciperski
Debra Cipolla
Janine Cirano
Tom Cirilo
Karen Citron
Amy Ciz
Jesse Clah
Debbie Clancy
Lauren Clancy
Kate Clapham

Christopher Clapham
Sam Clapp
Kerry Clapper
Janelle Clara
Adam Clark
Amrita Clark
Angela Clark
Anna Clark
Betty Clark
Brittney Clark
Brocke Clark
Cameran Clark
Danielle Clark
David Clark
Derek Clark
Elspeth Clark
Jennifer Clark
Joelle Clark
June Clark
Justin Clark
Kendra Clark
Karla Clark
Kathy Clark
Kelsey Clark
Mandie Clark
Megan Clark
Meghan Clark
Melissa Clark
Nicole Clark
Seth Clark
Shannon Clark
Shantilla Clark
Steven Clark
Tracy Clark
Trish Clark
Victoria Clark
Angela Clark
Brooke Clark
Holli Clark
Laurie Clark
Lindsey Clark
Marlene Clark
Molly Clark
Rebecca Clark
Anne Clarke
Dhana Clarke
Helen Clarke
Laura Clarke
Megan Clarke
Peggy Clarke
Ruairi Clarke
Sarah Clarke
Shannon Clarke
Aine Clarke
Aural Clarke
Katherine Clarke
Annie Clary
Yamali Class
Dr Darlene Clausen
Brenna Claussen
Stephanie Clavet
Juli Clay
Robbin Clayto
Melissa Clayton
Susan Cleage
Aimee Cleary
bambi cleary
Fred Cleary
Debra Cleary
Kelly Cleesen
Bree Clegg

Jordan Clegg
Mandy Clegg
Rachael Clemens
Stacey Clemens
Chad Clemney
Justin Clemney
Monica Cleophon
Brian Cleveland
Marina Cleveland
Leah Clevenger
Heather Click
Aofe Clifford
Christopher Clifford
Fiona Clifford
Natasha Clifford
Jacque Clifton
Brittney Cline
Hannah Cline
Joanna Cline
Kenna Cline
Kristin Cline
Santana Cline
Ashley Cline
Nicole Cline
Barb Clinton
Michelle Close
Tammy Close
Erin Clofelter
Holly Clother
Alisa Cloud
cailyn clow
Jeorgia Clooney
Niki Clutter
Sara Clymer
Cynthia Coakley
Justine Coalson
Theresa Coan
Christina Coatey
Andrea Coats
Glenn Cobb
Margaret Cobb
Summer Cobb
Theresa Cobb
Katie Cobb
Tammy Coble
Miranda Cocchiara
Alison Cochran
Sarah Cochran
Norina Cochran
Erin Cochran
David Cock
Pam Cook
Nicole coddington
Jennifer Cody
Nillah Cody
Simone Coelho
Veronica Coelho
Ellen Coffee
Rachel Coffey
Stacey Coffey
Jessica Coffman
Timothy COFFMAN
Laura Collins
April Cogburn
Molly Coghill
Jose Cogua
Caryn Cohen
Debra Cohen
Elizabeth Cohen
Josh Cohen

Sydney Cohen
Vanessa Cohen
Jerrold Cohn
Mary Cohn
Sarah Cohn
Ashley Cohn
Anthony Coiro
Jeannine Cola
Marcie Coladonato
Celeste Colaiocco
Tina Collberg
L Colbert
Lewis Colbourne
Elizabeth Colby
Gina Cole
Kenna Cole
Lauren Cole
Mallary Cole
Nicole Cole
Pat Cole
Tasha Cole
Tina Cole
Ann Marie Cole
Debbie Cole
Kristina Cole
Jordan Cojella
Kathleen Cojella
Emily Coleman
Hilleary Coleman
Jenna Coleman
Richard Coleman
Richard Coleman
Russ Coleman
shanor coleman
Shyann Coleman
stephanie Coleman
Susan Coleman
Terri Coleman
Mary Conlan
Arleen Conley
Laura Conlon
Jenni Conlon
Fellipe COMITRE
Alicia Compal
Ben Compton
Jennie Compton
Paul Compton
Jill Compton
Kelly Conaty
Nial Comaty
Laura Concan
K. Condie
Kaitlin Condo
Jeffery Condon
Kate Conetta
Shannon Conk
Nichole Conkin
Marion Conlon
Erin Conley
Steve Conley
Dee Conlon
Kat Conlon
Maria Conlon
Charlotte Connel
Colleen Connell
Christin Connell
Peggy Conner
Veronica Conner
Amber Conni
Beth Connelly

Melissa Collins
Morgan Collins
Renee Collins
Sarah Collins
Stephanie Collins
Steve Collins
Tione Collins
Angela Collins
Bridget Collins
Madison Collins
Michael Collins
Michael Collins
Rosalie Collins
Alice Collins-Thompson
Christine Collins
Richard Collman
carmelo collura
Amy Colmareas
Pam Colo
Ashleigh Colosimo
Brocke Colosimo
Mary Lou Colozzi
Susan Colquit
Sherry Colton
Alma Colunga
Brandi Colvin
Allison Colwell
Cristina Com
Eva Comardelle
Debra Combs
Laura Combs
Whitney Combs
Scott Combs
Gary Comeaux
Jeff Comella
Jennifer Comer
William Comer
Teresa Comerford
Val Comerford
Andrea Comes
Nichole Conlin
Fellipe COMITRE
Alicia Compal
Ben Compton
Jennie Compton
Paul Compton
Jill Compton
Kelly Conaty
Nial Conaty
Laura Concan
K. Condie
Kaitlin Condo
Jeffery Condon
Kate Conetta
Shannon Conk
Nichole Conkin
Marion Conlon
Erin Conley
Steve Conley
Dee Conlon
Kat Conlon
Maria Conlon
Charlotte Connel
Colleen Connell
Christin Connell
Peggy Conner
Veronica Conner
Amber Conni
Beth Connelly
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Matthew Connolly
Molly Connolly
Orla Connolly
Phil Connolly
William Connolly, Jr
Shannon Connolly
Becky Connors
Sheila Connors
Keema Conor
Barry Conover
Kathleen Conover
Alexandra Conrad
Cathy Conrad
Tricia Conrad
Elizabeth Conrow
Jaclyn Conroy
Kayla Conroy
Sally Conroy
Jenny Considine
Tim Considine
Tanya Constable
Kristen Constant
Katie Constantin
Luciano Miguel
Contesto
Lori Conti
Mary Contreas
Lisa Contras
Rebekah Contris
Justin Contursi
Claire Conway
Jamie Conway
Kimmie Conway
Thomas and Jane Conway
Irina Conway
Ted Coody
Alyssa Cook
Amy Cook
Aury Cook
Bridget Cook
Camilla Cook
Deanna Cook
Elsa Cook
Gwen Cook
Heidi Cook
Jaclyn Cook
Jamie Cook
Jayne Cook
Judy Cook
Kathryn Cook
Kelly Cook
Lanette Cook
Linda Cook
Stephanie Cook
Tina Cook
Roxanne Cook
Sue Cook-White
Angela Cooke
Kelly Cooke
Michelle Cooke
William Cooke
Amber Cool
Katie Cooley
Skylar Cooley
Taryn
Commissionswamy
Danielle Coombs
val coombs
Jennifer Coomer
Jeremy Coomer
Jen Coon
Lauren Coon
Penny Coon
Michelle Coon
Maureen Cooney
Sean Cooney
Chris Coop4
Amy Cooper
Andy Cooper
Anita Coop
Ashley Cooper
Billy Cooper
Brittany Cooper
Chelsea Cooper
Dianna Cooper
Elizabeth Cooper
Emilie Cooper
Jacqueline Cooper
Jerri Cooper
Judy Cooper
Kathleen Cooper
Kristin Cooper
Morgan Cooper
Paul Cooper
Thaina Cooper
Theresa Cooper
Victoria Cooper
Bobbi Cooper
Maria Cooper
Valerie Cooper
Jennifer Cooper-
Lewis
Britney Cope
Jayme Copeland
Jennifer Copeland
Melissa Copeland
Rosa Copeland
Shannon Copeland
Mary Copeland-
Myers
Machaella
Copenhagen
Christine Copland
Jennifer Coppinger
Dany Copol
Josh Corbel
Melissa Corbett
Corey
Nicole Cord
Peggy Cordell
Kari Cordell
Jennifer Cordes
Emilie Cordes
Jocelyn Cordova
Melisa Cordova
Vasenaa Cordova
Sandra Cordova
Kristen Cordray
Ana Cordula
Flavio Cordula
José Cordula
Travis Corigliano
Kelsey Corlett-Rivera
Christine Corley
Danielle Corley
Judy Corley
Markus Corley
Taylor Corley
Melissa Cormier
Aundeern Cormier
Nicole Corneiro
Brittany Cornelius
Jeff Cornelius
Mandi Cornelius
Mary Cornelius
Jeanne Cornelius
Mary Cornelius
Cynthia Cornell
Jessica Correll
Andrea Corr
Jennifer Comish
Ashley Comwell
Lupe Corona
Raynah Corona
Denna Correa
Eli Correa
Jorge Correa
Lygia Correa
Phyllis Correa
Christine Correia-
Doggett
Christina Correll
Kerry Corsiglia
Lauren Corso
Lynn Cortezelli
Jose Cortes
Autumn Cortesi
Erika Cortez
Jeremy Cortez
TATIANE CORTEZ
yolanda cortez
Karen Coorke
Jenn Cozentino
Vanessa Cosenza
Jessica Cosgrof
Katie Cosgrof
Molly Cosgrove
Annmarie Cosgrove
Samantha Cosgrove
Maria Cosme
Beverly Coss
David Coss
Jean Coss
Gleison Costa
Grace Costa
Gustavo Costa
Heather Costa
Susan Costa
Valeria Costa
Carla Costa
Jean Gabriel Costa
Nascimento
Kevin Cott
Schmickell
Teresa Costantini
Floriane Coste
Kelli Coteledro
Haydie Cottino
Kelli Cottol
Maria Cottollo
Susan Costello
Jamie Costigliacci
Ellis Costin
Jenelle Cole
Mae Cothran
Rachel Coother
Caroline Cothen
Marisssa Cotter
Joanne Cottman
Lauree Cotton
Steve Cotton
Kristen Cottrell
Emily Cottrell
Renata Collins
Maria Coughlan
Noleen Coughlan
Mae Coughlin
Kristi Cokouls
Catherine Coulter
Karen Coulter
Myra Coulter
Mindy Coulter
Carrie Cournihan
Joyce Cournihan
Susan Countryman
Kamryn Court
Kristie Court
Carrie Courter
Kerry Courtney
Andrea Cousins
Barbara Coultho
Monica Couto
Stephanie Coutos
JAY COUVILLION
Janet Covault
Tiffany Coveoney
Charlie Coventry
Miranda Cover
Jeffrey Covington
Lynna Coward
Allison Cowden
Melinda Cowin
Clennie Cowle
Trishia Cowling
Amanda Cox
Autumn Cox
Ellen Cox
Emily Cox
Jerylyn Cox
Jessica Cox
Kathleen Cox
Joan Cox
Karen Cox
Lindsey Cox
Nychole Cowell
Ruth Cox
Shannon Cox
Zachary Cox
Zoe Cox
Kayla Coye
Caroleyn Govin
William Coye
Laurie Coyne
Carole cozzone
Kristine Cozzi
Eric Crabb
Debbie Crackell
Jess Cracknell
Natalie Craddock
carolyn cradick
Courtney Crage
Evelyn Craig
Twiia Craig
Jamie Craig
Lani Craig
Linda Crallie
Kevin Crandall
Jennifer Crane
Valerie Crane
Tina Craner
Cara Cranford
Kimberly Crapps
Donna Cray
Kirstie Craith
Ann-Marie Crawford
Melinda Crawford
Tiffany Crawford
Chelsea Crawford
Gary Crawford
Josie Crawford
Leaneor Crawford
Pat Cray
James Creager
Leesa Creager
Abbe Creaney
Calisha Creary
Ellen Creasman
Sumer Creasy
Jimmy Creesh
Shalada Creecy
Jaime Creel
David Cremin
Jenna Cremin
Isabela crepaldi
Miranda Crescenzo
Elaine Cress
Jennifer Creter
Hannah Crevier
Christopher Creiviston
cia Crews
Sara Crews
Sue Cribbs
Tom and Kathy
Cribbs
Kristen Cifasi
Maggie Crisler
Joseph Crisostomo
Amy Crisp
Ashley Crisp
Courtney Crist
Chelea Criewell
Jodi Crittenden
Robin Crochet
Brittany Crocker
Chloe Crocker
Christine Crocker
Marcie Crockett
Kirstin Croft
Rose Croke
Lori Cromie
Shannon Crom
didier crombez
Lyda Crane
Jennifer Cronenberg
Cheery Cronin
Rikki Cronin
Terrin Croom
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Andrew Crosby
Debby Croshaw
Barbara Cross
Crystal Cross
Leo Cross
Michelle Cross
Christen Crossett
Karen Crossley
Amber Crothers
Nancy Crothers
Sara Crothers
Emma Crotty
Loretta Croty
Seamus Crotty
Aina Crouch
Jessica Crouch
Sarah Crouch
John Crouse


carinale Culhane
Marie-Anne Culhane
Margaret Culotta -Norton
Robert Culpepper III
Christine Culter
Kadi Culver
Peggy Cumberland
Emma Cummings
Lisa Cummings
Nancy Cummings
Nicole Cummings
Shannon Cummings
Tammy Cummings
Elizabeth Cummings
Christine Cummings
Ellen Cummins
Lesley Cummins
Laura Cummins
C Cummiskey
Inv@es Cunanan
Maria da Cunha
PAULO CUNHA
Eamonn Cunnnane
Dan Cunning
Angie Cunningham
Arlie Cummings
Cythia Cummings
Dylane Cunningham
Keri Cunningham
Lisa Cunningham
Sarah Cunningham
Carrie Cunningham
Chris Cunningham
Judy Cunningham
Karen Cunningham
Lynne Cunningham
Tori Cunningham
Pam Cupp
Colleen Curasi
Ording
Enza Curatolo
Jennifer Curci
Evybony Cure
Anja Curiskis
Shannon Curley
Alluson Curran
Andrew Curran
Brian Curran
Brooke Curran
Gina Curran
Peg Curran
Kiley Currao
Christine Currie
George Currie
Neil Currie
Shawn Currie
Kim Currier-Bloom
April Curry
Kelly curry
tessa curry
Stephanie Curtin
Laura Curtis
Mary Curtis
Diane Curtiss
Lori Curtsinger
Alexa Cusack
Daniele Cusentino
Laurie Cushing
Pattie Cushing
Jessica Cushing

Janessa Cushman
Tina Cusimano
Julie Cusokito
Elizabeth Cutler
Emily Cutler
Mark Cutler
Cutcher
Rachel Cuzzo
Jenny Cygan
Patrick Czakaj
Brittany Czako
Kaylee Czarnik
Aga Czehura
Chris Czisloksi
Bridgette Czuba
Jillian Czuczuk
Carol D
Emily D
Erin D
Jen D
Jennifer D
Joy D
Kristin D
linda d
Meg D
Patrick D
Rosie D
John D'Antoni
Melissa D'Antuomo
Carla D'ARBO
Aaron D'Arcy
Jodie D'Costa
Danielle D'Sena
Irene D.Ambrosio
Kelly D.AEmilia
Thomas and Kathy
D.AOnofrio
Candy Da Piedade
Andre Da Silva
Delmo Da silva
Patricia da Silva
Betel Neves
Juliane Da Silva
valente
Katie Dabba
Jean Dabish
Lynne Dacey
Emman Dacles
Luciana Daladot
Jennifer Daddaboo
Andrea Daff
Ingrid Dagagny
Ethtram Dagdag
John Daguanno
Katelyn Daguanno
Marcia Dahan
Kerry Dahlberg
Elizabeth Dahler
Lindsay Dahlheimer
Susan Dahmer
Christine Daigle
Kimberly Daigle
Steve Daigle
Crystal Daigneau
Brenda Dailey
Danielle Dailey
Lindsey Dailey
Terri Dailey
Bobbi Dalal
Sharvari Dalal

Amy Dale
Cassie Dale
Kristina Dale
Olga Dale
Ashton Dale
Elizabeth Daleandro
Kriligh D'Allesio
Amanda Daley
Kim Daley
margaret daley
Sharon Daley
Lori Daley
Sharlene Daley
Anila Dalipi
Resul Dalipi
Marjorie Dalisay
Brynn Dall
Ana Paula Dalla
Stella Dallmann
Tamara Dallmann
Holeten
Melissa Daily
Jennifer Dalrymple
Kristin Daliner
Kyndra Dalton
Siohadh Dalton
Rose Dalton
Kristin Daly
Orla Daly
Tobi Damar
Carolina Damié
Ferreira
Allison Damicco
Andrea Damicco
Chris Damicco
Jennifer Dammann
Robyn DAmora
Skip Dampier
Andria Damrell
Jeff Dan
Christina Dano
Tracy Danco
Melissa Danes
Angela Danfor
Arielle Dang
Phuong Dang
Tia Dang
Truc Dang
Holly Daniel
Kathy Daniel
Susan Daniel
Meg Daniel
Brandi Daniels
Joseph Daniels
Josie Daniels
Kristina Daniels
Brianna Dantert
Abbie Dann
Dawn Dann
Judy Dann
Sarah Dann
Scott Danuser
Anna Darcey
Andrea Darbee
Sarah Darby
Kely Darzoo
AnneMarie Darichuk
Tabatha Darland
Estrellita Darlucio
Janet Darrell

KAYLASHI Darron
Prodyut Das
Mary Dator
Georgina Daube
Carmen Daubs
Margaret Daughtery
Kim Daugherly
Laura Daughton
Andi Daunais
Samantha Dauphin
Lindsay Dauphinee
Lauren Dauprino
Tanya Daivey
Chandra David
Edward David
Joeen David
Lisa David
Sandra David
Zachary David
Frances Davidson
Sarah Davidson
Corinne Davies
Katy Davies
Ashy Davies
Fernanda Davila
Alexandra Davin
Alyce Davis
Amanda Davis
Andrew Davis
Angie Davis
Bianca Davis
Brian Davis
Chris Davis
Connie Davis
Cynthia Davis
Elizabeth Davis
Elizabeth Davis
Emily Davis
Erica Davis
Heidi Davis
Hollie Davis
Holly Davies
J Davis
Jean Davis
Jen Davis
Jennifer Davis
Jennifer Davis
Judy Davis
Kailin Davis
Katelyn Davis
Katie Davis
Lance Davis
Laurie Davis
Linda Davis
Lori Davis
Lynn Davis
Martin Davis
Michelle Davis
Monica Davis
Patricia Davis
Paula Davis
Peg Davis
Samantha Davis
Sandra Davis
Sarah Davis
Shantain Davis
Sheila Davis
Seree Davis
Steve Davis
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Susan Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitney Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverley Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jam Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trenton Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly Davison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie Dawson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Dawson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Dawson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Dawson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susie Dawson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briana Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikkii Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Dayner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teryn Daysh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jill Dayton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k dc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah De</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUCIANA FENYES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE AVILA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary de Block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATRICIA DE CASTRO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marta de Dios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariana de Gortari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karly de Groot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne de Guzman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda de Guzman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole de Haan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shari de Jesus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louie de la Cruz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle de la Cruz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy de la garza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielle de la Gueronniere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliet de La Rosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine de La Torre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petro de Leon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRA DE LIMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erín de Losa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felicisimo de Lucas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura de Mattos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almeida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline de Oliveira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renata de Quevedo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silveira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shari de Silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antonio de Siqueira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula Roberta Lemes de Siqueira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariana de Souza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinto de Souza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristina de Torre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelia de Yro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pia de Yro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilea Deabler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Deady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Deaklin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charley Deaklin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Deaklin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Deakle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Deal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Deal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Deal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise Degnan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malachi Delean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toni DeAngelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Deangela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorena Dearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Deas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terri Deaver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathew DeBlizan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan DeBlizan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nina Debruunz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard DeCaires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob DeCarr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret DeCesséis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brody DeChamplain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew DeChristopher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Deck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Decker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Decker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Decker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Decker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Decker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelley Decker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enxhi Dedda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberta Dedman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frederick DeDonna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Dedona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Dee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet Deeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty Deegan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elise Deegan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robyn Deeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carla Deley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Deese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Deetz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan DeFalco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer DeFeo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tish Deffenbaugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynn DeForest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy DeFreitas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just DeFruscio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurie DeGama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angie DeGase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenora Degen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Degidio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karyb DeGiorgio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Degnan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheryl DeGriff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lois DeGroot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheri DeGuire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Degulis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Dehardt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Dehn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Dei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Deitsch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert DeJarrett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke DeJesus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela DeKett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian DeLaugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anjelica Del Campo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Del Campo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J Del Masto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Dela Cruz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Dela Cruz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon Dela Cruz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joelle dela Paz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Delargrange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine DeLair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Delaney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evonne Delaney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Delaney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Delaney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Delaney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Delara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Delavara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana Delagilil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaura Delgado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemma Delgado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arnuelos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca DeLisle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Dell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Dellia Porta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Delliquila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peggy Dellasega</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie Dellinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Delo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arielle Deloney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Delph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Delsandro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheryl Deluca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane DeLuca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam DeLuca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy DeLuca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Delvecchio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyllis DeMaio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer DeMarco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayden Demarcus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Demarco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Demarse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim Demasi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Demasi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadia Demchuk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desiree DeMello</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolin Demers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axell Demetricio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Demiduk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Deming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Deming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Demko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Demme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy Dempo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristanna DeMeola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randi Dempooy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbey Dempsey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvia Dempsey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Dempse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiona Denepster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dave DeNeplo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Deneher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerri DeNies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Denley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Denny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kevin denny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Denny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Denning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melani Denning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiAnn Dennis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jami Dennis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Dennis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandy Dennis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Dennis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Denny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Denny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Denoga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon DeNoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy Dent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicola Dent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Dente</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Denter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dick Dentinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tami DeWitt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V Denton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krysta Deogracias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kulvinder Deol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Depalma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian DePasquale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolores DePiero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren DePina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Depman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen DeppermN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Derby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison DeRenzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna DeReus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth Derhake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FrDove DiC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DERIANO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raehael Dering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desiree Deroche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly DeRoche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Deroche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol DeRoche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolyn Deroshia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Derr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Derr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Derr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Derrico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Des</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Deschamps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Desiat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Desiderio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Desiletis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariane Desmet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Desorbo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becca Desouza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Desrosiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Desruisseaux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy DeStefan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abby Detcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Detom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Detrick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia Detro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alison Deubler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Deuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan Deuter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Devaney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Devers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon Devers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Deveyraya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aubrey Deville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Deville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Devine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maggie Deviney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim DeVita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Devitt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly DeVolder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridget Dew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolyn Dew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Dew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>victoria deweese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonja Dewing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barb Dewitte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yssa DeWoddy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leea Dexton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crunchy Dexton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Dexter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Dexter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Deyoe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon DeZonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navjot Dhanoa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erin dhaivelose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonia Dholakia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meg Di</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oreli Di</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Di Muccio Sr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Di Tullio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letizia Di Verol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeAnna Diamond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telma Dias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peggy Dias Lourenco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walas Dias silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dianne Diaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesliel Dick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Diaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Diaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvia Diaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie Diaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maddy Diaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josefa Diaz Vallejo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia DiazLapahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Dibble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Diblee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma DiBella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judy DiBerardino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine DiBernard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy DiBernardo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betsy DiCanio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabatha Dice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda DiCicco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teddy DiCicco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe DiCicco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyndsey Dickens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Dickerson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Dickerson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenn Dickerson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Dickson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke Dickson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kat Dickson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dina Dillio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathy Didion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy Diebel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Dieckmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsay Diedrichs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Dehler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlene Dietl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Dier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aimi Dierick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Dierling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Diesell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Dieterich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary Dieterich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Dietrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Dietrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shely Ann Dietrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miryam Diez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine DiFede</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda DiFilipps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robyn Difraco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie DiGeorge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve DiGeronimo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gail Dills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paige Digos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Dighton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josie Dighton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelley Dighton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nick Dighton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Dighton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Erica Dunn
Harold Dunn
Joshua Dunn
Kathleen Dunn
Kelly Dunn
Kimberly Dunn
Kristy Dunn
Laura Dunn
Mandi Dunn
Michael Dunn
Michelle Dunn
Randy Dunn
Rebecca Dunn
Ryan Dunn
Susan Dunn
Mike Dunn
Peggy Dunnigan
Connie Dunning
Callie Dunyon
Laurie Dupe
Angela Duplant
Tomi Dupper
Shell Dupmann
Wendy Duprat
Kristen Dupre
Leslie Dupree
Simone Dupree
Shanna Dupree
Diane Duprez
Robert Duprez
Sarah Duprez
Nicholas Dupuy
Christina Duran
Geri Duran
Sara Durand
Maegan Durand
Stephani Durant
Scott Durante
Michele Durbin
Morgan Durden
Anne Durre
Marcia Durgin
Jennifer Durham
Kelly Durham
Lydia Durham
Vicki Durham
Cynthia Ehlers
Bethany Ehrens
Andrea Encalade
Sylvia Emmich
Mary Emmens
Denise Ensign
Vanessa Ellerman
Lauren Ellington
Trey Ellington
Joan Ellington
Amber Elliott
Cheryl Elliott
Georgia Elliott
Jamaica Elliott
Jana Elliott
Kate Elliott
Kathy Elliott
Renee Elliott
Rose Elliott
Sarah Elliott
Trinity Elliott
Vickie Elliott
Diane Elliott
Lee Elliott
Maureen Elliott
Susan Elliott-Bocassi
Andrea Ellis
Darla Ellis
Jeffrey Ellis
Jennifer Ellis
Jennifer Ellis
Jessica Ellis
Kira Ellis
Laura Ellis
Lauren Ellis
Linda Ellis
Louise Ellis
Patricia Ellis
Stacy Ellison
Susan Ellison
Beth Ellsworth
Kelly Elmore
Kathleen Elrod
Renonda Elrod
lindsey elseaesser
Claire Elsam
Maria Elsner-Mayer
Matthe'Eskamp
Sara Elskys
Nancy Elstner
Heather Ely
Jodi Ely
Julie Ely
Kristin Ely
Liam Ely
Marilyn Elzahr
Breuna Emanuel
Audrey Emaus
Karen Emaus
Jenny Emberson
Cindy Emberton
Danielle Embry
Jennifer Embry
Amy Einenhiser
Denise Emerson
Jean Emerson
Lauren Emerson
Car Emery
Jordan Emery
Nicole Emery
Katie Emfington
Hannah Emke
MARY EMMONS
Terry Engstrom
Sylvia Emrich
Megan Encalade
Becky Enck
Margaret Enderby
Jo Eng
Ashley Engel
Danielle Engel
Niki Enfors
Timothy Engel
Kelly Engelbert
Erica Engelhardt
Laura Engels
Jacquelyn Engels
Jennifer Engelsen
Maria Engesser
Chloe England
Christina Engle
Chris Engel
Brittany Englisg
Constance English
Jenny English
Kathryn English
Valerie English
Debbi English
John English
Kim Englishbee
Ann-Brith Enström
Erika Engstrom
Sande Enady
Suzanne Ennis
Veron Ennis
Steffi Ennis
Anna Enamoto
Barbara Eno
Annette Enright
Michael Enright
Bernadet Enriquez
carol enser
Matt Entorf
Michelle Entorf
Titoan Eon Le
Guern
Jenny Ephrussi
Paul Epp
Josephine Epps
Renee Epstein
susan ecella lacarte
Jennifer Erdley
Kathleen Ertman
Janelle Erickson
Jayme Erickson
Sue Erickson
Jenny Erickson
Monica Erickson
Matt Ericson
Lina Ericson
H$gglund
Carole Erlanson
Tasha Errn
Rebekah Erskin
Nami Erskine
Mary Erwin
Kate Erwin
Emily Esbensen
Jovita Escalera
Tracey Escamilla
Blaine Eschenburg
Danielle Eschmann
Lauren Eschmann
Melinda Escobedo
Amber Escobedo
Alexandra Escujuri
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Norma Fields
Susan Fields
Kathryn Fields, M. Ed.
Sarah Fiener
Kara Figueroa
Sara Figueroa
CHRISTINE
Figueroa
Hannah Figuereile
Liz Figuereile
Renee Figuereile
Janel Figuereile
Ellen Files
Daphne Fillitonga-Lukela
Aleksandra Filipovic
Jean Filipski
Sueen Filletti Martins
Penha
Sarah Fillingham
Leticia Fillipponi
Jocelyn Filson
Cory Finch
Kate Finch
Stephanie Finch
Tracy Finch
Ellen Finch Hulme
Adam Fincham
Serena Fincham
Elizabeth Fine
Kim Fine
Jaci Fing
Danielle Fink
Lecia Fink
Lynn Fink
Jennifer Finke
Colette Finley
Crystal Finley
Emily Finley
Jennifer Finley
Lillian Finley
Markus Finley
Donna Finn
Kathleen Finn
Melanie Finn
Lauren Finnegan
Kathleen Finnegan
Jean Finnewor
Maria Finnerty
Cynthia Finney
Rishara Finzel
Angela Finton
Samanta Fiorl
Kelli Fiore
Rich Fiorentino
Veronica Firmature
Tricia Firzlaft
ginger fisceilla
Diana Fisch
Andrea Fischer
Anita Fischer
Cuki Fischer
Heather Fischer
Judy Fischer
Laura Fischer
Maggie Fischer
Marley Fischer
Rachel Fischer
Robin Fischer
Rose Ann Fischer
Rosemary Fischer
Teri Fischer
Tatem Fischer
Donna Fischet
Brandi Fischel
Beth Fish
Alyssa Fishbaugh
Adam Fisher
Brian Fisher
Carlotta Fisher
Claudia Fisher
Jamie Fisher
Jeffrey Fisher
Jen Fisher
Jenna Fisher
Jennifer Fisher
Jessica Fisher
John Fisher
Julie Fisher
Katie Fisher
Kimberly Fisher
Laura Fisher
Lauren Fisher
sarah fisher
c Fisher
Scott Fishman
Tulin Fisk
Eileen Fitch
Katie Fitch
Kelly Fite
kMarys Fiterman
Pamela Fitterer
ReaDean Fitterer
Nancy Fitton
Rob Fittro
Wendy Fitzanko
kayla fitzgerald
Erin Fitzgerald
Kristen Fitzgerald
Kristen Fitzgerald
John Fitzgerald
Catherine Fitzpatrick
Madge Fitzpatrick
Maggie Fitzpatrick
Stacie Fitzpatrick
Ciaran Fitzpatrick
Damien Fitzpatrick
Deirdre Fitzpatrick
Ellena Fitzpatrick
Emily Fitzpatrick
Linsey Fitzpatrick
Margaret Fitzpatrick
Orla Fitzpatrick
Paula Fitzpatrick
Penny Fitzpatrick
Quinn Fitzpatrick
Evelyn Fitzsimmons
Kathryn fix
Elaine Flacco
Lisa Flag
Keri Flaherty
Marjanel Flaker
Carol Fleming
Carolyn Flanagan
Erica Flanagan
Sarah Flanagan
Sarah Flanagan
Erin Flash
Abby Flatt
Emily Flatt
Melessa Rease
Helen Fleck
Carolyn Fleck
Molly Fle
Livra Fleischer
Bill Fleming
Debra Fleming
Keri Fleming
Kimberly Fleming
Nancy Fleming
Natalie Fleming
Susan Fleming
Angela Flemming
Carolyn Flemming
Tess Flensburg
Katherine Flesch
Chloe Fletcher
Dianne Fletcher
Kiley Fletcher
Kristen Fletcher
MELVIN FLETCHER
RICHARD
FLETCHER
Colleen Fletcher
Donna Fletcher
Sarah Fletcher
Wendy Fletcher
Lottie Fletcher
Warren
Cinthia Fetes
Andrea Fleury
Caroline Fleury
Nicole Fleury
Patrick Fleury
Tyler Fleury
Karen Flick
Marieann Flick
Yea Flicker
Asst Fink
Linda Flintoff
Jordan Flippin
Sam Flippin
Kathy Flock]
Kelly Florech
Jeanna Flook
John Flook
Katie Flook
Lisa Flook
Nina Flood
Nicole Flood
Wanda Flora
Mindly Flera
Antoinette Flores
Bea Flores
Caro Flores
Erica Flores
Eva Flores
Gretchen Flores
Lana Flores
Yen Flores
Jos© Antonio
Flores
Fiona Flowers
Laura Flowers
Lauren Flowers
Michelle Flowers-Koraleski
Amy Floy
Cindy Floy
Heather Floyd
Janette Fluharty
Shirley Flumg
Andry Flyn
Catherine Flyn
Dennis Flyn
Elizabeth Flyn
Ellen Flyn
Holly Flyn
Jennifer Flyn
John Flyn
Kim Flyn
Kimberly Fynn
Natalie Flynn
Stefanie Flynn
Enda Flynn
Mary Kaitlyn Flyn
nanette Flyn
Ashlee Foa
Leila Foa
Beth Fobbe-Will
Kathy Foderaro
Rosaline Foggin
Chelsia Fokema
Angela Folds
Brett Foley
Elizabeth Foley
Jennifer Foley
Kathleen Foley
Kathy Foley
Kristy Foley
Susan Foley
Michelle Folsen
Stacey Folsom
Heidi Folsom
Niki Folven
Grace Fong
Rosemary Fong
Lovell Fonseca
Robert Fonseca
Pail Fontaine
Sandra Fontaine
Rebecca Fontana
Perry Fontnot
Kayla Fowrtong
Maggy Fonse
Amy Fooks
Jake Foor
Corinne Foote
Dalena Forbes
Kendra Forbes
Stephanie Forbes
Brett Ford
Briele Ford
Gale Ford
Gloria Ford
Ka thy Ford
Katie Ford
Natalie Ford
Russell Ford
Holly Ford
Kellie Ford
Andrew Fordham
An Foreman
Maggie Foreman
Jorge Foreso
Annie Forest
Holley Forester
Sally Forke
Lennaire Forman
Paul Fornale
Lakesha Forney
Alice Forrester
Lori Forster
David Forsyth
Cari Forsythe
Lane Forsythe
Andrea Fortezza
Kara Forte
Julie Forth
Alais Fortier-Meyer
Teri Fortmann
Andrew Foskey
Liz Fossenbanger
Brenda Foster
Danielle Foster
Deborah Foster
Donna Foster
Katie Foster
Keri Lynn Foster
Lindsay Foster
Dawn Foster
Mike Foster
Jamila Fostet
Leah Fotheringham
Megan Fougouerousse
Sandy Fougouerousse
Jean-Pierre Foulon
Nadine Fournier
Victor Fournier
Christine Fowler
Deby Fowler
Judith Fowler
Leah Fowler
Marinda Fowler
Shannon Fowler
Whitney Fowler
Tanya Fowler
Cat Fox
Claire Fox
Joan Fox
Susan Fox
Tyal Fox
Abbey Foxhoven
Curt Fox
Donna Foy
Kelly FRAGA
Cindy Fraley
Benjamin Fraley
Ben Fralick
Lauren Franceschi
Corine Franchini
Sylvia Franca
S Francion
Clair Francis
Jamie francis
Victoria Francis
Brooke Francis
Kandice Francis
Kristin Francis
Rocky Frasg
Laura Francisovich
Nikolas Frangovich
Roderick
Franciskovich
Sallie Franciskovich
Samanta
Franciskovich
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AMANDA Franck
Matt Franck
Lizz Franco
Siobhan Francomb
Barbara Frank
Jane Franklin
Shamira Frank
George Franke
Jennifer Franke
Kim Frankel
Jillian Franklin
Kindra Franklin
Pam Franklin
Ruth Franklin
Kimberly Franklin
Paul Franklin
Lori Frankot
Tara Frankovich
Stacey Fransen
Karlin Franson
Lea Frantz
Brenda Frantz
Lisa Frant
Laura Franz
Lindsey Franz
Tiffany Fransen
Rebecca Frappier
Erin Frappier
Catherine Fraser
Beth Fraser
Jen Fratus
Tanya Fravel
Jillian Frayne
Kim Fraze
Nick Fraze
Megan Frazer
Amy Fraizer
Anita Frazier
Chris Fraizer
Ellen Frazer
Emilee Frazer
Krista Frazer
Lori Frazier
Rachel Frazier
Margaret Frazer
Kim Frech
David Frederick
Cynthia Fredericks
Janet Fredericks-Connolly
Jaclyn Fredricks
Lydia Free
Chloe Free-Nozil
Valerie Freed
Mindi Freedman
Tina Friedman
Elizabeth Freeman
Hermiina Freeman
Jaimee Freeman
Linda Freeman
Terra Freese
Chris Freyans
Janie Freidenbloom
Todd Freind
Janet Freitag
Sara Freitag
Jill Freitas
LUCA FREITAS
Natalia Freitas
Miriam Freixas
Lauren Freking
Dominik Fremgen
Andrea French
Becky French
Beth French
Jack French
Jill French
Joan French
Theresa French
Andrew French
Dina French
Mandy French
Jennifer Freese
Jane Freudenberger
Sabrina Frew-Ortiz
Amanda Frey
Dirk Frey
Edward Frey
Gail Frey
Gregory Frey
Heather Frey
Ned Frey
Lori Frey
Benjamin Frinas
Amy Frick
Corrine Frick
Joslin Frick
Erin Frickey
Kathy Fridholm
Rebecca Friedline
Mike Friedman
Patricia Friedman
Pam Friedman
Caleb Friedrich
Joan Friedrich
Marc Friedrich
Bryan Friel
Friend Friend
Jenny Friend
Scott Friers
Chris Fries
Aubree Friesen
Jessica Friesen
Angela Friloux
Blake Friloux
Allisa Friloux
Amy Frisable
Deana Frisch
Brianne Frisco
Jennifer Frisco
Jonathan Frisco
Lynn Frisco
Pam Friskopp
Tina Fritts
reyna fritz
Florabelle Frondozo
Bill Froom
Jade Frost
Meghan Frost
Melissa Frost
Natalie Fruge
Ann Fry
Mindy Fry
Alexis Frye
Hayley Frye
Heather Fryer
Lauren Fryer-Lewis
LeAnn Fuchs
Sarah Fuerst
Nicole Fugel
Erin Fugh
Hanna Furhs
Shane Fujiwara
Dawna Fujisawa
Shin Fukuda
Riane Fulce
Marc Fulk
Clair Fullalove
Chelsea Fuller
Dorene Fuller
Karyn Fuller
Kris Fuller
Colleen Fulling
Tamara Fullmer
Betsy Fulnecky
Rebecca Fulop
Amanda Fulton
Kyle Funaro
Elizabeth Funck
Delaney Funk
Erica Funk
Erik Funk
Jeffrey Funk
Miranda Funk-Garrett
Carissa Funk-Wojciechowski
Katy Furby
Kahla Furey
Jaclyn Furio
Patty Furlani
Nadine Furlong
Ruth Furman
Carla Fusco
Nicol Fusco
Frances Fuselier
Tara Fuselier
Amanda Fussell
Shaghnai Futbol
Candy Fuzessy
Heidi G
julianna
Mari G
Camilo Gómez
Samson Gabarah
Katie Gabbard
Jennifer Gabelhart
Curtis Gable
Jessica Gable
Carlene Gabor
Jon Gabriel
Karolina Gabriel
Petr Gabriel
Claudia Gabriel
Georganne Gabrielli
Liz Gaddois
Josie Gaddes
Sofia Gaddell
Ellie Gafey
Elyssa Gaffin
Allison Gaffney
Alice Gaffney
Ellie Gagle
Cindy Gagbe
Annah Gage
Paul Gage
Chesikah Gage
Dara Gahman
Amy Gagne
Sandra Gagne
Christopher Gagen
Erica Gagnon
Jade Gahan
Martin Gaid
Susanne Gaida
dee Gaynis
Kayla Gaines
Lindsay Gaines
Tammy Gainey
Ruth Gainzar
Lyndsay Gaines
Karely Gal
Betty Galanis
Alexandra Galarza
Andrea Galbraith
Barbara Galbraith
Morgan Galbraith
Tamara Gale
Annie Galevar
Debra Gail
Linda Gall
Alex Gallagher
Ann Gallagher
Bobbie Gallagher
Joan Gallagher
Karen Gallagher
Karen Gallegos
Sara Gallagher
Sheila Gallagher
Ann Gallagher
Anne Gallagher
Jessica Gallagher
Joseph Gallagher
Julie Gallagher
Katie Gallagher
Nicki Gallagher
Sanchia Gallagher
Leona Gallant
Ashlee Gallardo
Joella Gallegos
Jane Gallicker
Carolina Galligan
Tiffany Galligan
Denise Giglianno
Allison Gallinati
Laura Gallitz
Cindy Gallowy
Shirley Gallo
Susan Gallo
Asia Galloway
Meghan Galloway
Ali Gallowy
Cindy Galloway
Laura Gallup
Carlos Galar
Gina Galpin
Olivia Galpin
Britney Galter
Catherine Galster
Denise Galvan
VALÈRA GALVES
Charisse Galvez
Amy Galvin
Robert Galvin
Zach Galvin
Marian Gamiento
Valeria Gama
Annly Gambino
Melanie
Gamcersfelder
Amy Gamet
Julia Gan
Joey Gander
Ami Gandhi
Charnane Ganer
Erick Ganaish
Katie Ganinhin
Kate Gannaway
Priscilla Gannon
David Garo
Kathleen Garabedian
Mariza Garay
Leo Garbarino
Laurel Garber
Janice Garbs
H Garby
Claara Garcia
Elena Garcia
Jos© Garcia
Jesus Garcia
Serrano
Andrea Garcia
Anabel Garcia
Bego Garcia
Diana Garcia
Elena Garcia
Erika Garcia
Fernando Garcia
Jonathan Garcia
Karl Garcia
Katie Garcia
Lauren Garcia
Lisa Garcia
Maira Garcia
Maria Garcia
Maria de Lourdes Garcia
Maya Garcia
MIGUEL GARCIA
Mykayla Garcia
Paula Garcia
Rosella Garcia
Britney Garcia
kiahs Garcia
Lauren Garcia
Mercedez Garcia
Maria Garcia Diaz
Lilliam Garcia-Cruz
Sarah Gard
Sara Gardella
Cindy Gardner
Ashley Gardner
Ben Gardner
Clark Gardner
Emily Gardner
Konnie Gardner
Maureen Gardner
Melany Gardner
Noble Gardner
Rosemary Gardner
Samuel Gardner
Courtney Gardner
Marly Gardner
Kimberly Gargano
Lainey Gargas
Xavier Garin
Janelle Garlow
Stephanie Garman
Marths Garman
Michelle Garmon
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Alexis Gazzard
Jennifer Garofalo
Lauren Garrard
Scott Garratt
Ryan Garrefa
Kristen Garretson
Michelle Garrett
Miranda Garrett
Nancy Garrett
Jennifer Garrison
Kelly Garrison
Debra Garrity
Leslie Garside
Liz Garside
Carolyn Garthwait
Janet Garthwait
Marika Garton
Amy Garvey
Shawn Garvey
Maria Garzón
Yevette Garza
Maritza Garza
Sam Gascon
May Gaskin
Kirsty Gaskins
Meredithe Gaskins
Rae Gaskins
Steven Gaskins
angela gaspar
Lila Gaspard
Christine Gasparin
Julie Gasper
mage gasper
Heather Gass
Bri Gasser
Kim Gassert
Maria Aurora Gatdula
Allen Gates
Alla Gateau
Julie Gates
Kathleen Gates
Kathy Gates
Ruth Gates
Stephanie Gates
Stephanie Gattlin
William Gatting
Laura Gatto
Heather Gaultier
Alexa Gauthier
Patricia Gauthier
Lindsey Gauthier
Tina Gauthier
Jenna Gauthreau
Cheryl Gauvin
Beth Gavaghan
Brian Gavaghan
Jennifer Gavaghan
Joann gavin
Peggy Gawron
Susan Gaverkoski
Lisa Gay
Donnacha Gayer
Raphael Gayle
Jennifer Gaylord
Rosemary Gaynor
Erin Gazdag
Alexis Gazzard

Brendy Gazzier
Carol Gburek
GC Gc
Mary Gearhart
Bethany Geary
Julie Gerard
Ronni Geary
Greg Geatons
Angie Geba
Rachel Gebhart
Brandy Gebo
Ugne Gevdalita
Cynthia Geeck
Shannon Geer
Holly Getting
Kim Gagne
Beth Gehan
Kara Geib
Rebecca Geiger
Sarah Geiger
Debbie Geis
Cindy Geist
Virginia Gelczis
Judy Gelhaus
Rachel Gels
Amy Gelz
Carrla Gemmill
Cathy Gendron
Kirsten Gendron
Maria Gendron
Tara Geneseo
Jan Geniesse
Liz Gentile
Dominique Gentiles
Annaliese Gentry
Hannah Gentry
Jamie Gentry
Lisa Gentry
Megan Gentry
Mary Genuario
Patricia Genz
Janet George
Jeanne George
Marquita George
Robert George
Alisha George
Karen George
Stephen George
Dejan Georgievski
Jessie Georgiou
Lisa Georgiou
Varvara Georgiou
Angelina Geraci
Christine Geraghty
Sile Geraghty
Gretchen Gerald
Sandra Gerard
June Gerber
Sandra Gerdes
Susan Gerding
Amber Gerds
Jen Geren
Jennifer Geren-Penton
Lia Gerety
Kasi Gerhardt
Richard Gerhardt
Susan Gerhardt
Laura Gerke
Pam Gerlach
Gregory German
Mandy German
Lani Gershmel
Lesley Gershmel
Linda Gershmel
Laura Gershmet
Joelle Gertz
Sharon Getken
Ella Geltner
Renée Gethner
Geoffrey Gethnck
Regina Getnick
Mary Gettis
Rebecca Gettle
Sommer Getto
Karen Getty
Kelly Getzfriend
Aubri Geurin
Elizabeth Geuss
Heather Geyer
LAURA GEYER
Katie Ghali
Humaira Ghiazy
Sara Ghilag
One Ghoz
Renee Gazometti
Sal Giafaglione
Loretta Giafaglione
Ashley Giammona
Heather Giampietro
Angie Giancola
Stephanie Giaiuglio
Vanessa Gianncone
Heather Giard
Patricia Giardina
Stephanie Giase
Sara Giff
Jennifer Gibbons
Irene Gibbins
Jared Gibbins
John Gibbons
Catherine Gibbons
Bryana Gibbs
Danielle Gibbs
Jackie Gibbs
Julie Gibbs
Melissa Gibson
Raymond Giblin
Beth Gibson
Carolyn Gibson
Chelseny Gibson
Henley Gibson
J Gibson
Jenn gibson
Jordan gisond
Sally Gibson
Samantha Gibson
Samantha Gibson
Sara Gibson
Sean Gibson
Taylor Gibson
Jade Gibson
Mary Gibson
Felicia Giehl
Kay Gies
Mardell Giesler
Alama Gibson
Ashley Gipolosus
Derek Giglotti
Shannon Gittinger
Jos@ Gil
Anna Gil de Avalle
Sara Gil de Avalle
Enrique Gil de Avalle
Mu@oz
Maria Gil de Avalle
Mu@oz
Bruna Gil Garcia
Elena Gil González
Erin Gilbert
Judy Gilbert
Julie Gilbert
Lynn Gilbert
Christine Gilbert
Donald Gilbert
Julie Gilbert
Mary Gilbert
Jennifer Gilbreath
Delaine Gilden
Vicki Gilles
Dana Gilgan
Amy Gillek
Alex Gill
Jeopardy Gill
Donna Gilmam-Feltham
Melanie Gilcoat
Claudean Gilles
Cara Gillespie
Genevieve Gillespie
Lindsey Gillespie
Olivia Gillespie
Kathleen Gillet
Patricia Gillette
Debbie Gilley
Leesa Gilies
Anne Gillingan
Kassandra Gilliland
Robert Gillin
Bruce Gillis
Joanne Gillam
Kylie Gillis
Betsy Gillis
Courtney Gilles
Jenny Gillnet
Molly Gilmore
Zoey Gilmore
Catherine Gilmore
Philemona Gilmore
Jen Gilmour
James Gilreath
Jodi Gilreath
Nikki Gilreath
James Gilreath
Eric Gilroy
Nina Gilroy
Pamela Gilson
Amanda Gimmer
Tracie Ginder
Catlin Ginestra
Alexa Ginov
Mike Gingerich
Taniah Gingerich
Lauren Ginolfi
Debi Giocondo
Julie Giorger
Jessica Gionet
Rachael Giordano
Sarina Giordano
Tara Giordano
Kathleen Giorgione
Jackie
Giovannangelo
Amanda Gipson
Jenn Gira
Mandy Girsch
Kathleen Gilring
Hillary Giordat
Margot Giroaud
Philip Gissing
Sophia Gitinov
Helen Gitsom
N Gittleman
Rosemary Giulfrida
Maria Fernanda Giusti
Katie Given
Cheryl Givens
Jane Gjertsen
Sandra Gjertsen
Kimberly Gil
Julie Glandt
Jennie Glapinski
Sue Glapinski
Lisa Giappo
Brandon Glasscock
Barrett Glasscock
Courtney Glasscock
Kimberly Glasko
Carley Glass
Joan Glassner
Melody Glaub
Jared Glavac
Ann Marie Glavin
Melissa Gleason
Nancy Gleese
David Glen
Brittany Glenn
Mattie Glenn
Vicki Glenda
Sharin Gletcher
Eva Glez
Aaron Glick
Lisa Glickman
Melissa Glidden
Beth Gilmo
Tammy Gliscinski
Deborah Glockey
Helena Gloria
Mico Gloria
Nicolle Glorioso
Vickie Glosser
Victoria Glover
Jenn Glover
Marlana Glover
Venus Glover
Kellie Glynn
Mary Jo Glynn
Susan Gmeiner
Sandra Gnanisli
Iris Lisa Gwaltney
Kadee Goates
Jacqueline Gobeil
Catherine Gobey
Harley Goble
Jessica Goble
Trey Goble
Mary Gobrial
COMMUNITY SIGNATURES
Friends, Family and Other Supporters of Individuals with PWS

Sam Godard
Michelle Godfrey
Cassandra Godfrey
Marlene Godfrey
Brianne Godin
Lina Godin
Marcela Godoi
FRANCINE GODOY
Martha Godoy
Sharon Godzik
Cecelia Goebel
Deanne Goe
Dov Goeing
Melissa Goering
Tina Goffinet
Diana Goffredo
giana goffredo
Sofia Goffredo
Monica Goforth
Susan Goggins
Amy Goglio
Kayte Goglio
Bobbie Gohn
Marvin Gohn
Kay Golfr
Ariel Golting
Terry Gold
Courtney Goldem
Beth Golden
Doris Golden
Sharyn Golden
Alexandra Goldfield
Michelle Goldberg
Gina Goldman
Holly Goldman
Marci Goldman
Kelly Goldiner
Calie Goldrick
Megan Goldsby
Noreen Goldsmith
Carol goldstein
Julie Goldim
Kylie Gollem
Barbara Gomes
Camila Gomes
Lynn Gomes
Selma Gomes
Tatiane Gomes
Joyce Gomes
Carmen Gomez
Girlie Gomez
Liliana Gomez
Lindsey Gomez
Marian Gomez
Ryan Gomez
Deanna Gomez
Jenna Golusinski
Silvana Goncalves
Murilo Vasco Gordin
David Goner
Kathryn Gonsalves
Samantha Gonsalves
Consuelo Gonsalves
Maria González
Andrea González
Carlos González
Cristina González
Daniel González
Francheska González
González
Hilda González
María González
Megan González
Omar González
Kim Gonzales
LaVonna Gonzales
Me-annè Gonzales
Amanda Gonzales
Jenni Gonzales
Norma Gonzales
Alicia González
Desiree González
Evelyn Gonzalez
Jesus Gonzalez
Sheryl González
Tracy González
Amy Good
Barbara Good
Emily Good
Katie Good
Leona Good
Nigel Good
Stephanie Good
Trena Good
Alicia Goode
Stephanie Goode
April Goodell
Nikki Goodger
Melissa Gooding
Lindy Gooding
Heather Goodloe
Brittany Goodman
Janet Goodman
Judy Goodman
Julie Goodman
Megan Goodman
Melissa Goodman
Nicole Goodman
Amber Goodman
Lauren Goodman
Lisa Goodman
Sara Goodman
Angela Goodwin
Fatima Goodwin
Jennifer Goodwin
Leslee Goodwin
Sue Goodwin
Curran Gooder
Megan Gooy
Leina Googoo
Alex Goon
Christian Goossman
Ashley Goot
Beverly Gorf
H. Gordon
Jennifer Gordon
John Gordon
Lou Gordon
Michelle Gordon
Sandy Gordon
Sarah Gordon
Stacie Gordon
Stephanie Gordon
T Gordon
Tanya Gordon
Donald Gordon
Lisa Gordon
Saydeez Gordon
Barbara Gordon
Powell
Karen Gore
Kelly Gore
Michele Gore
Laurel Goreetsy
Laura Goretty
Breck Gorman
Daniel Gorman
Nikki Gorman
Rachel Gorman
Yvonne Gorman
Colleen Gormley
Matthew Gormley
Bonnie Gorra
Sera Gorrell
Elizabeth Gorski
Faustina Gorski
Moya gorski
Jennifer Gorskof
Wanda Gorton
Virginia Gosling
Mara Goss
Krstie Gossett
Carrie Gotcher
Becca Gottschalk
Ashley Goudy
Rachelle Gough
Andrew Gould
Austin Gould
Abbey Goutnikas
May Gourlay
Mary Gourtremout
CRYSTAL GOUVEIA
Anne Gowings
Lindsay Gowen
Samara Goya
Joanna Graber
Anne Goggin
Lindsey Graham
Dinah Grace
Jennah Grace
Heidi Grady
Barbara Grade
Jessica Grady
Julie Grady
Ursula Graeber
Erica Graen
Gail Graebe
Devera Graf
Carolyn Graf
Jenn Graf
Kari Graff
Rebecca Graff
Trisha Griffato
Allie Graham
Danielle Graham
Estelle Graham
Heather Graham
Holly Graham
Janeté Graham
Kelly Graham
Lorraine Graham
Magnus Graham
Megan Graham
Molly Graham
Olivia Graham
Patricia Graham
Rose Graham
sydney Graham
Jocelyn Graham
Laurie Graham
Lauriska Graham
Maxine Graham
Nancy Graham Miller
Colette Graham
Nicole Grahl
Jane Grajeda
Susan Gramling
Viktoria Gramp
Jennifer Gramza
Janet Gran
Grace Granahan
Grace Grande
Josephine
Grandgeorge
Monica Grandia
Sabra Granillo
Adam Granlund
Tatiana Granoff
Robert Granham
Mikaela Granström
Gary Grant
Kate Grant
Kortney Grant
Rosie Grant
Tammye Grant
Viviane Grant
Jacqueline Grantham
Jennifer Grantham
Jani Granzt
JoAnn Graser
Amy Grass
Jacob Grass
Luke Grass
Nikki Grass
Thomas Grass
Chris Grassa
Nila Grassa
Donna Grasso
Andrea Grasty
Blakey Graton
Angelina Grauer
Cassandra Grauer
Kim Gravel
Brooke Gravely
cailin graves
Diane Graves
Oriah Graves
Paige Graves
Sarah Graves
Susannah Graves
Stephanie Graves
Torí Graves
Carl Graving
Melissa Gravosis
Adam Gray
Aubrey Gray
Brookie Gray
Christine Gray
Courtney Gray
Deborah Gray
Elizabeth Gray
Isabella Gray
James Gray
Jennifer Gray
Joanna Gray
Kati Gray
Lily Gray
Linda Gray
Lindsay Gray
Michelle Gray
Monika Gray
raelynn gray
Renae Gray
Sandra Gray
Sasha Gray
Stacy Gray
Tracey Gray
Tyler Gray
Katrina Gray
Stacy Graybehl
Anne Graybosch
Leslie Grayson
Susan Grayson
Sandra Graziano
Michelle Grazer
Alekandra Grbac
Amanda Great
grzechowski
Chelsey Greaves
Sue Grego
Derek Gregczyn
Alisha Green
Catherine Green
Danielle Green
Evelyn Green
Gemma Green
Holly Green
Jennifer Green
Melissa Green
Micha Green
Michelle Green
Sarah Green
Silvia Green
Paula Green
Amanda Greenberg
Ruth Greenberg
Melissa Greenberg
Dan Greenberger
Mari Greenberger
Angela Greener
Blakeley Green
Colleen Greene
Hunter Greene
Janet Greene
Julia Greene
Rick Greene
Calie Greene
Jennifer Greene
Carla Greenewald
Amy Greenfield
Ed Greenman
Jeremy Greenwald
Robyn Greenwood
Linda Greenway
Shyanne Greenway
Tara Green
Patricia Gregues
Nancy Gregg
Leslie Grego
Angela Gregoire
Patty Gordin
Samantha
Gregorashuk
COMMUNITY SIGNATURES
Friends, Family and Other Supporters of Individuals with PWS

Alex Gregory
Karen Gregory
Katie Gregory
Micaela Gregory
Ruth Gregory
Sandara Gregory
Sue Gregory
Trevor Gregory
Leanne Gregston
Adam Gremm
Barbara Gremm
Laurel Gremm
Alysia Grenawalt
Jessica Grenn
Sarah Grenz
Cynthia Greschel
Sara Gresh
Leigh Gressett
Nicole Gretzinger
Amanda Grey
Joanna Grey
Paula Grey
Holly Grbin
Leanna Grieco
Amanda Griege
Leanna Grieve
Holly Gribin
Katie Gudgel
Kathryn Gudenberg
Candice Gubbay
Stephanie Guardado
Martina Gualberto
Siya Gu
Jessica Guare
Candice Guibor
Kathryn Guendron
Katie Gudgel
Molly Gurdjiev
María Guédez
Brendy Guerin
Harper Guerra
Lexie Guerra
Linda Guerra
medaelyn guerra
Ryan Guerra
David Guerra
Katherine Guerra
Pamela Guerrero
Alba Guerrero
Eriq Guest
Emily Guffey
Helen Guffey
Natalie Guffey
Shaw Guid
Brendy Guidroz
Kenton Guilbert
Kelly Guilde
Sarah Guilfoyle
Amanda Guilte
Christel Guillet
Summer Guillery
Trudy Guillery
Yolanda Guillery
Kevin Guillery USA
Aaron Guilott
Lynne Guilott
Alayna Guilott
Keith Guilott
Karen Guilmet
Acelino Guimarães
Ana Guinendeira
Elise Guira
Sonali Gulati
Cindy Gullingsrud
Elissie Gully
Shay Gulotta
Christy Gum
Jessica Gumme
Tracie Guntenberger
Caitlyn Gunderman
Joan Gunderson
Lauren Gundlach
Jeff Gundy
Lauren Gunn
Martha Kate Gunn
Lucy Gunnung
Linda Gurley
Maryalice Gunmeer
Lauren Guyn
Noelani Gurske
Robin Guhue
Ashley Gustafson
Ann-Britt Gustafsson
Berit Gustavson
Rita Gustin
Michelle Guthrie
Carmen Guthrie
Ivan Gutiérrez
Renji Gutierrez
Jessica Gutierrez
Renata Gutierrez
Isela Gutierrez
Michelle Guy
Lisa Guett
Leah Guzzman
Chelsea Gwizdala
Mary-Bec Gwyn
Ashlee H
Audrey H
Barbara H
Elaina H
Erica H
Katie H
Kelly H
Liz H
Rachel H
Veronica H
Vicki H
Andie H.
Kim H.
Michele H’ondi
Mir Ha
Grace Haak
Kristen Haak
Stephanie Haak
Abby Haak
Adrienne Haas
Sherry Haas
Cindy Haase
Caryn Haase
Jennifer Habib
Michelle Haburchak
Chelsa Hacheay
Tracy Hack
Sally Hacker
Ben Hackett
Susan Hackett
Amanda Hacketford
Tami Hackney
Marilena Had
Carissa Haddad
Marcio Haddad
Nancy Haddad
Gillian Hadden
Helen Hadden
Abby Haddrell
Meagan Haddrell
Jane Haddow
Mark Hadlow
Brenda Haro
Dre Haek
Meri Haertel
Jennifer Haaslie
Cassandra Hagan
David Hagan
Helen Hagan
Sharon Hagan
Virginia Hagan
Elin Hagberg
Stephanie Hagstrom
Barb Hageman
Brianna Hagemeier
Paul Hagen
Michelle Haggard
Linda Hagler
Marisa Hagopian
Janette Hagstro
Courtney Haig
Ellen Haight
Mackenzie Haight
Cinnamon Hainley
Nicole Hanline
Charlyne Hanline
Janelle Haire
Anna Hair
Mirza Hajdarevic

Nedđæma
Hajdarević
Connie Hakanson
Angela Hak
Julie Hakemoller
Kristina Hakiza
Kely Hal
Deborah Hale
Emily Hales
Kathleen Hale
Mike Hale
Reganne Hales
Christine Haley
Elizabeth Haley
Molly Haley
Patrick Haley
Amy Hall
Anne Hall
Becci Hall
Br Hall
Brady Hall
David Hall
Debbie Hall
Gina Hall
Hannah Hall
Henry Hall
Jessica Hall
Juli Hall
Kathy Hall
Kellee Hall
Kim Hall
Lindsey Hall
Lindsey Hall
Louise Hall
Michele Hall
Shirley Hall
Stephanie Hall
Tiffany Hall
Tracie Hall
Harinder Hallan
Bekca Hallberg
Jackie Haller
Doug Hallberg
Julie Haller
Brandon Haliday
Amy Hallisey
Tracie Hallman
Georgia Halls
Ingalis Halse
Anna Halsey
Geoffrey Halsey
Kelsey Halsey
Madeleine Halsor
Lynda Halteman
cynthia halter
Vanessa Halter
Teresa Halton
Sheila Halushka
Annette Halvorson
Jessica Gast
t Roxanne Ham
S. Hamann
Kandi Hamble
Pat Hamblin
Suzanne Hambright
MaryEllen Hamburger
Reem Hamed
COMMUNITY SIGNATURES
Friends, Family and Other Supporters of Individuals with PWS

Adam Hamerlinck
Jill Hamil
Deanna Hamilton
Donna Hamilton
Heather Hamilton
Nancy Lee Hamilton
Shannon Hamilton
Shona Hamilton
Trinity Hamilton
Billy Hamilton
Brandy Hamilton
Camille Hamilton
Cheryl Hamilton
Marlo Hamilton
Patricia Hamilton
Staci Hamilton
Tara Hamilton
Kerry Hamling
Jennifer Hamlin
Elizabeth Hamm
Jandy Hamm
Karen Hamner
Morgan Hammer
Harper Hammill
Heather Hammitt
Ansley Hammond
Carol Hammond
Kathleen Hammond
Lauren Hammond
Lori Hammond
Rita Hammond
Sue Hammontree
Brigham Hampel
Danielle Hampton
andrea Hampton
Sharonda Hampton
Cara Hamrah
Heather Hamtak
Meg Han
Lucie Hanak
Ginger Hanan
John Hanan
Chadd Hanashiro
aelsing hand
Marcia Hand
Melissa Hand
Sherry Hanh
Becky Handforth
Debbie Handy
Ryan Haney
Pat Hanisch
Chris Hanley
Brenna Hanley
Cheri Hanley
Amy Hanley-Dyksra
Becka Hanna
Sharilyn Hanna
April Hannah
Louise Hannah
Claire Hannaman
Hannah Hannell
Mike Hanrel
Shari Hassan
Carol Hannon
Laura Hanobik
Colleen Hanrahan
Danielle Hansel
David Hansen
Amy Hansen
Diana Hansen
Janet Hansen
Melissa Hansen
McKayla Hansen
Becky Hansen
Holly Hansen
Alisa Hansman
Aaron Hanson
Angie Hanson
Harlow Hanson
Jane Hanson
Katie Hanson
Tanya Hanson
Cheri Hanson
Janet Hanson
Jennifer Hanson
Amy Hanussak
Sheryl Hara
Miyabi Harashima
Lauren Harbin
Colleen Harbison
Donna Harbison
Kristen Harbourn
Sarah Harburg-Petric
Larry Hardeeman
Leah Harder
Scott Hardie
Lora Harding
Carly Hardman
Daniel Hardt
Gillian Hardy
Gina Hardy
Nina Hardy
Breee Hare
Jennifer Hare
Judy Harger
Randee Hager
Nicole Hargis
Samantha Hark
Linda, Aòs Harkinst
Chelsea Harkness
Lindsey Har
Markus Harlan
Ashley Harland
Debra Harless
Rebekah Harlow
Nina Harman
Rhonda Harman
Nicole Harmer
Alice Harmon
Amy Harmon
Jennifer Harson
Kathryn Harmon
Mike Harmon
Alyssa Harmon
Amy Harmon
Barbara Harmon
Douglas Harmon
Theresa Harney
Michelle Harsh
Wend Haro
Angela Harp
Gaye Harp
Katie Harp
Lora Harp
Michele Harp
Claire Harper
Ellen Harper
Heather Harper
Stephanie Harper
Steve Harper
Corri Harper
Emma Harper
Laura Harper
Susan Harperter
Betty Hart
Jeanne Harred
Donna Harrelson
JaNia Harrington
Kelsey Harrington
Marlene Harrington
Amy Harrington
James Harrington
Adyline Harris
Andrea Harris
Anne Harris
Bethany Harris
Betsy Harris
Bithiah Harris
Brenda Harris
Charlotte Harris
Dan Harris
Ireland Harris
Janna Harris
Joanna Harris
Lindsay Harris
Maece Harris
Megan Harris
Reagan Harris
Savanna Harris
Sheila Harris
Shelly Harris
Shira Harris
Terri Harris
Thomas Harris
Vicky Harris
Ccr Harris
Corinne Harris
Janice Harris
Tracy Harris
Cecil Harrisob
Christine Harrison
Claudia Harrison
Danielle Harrison
DEB HARRISON
Jackie Harrison
Joan Harrison
Leanne Harrison
Melissa Harrison
Natalie Harrison
patricia harrison
Krista Harrison
MICHELLE HARRISON
Karen Harrold
Evelyn Harron
Grace Harron
Stacy Harrop
Emily Harsh
Kendall Harshberger
Caleb Hart
Carol Hart
Kelly Hart
Kristin Hart
Lisa Hart
Melissa Hart
Rachel Hart
Kate Hart
Emily Hartford
Jill Hartford
Cathaldus Hartin
Marian Hartin
Jennifer Hartt
Jo Anne Hartman
Deb Hartman
Hope Hartman
Victoria Hartman
Geraldine Harton
Jack Hartton
Joanna Hartsell
Katie Hartsell
Mari Hartwig
Mary Harvell
Cassie Harvey
Emily Harvey
Jessica Harvey
Melissa Harvey
Samantha Harvey
Stephanie Harvey
Shannon Harvill
Gayle Hascal
Brittany Hasen
Jessica Hashimoto
Sarah Haskel
Amy Haskett
Kathleen Haslam
Melissa Hassan
Amber Hassell
Alisa Hasssker
Janice Haste
Angela Hasings
Madisen Hastings
Rachel Hatcher
Lisa Hatfield
Larry Hatfield
Laura Hatfield
Holly Hathaway
Jasmine Hathaway
Penny Hathaway
Ashley Hatsiopoulos
Amber Hatterer
Kayla Hatterer
Donna Hatzel
Brenda Hau
Chris Hauck
Shelly Haug
Margaret Haugen
Johanna Haugness
Leigh Anne Haun
Wilma Haupt
Cari Hauptman
Michelle Haury
Beth Haux
Carole Hauser
Celia Hauser
Nancy Hauth
Mitzi Havhey
Tracy Havlin
Jessica Hawk
Rosa Hawk
Diana Hawk
Cherline hawk
Emma Hawk
Faith Hawkins
Nicole Hawkins
Audra Hawkins
Laura Hawkins
Kristen Hawley
Angela Hawthorne
Karyn Hay
Craig Hayase
Todd Hayase
Amanda Hayes
Amantha Hayes
Angelia Hayes
Diana Hayes
Jenna Hayes
Kelsey Hayes
Linda Hayes
Rebecca Hayes
Shannon Hayes
Shannon Hayes
Taylor Hayes
Tessa Hayes
Courtney Hayes
Jessica Hayes
Amy Haymaker
Amy Haynes
Sarah Haynes
Amy Hays
Athena Hays
James Hayes
Kacie Hayward
Kelly Hayward
Kelley Hayward
Sirena Haywood
Kellie Hayworth
Darron Hazebrock
Lisa Hazel
Cheri Hazelton
Stephanie Hazelwood
Moselle Hazlewood
Amanda He ne
Lisa Head
Patsy Head
Jackie Headley
Garland Headrick
Laura Headrick
Heather Heady
Linda Head
Nancy Healy
Maureen Hearn
Susan Hearn
Caroline Hearn
Sherri Harn
Melanie Harsch
Angeliique Heath
Kerri Heath
Linda Heaton
Ludell Heaton
Paul Heaton
Vonnie Heaton
Morgan Heaverlo
Beth Heavrin
Paula Heberling
Dana Hebert
Tera Hebert
Tomi Heckathorn
Gretchen Heckler
Angie Heck
Emily Heidberg
Ann Hedger
Dan Hedges
Ashley Hedley
Cassandra Hedstrom
Jell Hedlin
Christopher Heffern
Mary Heffernan
COMMUNITY SIGNATURES

Friends, Family and Other Supporters of Individuals with PWS

Rhonda Hendrix
Kellie Hendrickson
Tim Hendrick
Heidi Hendrickson
JONATHAN HENDER

Lisa Hernandez
Maria Hernandez
Mariel Hernandez
Mariela Hernandez
Martha Hernandez
Raham Hernandez
Stephanie Hernandez
Valentina Hernandez
Valerie Hernandez
Yoscelina Hernandez
Yvonne Hernandez
Jeanette Hernandez
Roberto Hernandez
john and patricia Herne
Tom Herne
Carly Hemesen
Marni Herold
Ashleigh Herr
Beth Herr
Shah Herron
Jimena Herrera
Leonela herrera
Rachel Herrig
Greta Herring
Heather Herrig
Paulette Herrig
Alison Herrig
Bonnie Herrmann
Rose Herrmann
Sarah Herrmann
Amber Herron
Dawn Herron
Melissa Herron
Melanie Hersh
Kelly Hershey
Megan Hershey
Traci Hert-Gunning
Kari Hertel
Maria Hertzman
Dave Hertzoyer
Hans Hertzog
Ken Herzog
Dee Hess
Marilyn Hess
Sara Hess
Sharen Hess
Catherine Hesselton
Robert Hesler
Amy Hester
Stephanie Hester
Jon Hetherington
Tennille Heuker
Stephanie Heuton
Danielle Hewetson
Laura Hewett
Roger Hewish
Victoria Hewish
Kate Hewson
Lauren Heybach
PAULA HEYBACH
Kelsey Heyse
Jaine Heywood
Lesley Heywood
Chelsea Hibben
Chad Hichborn
Nicole Hicu
Caitlin Hickey
Leanne Hickey-Leach

Cindy Hickman
Daniel Hickman
Erika Hickman
James Hickman
Angela Hicks
Casey Hicks
Cheri Hicks
Elicia Hicks
Melissa Hicks
Oma Hicks
Pam Hicks
Stacy Hicks
Mauro Hideo
Emily Hidy
Laura Hieber
Jo Higa
T Higdon
Natalie Hige
Marlene
Higginbotham
Alivia Higgins
Douglas Higgins
Gabriel Higgins

Hannah Higgins
Joanne Higgins
Karen Higgins
Megan Higgins
Olivia Higgins
Dominique Highfill
Deborah Higginbotham
Tina Hignutt
Raphael Higuera
Vanessa Higueiras
Tiffanie Hibi
Johanna Hilberson
Karen Hilbold
Carol Hildebrand
Tracey Hildebrandt
Lindsay Hilieman

R Hileman
Steven Hileman
Amy Hill
Andrea Hill
Cynthia Hill
Dawnette Hill
Dottie Hill
Doug Hill
Emily Hill
Jamie Hill
Jeremy Hill
Judy Hill
Karen Hill
Kevin Hill
Lindsey Hill
Miranda Hill
Nickey Hill
Nicola Hill
Sarah Hill
Steve Hill
Thomas Hill
Debbie Hill
Helen Hillmanbrand
Pat Hillmanbrand
Pam Hill
Stephenie Hille
Julie Hilliard
Willie Hilliard
Nicole Hillier-Roberts
Dorothea Hillis

John Hills
Leigha Hills
Stacy Hills
Cassandra Hillyer
Tyson Hilovsky
David Hillbalfid
Lisa Hilton
Joan Himebrook
Steven Himebrook
David Himmelstrand
Amy Hinchcliff
Kristen Hindley
Gayle Hindman
Angela Hindmarsh
Paige Briana Hinds
Alaura Hines
Christy Hines
Dorie Hines

Hannah Hines
Jennifer Hines
Megan Hines
Sara Hinkle
Donna Hinnant
Mia Hinojosa
Tanya Hinson
Allison Hintz
Cara Hintz
Christy Hintz
Kurt Hintz
RICHARD HINTZ
Sandra Hintz
Eric Hinz
Justine Hipsky
Leslie Hiraga
Melinda Hires
Sarah Hiros
Stacy Hiros
Katrina Hirsch
Carol Hirsh
Melissa Hisle
Sue Hisle
Joanne Hislop
Sharon Hitchcock
Louise Hitchens
Carol Hixon
Teti Hiavka
Lynn Hillard
Natalie HNse
Alice Ho
Kathleen Hoagland
Duke Hoang
alesha Hoban
Denni Hobart
Jenna Hobart
Aimee Hobbs
Lori Hobbs
Roxanne Hobbs
Lauren Hobin
Sarah Hobin

Jen Hoch
Rachel Hoch
Colleen Hochberg
Nanci Hochstader
Patty Hochstelter
Courtney Hodacs
Joan Hodder
Justina Hodges
Tim Hodges
Beverly Hodges
Mara Hodges
COMMUNITY SIGNATURES
Friends, Family and Other Supporters of Individuals with PWS

Heather Hodges
Kolodny
Erin Hodges
Jessica Hodges
Marissa Hodges
Rachelle Hodges
Sarah Hodgins
Kathleen Hodgins
Chantal Hodges
Tracy Hodgson
Kristie Hoelter
Edward Hoelzer
Rae Hoelzer
Evan Hoezler
Karen Hoem
Katherine Hoening
Jan Hoening
Faith Hoff
Jason Hoff
Anna Hoffacker
Ben Hoffarth
CORY Hoffarth
Barbara Hoffmann
Carol Hoffmann
Caryn Hoffmann
Dana Hoffmann
Judy Hoffmann
Julie Hoffmann
Marsha Hoffmann
Nancy Hoffmann
Paula Hoffmann
Samantha Hoffmann
Amanda Hoffmann
Matthew Hoffmann
Jan Hoffmeister
Ashley Hogan
Barbara Hogan
Carolyn Hogan
Colleen Hogan
Dorothy Hogan
Janelle Hogan
Jessica Hogan
Maggie hogan
Peter Hogan
Tammy Hogan
Tiffany Hogan
Victoria Hogan
Kristin Hogan
Pam Hogarth
Amber Hogg
Heather Hogle
Beverly Hogy
Amanda Hohman
Kara Hohn
Beth Hoke
Margaret Holahan
Molly Holahan
Susan Holahan
Pam Holbrook
doug holck
Missy Holcombe
Heather Holday
Alex Holdeman
Maryellen Holden
Helen Holdsworth
Kim Holdstrom
Lori Holgate
Mark Holgate
Dave Holiday
Marissa Holiday
Adrienne Holland
Christina Holland
Hayley Holland
Sarah Holland
Shirley Holle
Melissa Horse
Emily Holley
Chris Holiday
Ginger Hollis
Kelly Hollinger
Crystal Hollingsworth
Kate Hollingsworth
Malia Hollingsworth
Amy Hollingsworth
Carré Hollister
Rachel Hollister
Peter J Hollohan
Lois Hollopeter
Cecelia Holloway
Emily Holloway
John Holloway
Sadie Holloway
Serina Holloway
Justine Hollows
Daniel Holz
Tim Holly
Sharon Holm
Naftasha Holman
Emma Holmes
Janice Holmes
Kim Holmes
Laure Holmes
Meg Holmes
Ribin Holmes
Tommy Holmes
Will Holmes
Catherine Holmes
David Holmes
Lindsay Holmes
Tina Holmquist
Elizabeth Holody
Elana Holsten
Marie Holst
Barbara Holt
Danelle Holt
Lauren Holt
Megan Holt
Pat Holt
Paula Holt
Stefanie Holt
Therese Holton
Amber Holtz
Angi Holubar
Jessie Holwege
Kathy Homan
Peggy Homburger
Judith Hominy
Laura Honea
Kim Honeycutt
Rebekah Honeycutt
Lyndall Honeycutt
Toddy Honeyman
J. Trace Honig
Loletha Hong
Nana Hong
Pilar Honoridez
Brittany Hood
Susan Hood
C Hook
Frances Hook
Jon Hook
Jon Hooker
Sheila Hoolan
Joel Hoop
Kay Hooper
Natalie Hooper
Sally Hoos
Rachel Hooser
Andrea Hoover
Jessica Hoover
Krist Hoover
Peggy Hoover
Simone Hoover
Tina Hoover
Alexis Hope
Rebecca Hope
Amy Hopkins
gloria hopkins
Johanna Hopkins
Sue Hopkins
Natalie Hopkins
Paul Hopkinson
Debbie Hopper
Delia Horan
Natalie Horan
Renee Horan
Tim Horan
Aldria Horn
Amanda Horn
Ann Horn
Danielle Horn
Jody Horn
Krist Horn
Marnie Horn
Sharon Horn
John Hornberger
Rebecca Horne
Victoria Horner
Jessica Hornstra
Aaron Hornstra
Malory Horowitz
Eric Horvath
Caroline Hornsner
KATHY HORT
Courtney Horton
Tammy Horton
Todd Horton
Cheryl Horvat
Penny Horvath
Jasmine Hosein
Visham Hosein
Carla Hosie
Jennifer Hoskins
Chara Hosom
Winnie Host
David Hotopp
Martin Hotowicz
Susan Hotte
Brian Hotel
Karen Hotell
Ruth Hotell
SHIRLEY HOU
Nick Hooten
Christine
Houghtaling
Jen Houghton
Kay Houghton
Shana Houthakker
Amy Hous
Patricia Hour
Jessica Houldsworth
Ray Hourican
Carole House
Elizabeth House
Emma House
Georgia House
Sue House
Erika House-Walker
Helene Houston
Kelly Houston
Corinna Hovend
Laura Hovey
Andrea Howard
Becky Howard
Bob Howard
Brooke Howard
Cathleen Howard
Christina Howard
Diana Howard
Evelyn Howard
Katelyn Howard
Marissa Howard
Melissa Howard
Janna Howard
Kelly Howard
Shannon Howard
Bannah Howle
Layla Howe
Bonnie Howell
Kim Howell
Pamela Howell
Rachel Howell
Samantha Howell
Tara Howell
Mary Howes
Sandi Howland
Sandy Howland
Brittany Howlett
Nedja Howton
Lynette Hoy
Tara Hoy
Shaun Hoyerland
Abigail Hoyos
Andrea Hoyos
Eddie Hoyos
Laura Hoyt
Brent Hoze
c Race Hozaki
Carolyn Hrenko
Melinda Hryb
Sandra Hrynick
Ester Hsieh
Anne Hansen
Gina Hsu
Ali Hu
Mirian Giovanna
Huan Maria
Jodie Huang
Stacy Huang
Ayu Huang
Eleni Hub
Jasmine Hubbard
Toula Hubbard
Shelley Hubbs
Dakota Huber
Jean Hubinger
Jody Hubschman
Julie Hudacs
Liz Huder
Susan Hudgens
Sasha Hudson
Gwen Hudson
Karen Hudson
Theresa Hudson
Jenny Hudson
John Huhson
Sarah Hudson
Lindsay Hudson-Hubbs
Randy Hudspeth
Lauren Hue
Beth Huels
Laura Huey
Lori Huey
Ben Huff
Dawn Huff
Jayn Huff
Mindy Huff
Pat Huffer
Ann Huffman
Jeanne Huffman
Kristina Huffman
Patty Huffman
Cameron Huffman
Anna Hughes
Bruce Hughes
Dainme Hughes
Jasmin Hughes
Julie Hughes
Kathy Hughes
Leona Hughes
Lisa Hughes
Oliver Hughes
Rachel Hughes
Stefanie Hughes
Victoria Hughes
Virginia Hughes
Amy Hughes
Anne Hughes
Camilla Hughes
Christopher Hughes
Pat Hughes
Janis Hughes Moyer
Holliston Huhn
Michelle Huisenga
Brandy Hulcher
Becca Hull
Dylan Hull
Sarah Hullah
Mills Hullender
Chris Hulsey
Justin Hulzinger
Mika Hult
Martha Hultgren
Rebekah Hultgren
Jessica Hultquist
Mikaela Hultstrand
Jennifer Hultz
Anita Humm
dalon humm
Montana Humm
Sally Humm
Mark Humm
Helary Humprey
BRITTANY HUMPHERY
Amanda Humphrey
Humphrey
Lindsay Humphreys
Ellen Humpreys
COMMUNITY SIGNATURES
Friends, Family and Other Supporters of Individuals with PWS

Lisa Humphries
Mistee Humphries
Wendy Humphries
Preet Hundal
Patricia Hundley
Shannon Hunger
Karen Hunhoff
Barbara Hunsaker
Holly Hunsaker
Chris Hunsberger
Jenna Hunsberger
Kathy Hunsberger
Matthew Hunsberger
Tim Hunsberger
Brenda Hunsberger
Helen Hunsberger
Megan Hunsberger
Amy Hunt
Charles Hunt
Cynthia Hunt
Heather Hunt
Holly Hunt
Julia Hunt
Krista Hunt
Leslie Hunt
Natalie Hunt
Rebecca Hunt
Roxane Hunt
Shannon Hunt
Sharlene Hunt
Valerie Hunt
Whitney Hunt
Heather Hunt
Carla Hunter
Deidra Hunter
Denise Hunter
Gillian Hunter
J Hunter
Julia Hunter
Kim Hunter
Luz Hunter
Sara Hunter
Steven Hunter
Tamara Huntington
Melissa Huntzinger
Nicole Hupke
Billie Hupp
Jenna Hubbanek
Shannon Hudron
Meredith Huret
Daniel Hurburt
Adam Hurley
David Hurley
Jennifer Hurley
Linda Hurley
Sara Hurley
Teresa Hurson
Jennifer Hurst
Janice Hurt
Jamila Hurt
Lamanda Hurt
Stephanie Hurtz
David Husic
Chaitanya Huseman
Laura Husko
Kelly Hussey
Crystal Hussmann
Don Hutchens
Scott Hutchens
Jaime Hutchinson
Tracey Hutchinson
Elisabeth Hutchinson
Jacqueline Hutchinson
Sam Huth
Kathi Hutton
Rita Huqhees
Amanda Huynh
Amy Huynh
ROSALE HYATT
Sarah Hyatt
Billi Hyde
Jessie Hyde
Shannon Hyer
Veronique Hyer
David Hylamyd
Claire Hyland
Maev Hyland
Molly Hyland
Gatheringa Hyland
Michelle Hyland
Rebecca Hyland- McCoart
Jennifer Hyman
Louise Hynes
Lucy Hynes
Paula Hynes
James lacavini
Amanda lacavino
Gina lacono
Chad lan
Kathleen Iannelli
Nicole Iannotta
Katie Ibara
Francisco Javier
Ibarrola Gallego
Sara Iberia
Ilrah Ibrahim
Laura Ibsen
Malinda Ice
Jenna Ichib
Pamela Ide
Tracy Ide
Caitlin Ideen
Pamela leen
Carolina leronimou
Paul Ignacio
Grace Ignatowski
Joann Jorge
Jenna Ilenburg
Tracy Ihu
Marlyn Il sangad
Debbie Ilies
Pantelisa Ilia
Tammy Illian
Denise Illsley
Emily Illoit
Stacy Immisbiani
Jennifer Imbraguglio
Shelby Imel
W Imgham
Kristee Imlay
Maret Imrell
Jordan Imsho
miriam inesta
Kathy Infantolino
Renecca Inger
Shelby Ingerson
CCllette ingham
Tristin Ingles
Ann Ingrahm
Cindy Ingram
Corey Ingram
Holly Ingram
Kendelle Ingram
Panchita ingram
Sara Inman
Katie Inn
Kirsty Innes
Lindsey Ins
Brittany Insani
Kimberly Intermante
Sue Intramasso
Tiffany Iorns
Linda loozo
Megan Irby
Michelle ireland
Pam Irvin
Angela Irvine
Amy Irving
Taylor Irving
Brenda Irwin
Courtney Irwin
Kathleen Irwin
Kevin Irwin
Megan Irwin
Becky Isaac
Dima Isaac
April Isaman
Bradley Iselin
Zarda Ishak
Flavia Istorilo Cruz
Br"uilo
Aubreby Ismaili
Bonne Israel
Julia Istomina
Alexandra itacarni
Kristen Juppenland
Julie Ivan
Peggy Ivan
Rhonda Ivan
Theresa Ivan
Tim Ivan
Callen Ivan
Callie Ivanov
Alison Ivan
Tasmin Ivers
Greg Ives
Jammie Ivester
Rebecca Ivrey
Kelly Ivie
Ashley Ivey
Elizabeth J
Jill J
Rachele J
Sonia J
Tiffany J
Isabel J\'vickle
Raquel J\'miss
Michelle Jaahar
Keri Jablonski
Tara Jablonski
Lisa Jablunovskys
Randi Jachino
Cynna Jackam
Kate Jack
Kate Jack
Michael Jack
Ewa Jackiewicz
Aly Jackman
Katie Jacks
Alby Jackson
Alice Jackson
Amber Jackson
Andrea Jackson
Chelsea Jackson
Courtney Jackson
Gage Jackson
Glenda Jackson
Grace Jackson
Hannah Jackson
Kelly Jackson
Kimberly Jackson
Lisa Jackson
Liz Jackson
Moira Jackson
Pamela Jackson
Ally Jackson
Bryan Jackson
C Jackson
Chelsea Jackson
Chelsea Jackson
Carrickon Jackson
Erick Jackson
Ethan Jackson
Kellie Jackson
Kimberly Jackson
Leigh Jackson
Amy Jacob
Kim Jacob
Susan Jacob
Shalin Jacob
Amy Jacobi
Alison Jacobs
Colleen Jacobs
Julie Jacobs
Stacy Jacobs
Tonya Jacobs
Suzanne Jacobs
Andrea Jacobson
Jo Jacobson
Sierra Jacobson
Jessica Jacobson
Jennifer Jacoby
Kayla Jacoby
Nicole Jacoby
Jessica Jacovini
Maria Jacques da Silva
Nadia Jadore
Kimberly Jaeger
Amy Jaekle
Jaclyn Jaffe
R Jaffe
Sandi Jahn
Kim Jaime
Tiffani Jakovac
Kristen Jakubowski
Lisa Jakubowski
Monika Ja\'lovec
Brianna Jalalzadeh
Jessica Jalbert
Melanie Jallas
Jamie Jalwan
Alex James
Chris James
Janis James
Jennifer James
Kat James
Tammy James
Kathy James
Naziarah James
Danielle James - Bennett
Jennifer Jamieson
Anne Jamison
Kim Jamison
Joseph Jamora
John Jandi
Elizabeth Jandl
Joyce Jandola
Naida Janes
Molly Janitz
Kodee Jankowski
Arthur Janones
Emily Janoski
Regina Jianowitz-
Doyle
Mašorzata Janowski
Lacey Janson
Lucy Janson
Michael Janson
Jill Jansons
Karyna Jansons
Kayla Janssen
Kimberly Janton
Amy Janzen
Kimberly Janzen
Marion Janzen
Rachel Janzen
Vanessa Jaramilo
Chris Jardin
Jordan Jarmon
Pauline Jaros
Lindsey Jarrett
Conor Jarvis
Naomi Jarvis
Dominique Jarvis
Stephanie Jarvis
Robin Jasinski
Laura Jasko
Katy Jasmin
Natalie Jasmin
Kelly Jasny
Lisa Jaspersen
Debbby Jass
Janelle Jestiliana
Ronald Javier
Melissa Javorsky
Wesley Javorsky
Abby Javurek
Cathy Jay
Lela Jaymes
Bev Jean
Brenna Jea
Jennifer Jean
Mathieu Jean
Shirey Jeans
Paula Jeansonne
Scarlett JEENS
Jenna Jeffries
Karen Jeffers
Lauren Jeffers
Kelly Jeffrey
Gwen Jeffries
Jean Jean
Karen Jefferson
Alexis Jellemo
Emma Jellis
Gayle jelmum
Suzzane Jenkins
Angie Jenkins
Joy Jenkins
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Linda Jenkins
Maria Jenkins
Marian Jenkins
Nancy Jenkins
Todd Jenkins
Avery Jenkins
Rebecca Jenkins
Andrea Jennings
Josh Jennings
Shandel Jennings
Suzanne Jennings
Debbie Jennings
Karen Jenniskens
Alena Jensen
Brittney Jensen
Carol Jensen
Erica Jensen
Kira Jensen
Iance Jensen
Linda Jensen
Mary Jensen
Monica Jensen
Robert Jensen
Rose Jensen
Tammy Jensen
Amy Jensen
Hope Jenzer
Martin Jeppsson
Amber Jerdon
Michelle Jerkovic
Susan Jennigan
Katarina Jensenko
Kris Jesse
Jane Jesse
Abby Jessome
Elizabeth Jessome
Kyla Jessome
Lisa Jessome
Lorraine Jessome
Vincent Jessome
Linda Jett
Allyson Jesus
John Jesus
Skyler Jesz
Lorraine Jeter
Breath Jeter
Darsha Jethava
Janalyn Jett
Katie Jett
David Jetton
Andrea Jewell
Brittany Jewell
Esme Jewell
Amy Jewell
Emily Ji
Jessica Jig
Kimberly Jillson
Ana Jimenez
Gina Jimenez
Tae Jinda
Jared Jirak
Stephanie Jirak
Stephanie Joachim
Cheri Johannes
Clint Johannes
Cody Johannes
Lynne Johannes
Elizabeth Johansen
Lisa Johansen
Maryann Johansen
Kristin John
Nicole John
Gemma John
Janice John
Martha John Aós
Brenda Johns
Nancy Johns
Stephanie Johnson
Janine Johnsey
Aimee Johnson
Aja Johnson
Aleks Johnson
Alisha Johnson
Amanda Johnson
Amy Johnson
Angela Johnson
Bailey Johnson
Carmel Johnson
Carol Johnson
Catherine Johnson
Cheyenne Johnson
Christine Johnson
Dana Johnson
Deborah Johnson
Diane Johnson
Dina Johnson
Elena Johnson
Elizabeth Johnson
Emilee Johnson
Emily Johnson
Frances Johnson
Gabrielle Johnson
Geary Johnson
George Johnson
Gloria Johnson
Grant Johnson
Hannah Johnson
Heidi Johnson
Hillery Johnson
Holly Johnson
Holly Johnston
James Johnson
Jared Johnson
Jasmine Johnson
Jean Johnson
Jennifer Johnson
Jessica Johnson
Jessica Johnson
Jessica Johnson
Jessica Johnson
Jill Johnson
Jodi Johnson
Julianne Johnson
Julie Johnson
Julie Johnson
Kara Johnson
Kelly Johnson
Ken Johnson
Kristen Johnson
Kyle Johnson
Lindsey Johnson
Lisa Johnson
Lori Johnson
Lynn Johnson
Martha Johnson
Mary Johnson
Matthew Johnson
McKenzie Johnson
Meagan Johnson
Meghan Johnson
Melissa Johnson
Melody Johnson
Michelle Johnson
Nancy Johnson
Nicole Johnson
Pat Johnson
Patricia Johnson
Paul Johnson
Pinal Johnson
Rachel Johnson
Racquel Johnson
Ravin Johnson
Sarah Johnson
Sherril Johnson
Suzanne Johnson
Suzanne Johnson
Tammy Johnson
Tammy Johnson
Tara Johnson
Taylor Johnson
Terrell Johnson
Terri Johnson
Wendy Johnson
Wendy Johnson
Wendy Johnson
Wendy Johnson
Eli Johnson
Guy Johnson
Jennifer Johnson
Matt Johnson
Michele Johnson
Nancy Johnson
Natalie Johnson
Paula Johnson
Veronica Johnson
Victoria Johnson
Ceri Johnston
Gail Johnston
Lisa Johnston
Marianne Johnston
Shana Johnston
Edel Johnston
Josephine Johnston
Scott Johnston
Theresa Johnston
Kathy Johnston
Marion Johnston
Sophia Johnykutty
Christine Joiner
Peyton Joiner
Natalie Join
Katie Jolly
Pam Jolly
Alex Jones
Allison Jones
Alyssa Jones
Amber Jones
Amy Jones
Andrea Jones
Anne Jones
Ashley Jones
Barbara Jones
brad Jones
Bronwyn Jones
Catalina Jones
Chelsea Jones
Chris Jones
Christy Jones
Cyrys Jones
Dona Jones
Edna Jones
Elizabeth Jones
Erin Jones
Gregg Jones
Hannah Jones
Jacquelyn Jones
Jamie Jones
Jeffrey Jones
Jennifer Jones
Jessica Jones
Jessica Jones
Jessica Jones
Jordan Jones
Karen Jones
Katelyn Jones
Kate Jones
Kate Jones
Kaya Jones
Khalilah Jones
Kirsty Jones
Krist Jones
Krysta Jones
Lauren Jones
Linda Jones
Lisa Jones
Margaret Jones
Marlee Jones
Mary Jones
Megan Jones
Megan Jones
Megan Jones
Megan Jones
Megan Jones
Meghan Jones
Molly Jones
Natalie Jones
Nic Jones
Nicole Jones
Parish Jones
Patricia Jones
Patty Jones
Rachel Jones
Samantha Jones
Samantha Jones
Sarah Jones
Sasha Jones
Sylina Jones
Tabatha Jones
Taylor Jones
Tom Jones
Tomas Jones
Tonya Jones
Tyler Jones
Veronica Jones
Vicki Jones
Yvonne Jones
Diann Jones
Jayne Jones
Jessica Jones
Keith Jones
Leon Jones
Lindsey Jones
Rusty Jones
Jeremy Jones-Trapp
Anna Jonsson
√Ösa Joons
Lori Jordahl
Casey Jordan
Deena Jordan
Elizabeth Jordan
Kayla Jordan
Laura Jordan
Stephanie Jordan
Kate Jordan Steiner
Gabriel Jorge
Chris Jorgensen
Taylor Joseck
Alaina Joseph
Frank Joseph
Jenna Joseph
Jessy Joseph
Makayla Joseph
Mandi Joseph
Matt Joseph
Nicholas Joseph
Adriana Joseph
Barb Josey
Sanja Josipovic
Benedict Joson
Ashley Joy
Julia Joyce
Lisa Joyce
Patricia Joyce
Jessica Joyce
Asuma Jurge
Angela Jurge
Aguilas Juan Jos©
perla juarez
Jessica Juart
P Jubi
SARA JUDD
Andrea Judd
Malia Judge
Jen Judson
Terri Judy
Kari Jungel
Shawna Juett
Stephanie Julian
Marion Junan
Lisa Jump
Kelly Junio
sara june
Michelle Juniel
Vicki Junk
Marta Junker
Kelly Junkmann
Viviane Junqueira
Leah Jupe
Alma Jurado
Martha Jurado de
Romero
Patty Jurczak
Jeremiah Jurkiewicz
Denise Jury
Melissa Jusianiec
Shelley Justice
Virginia Justice
Anna Justo
Titania Justo
Samantha Jwei
Bhagyasht K
Denis K
Derrick K
Emily K
110
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Jas K
Jen K
Kim K
Nancy K
Sharr K
K Dapps
Stine K-Væhler
Makana O Kalani
Kaikala-Caban
Beatrice Kabamba
Nadette Kabamba
Kyle Kabe
Louise Kabe
Kelly Kabe
Patrick Kabeya
Keith Kabillan
Linda Kabillan
Amy Kabillian
Naomie Kabongo
Letysia Kubundu
Cerastance Kalara
Beth Kagan
Olivia Kagan
Laura Kahaila'
Rosie Kahan
Debbie Kahle
Melissa Kahler
Elizabeth Kahn
Karen Kahnke
Eva Kain
Amanda Kaiser
Jessica Kaiser
Nancy Kaiser
Tiffany Kaiser
Caitlin Kajer
Cindy Kakaow
Jamie Kakekos
Amanda Kalal
Kathy Kal
Dennis Kalasek
Julie Kalasek
Amy Kalassas
Daniel Kaley
Emily Kalina
Nancy Kalinda
Barbara Kalinowski
Emily Kalinowski
Anne Kalkowski
Elizabeth Kall
Lisa Kalmanash
Juliana Kalmar
Appol lonely
Scott Kaliski
D Kaler
Jurga Kalvaityte
Shane Kan
Djenie Kambaji
Adaire Kamens
Jayne Kamerath
Alessandra
Kamimura Yano
Laura Kaminski
Derek Kamm
Sue Kamm
Michael Kammerman
Rebecca Kamps
Gobiana
Kanganisam
Martina Kancjian
Sharen Kander

Allison Kane
Jamie Kane
Jeremy Kane
Kerianne Kane
Lucia Kane
Michelle Kane
Sarah Kane
tina kane
Kate Kane-Leach
Sarah Kane-Lewis
Lisa Kanehiro
Kane
Chris Kangas
Christine Kangas
Nicholas Kangas
Todd Kangas
Gina Kangas
Kortney Kangas
Crysan Kanhai
Michele Kania
Joann Kania
Christian Kaniki
Maris Kanka
Guylaine Kankolongo
cynthia kanner
Pam Kap
Joann Kapelos
Michelle Kaplan
Jolie Kaplan
Amber Kaplinger
Barbara Kappelmann
Jeanne Kapuya
Kelly Karaban-
ianone
Anthony Karamas
Nikkia Karas
Naomi Kardel
Pratima Karhi
Christian Karl
Paul Karberg
Monica Karlsson
Lauren Karmen
Milann Kares
Sarah Karres
Connie Karpinski
Cathy Karpowicz
Maureen Karuiga
Leah Karvelis
Miranda Kasecky
Christopher Kaski
Catherine Kasler
Wilma Kasnic
Melinda Kassing
Curt Kates
Yana Katsevich
Taya Katsits
Michael katsiris
Barbara Katzer
Alexandria Kaufman
Elizabeth Kaufman
Tovia Kaufman
Tina Kaufman
Lawrence
Kauhaaaha
Torrie Kaul
Lauren Kaupp
Japano Kaur
Hope Kaut
Christine Kaut
Amy Kavanagh
Gaunatura Kavuri
Amy Kawabata
Robert Kawahara
Edieie Kawano
Charlotte Kawleski
Andrei Kay
Lissa Kay
Arielle Kayabaga
Kat Kaye
Debra Kaylor
Alyssa Kaysor
Chris Kaz
Alexander Kazanas
Danielle Kazemi
Kaelin Keacher
Christine Keahi
CHAD KEAHI
Karmen Kealohi
Wendy Kean
Charlotte Kearney
Mary Kearney
Amy Kearns
Viviana Keaton
Angela Keavney
Dana Keck
Jennifer Keck
Amanda Keckes
Kristen Kee
Scott Keefe
Angela Keegan
Bridget Keegan
Claire Keegan
Korgen Keehn
Jean-Marie Keeley
Mary Keeley
Richard Edward
Keeley Bonnie Keeley
Annamarie Keen
Rachel Keen
Lechon Keenan
Cassie Keene
Chalane Keen
Krista Keepers
Meg Keeton
Darlene Kelge
Deirda Kegg
Rick Kehl
Lacey Keher
Kaitlyn Keho
Michelle Keibler
Gennifer Keiser
Kim Keith
Jen Kel
T kel
Lynza Kellam
Vaness Kellas
Priscilla Kelleher
Stacey Kelleher
Laurel Kell
Megan Keller
P K Keller
Torie Keller
Chasity Keller
Kayla Kellay
Amanda Kellett
Christine Kellett
Cheryl Kelley
Christen Kellett
Jennifer Kelley
Jennifer Kelley
Josh Kelley
Kristin Kelley
Scott Kelley
Shelley Kelley
Heidi Kelley
Edward Kelley
Paula Kelliher
Victoria Kellogg
Nicole Kellum
Angela Kelly
Angie Kelly
Ann Kelly
Ashlyn Kelly
Brenda Kelly
Debbie Kelly
Endr Kelly
Erin Kelly
Erin Kelly
Georgia Kelly
Jack Kelly
Jenkie Kelly
Jean Kelly
Karen Kelly
Kelly Kelly
Kelly Kelly
Kristen Kelly
Kyle Kelly
Lucy Kelly
Marjorie Kelly
Mary Kelly
Mary Sue Kelly
Maura Kelly
Melissa Kelly
Michel Kelly
Nadine Kelly
Renee Kelly
Samatha Kelly
Shawn Kelly
Shaw Kelly
Sonya Kelly
Tom Kelly
Jacque Kelly-Gallelo
Michelle Keilm
Chace Kelosky
Chelsea Kelosky
Kathyrn Kelsch
Bevery Kelsey
Megan Kello
Linda Kelter
Melissa Kelling
Danielle Keltner
Sue Kemalan
Brenda Kemmler
TIM KEMMLER
Bernice Kemmler
Kemmler
Denise Kemmy
Angie Kenmer
Erin Kemp
Amanda Kempa
Ralph Kempa
Doreen Kempa
Judy Kempee
Karen Kemperm
Carol Kempert
Jo Kempton
Brett Kendal
Joleen Kendall
LINDA KENDRICK
Meghan Kendrick
Lindsey Kenneally
Allison Kennedy
Amanda Kennedy
Cindy Kennedy
Franklin Kennedy
Jen Kennedy
Jessica Kennedy
Karen Kennedy
Kathleen Kennedy
Kathy Kennedy
Kimberly Kennedy
Michelle Kennedy
Natalie Kennedy
Rachel Kennedy
Sarah Kennedy
Stephanie Kennedy
Susan Kennedy
Timicka Kennedy
Frank Kennedy jr
Brent Kennell
Alexandra Kenney
Nancy Kenney
Sandy Kenney
Laurel Kenny
Sarah Kenny
Claudia Kenoff
Hollie Kensick
Juliet Kent
Katherine Kent
Kimberly Kent
Mal Kent
Miranda Kent
Nicola Kent
Sara Kent
Raymond Keogh
Elaine Keough
Molly Kephart
Rhonda Kepley
Dawn Kerkman
Vicki Kerley
Beth Kern
Bennie Kerm
Brenda Kern
Britney Kern
Elizabeth Kern
Julie Kern
Steve Kern
Lisa Kern
Rafaela Kerner
Bethany Kerns
Erin Kerns
Laura Kerns
Tom Kerns
Barbara kerr
Cherie Kerr
Kevin Kerr
Lee Ann Kerr
Sandra Kerr
Tanya Kerr
Patrick Kerrigan
Krystal Kersch
Karen and Danny
Kersey
Evan Kershaw
Greg Kershaw
Gemma Kesby
Hannah Kesby
Stephanie Kesching
Deanna Kess
Chris Kesslar
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Cadence Kessler
Caroline Kessler
MATT KESSLER
Emily Kester
Leslie Ket
Lesley Ket
Andrea Ketcham
Liz Kettelle
Susan Kettle
Kasey Ketlzer
Alicia Kein
Brendan Kewin
Jennifer Keyo
Dan Keys
Kelly Keys
Gale Kezios
Shar Khademi
Deama Khader
Anushah Khan
Farheen Khan
Raul Khan
Helen Khan
Amir Khazaei
Farida Khoshaba
Audrey Khuner
Sara K
Sandy Ky sella
Christina Kicak
Patti Kichman
Jala Kidd
Shemie Kideley
Craig Kiecker
Jenny Kiefer
Jean Kieffer
Aayaliya Kien
Amy Kiernan
Emma Kiernan
Olra Kiernan
Kara Kiessling
Stacy Kifer
Debbie Kiger
Julie Kilowski
Cindy Kilbane
Kasey Kildall
Angie Kildau
Susan Kilduff
Maggie Kilgen
Christy Kiley
Meaghan Kilian
Brielle Killeen
Jamie Killeen
Tom Kilham
Molly Killieva
Alyssa Killore
Nell Killoy
Brie Klimmer
Jennifer Kim
Jo Kim
Nawon Kim
Steven Kim
Sunny Kim
Susan Kim
Amanda Kim
Yannick Kimasi
Clarrissa Kimberly
Jonathan Kimble
Jade Kimbrough
Ann King
Becky Kimmel
Kari Kimmel

Janet Kimmel
Andrea Kincaid
Katy Kincad
Melissa Kindel
Julie Kinder
Barbara King
Barry King
Belinda King
Bonnie King
Cath King
Deborah King
Deirdre King
Jacquie King
Jason King
Jenna King
Jenna King
Jessica King
Justin King
Karen King
Katherine King
Kathleen King
Kim King
Mark King
Melissa King
Molly King
Nicola King
Pam King
Tannis King
Vicki King
Danielle King
Jessica Kinyere
marie-Angie Kingwaya
Kelly Kinkel
Nicole Kinkelara
Rayna Kinosita
Cassandra Kinsella
David Kinsey
Dianne Kinsey
Kaitly Kinser
Kelcey Kinzel
Abbie Kipp
Cari Kirby
Debbie Kirby
Melissa Kirby
Melissa Kinloch
Sherida Kirby
Lisa Kirk
Megan Kirk
Sheila Kirsh
Marla Kirk
Lindsey Kirkby
Amy Kirkegaard
Beverly Kirkker
Ashley Kirkland
Kristen Kirkland
Ann Kirkpatrick
Amy Kirksey
Kristina Kirsch
Elyse Kirschner
Jill Kirshner
Jeanette Kirwan
Kathy Kiron
Caroline Kishston
Lynette Kiss
Jeff Kissel
Jenn Kistler
Patricia Kistler
Scott Kitzmiller
Michelle Kitsay
Louise Klawen

Cynthia Klabo
Molly Klambunde
Angie Klack
Aalena Klages
Cheryl Klages
Tip Klages
Ellen Klapfer
Edward Klaman
Lois Klatt
Ann Klaus
Kate Klaus
Rick Klaus
Anita Klein
Brooke Klein
Dirk Klein
Krisy Klein
Rachel Klein-Palmer
Miranda Klein
Rebekah Kleinasser
Acacia Kleinsorge
Christina Kleinsorge
Christine Klemsen
Stephanie KLEMM
Courtney Klempel
Amanda Klickner
Edie Klicner
Deb Kliman
Chris Klimek
Betty Kline
Jaclyn Kline
Katharine Kline
robert Kline
ROBERT KLINE
Sharon Kline
Stefani Klindinst
Kya Kliner
Kendall Klinschmidt
Peggy Kling
Elise Kling
Maria Kling
Lisa Klink
Sheryl Kinkhammer
Brittany Klinsky
Marcus Klock
Anna Kloeppe
Kim Klomhaus
Heath Klopman
Catherine Kloss
Kameron Klosterman
Linda Klotz
Shaye Klotz
Stephanie Klovensky
Kate Kluegel
Jennelle Klun
Katie Klusas
Cheri Klussendorf
Becky Kmetz
Janice Kmiec
Brenda Knaack
April Knapp
Sarah Knapp
Anisha Knatcal
Cherly Knapp
Stephanie Knepley
Margaret Kneppe
Leah Knickerbocker
Sarah Knierim
Jillian Knippen
Allison Knight
Chris Knight

Heather Knight
Samantha Knight
Stephanie Knight
Terry Knight
Susie Knipping
Gwen Knistep
Catherine Knoblauch
Marisa Knoblauch
Tanya Knochel
Shonda Knop
Ryan Knoper
Angela Knorr
Julie Knorr
Susan Knoth
Kathleen Knot
Lynette Knowles
Carolyn Knox
Dara Knox
April Knudson
Casey Knudson
Marianne Knuts
Karen Knutson
Jennifer Ko
Michelle Koba
Emily Koca
Marisa Kocak
Mary Koch
Mateja Kock
Amanda Kocun
Anna Koe
Charles Koegler
Jennifer Koehler
Lindsay Koehler
Adriana Koehn
Tanya Koelzer
Deveonna Koenig
Hillary Koening
Rachael Koenig
Jean Koerten
Susan Koetters
Kelly Kohatsu
Tyler Kohl
Nancy Kohler
Richard Kohler
Tammy Kohler
Christy Koll
Spring Kopp
Eva Kowalinska
Gina Kozoski
Daria Kozol
Hillary Kozlowski
Nancy Kozol
Yvonne Kozol
Eric Kraf
Lori Kraf
Jada Krahensbuhl
Elizabeth Krakauer
Amy Kram
Breanna Kramer
Christie Kram
Jennifer Kram
Lois Kram
Marleen Kramer
Sharon Kramer
Marcia Krause
Kelly Krauss
Rebecca Krape
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Androulla Krasa
Kyriacos Krasas
Kathryn Krase
Alan Krasnoff
Maryjo Krasnow
Nancy Krasnow
Dorothy Krasnow
Patti Krasny
Jennifer Krasuin
Grace Kratovil
Bridge Krause
Dottie Krause
Marie Krause
Mary Ann Krause
Paige Krause
Shelby Krause
Julie Krause
Denise Kravitz
Any Krawcheck
Kim Kray
Felicite Kreakic
Amy Kreamer
Kristin Krebs
amy krecllow
Vicki Kreider
Justin Kreidt
Hanna Kreiner
Gemma Kremen
Jessica Krementz
Peter Krenzer
Kyra Kress
Rhonda Kress
Amanda Kretschmer
Arthur Kretschmer
Lauren Krieger
Grace Kriho
Jessica Krikitian
Nino Krioloa Lilja
Vinay Krishnani
Abbey Krivak
Enid Kroenlein
Teri Krogl
Mark Kronenberger
Ashley Krook
Carolyn Kropf
Kylene Krotzer
Nicole Kropka
Cindy Krueger
Cassandra Krug
Ruth Krug
Dawn Kruk
Lauren Krum
Lisa Krukowski
Beata Kruszewska
Nickie Kruzsynski
Dave Kruey
Anthony Krzyzak
Jan Ksobiech
U.Àki Kua,Ádana
Phyllis Kubelka
Barbara Kubiak
Kim Kucharczyk
Laura Kuchiar
Debra Kuchna
Connie Kucksdorf
Michael Kuder
Jaqueilne Kuehn
Connie Kuehn
Melissa Kuehn
Jay Kuether
Kristine Kuether
Kristina Kuhn
Martha Kuhn
Paul Kuhn
Wendy Kuhn
Robert Kukhiko
Frances Kukkonen
Anne Kuhlbe
Caroline Kulinski
Jaclyn Kulkarni
Brandie Kulp
Mary Kulsik
Charlene
Kulukulukaliani
Ashnil Kumar
Vij Kumar
Rachel Kunert
Ashley Kunes
Emily Kunkel
K Kunke
Rebecca Kunkel
Melissa Kunke
Hali Kuntz
Diane Kunzler
Marlene Kupau
Jamie Kuras
Cynthia Kurleto
Jordan Kurta
Mariah Kerntchab
Andrew Kurz
Sue Kurz
Nicole Kusi
Fanny Kusombi
Joan Kustak
Laura Kustes
Ashley Kutscheneuter
Michelle Kuykendall
Elise Kyupers
Shanna Kuzdzal
Anna Kvarme
Nancy Kwary
Robert Kyles
Mikeal Kynett
Allie L
Dulce L
Jennifer L
Liz L
Monica L
Sofia L
Angela
L.Ànommedieud
Fernando LÀpez
Cheryl La Rue
sheryl labar
Pierre Labarge
Jenny Labarge
Mary Labarone
Lisa Lábbate
Amanda Labbe
Mark Labenski
Gabrielle Labolito
Rebecca Labow
Sasha Laboy
Brent Labram
Carole Labram
Casey Labrum
Anja Lacap
Kathy LaCasse
Dione Lacerda
Thiago Lacerda
Carrijo
Chris Lackett
Kimberly Lackey
Kimberly Lackey
Karen LaClair
Hillery LaClair
Jackie Lacroix
Molly Lacy
Kimberly Lada
Susan Lada
Becky Ladd
Rebecca Ladniern
Stanley Laddner
Kriszta Laddner
Anna Lael
Sydney Lael
Lori LaFave
David LaFeria
Mary Alice LaFeria
Sarah LaFeria
Darryl Laferte
Lindssey Lalferty
Ghyslain Lafontaine
CRAIG LAFOREST
Dara Lafortest
Bree LaFortune
Marilyn LaFountaine
Julianne Lahren
Dianne Lagbas
Stephanie Legame
Todd Laggerof
Elizabeth lagerstedt
Margaret Lagerstedt
Liz Lagerwerf
Hanna Lagger
Sharaesa Lahashmi
Ryan Lahetta
Christie Lai
Eric Lai
Fiona Lai
Kelly Lai
Rebecca Laos
Ariel Laidlaw
William Laimt
Nancy Laing Driver
Amy Lain
Carrie Laird
Raven Lais
Linda Laitner
Kelly Lake
Kate Lakin
Pamela Lakits
Kimberly Lalli
Stephanie Lalli
Cheelsa Laller
Margaret Lally
Jena LaLone
Janice Lam
Jaques Lamac
Miguel Laman
Julie LaManna
Paulina LaMarsh
Katelyn LaMartina
Kendra Lamb
Natalie Lamb
Alex Lambert
Julie Lambert
Lilly Lambert
Linnea Lambert
McKenzie Lambert
Michelle Lambert
Paula Lambert
Wendy Lambert
Joel Lambert
Kari Lambert
Kelly Lambert
Mary Lambert
Julikia Lamberth
Catherine Lamblino
Heidi Lambley
Jamie Lambo
Janon Lomborn
Joyce Lamica
Donna Lammet
Erlin Lammet
Lisa Lammet
Shaun Lammert
Yolande Lamothe
Michelle Lamoureux
Barbara Lampron
Jeanette Lampron
Jenn Lampron
Isabel Lana
Brian Lancaster
Trina Lancaster
Jessica Lancaster
Tammy Lancaster
Maria Fernanda
Lancellotti
Gwyn Landon
Carol Landers
Laira Landes
Al Landicho
Ariana Landicho
Ricardo Landinez
Sherri Landmark
Claudia Landon
Debbie Landreth
Alishia Landrum
Abby Lander
Ashley Landry
Leigh Landry
Logan Landry
Megan Landry
Patti Landrie
Sharon Landry
Julia Landry
Abby Lane
Eileen Lane
Holly Lane
Hope Lane
Jennifer Lane
Nancy Lane
Rebecca Lane
RenaTa Lane
Stephanie Lane
Denise LâNelle
Summet Laney
Aaron Lang
Cindy Lang
Deb Lang
Frank Lang
James Lang
Lisa Lang
Megan Lang
Rebecca Lang
Sarah Lang
Stephanie Lang
Amy Langdon
Dawn Langdon
Emily Lange
Stacey Lange
Susan Lange
Erlin Lange
Mike Langennight
Tami Langenright
Krystal Langford
Michael Langford
Anita Langin
Natalie Langkopf
Claudette Langlais
Carrig Laneley
Hillary Langley
Jen Langley
Myra Langley
John Langman
Helene Langman
Erlin Langston
Jesse Langston
Laura Langstraat
Corey Lanham
Tonya Lanham
U Li
Nicoe Lankford
Tesia Lankford
Justin Lannan
Cecilia Lannes
Maria Lanni
Craig Lanning
Analeise Lanning
Shana Lanning
Julie Lanoff
Keith Lanser
Tina Lansgard
Jane Lantz
Kristen Lanz
Allison Lanza
Amy Lanza
Cristyna Lao
Kevly Lao Fernandez
Carole Lapee
Jessica Lapensee
Anna Laperia
Nathalie Lapierre
Hector Lapo
Jana Laplante
Jane LaPointe
Emily Lappin
Laura Laptelet
Katherine Laps
Evelyn Lara
Veronica Lara
William Lara
Kylie LARDI
Kathleen Larsee
Heather Large
Lea Larinaga
Cathy Lariavere
gwen lark
Jere Lark
SUSAN LARKINS
Denise LaRocca
Deborah LaRocque
Rebecca Larossi
Trudy Larrew
Annie Larson
Brady Larsen
Erica Larsen
COMMUNITY SIGNATURES
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Leslie Larsen
Richard Larsen
Sean Larsen
Olivia Larsen
Tammy Larsen
Amy Larson
Chris Larson
Elliot Larson
Jane Larson
Kristen Larson
Rachel Larson
Sarah Larson
Sarah Larson
Terese Larson
Theresa Larson
Barbara Larue
Liz Laschuk
David Lasher
Erin Lasher
Vicki Lasher
Johnny Lasiter
Sandra Lasiter
Amanda Laskey
Cheryl Lasser
Michelle Lasser
Loraine Laswell
Thomas Latichford
Stacey Latimer
Catherine Latshaw
Barbara Latza
Danielle Lau
Jade Lau
Rebecca Lau
Megan Lautenbach
Amy Lauer
Lindsey Lauer
Vicki Laufer
Jaclyn Laughlin
Cathy Laura
Joy Laurent
Melissa Lauria
Cindy Lauria
Maria Lauron-castro
Jess Laursen
Marcie Lause
Emily Lauterbach
Kate Laverick
Judith Lavaque
Stephanie LeValley
Caroline Lavender
Denise Laverty
Alice Lavine
Alice Lavine
Meg Lavine
Nancy Lavigne
Marlene Law
Megan Law
Jamie Lawlis
Anne Lawlor
Ann Lawnded
Robert Lawrason
Tiffany Lawrason
Ashleigh Lawrence
Chad Lawrence
Cindy Lawrence
John Lawrence
Kristina Lawrence
Melissa Lawrence
Robb Lawrence
Megan Laws
Dolores Lawsin
Alicia Lawson
Cynthia Lawson
Janna Lawson
Maddy Lawson
Patricia Lawson
DEBORAH Lawton
Abbie Lawry
Brittany Laxton
Latanya Layden
Anne Layendecker-Barclay
Sara Layne
Amber Layne
Brandon Layne
Erin Layte
Jackie Lazenby
Stacy Lazza
Angie Le
Constance Le
Rebekah Le Magny
Phoebe Lema
Garcia-Milla
Jacklyn Leach
Joe Leahy
Kathy Leahy
Mary Leahy
THOMAS LEAHY
Sara Leahy
Suzanne Leake
Courtney Leal
Gen Leal
Karissa Leaman
Mary Leamons
Cecilia A Lear
Douglas Lear
Tina Learmonth
Cindy Lear
Dan Leary
Marlyne Lear
Don Leary Sr
Renea Leatham
Dawn Leatham
Erin Leitherman
Toral Leathers
Tina Leavitt
Debi LeBlanc
E LeBlanc
Laura LeBlanc
Wendy LeBlanc-Ar buckle
moreland leboeuf
Lea LeCaj
Kelly LeClere
kimberly lecnar
Sunny Leean
Magene LeCompte
Brianna LeConti
Joshua LeCooq
Amanda Ledbetter
Glen Ledbetter
Jan Ledbetter
Pamela Ledbetter
Theresa Leed Letter
Rose Leddy
Christina Ledesma
Tanya Ledet
Bruce Ledoux
Sara Lee
Lisa Ledwin
Agnes Lee
Amy Lee
Becky Lee
Beverly Lee
Billie Lee
Brenton Lee
Carriey Leigh
Cassy Lee
Chad Lee
Christine Lee
Christy Lee
Claire Lee
Darlene Lee
Davia Lee
Ellen Lee
Elley Lee
Emma Lee
Eri Lee
Eri Lee
Erynn Lee
Evie Lee
James Lee
Jazminee Lee
Jhet Lee
Julie Lee
Karen Lee
Katelin Lee
Kate Lee
Kayla Lee
Kim Lee
Laura Lee
Lisa Lee
Lori Lee
Maebh Lee
Megan Lee
Micaelya Lee
Nahyln Lee
Penny Lee
Penny Lee
Rosella Lee
Sharon Lee
Sindi Lee
STACEY LEE
Susan Lee
Susana Lee
Susana Lee
Teresa Lee
Tina Lee
Morgan Lee
Tristen Lee-Costin
Mittie Lees
Lydia Lechuck
Evey Lefco
Beth LeFebvre
LeSlie LeFebvre
Mary LeFevre
Sarah Lefere
Joan Leflter
Lauren LeFvort
Annette Legacy
Paul Legault
Mariana Leggett
Erie LeGranda
Francisco Javier
Leguizamo
Angela Lehman
Holly Lehman
Kathleen Lehman
Olivia Lehman
Rrynn Lehman
Amy Lehmann
Tanya Lehmann
Amy Lehrer
Robin Leibold
Geoffrey Leigh
Ida Leightman
Stephen Leighman
michael leighton
Robyn Leighton
Shawn Leighton
Alicia Lein
Tracy Leinbach
Lydia Leingang
Bethany Leinweber
Anne Leist
Kathy Leist
Jocelyn Leithead
Alex Lemanski
Casey Lemay
Stephanie Lemay
Carrie lemcke
Peg Lenine
Nicole Lemme
James Lemmons
Gene Lemoine
Lynda Lemen
MELANIE LEMONA
Amy Lemons
Kathy Lenard
Sknia Lenci
Ger Lenehan
Kimberly Leniz
Joanne Lenkel
Kendall Lensch
Suzanne Lent
Angel Lentz
Christopher Lentz
Samantha Lenzsen
Terri Lenzten
Carol Leo
Simone Leo
Victoria Leoeadio
Christine Leonard
Heather Leonard
Jennifer Leonard
Madelyn Leonard
Robert Leonard
Sarah Leonard
Sophie Leonard
Blake Leonard
Susan Leonard
Lila Leonardi
Chad Leonello
Diane Leon
Kelly Leopard
Sam Lepa
Pamela Lepcio
Marcy Lepley
Alex Leppariti
Kim Lercara
Stacy Lerner
Bethany LeRoy
Elaine Les
Benji Lessin
Nicole Leslie
Syd Leslie
Rita Lesniak
Kelsey Lessard
Katy Lessinger
Erie Lester
Jess Lestar
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Katy Lineker
Helen Ling
Leslie Lingle
Chris Link
John Linn
Melissa Linn
Diane Linnehan
Sarbina LINNEHAN
Michele Linsky
Leah Lintan
James Lintichum
Patricia A Liotta
Rina Liu
Jenna Lipich
Laura Lipkin
Marie Liples
Paula Lipnos
Katherine Lipowski
Joan Lipp
Stephanie Lipp
Kimberly Lippencott
Daniel Lippert
Julie Lippert
Sandy Liprando
Miki Lips
Mia Lipsky kinball
Angie Lirette
Bakutis Lisa
Rachel Lisk
Lynne List
Brittany Lister
Susan Listerman
Meghan Listman
Jan Litteral
Leigh Littken
Amy Little
Julie Little
Melissa Little
Shawn Little
Sydney Little
Tammy Little
Tonya Little
Selena Little
Dale Littlefield
Cole Littleton
Larry Liu
Melinda Liu
Theresa Liu
Todd Livesey
Judy Livgren
Cynthia Livingston
David Livingston
d
Duncan Livingston
Rachel Livingston
Rosina Livoti
Jacqui Liwag
Monica Lizarazo
Melissa Llamazon
Rene Llewellyn
Gabby Lloipz
Jp Lloir
Carolyn Lloyd
Debbie Lloyd
Kate Lloyd
Les Lohd
Miriiah Lloyd
Sarah Lloyd-byasee
Elizabeth Lloyd-young
Lola Lobetti
Jennifer Lobo
Tracy Lobo
Linda Locascio
Linda Lochamy
Mia Lock
Natalie Lockhart
ShAn Lockhart
Tronecia Lockhart
Mims
Joya Locklar
Carol Lockwood
Nicole Lockwood-Womack
Rachel Locnikar
Emily Locooc
Mike Locone
Janice Locquiao
Janice Locquiao
Ciacci
Constance Locracht
Char Loe
Sufia Lodhi
Rose Lodrigues
Jim Loe
Pamela Leebner
Brenda Loeffler
Brittany Loeffler
Andrea Loewen
Joleen Loewen
Bruce Lothhus
Cynthia Lothhus
Allison Lofin
Michael Lofon
Lisa Loots
Joe Logan
Karin Logan
Kelsey Logan
Lynn Logan
Amada Logan
Amy Logan
Jeff Logan
Sarah Logdon
Mary Lohnes
Rachel Lohrey
Maggie Lizelle
Ano Loizzo
Cindy Lizich
Grace Lola
Ella Lollar
Dede Lollis
Cindy Lollar
Carole Lombrani
Lorraine Lombardi
Victoria Lombardi
Cassandra
Lombardo
Jennifer Lonchar
Deirdre Londergan
Kim London
Martha London
Robin London
Rachel London-Nyhus
Mary Loner
Brenda Loney
Amy Long
Caroline Long
Ginny Long
Kristi Long
Kiri Long
Long Long
Nina Long
B Long
Norma Long
Patrick Long
Curt Longanecker
Lou Ann Longanecker
Bruna Aparecida
Longato Luiz
Leslie Longbotham
Torey Longnecker
Kerry Longo
Mark Longo
Robert Longo
Angie Longoria
Sam Longvall
William Longworth
Jenny Lonnblad
Kaulani Longzaga
Miranda Lookabaugh
Liz Loos
Lisa Loov
Kristin Lopeman
Janis Loper
Andrei Lopes
Eduardo Lopes
Cloria Lopes de Souza
Araceli Lopez
Daniel Lopez
Jackie Lopez
Janie Lopez
Kiersten Lopez
Marc Lopez
Norma Lopez
Sonia Lopez
Tina Lopez
Alicia Lopez
Christina Lopez
Luciane Lorenset
Megan Lorspez
Trina Lorentz
Lisa Lorre
Anna Los
Kimberly Losada
Brandy Losch
Linda Loser
Catherine Lott
Haley Lott
Lauren Lott
Sarah Lott
Angela Lottinger
Virginia Lottinger
Kelli Lotz
Jason Lou
Jessica Loughlin
Teresa Louks
Jade Loup
Tiffany Louque
Ana Louren\`\jso
Tina Lourens
Cindy Love
Darrah Love
Gigi Love
Janelle Love
Kathryn Love
Kayden Love
Tawna Love
Makayla Love
Robert Love
Shana Loveday
Amanda Lovelady
Katrina Lovelady
Melanie Lovelady
Susan Loveland
Ashley Lovell
Karen Lovett
James Lowder
Katelyn Lowder
Camille Lowe
Deanna Lowe
Donna Lowe
Lori Lowe
Mary Lowe
Miriam Lowe
John Lower
Lisa Lower
Crystal Lowery
Stacie Lowery
Melissa Lowstetter
Bobby Loyd
Nicole Lozanski
Zach Lr
Charity Lu
Christine Lu
Felicia Lu
Sandy Lu
Yingdao Lu
Aur\l\luebeya
Beverly Luberty
Jamee Lubkern
Ashley Lubus
Andrea Lucas
Any Lucas
Diane Lucas
Gabrielle Lucas
John Lucas
Sara Lucas
Natalie Lucas
Pedro Lucas
Rachel Lucas
Abigail Luceshi
Cervi Lula
MICHELLE LUCIANO
Jonathan Lucier
Kate Lucier
Alexandra Lucio
Daniel Luckett
David Luckey
Keith Lucy
Rena Ludden
Kailee Luddy
Lynn Ludecke
Danielle Luddoff
Steve Ludoff
Abby Ludwig
Sandra Ludwig
Mackenzi Luebbert
Brooke Lundtke
Whitney Luethge
Karen Luekenhausen
Angela Luft
Mary Luzisto
Araceli Lujan
Nicole Lukach
Justine Luke
Lindsay Luke
Whitney Lukensbii
Laura Luketa
Rose Luketa
COMMUNITY SIGNATURES
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Trisha Manis
Shannon Mankovich
Maria Manu
Raj Manuk
niko marlapaz
Auteh Mann
Edward Mann
Geraldine Mann
Harrison Mann
Jennifer Mann
Shane Mann
Julie Mann
Juliana Mann
Rebecca Manney
Stephanie Manni
Jenn Manning
Katie Manning
Matthew Manning
Suzanne Manning
Dara Manno
Tia Mar
Patricia Manolis
Chelsea Manriquez
Amber Manry
Jessica Mansell
Alicia Mansfield
Shagutfia Mansoor
Mellysa Mantell
Brooke Manthei
Paola Mantovani
Renan Mantovani
Vera Mantovani
Michael Manuche
Shannon Manuche
Laura Manuel
Rodolfo Manuel
Amy Manuele
Patsy Manzanares
Viridiana Manzanilla
Mindi Mapes
Chelsea Maple
Samuel Marquez
SJ March
MaryBeth Marchand
Nancy Marchelle
Steph Marchesani
Rosalyn Marchese
Heather Marchialava
Aiden Marchen
Beth Marchman
Kristina Marchman
Joe Marciano
Lauren Marciano
Jaime Marco
Sam Marconi
Brenda Marcotte
Sue Marcoux
Cathy Marcy
Heather Marenada-Miller
Miranda Mares
Joanne Maresca
Steven Martell
Julie Margolis
Lisa Marguez
Manuela Marianera
Amy Mariani
Kim Marini
Clarissa Marie
donna marie
Nicole Marie
Brit Marie
Angela Marin
Natalie Marin
Steve Marinar
Ana Martha
Alyssa Marino
Holly Marino
Lesa Marino
Noelle Marino
Kim Marion
Samatha Marion
Karyl Marion
yusino gar marites
Staci Market
Colton Markby
Gr-v’ine Markby
Katie Markby
Tina Markby
Hannah Markgraf
Vicki Marklin
Lori Markman
Constance Markou
Laura Markovic
Caterina Markovic
H Markow
Mary Markowski
Susan Marks
Emily Marks
Judith Markus
Phyllis Markworth
Debbie Markzas
Rick Mariatt
Kate Marley
Suzanne Marley
Heather Marlier
Mary Marmaduke
Maribel Marmolejos
Joe Maro
PASCAL
MARDNEN
Marek Marquard
Cate Marques
Lyvia Marques
Maria Marques
Raquel Marquez
Stacy Marcquez
Giselle Marquez
Sue Marquis
Jenny Marr
Cheylna Marrero
Valerie Marrero
Megan Marrin
Britney Marroni
Carla Marset
Eddie March
Jennifer Marsh
Lisha Marsh
Bailey Marshall
Christine Marshall
Diane Marshall
Fredd Marshall
Gabby Marshall
Kathy Marshall
Mary Marshall
Meg Marshall
Patricia Marshall
Sara Marshall
Stephanie Marshall
Manny Marshall
Stacy Marshall
Kolton Marshall
Catherine Marsicek
Kristine Marsico
Marybeth Marston
Elena Martinez
Jacqueline Martinez
Sarah Martinez
Carol Martin
Madison Martel
Nicole Martel
Janelle Martel
Isadora Amanda
Martelo
Mariana Marledcio
Alane Martens
Milena Martlo
Tash Martig
Alesa Mart
Andrea Martin
Angela Martin
Ann Martin
Bob Martin
Brittany Martin
Caroline Martin
Catrina Martin
Cortani Martin
Danielle Martin
Dara Martin
David Martin
Diana Martin
Eri Martin
Gemma Martin
Gillian Martin
Gina Martin
Heather Martin
Heidi Martin
Jam Martin
Jennifer Martin
Jennifer Martin
Jennifer Martin
Jennine Martin
Jessica Martin
Kara Martin
Kasey Martin
Lucia Martin
Pamela Martin
Rita Martin
Ruthie Martin
Susan Martin
Tawnie Martin
Bethany Martin
Judith Martin
Lacey Martin
Megan Martin
Melanie Martin
Emily Martinez
Holly Martineau
Victoria Martiner
Butty Martines
Alyssa Martinez
Ashley Martinez
Carmen Martinez
Dasani Martinez
Diego Martinez
Elena Martinez
Janni Martinez
Javiera Martinez
Joselyn Martinez
Kamby Martinez
Kalya Martinez
Kelly Martinez
Lorenzo Martinez
Mauricio Martinez
Nestor Martinez
Rog victorious Martinez
Sheley Martinez
Valerie Martinez
Dominique Martinez
Jen Martinez
Kadee Martinez
Kasandra Martinez
Shauna Martinez
Shenisse Martinez
Nicol Martinez
Wilson
April Martin
Zoe Martiniak
Mary Martino
Andrea Martins
Denise Martins
David Martins
Jefferson Martins
Marina Martins
Mario Martone
Sandra Martz
Robert Maruca
Ann Marugaka
Gregory Marullo
Christine Marullo
Sally Marvin
Doreen Marwuez
Shana Marx
Gette Mary
Liza Marzill
Yolanda Mas
Amanda Mascarenas
Pol Masip
Amy Maskal
Brandi Masker
Jaic Maski
Adriana Mason
Amanda Mason
Mason
Cara Mason
Gaby Mason
Debra Mason
Heidi Mason
Judith Mason
Kaitlin Mason
Lauren Mason
Lorna Mason
Marie Mason
Mitzi Mason
Rose Mason
Sarah Mason
Sharon Mason
Siobhan Mason
Siobhan Mason
Sarah Mason
Mitzie Mason
Rose Mason
Sarah Mason
Samantha Mason
Krista Mason
Sylvia Mason
Heather Mason
Jody Massey
Josh Massey
Karyn Massey
Timera Massey
Ericka Massie
Ginene Massie
Raymond Massie
Kristen Mast
Kayla Masterman
Sylvia Masters
Amelia Masters
Krista Masters
Samantha Masterson
Lorna Masterson
Margaret Masterson
Phil Mastman
pamela mastro
Christina Mastroianni
Kristine Mastropolo
Pat Mastropolo
Sara Masucci
Sonja Masuda
Elia Matacchiero
Anastasia Matiriano
Steven Mate
A-voda Mateu
Scott Matheny
Collette Mathier
Julie Mather-Johns
Amy Matherne
Jamey Matherne
Nathan Matherne
Theresa Matherne
Abby Matherne
Heidh Mathers
Charmaine Matheson
Cindy Matheson
Tom Mathew
Christy Matthews
Jennifer Matthews
Kat Matthews
Ami Mathews
Vicki MATHews
Lorna Mathias
Birdie Mathis
megan mathison
Carl Mathre
Maria Matheu
Sophie Matha
Petra Matson
Silvia Matsuda
Pattie Matsushige
Anita Math
Ginny Mathern
Catherine Matteson
Catherine Matteson
Tricia Mattson
Julie Matthews
Jude Mathis
Silvia Mathis
Pattie Matsumura
Heather Math
Andrea Mathews
Robert Mathews
Heather Mathews
Cal Mathews
Pam Matthews
Patricia Matthews
PAM matthew
Rebecca Matthews
Sherry Mathews
Tammy Matthews
Cindy Matthews
COMMUNITY SIGNATURES
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Emma Matthews
Megan Matthews
Solveig Matthews-Swindler
Concetta Mattoni
Mark Mattotta
Amy Matson
Allie Mattlage
Shawn Mattox
Kristin Matts
Jennifer Matyas
Dalene Matzinger
Kayla Maubert-Hyde
Katharine Maul
Joanna Maunders
Marianne Maurer
Nicholas Maurer
Steven Maurstad
Manuela
Mavromichalis
Judith Mawaka
Dale Maxson
Bernie Maxwell
Katie Maxwell
Stephanie Maxwell
Celine Maxwell
Kerry Maxwell
Melissa Maxwell
Bettye May
Claudia May
Deb May
Liz May
Mary May
Sondra May
LeAnne Mayapis
Jeff Mayberry
Lesley Mayberry
Mary Mayberry
Tiffany Mayberry
Linda Maybin
Susan Maybon
Christoph Mayer
Kerry Mayer
Stephanie Mayes
Britt Mayhew
Tracy Mayhew
Jonay Maynard
Rebecca Maynard
Tyler Maynard
Lynn Maynard
Erin Mayne
Delores Mayo
Kathleen Mayo
Katie Mayo
Lisa Mayo
Mira Mayo
Abi Mayrana
Lynn Mays
Michelle Mays
Michelle Mazara
Jennifer
Mazgajewski
Wendi Mazingo
Michelle Mazur
Patti Mazurkiewicz
debbie mazzeo
Eoin Mazzolla
Gina Mazzotta
Jo Mazzotta
Kristen Mazzotta

Gary McClintock
Allie McClung
Kim Mcclung
Lindsey McClure
Melissa Mcclure
Candice Mcleod
Debra McClure
Cara McCoach
Denise McColloin
Karrie McCollum
Jessie McCombs
Melissa McCombs
Polly McCombs
Rhonda McCombs
Jane McConnell
Kaily McConnell
Kathryn McConnell
Molly McConnell
Sam McConnell
Shannon McConnell
KAREN McCormack
maryann mccormack
Terry McCormack
Patricia McCormack
Holly McCormick
Tara McCormick
Joanne McCrouby
Kelsey McCoy
Lavonne McCoy
Michelle McCoy
Rachel McCoy
Sue McCord
Meri McCoy-
Thompson
Penny McCracken
Evelyn McCracken
Chelsea McCrady
Jessica McCraw
Sarah McCreary
Tracy McCrorey
Chelsea McCubin
Bill McCubrey
Jana McCulloch
Jennifer McCullough
Megan McCullum
Maegn McCurdy
Patty McCurdy
Stephanie McCurdy
Del McCutchen
Joni McDaniel
Sherry McDaniel
Bryan McDermand
Chelsea McDermand
Jonene McDermid
Anne McDermott
Christine McDermott
Kris McDermott
Mike McDermott
Rhonda McDermott
Jenn McDermott
Megan McDermott
Andrew McDonald
Sally McDonald
Daniel McDonald
Marjorie McDonald
Gayle McDonnell
Kristen McDonnell
Nicolette McDonnell
Noeline McDonough
Caroline McDonough
Jane McDonough
Jill McDougald
Cindy McDowell
Duby McDowell
Dolores McDuffie
Joseph Modaffie
Paul Mceachron
Vanessa Mceachron
Angie McEldowney
Candace McElliott
Doreen McElroy
Stacie McElroy
Nanm McEntee
Amy McEwen
Claire McFadden
Holly McFall
Paula McFarlin
Laurie McFall
Fiona McFall
Kim McFarin
Tamm McGahan
Derek McGahern
Sean McGahern
Una McGahern
Caroline McGahen
carli mcgarrah
Doritde Mcgauran
Ann McGeary
Jeanne McGee
Mei McGee
Nikaya McGee
Shelley McGee
Kailyn Mogehee
Sarah McGee
Sarah McGree
Michael McGibney
Kathy McGill
Rosanna McGill
Amanda McGinnis
Amparo McGinnis
Pamela McGinnis
Rhonda McGinnis
Kelly McGinty
Michelle McGill
Justine McGlone
Sheila McClochin
Ji Mclothlin
Aisling McGovern
Amy McGovern
Jason McGowan
Peggy McGuire
Debra McGrath
DeAn McGraw
Donna McGraw
Larry McGraw
Mark McGraw
Michelle McGraw
Sarah McGray
Andi McGreevy
Allie McGregor
Darrell McGregor
TJ McGregor
Anna McGriff
Ashleigh McGriff
Lori McGrogan
Shea McGuane
Susan McGruffin
Ann McGuire
Joanna McGuire
Liz Mclugre
Megan McGuire
Maria McHale
Jim McKargue
Vivian McGough
Andrew McIlroy
Tracy McInally
Julia Mclnemery
Leona Mclnemery
Lisa Mclnemery
Paula Mclnemery
Steve Mclnemery
Cici Mclnemery
Ray Mclnemery
Keri McNisins
Nicole McNisins
Amber McIntyre
Ashley McIntyre
Heather McIntyre
Jill McIntyre
Karen McIntyre
Lisa McIntyre
Edel McIntyre
Jillly McIntyre
Patricia McIsaae
Heather Mcnae
Tanya Mckay
Tata Mckay
Leanna Mckee
Shelley Mckee
Ashlea Mckee
Gerald Mckeehan
Amie Mckeel
Ashely Mckeever
Heather McKeley
Mike Mckehe
Melissa Mckenzie
Heather McKenzie
Laura McKenzie
Melanie McKeown
Kathleen Mckibbin
Kerri Mckin
Jennifer Mckinley
Michelle Mckinley
Susan Mckinley
Christine Mckinney
Christine Mckinney
Christine Mckinney
Jennifer Mckinney
Kim Mckinney
Michelle Mckinney
Farah Mckinney
Cousin Mckinney
Kelly Mckinnon
Laura Mckinnon
Michelle Mckinnon
Emma McLaflerty
Mark McLaflerty
Sean McLaflerty
Beth McLamb
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Mary McLamb
Megan McLane
Catherine McLaren
Libby McNally
Esther McNab
Nancy McNamara
Molly McNamara
Debbie McLaughlin
Brenda McLaughlin
Julie McLaughlin
Kelsi McLaughlin
Krista McLaughlin
Lori McLaughlin
Sarah McLaughlin
Sharon McLaughlin
Mary McLaughlin
Michele McLaughlin
Ashlie McLean
Catherine McLean
Edel McLean
Marga McLean
Mary McLean
Mary Beth McLean
Michael McLean
Staci McLean
Theresa McLean
Tim McLean
Jae McLean
Abby McLeay
Melissa McLeish
Christopher McLellan
Caitlin McLeod
Kathy McLeod
Anne McLeod
Freya McLuckie
Robin McMahon
Amy McMahen
Jamie McMahon
Katie McMahon
Kathy McMahon
Laura McMahon
Emmy McMichael
kenlea mcmorris
Rebecca McMillin
Valerie McMurty
Gail McNair
lori Nally
Kelly McNally
Kathy McNamara
Kristina McNamara
Melissa McNamara
Robin McNamara
Connie McNamara
Kelly McNamara
Sue McNamara
Ronald McNamme
Ann McNeeley
Amy McNeeley
Marissa McNeeley
Ryan McNeeley
Pamela McNeeley
Craie
Gayle McNellie
Michael McNellie
Teresa McNellie
Nikki McNew
Madison McNichols
Heather McNulty
Lynne McNulty
Stephanie McNulty
Jennifer McNulty
Abby McNutt
Kelley McPartlin
Jodi McPherson
Phillip McPherson
Karen McQuate
Alexa McQueen
Michele McQueen
Sarah McQueen
Cathrina McSeain
Kate McShane
Theresa McShane
Joanne McTaggart
Dana McTavish
JOHN MCVAN
Nicole McVay
John McWater
LaNae Meacham
JoAnn Meade
Kait Meade
Kathy Meade
JEFF MEADOWS
Heather Meadows
Vicki Meanwell
Hillary Meariman
Stephanie Mease
Megan Measys
C Mechin
Debbie Meideiros
Kylee Meideiros
Rachael Medhurst
Deborah Medico
Ariel Medina
Chris Medina
John Medina
Liz Medina
Norma Medina
Kaileigh Medley
Fatih Medlock
Melissa Medroso
Melanie Medza
Siri Mees
Sarah Meeshan
Hannah Meeks
Ilana Meeks
Krisina Meens
Sarah Mehegan
Nicole Mehelich
Becky Meli
Lauren Mehran
Milan Mehta
Monica Mehta
Crystal Meir
Katelyn Meier
Trista Meier
Cheri Meijer
Catherine
Mieershelder
Kathryn Meiser
Mary Lu Meixell
Maria Mej-xa
Mary Mejia
Megan Mejia
Raquel Mejia
Linda Mejia
Keith Melanson
Jade Melberg
Mrs C Melberg
Amy McMichaels
Nancy Mele
Tom Melegh
Irene Meleieu
Manuel Melendez
Maria Melendez
Lori Melius
Mary Ann Melkonian
Michelle Meledo
Michela Mellencamp
Fred Mello
Guilherme Mello
Tatiana mello
Rebecca Melman
Ana Melo
Soraya Melo
Nancy Melquist
Paul Melquist
Brooke Melrose
Luke Melrose
Ellen Melton
Emily Melton
Jeanne Melton
Lisa Melton
Jenna Melvi
Elsy Mena
Rob Mencunas
Alexandra
Mendelson
Mary Mendenhall
Sandra Mendenhall
Carol Mishics
Mendes
Fernando Mendez
Jamie Mendez
Val Mendez
Megan Mendick
Bryan Mendiola
Laura Mendiola
garcia
Blezia Mendoza
Carol Mendoza
GLEN Mendoza
Jasmine Mendoza
Lupita Mendoza
Maya Mendoza
Ramón Carlo
Mendoza
Ruth Mendoza
Cathy Mendoza
Kristen Mendoza
Saber Mendoza
Sonia Mendoza
Amanda Menefee
Marina Meneghetti
Ana Menendez
Amanda Menne
Sharon Meninella
Julie Meno
Mariella Mensah
Megan Menster
Sarah Mentzer
Brittany Mesoska
Ashley Mera
GARY Mercadante
Mary Merci
Mercadante
Laura Mercadante
Alejandra Mercado
Nerissa Mercado
Owen Mercanante
Jennifer Mereode
Caroline Mercer

Jenna Mercer
Amy Mercer
Angie Mercer
Rachel Mercer
Emelie Merchant
Jacqueline Mercorelli
Symbi Mercouri
Shelli Meredith
Staci Merillo
Jeremy Merkel
Melissa Merrick
Ashley Merritt
Judith Merritt
Kaitlyn Merry
Kelly Mershon
Tracey Mersenwe
Melissa Merz
Christin Mes
Nichola Meserve
Julie Meslich
Nicho Mesnard-
Hoaglin
Laura Messenger
Dina Messina
Marcela Messina
Nancy Messina
John Messinger
Melody Messinger
Jessica Messinger
Anne Marie Messmer
Emily Messner
Kim Mestre
Olivia Meta
Despina Metakos
Janet Metcalf
Tracy Metvier
Janine Metro
Cheri Metts
Stephanie Metz
Heather Metzger
Melanie Metzinger
Don metzler
Kailey Meusel
Michelle Mewhinney
Angel
LIZ MEWTON
Brooke Meyer
Caroliyn Meyer
Julie Meyer
Katie Meyer
Linda Meyer
Paula Meyer
Suzanne Meyer
Tammy Meyer
Vicki Meyer
Melissa Meyer
Megah Mariah Meyerkorth
Brooke Meyers
CHERYL MEYERS
Christy Meyers
Julie Meyers
Nina Meyers
Terra Meyers
Valerie Meyers
Amanda Meyers
Jennifer Meyers
Ana mezquita
Carolyn Mickeyche
Bonnie Mickeal
Josie Michael
Sarah Michael

Sargon Michael
John Michael
Lawrence Michaels
Lisa Michaels
Ashlynn Michael
Igor Michael
Maria Michelsen
Kristyna Michenkov
Christine Michon
Gala Mickley
Carrin Middleton
Kindrea Middleton
Jennifer Midli
Julie Mikle
Emily Mikle
Yoshimitsu Milune
Gina Miguel
Alyssa Mihalik
Rebecca Mihopoulos
Rosemary Mijal
Tara Mikkelson
Mariana Mikler
Christina Mikuls
Jennifer Millam
David Milazzo
Donna Milazzo
Hannah Mild
Kate Miles
Lauren Miles
Anita Miles
Nicole Milesky
Georgianne Milne
Angela Millo
Molly Millage
Denise Millar
Mariana Millard
Kim Millen
Abby Miller
Aldon Miller
Amanda Miller
Amanda Miller
Amanda Miller
Amy Miller
Amy Miller
Amy Miller
Angie Miller
Anna Miller
Ashley Miller
Barbara Miller
Bridge Millner
Borunika Miller
Cassidy Miller
Dan Miller
Dan Miller
David Miller
Dawn Miller
Deana Miller
Debbie Miller
Diane Miller
Dustin Miller
Edan Miller
Elaine Miller
Emily Miller
Emily Miller
Emily Miller
George Miller
Heather Miller
COMMUNITY SIGNATURES
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Heather Miller
J Miller
Jacqueline Miller
Jamie Miller
Jill Miller
JoSEPH MILLER
Karen Miller
Karen Miller
Katie Miller
Kayla Miller
Kristen Miller
LaDonna Miller
Laila Miller
Libby Miller
Linda Miller
Linda Miller
Louise Miller
Magda Miller
Marilyn Miller
Meghan Miller
Melissa Miller
Mike Miller
Nate Miller
Nicole Miller
Pam Miller
Patricia Miller
Paul Miller
Phyllis Miller
Sharon Miller
Sharon Miller
Shayla Miller
Shayne Miller
Sommer Miller
Stacey Miller
Stacey Miller
Stacie Miller
Stephanie Miller
Suzanne Miller
Terra Miller
Vicki Miller
William Miller
David Miller
Jill Miller
Katy Miller
kristen miller
Marissa Miller
Michael Miller
Shae Miller
Shelly Miller
Emilee Millet
Sonya Millet
Charly Millette-Toader
Candi Milliard
Larry Millican
Laura Millies
Nicole Millies
Jill Millet
Jaci Milligan
Melodee Milligan
Patricia Milligan
Robert Milligan
Howard Millington
Syliva Millington
Brian Million
Laura Millson
Todd Millison
Carla Millner
Crystal Millner
Alison Mills

Bonnie Mills
Brenda Mills
Elizabeth Mills
Easin Mills
Kayla Mills
Pamela Mills
robbie mills
Stacey Mills
Vicki Mills
Yvonne Mills
Jessica Millsap
Winnie Milner
Donna minnes
Rebekah Milstead
Melanie Milli
Kathleen Millner
Tricia Milto
Emily Mims
Stephany Mims
Jo-Anne Mina
Crystal Minaker
Martha Mincey
Pamela Mindell
Maxine Minerva
Maria Miney
J J Miney
Sally Mingka
Linda Minich
Stephanie Minnich
Colleen Minnihan
Elena Minow
Kathleen Minor
Felicia Minton
Yolanda Minton
Ellen Minturn
Nichole Mintus
Amanda Minyard
Sierra Minyard
Thiago Minz
Luizna Mirabal
Juli Mirabile
Louise Mirz
Luis R Miranda
Carolina Miranda
Casie Mire
Deilah Mireles
Susan Mireley
Alex Miscevic
Mia Mischuk-O’Brien
Jennifer Mishler
Ivanka Mislo
Katia Mislo
Robosilana Mislo
Kim Misira
Nicole Misiekiewicz
Laura Mitchek
Amanda Mitchell
Betsy Mitchell
Christine Mitchell
Consuelo Mitchell
David Mitchell
Dawn Mitchell
Gigi Mitchell
John Mitchell
Judy Mitchell
Linda Mitchell
M Mitchell
Mark Mitchell
Marquita Mitchell
Michel Mitchell
Olivia Mitchell
Pamela Mitchell
Rita Mitchell
Shivaun Mitchell
Somer Mitchell
Trish Mitchell
Christina Mitchell
Herman Mitchell
Kelly Mitchell
Kerry Mitchell
Kimb Mitchell
Kory Mitchell
Scott Mitchell
Trish Mitchell
Carolyn Mitton
Scott Mitton
Sydney Mitton
Martha Mix
Nikki Miyamoto
Lynn Mizzell
David Mieczewski
Kenneth Mieczewski
Robert Mieczewski
Steven Mieczewski
Sylvia Mlynska
April Moates
Brandi Moberly
Amberly Mobley
Teresa Mobley
Mona Mocca
BONNIE MOCK
Amy Mociko
Faith Maddrell
Margaret Modena
Lisa Modesto
Maria Modestou
Jody Moeen
Kim Moen
Jenny Moffat
Elizabeth Moffett
Archie Moffit
Shirley Moden
Sarah Mogus
Nicole Mohacye
Maureen Moher
Dianne Mohr
Juan Mora
George Mokdi
Dana Mol
Gabrielle Molenkamp
Bernat Molero
Michelle Molina
Kylene Moline
Kristen Molinelli
Meghan Molitor
Amanda Moller
Julie Molloy
Ivet Molnar
Peggy Molnar
Steven Molnar
Randi Molosky
Tina Monachino
Annie Monagle
Jackie Monaco
Julie Monaco
Fionnuala Monahan
Sally Moncrief
Alison Montach
Alicia Mondragon
Alicia Mongosa
Kevin Mongan
Kami Mongar
Marilyn Monhollen
Janet Monico
Sheila Monroe
Alexis Monroe
Danielle Monroe
Deborah Monroe
P Monroe
Renae Monroe
Ashlee Monroe-Brusa
Elysia Monssenrate
Danielle Montaglano
Jen Montalvo
Lucie Montana
Alisha Montana
Jordan montano
Clarice Monteiro
Donna Monteiro
Kim Monteiro
Jennifer Monteleth
Isabel Montero
Tiffany Montero
Sandy Montes de oca
Rachel Montet
Joan Montgomery
Bridget Montgomery
Carlee Montgomery
Christine Montgomery
Jess Montgomery
Todd Montgomery
Kate Montgomery
Paula Montgomery
Missy Montgomery
Samantha Montignt
Helen Montijo
Sarah Montmy
Chelsea Montoya
Megan Montoya
Destiny Montoya
Allison Montross
Julie Montana
Karyn Moody
Meloney Moody
Susan Moody
Kendra Moors
Dori Montana
Alissa Moon
Carol Moon
Christine Moon
Gretchen Moon
Jackie Moor
Kelsey Moon
Tabitha Moon
Dorothy Mooney
Sara Mooney
Addison Moore
Amanda Moore
Deana Moore
Angela Moore
Anna Moore
Audrey Moore
Bobbi Moore
Brian Moore
Cailin Moore
Carole Moore
Cris Moore
Claudia Moore
Deana Moore

Debra Moore
Diana Moore
Dominica Moore
Elisha Moore
Eri Moore
Jane Moore
Jennifer Moore
Jennifer Moore
Jill Moore
Joyce Moore
Katheryn Moore
Kenny Moore
Kia Moore
Kristina Moore
Leah Moore
Leila Moore
Lisa Moore
Lisa Moore
Macy Moore
Marcus Moore
Melissa Moore
Nichol Moore
Pam Moore
Raymond Moore
Shannon Moore
Stephanie Moore
Suzanne Moore
Teresa Moore
Angelique Moore
Debbie Moore
Karen Moore
Allegro Moore
Jody Moorhead
Michelle Moos
Susanne Morado
Gilza Moraes
Karoline Morais
Benjamin Morales
Iori Morales
Selena Morales
Isabel Morales
Heather Morally
Alison Moran
Jackie Moran
Rich Moran
Laura Moranduzzo
Daniel Morano
Cynthia Morante
Sylvia Moras
Docamoro Morate
Katie Morawska
Sarah-Jane Moreau
Cayla Moreau
Tamara Morehead
Eloisa Moreira
St. Morel
Mindy Moreland
Sherry Moreland
Cynthia Morelli
Gia Morelli
Annali Moreno
Laura Moreno
Carolina Moreno
Sarah Morey
Angela Morgan
Ashley Morgan
Bryan Morgan
Carole Morgan
Carolyn Morgan
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Carrie Morgan
Devon Morgan
Erick Morgan
Evan Morgan
Katie Morgan
Lacey Morgan
Matthew Morgan
Rebecca Morgan
Robert Morgan
Robin Morgan
Sherry Morgan
Stephanie Morgan
Tay Morgan
Allyson Morgan
Angie Morgan
Elena Morgan
Gina Morgan
Kelly Morgan
Meredith Morgan
Sarah Morgan
Audra Morris
Katherine Morris
Jessica Morin
Yusuke Morita
Kayla Morral
Senga Morran
Helen Morrell
Kate Morrell
Rethea Morrid
Bernie Morri
Carlyn Morris
Cindy Morris
Danielle Morris
Elizabeth Morris
Erin Morris
J. Morris
Jeanne Morris
Jill Morris
Joni Morris
Kocy Morris
Kyle Morris
Laura Morris
Linda Morris
Liz Morris
Lynnette Morris
Maekena Morris
Melinda Morris
Norah Morris
Pam Morris
Pat Morris
Peter Morris
Rebecca Morris
Rebecca Morris
Sandra Morris
Stacey Morris
Tasha Morris
Pam Morris
Caitlyn Morrison
CARA MORRISON
Deborah MORRISON
Elizabeth Morrison
Kim Morrison
Lise Montiion
Marisa Morrison
Michelle Morrison
Shawn Morrison
Tanya Morrison
Bill Morris
Jennifer Morrissey
Emma Morrow
Kaitly Morrow
Amy Morse
JoAnn Morse
Michelle Morse
Quinn Morse
Sydney Mortonson
Sheri Mortola
Denise Morton
Diane Morton
Dorothy Morton
Elizabeth Morton
Gary Morton
Jessica Morton
Kim Morton
Lisa Morton
Marissa Morton
Stan Morton
Elaine Morton
Richard Mosca
Dianne Moschetta
Pearly Mose
Erica Moseley
Kathleen Moseley
Janet Moser
Salom© Moslehgh-shien
Liz Mosley
Jozette mosmythe
Celina Mosquera
DanieLa Mosquera
Anne Moss
Lauren Moss
Jazmine Mossey
Charlene Mossey
Brittanie Mostad
Kim Moster
Christina Mosur
Adrienne Moten
Kara Mothes
Stacey Moton
Kayla Motoni
Elizabeth Mott
Rachelle Mott
Renda Mott
Izabelle Motta
Katelyn Motter
Gwennaele
Moubouyi
Kindra Moudry
Madeka Moudry
Emma Moul
Grethchen Mould
Hannah Mouli
Sandra Moulton
Jessica Mouri
Koren Mourgiele
Leigh Moumighan
Victoria Mouanga
Carly Mouton
Panayiota Mouzoura
Sonja Movarei
Ashley Mowatt
McKenzie Movry
Shayla Moya
Allison Moyer
Michelle Moyle
Kristian Moya
Michelle Moya
Timothy Mozingo
Diane Mozol
Bethany Mrugalski
Alba Muñoz
Begoña Muñoz
Maria Muccio
Phil Muck
Stephanie Muckel
Elizabeth
Muehlethaler
Elizabeth Mueller
Jackie Mueller
Julia Mueller
Kim Mueller
Katie Mueller
Leah Mueller
Linda Mueller
Linda Mueller
Nathan Mueller
Leah Muench
Kelly Muesenfechter
Dixie Mueling
Joe Musaro
Peggy Mugaby
Francine Mugge
Jane Muggeo
Sheila Mugiá
Emily Muhberg
Joan Muhleman
Katherine Muhs
Regi Muich
Justine Mujinga
Beya
Solange Mukendi
Nora Mukimba
Michelle Mule
Helene Mulholland
Anna Mulhollem
Pamela Mullally
Arlene Mullaney
Laura Mullaney
Amy Mullen
Meaghan Mullen
Missy Muller
Phyllis Muller
Debbie Mullett
Diane Mullett
Patricia Mullett
Stephanie Mulliet
Noel Mulligan
Patricia Mulligan
Angela Mulligan
Kieran Mulligan
Christina Mullins
Elise Mullins
Phyllis Mullins
Rachel Mullis
Nicole Mulvaney
Brandon Mulvey
Donna Mulvey
William Mulvey
Ronald Mulvey
Brendon Mulvhill
Deirdre Mulvihill
Nellie Mulhull
Diane Munderon
Annette Mundstock
Kirsty Mundy
Nicole Mundy
MARIA MUNIZ
Robyn Munk
Julie Munko
Karen Munnelly
mike munning
Kelly Munno
Erika Munoz
Felix Munoz
Maria Munoz
RAFAEL MUNOZ
Chris Munroe
Barb Munz
Verne Murakami
Deborah Muraoka
Logan Murcher-Drakes
Molly Murchie
Courtney Murchison
C Murdie
Sergio Munillo
Lauren Murner
Anna Murphy
Barbara Murphy
Chad Murphy
Elizabeth Murphy
Jimmy Murphy
Jo Murphy
Kathleen Murphy
Kimberly murphy
Kori Murphy
Lind Murphy
LORI MURPHY
SHANNON MURPHY
Shannon Murphy
Tammy Murphy
Vivian Murphy
Angela Murphy
Bambi Murphy
Christina Murphy
Michael Murphy
Ann Murray
Anne Murray
Ben Murray
Cassie Murray
Cindy Murray
Kayla Murray
Kelly Murray
Laura Murray
Martha Murray
Melinda Murray
Tylers Murray
Bernadette Murray
Dawn Murray
Eileen Murray
Kevin Murray
Raymond Murray
Janetta Murrie
Chantelle Murray
Stephanie Murzyn
Samantha Muse
Andy Muske
Christy Musolf
BRENDA MUSTA
Abbey Mustard
Kaitlyn Muth
Tracey Muter
Kelly Muzzy
Emma Mvdermott
Jessica Myer
Ashley Myers
Audri Myers
Brooke Myers
Carla Myers
Carol Myers
Carrie Myers
Cecelia Myers
Cheryl Myers
Denise Myers
Emily Myers
Kate Myers
Lindsay Myers
Melissa Myers
Melissa Myers
Susan Myers
Valerie Myers
Bill Myers
Kati Myers
Kim Myers
Iliana Myerson
Amanda Myette
Mary Mykityshyn
Roisin Myles
Leanne Mynett
Pilar Myrick
Laura Myron
Brenda N
Meagan N
Rob N
Laura Na
Nikki Nabi
Patti Naccarato
Renee Nacol
Shari Nacsom
Alysa Naesgaard
Diane Nafziger
Judy Nafziger
Lowell Nafziger
Cele Naoga
Brook Nagel
Savanah Nagel
Diane Nagle
Mylene Naguit
Joe Nagy
Alice Naik
Laureen Naik
Jaycelyn Nail
Lila Najim
CiCi Nakano
Cheryl Nakata
Lindsey Nakayama
susan nalley
Cathy Nance
Kerri Nanula
Michelle Naparalla
Kelly Napierowski
Julie Napoltano
Erin Nappi
Kay Naq
Mackenzie Naramore
JoAnn Nardolillo
Sarah Narduche
Susan Narring
Thamyris Nascimento
Rafael Nascimento
Maraes
Elena Nasereddin
Christianie Nash
Julie Nash
Kendall Nash
Amir Nasim
Diane Nasto
Liz Nassef
Cristina Nassif
COMMUNITY SIGNATURES
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Fran Natale
Kristen Natale
Meredith Nations
Erica Natoli
Kimberly Natrelia
Julia Natromper
Kathleen Naud
Andrew Naughton
Maureen Naughton
MaryAnn Naughton
Amanda Nault
Perla Navaarrete
Dari Navaro
Glaucia Navaarro maliash navaarro
Cindy Nave
Margaret Navigio
Margaret Navigio
Stephen Navigio
Judy Navoni
Diana Navac
Antia Naya
Christopher Naylor
Mollie Naylor
Scott Naylor
Ruth Nazzarian
Katherine Neal
Kim Neal
Margaret Neal
Dan Neal
Shanna Nealy
Jill Neal
Amanda Nebbia
Shawna Nebel
Ann Necessary
Percy Nechtman
Eric Ned
Claudia Neemand
Dawn Needham
Kindra Needham
Virginia Neely
Nina New
Kerry Neenan
Bonne Neese
Shelby Neff
Keani Negrete
Ali Neigtz
Kathrine Negron
Migdalia Negron
Kristen Nebberger
Diane Neises
Josh Neldon
J Nel
Hilary Nelsen
Phyllis Nelsen
Ana Nelson
Anna Nelson
Bodhi Nelson
Brea Nelson
Brooke Nelson
caren Nelson
Hilary Nelson
Joy Nelson
Jon Nelson
Joy Nelson
Kim Nelson
Linda Nielson
Mallery Nelson
Paul Nelson
O Nelson
Rebecca Nelson
Renee Nelson
Sara Nelson
Sarah Nelson
Sarah Nelson
Stacy Nelson
Tonya Nelson
Traci Nelson
Leah Nelson
Margaret Nelson
Mary Nelson
Jan Neltner
Teresa Neri
serika nerinda
Jen Nes
Denise Ness
Ben Nestor
Danielle Nestor
Antonio Neto
Kara Nettinn
Kayla Neu
T Neu
Megan Neugent
Lori Neuhauser
Marica Neuhauser
Lindsay Neuman
Mark Neuman
Bobbi Nevala
Eduardo Nevares
Michelle Neveillings
Shannon Nevels
Lonnie / Kay Neves
Pamela Neeve
Tia Nevel
Jamie Neville
Kristine Newberg
J Newbigging
Jessica Newcomb
Jill Newcomb
Richard Newell
Susan Newell
Susan Newhouse
Janice Newland
Aimee Newman
Cheryl Newman
George Newman
Sarah Newman
Jessica Newman
Rachael Newman
Clarissa Newham
Andrew Newport
Jessica Newshutz
Britt Newton
Brooke Newton
Donna Newton
Wendi Ney
Jennifer Ng
Margaret Ng
Stephanie Ng
Jean Nga
Sarah Ngo
Martine Noma
Angelina Ngoy
Abigail Nguyen
Andrew Nguyen
Christina Nguyen
Jennifer Nguyen
Kim Nguyen
Scarlett Nguyen
Thuy Nguyen
Hong Nguyen
Hong Nguyen
Sara Nuyyen
Charles Nicastro
Chris Nicastro
Chrsit Nicastro
Monica Nicastro
Charles Nicastro
Brenda Nickel
Amy Nicholas
Claire Nicholas
Jenny Nicholas
Lawrence Nicholas
Gemma Nicholls
Christy Nichols
Kathleen Nichols
Serrah Nichols
Amy Nichols
Julie Nichols
Mary Nichols
Alice Nicholson
Beth Nicholson
Jeff Nicholson
Jennifer Nicholson
Nick Nicholson
Rebecca Nicholson
Sarbrein Nicholson
Katie Nicholson
Amy Nickel
Tracy Nichols
Lucy Nickell
Sarah Nickerson
Samantha Nickerson
Mary Jane Nickles
Christ Nickoledi
Molly Nickil
Terry Nicki
Deena Nicol-Blifford
Kelsey Nicolai
Pedro Nicoiu
Carina Nicolay
Billie Nicol
Miranda Nicole
Sofia Nicot
Andrea Nied
Renee Niely
Jill Nielsen
Julie Nielsen
Cyndi Nielsen
Vonae Nelson
Dania Niemers
Tiffanay Niezezh
Joyce Nierodzinski
Kristen Niess
Shannon Nieto
Susannah Nietz
Christian Nickmann
Abigail Nikolovski
Kelly Niles
Han Nill
Megan Nimmo
Elenoim Nimtz
boudo Nimte
Leigh nissley
Jason Niu
Brittany Nixon
Emily Nixon
Heather Nixon
Kelli Nixon
Maria Nixon
Cassie Nixon
Jovan Nixon
Patience Nkamba
Elisabeth Nliss
No No
No No
No comment
No comment
Kelly Nobay
Cindi Noble
Jennifer Noble
Lacy Noble
Susan Noble
Jamie Noblit
Mala Nobriga
Alexis Noceeda
Catherine Nock
Abigail Noel
Rushmie Nofisnger
Joyce Nogan
Juan Carlos Noroy
Stephane Nogueira
mary nohelly
Amanda Nolan
Gillian Nolan
Janice Nolan
Molly Nolan
Patricia Nolan
Samantha Nolan
Andrea Nolascos
Ashley Nolan
Maggie Nolit
Jennifer Noll
Maria Noll
Maggie Noolijn
Cathy Noonan
Liz Noonan
Karen Noone
Coreen Nootchaiti
Marissa Norbert
Debbi Nord
Ronne Nordberg
Tommi Norderger
Eric Nordman
Alison Nordquist
Jane Nordrum
Lori Nordyke
Christy Norman
Christy Norman
Maureen Norman
Simone Norman
Jasmine Normoye
Stacy Norrell
Jessica Norris
Kirsta Norris
Wi Norsworthy
Pam Northey
Clare Norton
Dan Norton
David Norton
Garrett Norton
Tom Norton
Ashley Norville
Valerie Norville
Michele Nosko
Kyler Not Afraid
Samantha Not
comfortable sharing
Kris Notch
Alice Nothacker
mikayla nato
Natalie Not
Ann Notorelevant
Georgina Not
Lucy Nottingham
Kristen Novacek
marina novaes
Amanda Novak
Ann Novak
Julie Novak
Nicole Novick
Jacqueline Novinger
Anna Novotny
Jessica Novotry
Andria Nowak
Bart Nowak
Jessie Nowak
Megan Nowak
Matthew Nowicki
Esperante Nsenga
Teresya Nucolls
Elsa Nugent
Lauren Nuke
Lana Null
Sheena Nunan
Viviane Nunes
Monica Nunes
Luciana Nunes Silva
Mariela Nunez
Sandy Nunez
Kim Nunley
Julia Nunn
Jordan Nus
James Nutter
Ijeoma Nwahiri
Kakulungo Nyakairu
Peggy Nye
Marrianne Nyland
Gina Nylund-Ditto
Jane Nystuen
lydia nzembela
Andrea O
Beth O
Kathy O
Lydia O
Waylon O
Anne O'Brien
Siobhan O Carroll
Shaton O donnell
Siobhan O hara
Mairead O Reilly
Ruth O Reilly
Tricia O Reilly
Aine O Reilly
Caroline O Reilly
Claire O reilly
Kate O Reilly
Margaret O Reilly
Erin O'Brien
Helen O'Brien
Mary E O'Brien
Mary O'Donnell
Paul O'donnell
Mindly O'Donnell
Shea O'Donovan
Genya O'Gara
Shawn O'Hara
Michael Odley
Laura O'Nan
Shawn O'Neal
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Gavin O'Neil
Natalie O'Neil
Bre O'Neil
Dawn O'Neil
Patrick O'Neil
Bre O'Reilly
Carol O'Reilly
Declan O'Reilly
Hannah O'Toole
Anna O'Berry
Erin O'Boyle
Angela O'Aoblin
Jennifer O'Aoblin
Heather O'brien
Nichole O'Brien
Eleomeda O'boin
Jaimee Obie
Jessalyn Obert
Norri Oberlander
Erin Oberdorf
Sabine Oberbach
Thomas Obarski
Gretchen Odell
Sara Odell
Shelley Odell

Pam O'Can
Phoebe O'Carrigan
Susan Occhi
Terra Ochsner
Jillian O'Connor
Regina O'Connor
Theresa O'connor
Amanda O'connor
Ciara O'Connor
Osa Odell
Irene O'Dell
Samantha O'Dey
Amy Ogden
Joshua Odom
Stefani Odom-Wertz
Sheila Odoni
Betsy O'Donnell
Cookie O'Donnell
Katie O'Donnell
Ryan O'Donnell
Tom O'Donnell
Audra O'Donovan
Jill Odonovan
Kelly Odonovan
Mary Oduro
Noem Oeding
Sarah Oehling
Sandra Oehrig
Holly Oelkers
Kristin Oenner
Catherine Oestmann
Friend Of a PWS
Family
Danyell Ogden
Karen Ogden
Shay Ogden
Ella Ogden
Lyssa Ogilvie
Jami Ogie
Fabiola Oglesbee
Dona Ogunnemore
Sophia Oh
Christine O'haire
Dorothy O'Hara
Stephen O'hara
Amy O'harrow
Dani Olan
Mindy Ohmler
Sara Oien
Ali Okeefe
Kris Okeefe
Tula Oke
Sebastian Okser
Breeannna Oliberding
JoAnne Oldaker
Melinda Oldham
Heather Oley
Allison Oliei
Karly Olinger
Kenna Oliva
Daniela Oliveira
Heverture Oliveira
Janine Oliveira
Jenny Oliveira
Klaus Oliveira
Natalia Oliveira
Paola Oliveira
Alina Oliveira
Kimberly Oliveira
Adriaan Oliver
Ann Oliver
Jennifer Oliver
Jon Oliver
Kelly Oliver
Niko Oliver
Olga Oliver
Megan Oliver
Melissa Oliver
Sydney Oliver
Tori Oliver
Vicky Oliver
Kirsty Olivier
Susan Olivo
Kelissia Ollivierre
Aspen Olmstead
Domenica Olsen
Donna Olsen
Elise Olsen
Eric Olsen
Michelle Olsen
Susan Olsen
Betty Olson
Brittany Olson
Fiona Olson
Janice Olson
Katie Olson
Kaylyn Olson
L Olson
Raina Olson
Roxanne Olson
Sydney Olson
Tammy Olson
Vicki Olson
Emily Olson
Jessica Olson
Lyle Olson
Axel Olson
Emma Olsson
Margaret Olsson
Isaac Oh
Barbara O'Neill
Stephanie Ombac
Amy Omer
Lauren Ommannanje
Anson Omous
Jaime O'ncle
Marissa O'Neal
Ben Oneil
Deb Oneil
Richard Oneil
Louise O'Neill
David Oner
Dana Ong
Mike Ong
Ann Michelle
Ongerth
Wendy Onh
Juliett Onimi
Jessica Onken
JR Onken
Trace Onken
Patricia Onorato
Linda Onrato
Katherine Onspaugh
Amy Oranyo
Jill Orfit
Tatiana
Onyschtuch
Brian Opalinski
Kelly Opferman
Patricia Oplotnik
Daniel Oppenheim
Shawnee Opunui
Camron Oquinn
Ada Oradeu
Brandi Orand
Scott Orazine
Elizabeth Orciuch
Sue Orciuch
Emily Orcutt
Maridel Ordona-Rehmet
Gelene O'Reilly
Diane O'Reilly
Ricky Orias
Dean Orlando
Jordyn Orlando
Dawn Orlando
Debbie Orlando
Lauren Orlando
Melinda Orlando
Katie Orme
Sarah Ormins
Amy Ormsby
Val Ormsby
Kelly Orndoff
Ashley Oros
Jelic Orosco
Annie Orourke
Casey Orr
Claudia Orr
Juliane Orr
Jeanette Orrantia
Angie Orren
Amt Orso
Antoinette Ortega
Dario Ortega
Aizelle Ortiz
Ashley Ortiz
Caliope Ortiz
Felipe Ortiz
Israel Ortiz
Mayra Ortiz
Charles Ortiz
Dario Ortronato
Ann Orton
Haven Orton
Natalie Orwing
Jennifer osborn
Sue Osborn
All Osbourne
Anne Osbourne
Angie Osbourne
Claire Osborne
Derrick Osborne
Tom Osborne
Amber Osborne
Joanna Osborne
Roger Oshima
Markus Oscarsson
Jennifer Osmundson
Jessica Osorio
Tina Oster
Alisa Ostermair
Carol Osterman
Bryan Ostermiller
Elizabeth Ostinett
Javorka Ostr
don
Ostergaard
Martin Ostrander
Jasmin Ostermann
Omar Ostrom
Linda Ostrow
Nicholas Ostroumoff
Nancy Ostromow
Sean Ostruzska
Ana Osuna
Hector Ossuna
Nicki Oswald
Deborah Oswalt
John Oswalt
Anita Oxchere
Alba Otero
Dominic Otero
Julie Otero
Samantha Otero
Judy Ott
Mike Ott
Olivia Ott
Wade Ott
Patricia Otaiaano
Brent Ott
Tiffany Ottenger
Amy Otto
Do olores Quimet
Colleen Ounnan
Anna Osly
Renee Oulaw
Nancy Ouflet
Lindsey Outz
Shilo Ovadia
Hope O'verby
Rhonda Overbeke
Lisa Overby
Amy Overholtzer
Ashley O'vermann
Boyd O'vermann
Sara O্বerwater
Debbie O'vett
Katelynn Owen
Kathy Owen
Travis Owen
Amy Ovens
George Ovens
Jamie Owens
Kathy Owens
Kelsey Owens
Lindsey Owens
Sara Owen
Taylor Owens
Tiffany Owens
Patricia Owens
Kathryn Ozo
Ashley P
Carrie P
Emily P
Kate P
Nicole P
Sara P
Alejandra P-\'s\'
Balthazar P
'\'\'z
Martinez Filho
Sara P-\'s\'
S'\'\'nchez
Clyde Pabro
Brittany Pace
Lisa Pace
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Megan Pace
Amanda Pace
Dawn Pace
Susan Lucelia
Brandy Pacello
Christie Pachuta
Linda Backard
Emily Packer
Jennifer Packer
Greg Padesky
Jackie Padesky
Stephanie Padesky
Isabula Padilha
Jessica Padmore
Demi Padussis
Yamira Pagano
Chris Pagano
Jenn Pagano
MaryLou Pagano
Veronica Pagat
Debbie Page
Karen Page
Patricia Page
Randy Page
Stephanie Pagel
Carma Pagni
Julie Pahuti
Kathleen Paige
Danielle Paigo
Pam Painter
Tammy Painter
Karen Painter
Cecilia Pajala
Ashley Palai
Valerie Palazzo
Eric Palces
Samantha Palensky
Joan Palermo
Ryanne Palermo
Joseph Palermo
Kristina Palermo
Javier Palais
Jennifer Palleschi
Cindy Palm
Annya Palma-Jasso
Allison Palmer
Brian Palmer
Charles Palmer
Greg Palmer
Laure Palmer
Lindalee Palmer
Naomi Palmer
nikki palmer
Rob Palmer
Sydney Palmer
Dawn Palmer
Michelle Palmer
Cailtin Palminsano
Jaime Patlton
Kathy Patlton
Anna Patulecki
Anne Palumbino
Sharon Pamplona
Leonardo Panariello
Melissa Pancer
Leslie Pangassser
Fetle Pano
Brandon Panepinto
Kelli Panepinto
Lourdes Pangliani
Drew Panico
Tina Panse
Isa Panto
Regina Panto
Jacque Panto
Kenzie Panzarella
Patricia Panzer
Loena Paoletti
Oriana Paolillo
Gavin Paolucci-Kleinow
Niclo Paone
Melissa Papa
William Papa
Anastasia Papadakis
Sheffy Papadopoulos
Shari Papagayo
Ashkey Papageorge
Danielle Papania
Ashley Papcun
Danielle Papelino
Brenda Papillon
Jordan Papin
Julie Papineau
Sheila Pappas
Tifanie Pappas
Erin Pappo
Megan Paquette
Pat Paquette
Jessica Parades
Carolyn Paradis
Kelly Paradis
Stacey Paradise
Danielle Paragas
Melissa Paranto
Cleo Pardo
Lina Paredes
Rebecca Paredes
Tiffany Parent
Heather Parente
Danielle Parenti
Eileen Paris
Kathy Paris
Kellie Paris
Maggie Paris
Melissa Paris
Chantal Parisien
Colene Paris
april park
Madison Park
Roxy Park
Alison Parker
Ashley Parker
Cara Parker
Caroline Parker
Ellen Parker
Karilyn Parker
Matt Parker
Paige Parker
Rachel Parker
Rita Parker
Samantha Parker
Sarah Parker
Suzanne Parker
Teara Parker
Teig Parker
Tim Parker
Claire Parker
Danielle Parker
Frank Parker
Kaya Parker
Stephanie Parker
Naomi Parkhurst
Heleen Parkin
Donovan Parkinson
Briania Parks
Cindy Parks
Jamie Parks
katie parks
Kelly Parks
Laura Parks
Mackenzie Parks
Marielthas Parks
Peggie Parks
Susan Parmenter
Brandy Parrnell
Helena Parola
Rob Paroskie
Angela Parrish
Heather Parrish
Jackie Parrish
Karen Parrish
Linda Parra
Susan Parrish
Dede Parrish
Stephanie Parrish
Kendra Parry
D Parschauer
Erin Parsley
Megan Parson
Becky Parsons
Courtney Parsons
Kate Parsons
Rhonda Parsons
Sue Parsons
Zoe Parson
Gavin Parlin
Ma. Carolyn Anne Parlan
Norah Parvaz
Marissa Pancarella
Shelly Panceri
Glacia Pascoal
Evangelina Pasco
Nick Pasco
noel pasco
Pam Pasco
Patricia Pasco
Patrick Pasco
Peter Pasco
Malia Pascua
Benjamin Pascual
Juan Pascual
Garcia
preston pasher
Paul Pasic
Lauren Paski
Deborah Pasquale
Nunzio Pasquarelli
Silvio Pasquale
Rockelli Passos
Susan Passwaters
Diana Pastas
John Pastere
Katie Paszkieiwicz
Helena Pastecki
Amanda Pate
William Pate
Lesley Paterson
Rachel Paterson
Neil Patience
Mandy Patingo
Nora Patino
Helena Patino
Michelle Paton
Kathy Patrick
Lauren Patrick
Shannon Patrick
Terry Patrick
Angie Patrick
CHRISTIEENA
Patrick
Natalie Patrick
Noelle Patten
Shawn Patten
Amy Patterson
Amy Patterson
Ashley Patterson
Christine Patterson
David Patterson
Erika Patterson
GPat Patterson
Jessie Patterson
Lynette Patterson
Rebecca Patterson
Sarah Patterson
Sarah Patterson
Stacey Patterson
Brenda Patterson
Kathleen Patterson
Marie Patterson
Sandy Patterson
Paige Patterson
Kelsey Patterson
Debra Patton
Jennifer Patton
Diane Patton
Kay Patton
Darla Patty
Hillary Paulto
Lauren Pavikovic
Brooke Paul
Ericka Paul
Erik Paul
Jodi Paul
Lauren Paul
Vi Paul
Vritha Paul
Ana Paul
Andressa Paulart
Katybeth Paulley
Brittany Pauli
Nadina Paulin
Teresa Paulson
Tracy Paulson
Brian Paulson
Brooke Paulson
Kristina Paulson
Linda Paulson
Lori Paulson
Mary Paulson
Irene Paulus
Bekah Pauly
Lee Ann Pautz
Beth Pavelka
Christian Pavel
Jessica Pavlik
Michelle Pavlik
Tiffany Pavlish
Jackie Pavlo
Doris Pavlot
Suzanne Pavlot
Christina Pavlou
Michalina Pavlicovva
Auguste Payba
Alicia Payne
alli payne
Linday Payne
Peggy Payne
Colleen Payne
Courtney Paynter
Brenda Payton
Capri Payton
Fern Payant
Jessica Paz
Adela Pe\'vin
Mary Peach
Rachel Peacock
W Peacock
Amanda Pearson
Rob Pearce
Catherine Pearsall
Michaela Pearso
Ben Pearson
Elizabeth Pearson
Emily Pearson
Kathleen Pearson
Kate Pearson
Leslie Pearson
Tammy Pearson
Jerica Pearson
Michael Pearson
Sharon Pearson
Theresa Pease
Melissa Peasley
Kylie Peavy
Jenny Peavy
Dillon Peck
Jessica Peck
Karen Pecker
Patricia Pederson
Renan Pedracini
Maria Cristina
Pedroso Pittelli
Andrea Pedroza
Lisa Peers
Cheyenne Peet
Sietse Peeters
Sherry Peets
Camila Pegado
Victoria Peggy
Be Pei
Michele Peiffer
Rose Angelibe Peig
Isabela Peixoto
Tathiana Peixoto
Soraya Pei\"ez
Katie Pelan
Daniel Pelegrin
Jessica Pellicer
Caitlin Pellicerini
Jeanine Pellegrini
Lauren Pellegrini
Paula Pelletier
Juliana Pellician
Aubrey Pella
Hayli Pelton
Karen Pelton
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Michael Pez
Shannon Pemberton
Gerardo Pena
Evan Penalba
Katie Pence
Adrienne Penders
Jamie Pendley
Mariah Pendleton
VANCE PENDELY
Michelle Penetin
Jessica Pengilly
Michael Penhaligon
Charlene Penil
Kelsie Penley
Christine Penman
Sharon Penne
Martina Pennell
Debra Penner
Geneva Penner
Margaret Penney
Chad Pennick
Christy Pennick
Steven Penny
Evelyn Penny
Kip Penny
Valerie Pensick
Erica Pentecost
Emma Penticost
Leah Penton
Karen Penton
Elise Pentz
Kimberly Penuel
Cathy Pefo
Robin Pepin
Barb Peplinski
Michaela Peplinski
Becky Pepper
Caitlyn Pepper
Karen Peppers
Iom peppati
Priseah Perez
Ramon Perez
April Perci
Heather Percival
Juan Perez
Julia Pereira
MARIO GIA PEREIRA
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Amy Plunkett
Bennister Po
Cynthia Pobiano
Beth Poblocki
Debra Pobuda
Katherine Poch
Katarina Pock
Elise Pocock
Alison Podhadrsky
Heather Podhadrsky
Cheryl Podmajersky
Virginia Podmenik
Mary Podmokly
Michelle Podmokly
Katie Podmokly
Rachel Podolsky
Kelley Podsednik
Elise Poehling
Robert Poehling
Bridget Poffenbaugh
Sarah Poffenroth
Kara Pohlkamp
Liza Poinier
Ann Poirier
Madison Poiroux
Kathryn Pokrilla
Robin Pokowski
Heather polakowski
Michael Polanco
Cynthia Polansky
Katie Polansky
Julie Polden
Kathleen Polhemus
Melissa Politano
Candie Politte
Francesca Polizotto
Kelly Polk
Fred Pollard
Jeanne Polledri
Andy Pollen
Emily Pollet
Lynda Pollock
RANDY POLLOCK
Sharon Pollock
Michaela Poloma
Megan Polson
Alison Polton
Katherine Polston
Madeline Polton
Ellen Polzin
Stacey Pompeia
LISA POMFRET
Liz Pornik
Martha Pomidoro
Anna Pomo
Kristie Ponce
Rachel Ponce
Angela Ponist
Cedric Ponsonda
Arquero
Daniela Ponte
Paula Pontile
Carolina Pontrelli
Emily Pool
Brenda Poole
Laura Poole
Jenny Poole
Carla Poe
kylie pope
Meagan Pope
Karl Popielarczyk
Eileen Popp
Karen Poppen
Kayleigh Porat
Jessica Portelli
Fernanda Porchat
Amanda Porell
Andre Porretto
Lisa PorT
Christian Portela
Heather Porteous
Virginia Porteous
Meloria Porteous
Sotille
Courtney Porter
Elizabeth Port
Hazel Porter
James Porter
Jennifer Porter
Jennifer Porter
Katie Porter
Kim Porter
Krista Porto
Lindsey Porter
Mary Porter
Rick Porter
Autumn Porter
Ellen Porter
Julie Portet
Christin Porto
Teresa Portings
Fearn Portman
Rebecca Portman
Jaime Portman
Mario Porto
Philip Portuese
Katy Portwood
Keena Poryer
Katy Porzelt
Weston Porzel
Lauren Posey
P Chris Pringis
Jasmine Princivil
Samantha Prince
Sandra Prince
Brenda Prince
Alexandra Princin
Carrie Primus
Samuel Primera
Carla Primus
Alexandra Prince
Brenda Prince
Sandra Prince
Samantha Prince
Nicole Princivil
Amy Pringle
Karen Powers
Kari Powers
Laura Powers
Logan Powers
Stephanie Powers
Andrea Powers
Tammy Powers
Sue Prance
Cindy Prater
Chris Pratt
Stacy Pratt
Catrina Pray
Kevin Pray
rebecca pray
Meghan Preble
Katie Prelle
Hillary Prendergast
Emily Prendergast
Philip Prentice
Lisa Prescott
Pat Prescoct
Joe Pressler
AnneMarie Presta
Michelle Prestie
Molly Prestie
Brenna Presten
Jason Preston
Amanda Preston
Greg Preston
Jasmine Preston
Keviny Preohan
Meghan Preston
Rachel Preston
Terren Preston
Tanya Pretswell
Stephanie Pretty
chad preuss
Huyen Nhi Prewitt
Margaret Previtt
Aimee Price
James Price
Jessica Price
Krystine Price
Lauren Price
Lisa Price
Sarah Price
Whitney Price
Ruthie Price
Molly Prichard
Meghan Prickett
Leah Primera
Sami Primerson
Carla Primus
Alexandra Prince
Brenda Prince
Sandra Prince
Samantha Prince
Nicole Princivil
Amy Pringle
Karen Prior
Katrina Prior
Chanel Priestley
Jenna Pritchard
Marlene Pritchard
Sarah Pritchard
Lori Prifts
Heather Pratts
Nicholas Prulita
Natallya Privatova
Ruthann Priviterra
Andie Prochaska
Lisa Procopio
Adam Profitt
Sheila Prokes
Maggie Prothe
Jennifer Provence
Paul Provenza
Carrie Provist
Lynn Provost
Michael A. Provost
Jennifer Pruett
Miranda Pruett
Katie Pruikinska
Jenny Pruitt
Peyton Pruitt
Brittany Pruitt
Matt Pruh
Cindy Pry
Peyton Pry
Erin Pryce
Lauren Pryor
Myronna Pryor
Robert Pryor
Becky Przybilis
Rose Przychodzki
Joanna Pryxwara
Pipi Psaou
Ana Psonak
Dan Ptak
Heather Puckett
Bernice Pudlock
Teresa Puente
Maria Puga
Ashlyn Pugh
Howard Pugh
Monie Puglia
Crystal Pugliesi
Alissa Puh
Shari Puh
Min Puhel
Gina Pulitano
Sherry Pulikinen
Colby Pulley
Elizabeth Pulliam
Debbie Pullyblank
Adrienne Pulcu
Dixon Pulver
Cathy Pumilia
Julene Pummill
Shannon Pummill
Rebekah Pummill
Ben Punn
Rachel Punn
Cecile Pungitore
Lauren Punwani
Brent Puncell
Kathleen Pursell
nicole Purnell
Nick Puirch 너
Rachel Purer
Stacey Purser
Diana Purtee
Colleen Pertell
Kanoa Puviance
Jessica Puryear
Erin Putz
Margaret Putman
Elissa Putman
Barbara Puyo
Stephanie Pye
Felicia Pye
JACQUELINE PYGIEL
Sandra Pyle
Jennifer Pyn
Grace Pyn
Stephanie Pyrah
Evie Pytel
Tony Q
Alaa QAIS
Moby Qaikenbush
Eric Quadrrozzi
Caitlin Quadrrozzi
Rachel Quinn
Rick Quinn
Sylvia Quinn
Johanna Quatrano
Tracy Quayle
Courtney
Quebodeaux
Patricia Querzio
Tammy Quenot
Shannon Quarry
Lisa Quesenberry
Roni Quesnelle
David Quick
Emma Quick
Taylor Quigg
Rachel Quigley
Sara Quigley
Aolie Quinn
Casey Quinn
Elaine Quinn
Emily Quinn
Lindsay Quinn
Nikki Quinn
Ryan Quinn
Samantha Quinn
Sarah Quinn
Amanda Quinn
Anibal Quinones
Erin Quinones
Johnny Quintana
Mackenzie Quintana
Tricia Quintana
Justus Quintana
Louis Quinn
Louise Quinn
Lorien Quint
Ashley R
Carrie Sue R
Edythe R
Rhea R
Samantha R
Sue R
Monica R.
Lheslie Rabe
Elana Robinowitz
Virginia R
Kathryn Racette
Gayle Rachford
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edward rachles
Kenneth Racicot
Rachel Radcliffe
Tracy Rader
Renée Radevski
Kelly Radevski
Lisa Radke
Sandra Radelin
Jaquelynne Radtke
Kaitlin Radvansky
Caitlyn Rae
Graham Rae
Kelly Raether
JoAn Raff
Denise Raftery
Kate Rafterty
Kelly Rafterty
Lorie Rafter
Kim Ragan
Faith Ralabas
Jason Raghubar
Betsy Ralph
Brian Ralph
Theresa Raguso
Nicoie Rahn
Diane Rainer
Richard Raiban
T Rain
Pat Raines
Laurie Raines
Jaimi Rainford
Nancy Rajkumar
Linda Rakolta
Beth Ralph
David Ralph
Laurinda Ralph
Paige Raiston
Vicki Ralston
Mariam Ramez
Arvind Ramakrishnan
Anupam Ramakrishna
Amelia Ramírez
Claire Ramirez
Courtney Ramirez
Paola Ramirez
Paula Ramirez
Shelley Ramirez
Nancy Ramirez
Reiko Ramones
Cherry Ralstion
Doris Ramos
Fernando Ramos
Jasmine Ramos
Joe Ramos
Maja Ramos
Marthie Ramos
Myrna Ramos
Pedro Ramos
Tamara Ramos
Janicye Ramos
Madison Ramsay
Kit Ramsdale
Annika Ramsey
Dione Ramsey
Melissa Ramsey
Sumer Ramsey
Tara Ramsey
James Ramsey
Michelle Ramsey-Moody
Lisa Ranaglia
Lisa Rancourt
Barb Randall
Elaine Randall
Janet Randall
McKenzie Randall
Sloan Randall
Kate Randall
Courtney Randazzo
Monica Randazzo
Rashma Randeniye
balaeej randhawa
Amanda Randolph
Paige Randolph
Debra Randyn
Samantha Raney
Robert Ran
Sharon Ran
Melissa Rankin
Sian Rank
Kayla Ranney
Sharon Ransom
Church
Melissa Rao
Lajuan Raper
Susan Rapoza
Joanna Rapoza
Donna Rapp
Lauren Rapp
Natalie Rasper
Morgan Rasco
Brooke Rasmussen
Cheryl Rasmussen
Naida Rasmussen
Mary Rassell
Brittany Rath
Judith Rath
Lindsay Rathouz
Brandon Ratliff
Cathy Ratliff
Heather Ratliff
Sarah Ratliff
Sheila Ratliff
St Ratliff
Amy Ratner
Jami Ratner
Lisa Ratner
Dawn Ratzan
Denise Ratzlaff
Bobbie Ratzlaff
Anne Rau
Crystal Rau
Amy Rauber-Patton
Janet Rauch
Kristen Rauch
Hilary Rausher
David Raven
Joel Raven
Leslie Raven
Marc Raven
Wendy Ray
Brianne Rayet
Caitlin Ravin
Patricia Rawlings
Lonnie Rawlins
Shelby Rawson
Ali Ray
Chris Ray
Kathryn Ray
Lara Ray
Danielle Rayborn
Jessica Rayborn
Dave Raybold
Al Rayburn
Diane Raymond
Britt Raymond
LuAnn Raymond
Christine Rayner
Lauren Razuri
Venus Razzaghi
Melissa Re
Sharon Rea
Kasey Reaces
Kendra Read
Meghan Read
Ellen Reagan
Angela Reasons
Sheanela Rebaza
Steve Rebozo
Natalia Recarte
carrasco
Emily Recchia
Theresa Recchia
Dana Rechin
Desiree Rechter
Kayla Rector
Ellen Rector
Megan Reddick
Christie Reddy
Yashvi Reddy
Christa Redel
Deanna Redlearrow
John Redfern
Amie Redman
Monica Redman
Caryn Redman
Jan Redmond
Rita Redolfi
Elaine Redstone
Rosann Reeb
Dallas Reece
Gwendolyn Reece
Adam Reed
Amie Reddy
Annette Reed
Anthony Reed
Ashley Reed
Billie Reed
Cathy Reed
Christine Reed
Felisha Reed
Jenny Reed
Kai-Li Reed
Katie Reed
Kayhy Reed
Laura Reed
Leonia Reed
Stacey Reed
Suzanne Reed
White Reed
John Reed
Leigh Reed
Angela Reeder
Danielle Reeder
William Reedy
May Reen
Joy Reese
Emily Reesser
Beth Reeves
Claire Reeves
John Reeves
Sean Reeves
Amie Rees
Emily Rehan
Kiera Regan
Lindsey Regan
Susan Regan
Mary Reger
Julie Reges
Sara Regino
Julie Regner
Diane Rego
Stefania Rego
Regina Rehberg
Brooklynn Rehberg
Stev Rehnc
Karen Rehnker
Beth Reich
Anne Reichert
Frances Reichert
ALISON REICHERT
Jim Reichert
Carrie Reichekin
Christopher Reid
Debbie Reid
Diane Reid
Erika Reid
Jamie Reid
Kate Reid
Megan Reid
Nadia Reid
Sarah Reid
Stephanie Reid
Susan Reid
Tami Reid
Donna Reid-Bey
Emily Reidy
Brittany Reifenstein
Hilary Reinze
Chrisiee Reinke
Carol Reilly
Lupita Reilly
Marie Reilly
Sharon Reilly
Siobhan Reilly
Susan Reilly
Alex Reilly
James Reilly
Kathleen Reily
Sinead Reilly
Leslie Reimer
Mallory Reimer
Monica Reimers
Jennifer Reinard
Amanda Reinhard
Liz Reinhardt
Juliane Reis
Mandy Reis
Mark Reis dorfer
Bryna Reynolds
Adrienne Reisweig
Kari Reisz
Samantha Reitano
Jennine Reitter
Candace RETIZ
Denise Reja
Anastasia Reick
Jill Reick
Veronica Relea
Carla Relie
Leanna Remington
Ingrid Remkus
Lindsey Remley
Carolyn Rempel
Carly Renaud
Mary Randall
Wendee Renehan
Sandy Renenhan
Payton Renfro
Gary Renner
Christina Reno
Debbie Renshrwa
Suzanne Renton
Jane Renze
Joan Renzi
Melanie Renzi
Vanessa Renzi
marguerite renzo
Christy Renzullo
Dr. Diana Repack
Jennifer Rescigno
Gloria Resendez
Shari Resnick
Deborah Restivo
Joanne Restivo
Rhaelene Restivrer
Riana Restivrer
Rommel Restivrer
Ron Restivrer
Tess Restivrer
Pinky Restivrer
Anthony Retsofs
Eva Retsofs
Simon Retsofs
Lisa Retzlaff
Kim Revelle
Marine Revelo
Melissa Revis
Yolanda Reitzch
Genevieve Rexach
Mark Rexroth
Allison reyerson
Emily Reyes
Janice Reys
Patrick Reyes
Cathy Reyes
Rachel Reyes
Andrea Reynolds
Annie Reynolds
Bethany Reynolds
Claire Reynolds
Kelsey Reynolds
Marc Reynolds
Michelle Reynolds
Rachel Reynolds
Sanamtha Reynolds
Susan Reynolds
Ashley Reynolds
Dakota Reynolds
Gail Reynolds
Jillian Reynolds
Katie Reynolds
Richard Reynolds
Cindy Reynolds
Jo Rhen
Michael Rhen-Sosbe
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Faith Rhinehart
Liz Rhodes
Susie Rodenic
Christy Rhodes
Donna Rhodes
Melanie Rhodes
Yvette Rhodes
Marilyn Rhodes
Niki Rhodes
Rhonda Rhonda
Nikki Rhyme
Sally Rianna
Zoha Riaz
Julia Ribar
Hannah Ribbens
Jennifer Ribbins
Fernanda Ribeiro
Wagner Ribeiro
Sheila Riberge
Gina Ricard
Christine Ricci
Linda Ricci
Lisa Ricciuto
Melissa Riccobono
Abbe Rickey
Amanda Rice
Cari Rice
Dana Rice
Linda Ricke
Mackenzie Rice
Sarah Rice
Stephani Rice
Stephen Rice
Tamara Rice
Toni Rice
Leslie Rice
David Rich
Jonathan Rich
Kristen Rich
Laura Rich
Rhonda Rich
Tara Rich
Traci Rich
Amber Richard
Edmond Richard
Linda Richard
Vince Rich
Nicole Richardson
Brenda Richards
Kay Richards
Larry Richards
Megan Richards
Nicole Richards
Sharise Richards
Terri Richards
Mary Richards
Orasa Richards
Poppy Richards
Angela Richardson
Caley Richardson
Chelsea Richardson
Dawn Richardson
Rick Richardson
Kendra Richardson
Kristin Richardson
Lori Richardson
Meaghan Richardson
Michele Richardson
Zoe Richardson
Elizabeth Richardson

Jenny Richardson
Lisa Richardson
Lynda Richardson
Sandy Richardson
Tracy Richardson
Patricia Richardson
Kimberly Richer
thomas Richghel
Rajaane Richman
Abby Richmond
Connie Richmond
Jilbyn Richardson
Amanda Richardson
Jessica Richardson
noelle richter
shannon richter
Charles Richter
Heidi Ricken
DAVID RICKERT
Emily Rickett
Virginia Rickett
Patricia Ricketry
Kirstin Ricketts
Kathy Ricketts
Shella Rickey
Susie Ricks
Kristin Rico
Morgan Rico
Holly Riddle
Ashley Riddler
Jennifer Ridenoure
Megan Rider
Shelby Ridgel
Victoria Ridgway
Jennifer Ridges
Mary Ridley
Susan Riedel
Christina Riedinger
Daniel Rieger
Julie Riegel
Stephanie Rieker
Lauren Rieley
Terre Ries
Peggy Riggio
Alexis Riggs
Gertrude Rigney
Kelly Rigby
Kevin Rigney
Nicole Riff
Kathy Rikalo
Whitney Rikalo
Beverly Rikard
Suzanne Rikkola
Victoria Rikkola
colleen riley
Kathleen Riley
Rose Riley
Yvonne Riley
Aita Riley
Sara Riley
Laura Rime
Angela Rimmel
James Rimmel
Gloria lucia Rincón
Laverde
Kelly Rindlisbacher
Chelsea Rinehart
Tony Ring
Katie Ringwald
Bob Rinker
Heather Rinkol
Sallie Rinkol
Mary Rinne
Nicoe Riorian
Karen Rios
Kim Rizley
Dan Riple
Amanda Rishel
Jessica Rising
Connie Risseley
David Risle
William Risle
Beth Ritchie
Laura Ritter
Keyll Riversen
Jose Walberto Riva
Ilka Rivard
Naomi Rivard
Christi Rivard
Sarah Rivas
Joesuan Rivas
Nelson D. Rivas-Anido
Shauna Rivas-Guzman
Andrea Rivera
Diana Rivera
Jeanne Rivera
Jennifer Rivera
Kathy Rivera
Moderat Rivera
Monica Rivera
Stephie Rivera
Madeline Rivera-Gill
VIVIAN RIVERA-RODRÍGUEZ
Tammy River
Charlie Rizzo
Cristine Rizzo
Helen Rizzo
Kelly Rizzo
Riegel Rizzo
Emily Rouch
Jonnie Roach
Laurie Roach
Miranda Roach
Kari Rober
Kristine Robb
Joanne Robb
Judy Robberts
Cindy Robbins
Courtney Robbins
Gillian Robbins
Kassi Robbins
Lori Robins
Marissa Robbins
Norma Robbins
Rodney Robbins
Sarah Robbins
Scott Robbins
Danielle Robbins
JoAnn Robbins
Kara Robbins
Tonya Robbins
Alice Robergon
Charles Roberson
Mary Roberson
Shana Roberson
Sue Roberson
Revs Roberson
Vivivya Roberson
Adriene Roberts
Bailey Roberts
Charis Roberts
Daniel Roberts
Emily Roberts
Esther Roberts
Gina Roberts
Janet Roberts
Jessica Roberts
Joanne Roberts
Kayla Roberts
Megan Roberts
Samantha Roberts
Siobhan Roberts
Sue Roberts
Suzy Roberts
Victoria Roberts
Kaleigh Roberts
Laci Roberts
Nicola Roberts
Charlotte Robertsin
Catherine Robertson
Catherine Robertsin
Elaine Robertson
Zoie Robertson
Ann Robertson
Colonel Robertson
Emily Robertson
kim robertson
Larisa Robertson
Bernadette Robino
Marnie Robins
Bill Robinson
Charlotte Robinson
Corin Robinson
Donna Robinson
Elesha Robinson
Joni Robinson
Leanne Robinson
Lori Robinson
Monica Robinson
Shannon Robinson
Tori Robinson
Amy Robinson
Bethany Robinson
Candie Robinson
Casey Robinson
Catherine Robinson
Gina Robinson
Hayley Robinson
Jamie Robinson
Kaitlin Robinson
Patsy Robinson
Angie Robinson
Laura Robinson
Brooke Robnett
Adrienne Robson
Laura Robson
Jill Robson
Tami Rocher
Heidi Rocha
Marcelle Rocha
Pedro Rocha
Lorena Rocha
Melanie Rocha
Kelsey Rochfort
Hanna Rochelle
Cara Rochford
Dennis Rochford
Hayley Rock
Jane Rock
Jessica Rock
Rose Rocker
Carolyn Rockhold
Michelle Rockwell
Jeimy Rodado
Christine Roderick
Megan Rodewald
Brent Rodgers
Debra Rodgers
Eleni Rodgers
Karey Rodgers
Rachel Rodgers
Cassidy Rodman
John Rodman
Laura Rodman
Myrna Rodriíquez
Kimberly Rodriguez
Jennifer Rodrigue
Ashley Rodrigues
Fagner Rodrigues
Graziela Rodrigues
Theresa Rodrigues
Angelica Rodriguez
Bianca Rodriguez
Brooke Rodriguez
Calén Rodriguez
Fanny Rodriguez
Jessica Rodriguez
Laura Rodriguez
Leticia Rodriguez
Maria Dolores Rodriguez
Nicole Rodriguez
Reny Rodriguez
Teresa Rodriguez
Danielle Rodriguez
Jackie Rodriguez
Javier Rodriguez
Kate Rodriguez
Rocio Rodriguez
Shari Rodriguez
Tina Rodriguez
Josefina Rodriguez
- Munoz
Natalia Rodriguez
diaz
Tamera Rodriguez
Rodriguez
Amy Roe
Lana Roe
Nicole Roe
Maria Roer
Terry Roehr
Lori Roelse
Rebecca Roemer
Madalyn Roesh
Kate Roesler
Kelly Roessner
David Roetman
Kim Rothenman
Cathy Roffe
Amber Rogers
Annette Rogers
Bobbi Rogers
Chad Rogers
Courtney Rogers
Darrell Rogers
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Emily Rogers
Janyce Rogers
Jojanne Rogers
 Judy Rogers
Julia Rogers
Julie Rogers
Karryn Rogers
Kenny Rogers
Kim Rogers
Kristin Rogers
Malik Rogers
Maria Rogers
 Meredith Rogers
Stephen Rogers
Theresa Rogers
Tiffany Rogers
Bradley Rogers
Karryn Rogers
Sally Rogers
Venessa Rogers
Nicole Rogers-Norton
Pamela Roggendorf
Jennifer Roggengkap

Cathy Rohan
Gabe Rohde
Kirsten Rohde
Leslie Rohr
R M Rohback
Marion Rohrdanz
Alexandria Ropias
Rayna Rokicki
Tracy Roland
Mikai Roldan
Annette Rolfes
Paula Rolison
Jaime Roll
Kate Rollason
Fred Rollins
Kendric Rollins
Leslie Rollins
Sarah Rollins
Suejey Rollyon
Catherine Rom
Sophia Romagnolo
Jennifer Roman
Rachel Romanek
Dara Romanholi
Gonivelas
Jane Romanik
Amber Romanof
Bridgit Romanof
Christina Romanof
Marissa Romanof
Megan Romanof
Molly Romanof
Kristy Romanowski
Lisa Romanowski
Michelle Romanowski
Emily Romans
Jacqueline Rombach
Jakob Rombach
Talos Rombach
Alison Romeo
Brian Romeo
Brittney Romeo
Jamie Romeo
Amanda Romeo
Arlene Romeo
heid romero
LINDSEY ROMERO
Steve Romero
Teresa Romero
Toni Romero
Oscar Romero
Susan Romero
Sandra Romero
Reyes
Abigail Romfo
Jayden Romfo
Megan Remick
Ary Romney
Kelly Ronca
Emily Rondinelli
Brittany Ronzani
Andry Rook
Kaye Rook
Megan Rook
Cheryl Rooke
Hilary Rookyart
Caroline Rooney
Darragh Rooney
Holly Ros
Helen Root
Krisy Root
Louis Rooth
Shaua Rop
Lisa Roper
Raven Roper
Tris Anne Ropik
Sydney Ropp
Dawn Roppel
Tess Ropp
Rachel Roraback
Adina Rosa
Renata Rosa
Sydney Rosa
Danielle Rosa
Elizabeth Rosado
Leyska Rosado
Carole Rosales
William Rosales
Sara Rosario
Sarah Rosario
Carla Rosario
Sirehia Rosario-Lapumte
T Roscoe
Brooke Rose
Cheryl Rose
Chris Rose
Elizabeth Rose
Faye Rose
Gail Rose
Kare Rose
Lisa Rose
Love Rose
MJ Rose
Pet Rose
Sarah Rose
William Rose
Andrey Rose
Rick Rossel
Teresa Roselli
Marcie Rosen
Nataly Rosen
Heid Rosen
Krista Rosenberg
Nancy Rosenberger
Maria Rosenbloom
Karla Rosengren
Paul Rosengren
Joanna Rosenthal
Ryan Rosenthal
Mary Rosenthal
Sarah Ross
Ellory Roske
Anna Rosploch
Ava Ross
Cassondra Ross
Donald Ross
F Ross
Fern Ross
Holly Ross
Jessica Ross
Julie Ross
Kelli Ross
Lisa Ross
Savannah Ross
Will Ross
Linda Ross
Susan Rossi
susan rossi
Yohana Rossii
Katie Rossman
Emily Rosso
Wilbert Rossy
Hailey Rotenbery
Amanda Roth
Lauren Roth
Lori Roth
Madelin Roth
Liz Rothberg
Melissa Rothberg
Yvonne Rothenberg
Richard Rothermel
Kristen Rothman
Caitlin Rothschild
Candace Routdeush
Trish Rougie
Donna Roundsville
Eliza Rountree
Danielle Rourke
Lane Roush
Michelle Roush
Duan Roussel
Maggi Routher
Paulo Rovina
Denise Rovina
Katie Rowan
Miranda Rowan
Diane Rowe
Sandra Rowe
Betsy Rowen
Amanda Rowland
Fran Rowland
Jana Rowland
John Rowland
Brigid Rowlings
Jane Rowsell
Jordan Roy
K Roy
Mauri Roy
Nicole Roy
Trisha Roy
Mariah Roy
Sarah Royce
Adam Royter
Roxana Royster
Karly Rozalewycz
Jsyne Rozanski
Jordan Rozell
Julie Rozeveld
Jen Roznowski
Lacey Ross
Carla Rubin
Kim Rubin
Judith Rubin
Janet Rubin
Maria Rubio
Olivia Rubio
Rizza Rubio
Sharon Ruble
Rachael Rucienski
Candy Rucker
Glora Rucker
Corrine Rucks
Cindy Ruds
Francesca Ruddi
Kim Rude
Lorie Rude
Maxine Rudoff
Christina Ruffino
Nicholle Ruffino
Josie Russiner
Arielle Ruggiero
Lea Ruggiero
Debbie Ruhland
April Ruiz
Chris Ruiz
Ginty Ruiz
Gwen Ruiz
Tracy Ruiz
Yashira Ruiz
Sarah Ruiz
Sara Ruja
Medexs Rullan
Karen Runkle
Tama Runkle
Troy Runkle
Bradley Runkle
Dwayne Runkle
Patty Runkle
Shauna Runion-
Bareford
Melanie Runyan
Carolyn Runyon
Lori Runyon
Suzy Rupp
Wilma Rupprech
Jay RUPRECHT
Laura Ruprecht
Joan Rusch
Jamie Ruschenski
Jeff Rush
Jonathan Rush
Krista Rush
Lynda Rush
Staci Rush
Barbara Rush
Jessica Rushing
Mary Rushing
Annab lushen
Establishes
Kathy Russell
Kayla S
Maddi Russell
Mindy Russell
Amanda Ryan
Kellie Russell
Katie Russell
Lindsey Russell
Mary Russell
Melanie Russell
Reagan Russell
Rachelle Russell
Rebecca Russell
Sanders Russell
Anne Russell
Cheryl Russell
Tamar Russell
Amy Russo
Florence Russo
Melissa Russo
Nicole Russo
Cristina Russo
Edie Rustemeyer
Jen Rustemeyer
Brenda Ruth
Megan Rutherford
Sanra Rutherford
Tricia Rutherford
Betty Rutledge
Maddox Rutledge
Debra Ryals
Alli Ryan
Amanda Ryan
Amy Ryan
Anthony Ryan
Christina Ryan
Debbie Ryan
Elizabeth Ryan
Eri Ryan
Gail Ryan
Heather Ryan
Jaime Ryan
Judy Ryan
Kat Ryan
Kim Ryan
Lindsay Ryan
Maggie Ryan
Melissa Ryan
Nancy Ryan
Paul Ryan
Yvette Ryan
Anna Ryan
Joan Ryan
Stefanie Ryder
Stephanie Ryder
Deborah Rydman
Kerr Rygie
Alyssa Rymp
Timothy RYSZ
Linda Rzepek
Betty Rzewnicki
Amber S
Donna S
Eric S
Hannah S
Andy S
Kasey S
Meredith S
Nick S
Rachel S
Shelby S
Trisha S
Anna-lena S√°rs
Albert S√°rs
Maile S√°rnez
Noelia S√°rnez
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José Pablo
Sylvanchez lopez
Annellis vüdersvärd
Terri Sabatini
Colleen Sabatino
Tatiana Sabatino
Michelle Sabaturo
Barbara Sabi
Alyssa Sabin
Robyn Sabiston
Vincent Fritz
Sablayan
Darnice Sabo
patricia Sabo
Mary Sacco
Tony Sacco
Marie Sach
Marisa Sachs
Annette Sackett
Carolina Saddalla
Jennie Sadat
Rose Sadley
Irmas Haenovarong
Julie Saeva
Abby Saey
Jennifer Saffert
Boris Saff
Amber Sage
Kately Sager
Amy Sagi
Sarah Saguto
Carolina Sahliqvist
Karenjn Sahota
Barb Sabs
Michelle Salas
Krysta Sailer
Stacy Sailer
June Sains
Kaz Saito
Mark Salacup
Annette Salacup-Miller
Modupe Salami
Kelly Salatowski
Katherine Salazar
Randolph Salazar
Sarah Salazar
Amanda Salazar
GILBERT SALCEDO
Jason Loyd Salcedo
Joy Salcedo
Vivian Salcedo
Luisana Salcedo
Evelinda Saldana
Crystal Salenda
Austin Saldeno
Juliet Salletta
Tiago Salles
Libda Salley
Sarah Salling
Billie Salmond
Toni Salmons
Malena Salomon
Lionel Salonga
Ed Salt
Dustin Salter
Crystal Saltrelli
Richie Saltrelli
Alexandre Salvador
Rodrigo Salvador

Jenny Salvas
Andrea Salvatore
Maria Salvatore
Michael Salvatore
Jen Salvatore
Tom Santino
Kim Samaniego
Lawrence Samartin
Lucille Samartin
Gynitha Sambro
Rizmina Sameer
Bisher Samman
Rita Sammons
Linda Sammons
Jessica Sampio
Laura Sampi
Christina Sample
Sarah Sample
Emily Sampson
Madonna Sampson
Ly San
Joyce San Antonio
Julianne San Antonio
Jada San Antonio
Mercado
Remedios San Juan
Aquino
Roanne Sanbord
Stephanie Sanborn
Darryl Sanceda
Kathleen Sances
Aimee Sanchez
Belen Sanchez
Courtney Sanchez
Diaz Sanchez
Holly Sanchez
Jeanette Sanchez
JULIAN SANCHEZ
Silvia Sanchez
Yami Sanchez
Eileen Sanchez
Gina Sanchez
Stephanie Sanchez
Amy Sand
Jennifer Sand
Emily Sandberg
Nicole Sandberg
Hillary Sandeen
Amy Sand
Addi Sanders
Autumn Sanders
Beth Sanders
Debbie Sanders
Heather Sanders
Jane Sanders
Jenn Sanders
Jenny Sanders
Jessica Sanders
Kristyn Sanders
Leann Sanders
Stevie Sanders
Storie Sanders
Katherine Sanders
Samantha Sanders
Sarah Sanders
Jason Sanderson
Mary Sanderson
Elisabeth Sandgren
Debbie Sanfilder
Megan Sandison

Linda Sandman
Marciana Sandor
Anna Sandovoal
DeAnna Sandoval
Marina Sandovall
Karen Sandovoll
Caper
Marina Sandrini
Thaisa Sandrin
wilson sandri
Johnny Sanes
Pam Sanfilippo
Jennifer Sanjuro
Jennifer Sankst
Deborah Sansom
Erik Sansom
Catalina Santacruz
Mario Santacruz
German Santacruz
Hidalgo
Sonny Santana
Yesenia Santana
Pat Santanell
Patricia Santarossa
Christa Santell
Chesca Santiano
Liz Santilll
Angela Santinelli
Blanca Santistevan
Vicki Santo
Paulo Santos
Sarah Santora
Alexandre Santos
Ana Santos
Fernando Santos
Gloria Santos
Juliana Santos
Kate Santos
Marisa Santos
Marjorie Megale
Santos
Millan Santos
Samuel Santos
Stella Santos
Tamine Santos
Cecilia Santos
Emel Santos
Jacqueline
Santoslsgado
Mary Ellen Santucci
Jennifer Sap
Anna Sapio
Dianna Sapochnik
jason saput
Montana Saraceno
Mira Saradic
Marissa Saraz
Czar Saraz
K Saraz
Matel Sarzina
Whitney Sardina
Sam Sardin
Alyssa Sardina
Katie Sarks
Cassandra Sarling
Brendan Sarstfield
Jenny Sartain
Jody Sartain
Regina Sartari
Janie Sarver

Tami Sasalai
Joy Sateren
Sarah Sather
Joanne Sato
Tomoko Sato
Julia Sato
Alyssa Satiano
Donn Sarton
Betsy Satsfield
Jyotikumar Satta
Saket Satta
Jon Santay
Jonathan Saturnino
Bonnie Satz
Haley Sauc
Liz Sauer
Wendy Sauer
Katherine Saul
Liz Saulnier
Callie Saumweber
Judy Saulters
Kyle Saunders
Liz Saunders
Nattie Saunders
Nichole Saunders
Sarah Saunders
Cassie Saunders
Samantha Sauro
Lisa Sausville
Jodi Sauder
Susan Saudtler
Erika Savauge
Austin Savage
Pamela Savage
Marc Savare
Paul Savary
Julie Savil
Alex Saville
Lisa Saville
Yve Saville
Margaret Savino
Cheryl Savilll
Rachel Savis
Josee ann Savioe
Tammy Savoi
Cindy Savill
Sara Sawaya
Danielle Sawler
Kathleen Sawtell
Mama Say Say
Sarah Sayers
Dori Sayson
Rose Ann Sberna
Marybeth Sbroga
Jennifer Scaggs
Benjamin Scalzo
Christopher Scalzo
Heather Scalzo
ivannie Scalzo
John Scalzo
John Scalzo ll
Erika Scalerc
Bridge Scanlan
Alice Scannell
Michelle Scannicchio
Kristen Scaringella
Laura Scatlan
Dunnija Scarlett
Jamaal Scarlett

Abby Scoerbo
Karly Schaa
Ashley Schaad
Jaeland Schaaf
Jeff Schadl
Julie Schadlt
Cheryl Schaefer
Karen Schaefer
Shannon Schaeffe
Katie Schaeffer
Ariane Schafer
BIANCA SCHAFFER
Donny Schafer
Emily Schaefer
Jenna Schafer
Jessica schafer
Michele Schaffer
Elina Schaffino
Emily Schaffner
Chrisse
Scharfenstein
Brett Scharlow
Jenna Schatz
Lori Scheele
Santi Scheer
Patti Scheibel
Aashley Schenoha
Stephanie Schellberg
Sara Scheller
Lindsay Schellhardt
Sharon Schellin
Julia Scheltter
Diana Scheman
Svergia Schembri
Gina Schenk
Rachel Schen
Donna Schenkkel
Tara Schermerhorn
Kristin Scheve
Michaela Schiano
Rachel Schiavi
Michael Schick
Sarah Schik
Mary Schickling
Joy Schiferstein
Mace Schill
Tony Schindler
Jen Schill
Taylor Schillace
Kia Schilling
Patricia Schimberg
Constance Schimmel
Alan Schindler
Michael Schindler
Cindy Schindler
Roslyn Schindler
Michelle Schindlert
Alma Schippersges
Elias Schippers
Jannis Schippers
Thomas Schippers
Vincent Schippers
Tina Schier
Emma Schlabach
Mike Schlaclier
Lucy Schlatterman
Diana Schligel
Brendan Schloer
Sarah Schlossberg
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Barbara Schreiber
Dawn Schramm
Janelle Schrader
Erin Schorr
Natalie Schoof
Alyssa Schoneweis
Melony Scholte
Theresa Scholl
Trisha Schoenberger
Susan Schoenbeck
Mary Kate Schoen
Colleen Schoeck
Jan Schoen
Mary Kate Schoenbeck
Susan Schoenberger
Trisha Schoenberger
Holly Schoenecker
Caileen Schoenow
Keri Schoenthaler
Amanda Scholl
Theresa Scholl
Victoria Scholl
Melony Scholte
Alyssa Schoneweis
Molly Scholten
Paige Schooailcraft
Erin Schorr
Sarah Schorr
Jeffrey Schott
Jami Schrader
Dawn Schramp
Barbara Schreiber
Britten Schreiber
Jordan Schreiber
Kathryn Schreiber
Michael Schreiner
Angela Schreiner
Nicole Schrecken
Laurien Schreiner
Amber Schrimsher
Jamie Schriner
Summer Schriner
Stephanie Schrod
Amelia Schroeder
Ingrid Schroeder
Kim Schroeder
Kyle Schroeder
Lori Schroeder
Dan Schroer
Kari Schroeter
Lindsay Schrunk
Denise Schuermen
Kevin Schueette
Sherri Schuette
Caitlin Schuetze
Doris Schuetze
Ken Schuetze
Stefanie Schug
Jennifer Schuh
Judith Schultema
Mich Schul
Brenna Schuler
Nicole Schulke
Siva Schulman
Tara Schulte
Kathy Schultes
Amanda Schultz
Julie Schultz
Nichole Schulz
PAULA SCHULTZ
Anna Schultz
Patty Schutz
Jennifer Schulan
Kara Schumacher
Brittah Schumacher
Kate Schumacher
Erin Schuman
Tessa Schumahn
Rosie Schuman
Jessica Schumann
Jayne Schumm
Yvonne,Às
Schuster
Cindy Schuster
Keri Schutte
Alesha Schutz
Erika Schutz
Allison Schwab
Shannon Schwab
Hannah
Schwanekamp
Allegra Schwartz
Anna Schwartz
Cara Schwartz
Endi Schwartz
Lauren Schwartz
Liora Schwartz
Felicia Schwartz
Kathleen Schwartz
Kate Schwartz
Kelly Schwartz
Ursula Schweghofer
Katherine Schwerin
Kathryn Schweitz
Rachel Schwei
Jackie Schwetz
Ron Schwend
Anna Schwein
Kim Schwochow
Kayla Schwoerer
Jennifer Schwint
Bonnie Sciaccia
Sue Sciaraffa
Christina Scliep
Vincent Scliepe
Antoinette Scott
Barbara Scott
Cathy Scott
Doreen Scott
Elisabeth Scott
Erin Scott
Jackie Scott
Jacqueline Scott
julie scott
josh scott
Richard Scott
Stephen Scott
Yvonne Scott
bethany Scott
Carole Scott
Charlie Scott
Megan Scott
Alyza Sch-Hiser
Meghan Scotton
Karen Scoville
Nicole Scraggs
Krist Scrowes
Craig Scrimgeour
Mary Scriver
Tami Scrivo
James Scroggins
Kennon Scroggins
Kelsey Scroggins
Anette Scully
Madeleine Seabold
Mary Seale
Peg Sealy
Sarah Searcy
Mindy Searff
Kayla Searle
Alan Searle
Nancy Searle
James Sears
Josh Sears
Rene Sears
Walter Sears
Lauren Secko
Brittah Sedotal
Sara Seed
Staci Seed
Victoria Seelen
Corin Seeliger
John Seeley
Linda Seeley
Ashley Seeman
Peter Seermann
Lori Seoney
Sandra Seoney
tort seder
Melissa Seffens
Deb Seger
Chance Segers
Julie Segler
NICOLE SEGNERE
Katrina Sehiyo
Julia Seibert
Ashleigh Seibert
Carl Seidman
Jenny Seifrt
Megan
Seileninffe
Katarina Seipel
Ashkey Seitz-Dorn
Janelle Seitzer
Anmol Sekhon
Regina Sekyra
Felicia Selan
Kimberly Selby
Megan Selby
Myra Selcher
james self
Jen Selfridge
Rebecca Seliers
Herbert Sellers
jamee Seller
Bryan Sellitti
Donna Sellstrom
Austin Selph
Robyn Selva
Samantha Selvig
CarolAnne Selway
Michael Senn
Nancy Senn
Irina Semenario
irina semenenko
Rachel Sennleh
Hakan Sen
Carrie Senderhauf
Ashleigh Seneca
Beth Senese
Cetta Senese
Frank Senese
Judy Senese
Lorene Senese
Amy Seng
Claire Seng
Kate Senger
Janie Sent
Janice Sent
Amanda Senn
Kayla Senn
Lauren Senn
Elizabeth Senoron
Jennifer Sensing
Sandy Seppala
Alejandra Sepulveda
karthik Sequeira
silvia Sequeria
Helen Serafion
Madison Seager
Sarah Sergeykhter
Alice Serpas
Cathy Serpas
Heidi Serpas
Nancy Serpas
Anna Servideo
Heather Sessa
Linda Seto
Lisa Setch
Melanie Seus
Joan Seaver
Christ Segers
Krisin Seward
Ron Seward
Katie Sewell
Tammy Seward
Hannah Sewfoss
Gary Sexton
Janice Sexton
Rachel Sexton
Robyn Sexton
T Sexton
Amy Seybert
Lisa Seyfarth
Susan Seyfried
Levi Seymour
Brianne Seymour
Rebecca Shadburne
David Shaduck
Kim Shade
Bethany Shaffer
helen Shaffer
Jessica Shaffer
Natalie Shaffer
Sheila Shaffer
Tina Shaffer
Aneka Shahn-Levy
Danielle Shalaty
Cassandra Shambo
Colleen Shanahm
Maura Shanahan
Brian Shank
Laura Shank
Lauren Shank
Andre Shanklin
Jacinda Shanks
Stefanie Shanks
Kathy Shankley
Pat Shany
Jennifer Shannon
Jo Shannon
Lianne Shannon
MIKE SHANNON
Nikki Shannon
Misty Shannon
Hayley Shanteau
Brad Shapiro
Kathy B Shapiro
Larry Shapiro
Jessica Sharbaugh
Marilyn Shardlow
Karen Sharkey
Hugo Shamar
Marline Sharman
Nathalie Sharmah
Angela Sharp
Bailey Sharp
Kat Sharp
Katie Sharp
Clever Sharpe
Rosanne Sharpe
Rylee Sharpton
Gemma Sharvel
Joanna Sharral
Patrick Shadick
Amanda Shaw
Anna Shaw
Chris Shav
Drew Shaw
Gary Shaw
Kristen Shaw
Krisin Shaw
Dan Shaw
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Shaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikki Shaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pat Shaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyllis Shaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Shaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaime Shaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Shaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Shaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Em She</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erik Shea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moira Shea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pat Sheadel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vonnie Sheadel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane Sheahan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Sheahan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Shear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali Shearman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Shebroe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felicia Sheehan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Sheehan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maureen Sheehy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke Sheerans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawn Sheffield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Sheffield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Shelfin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jill Shette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitney Shahan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Sheik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon Shelbourn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be ky Sheldon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Shelden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keri Shelden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randy Shelden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Shelden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Shellhammer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacy Shelman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Shelton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trish Shelton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane Shelton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Shenkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Shenton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Shepard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Shepard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Shepherd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucy Shepherd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Shepherd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny Shepard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will Sheppard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew Sherer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lara Sherer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eddie Sheridan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Sheridan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mairead Sheridan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathal Sheridan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kara Sheridan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Sheridan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula Sheridan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinead Sheridan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madyson Sherif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa Sherman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeziRae Sherman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Sherman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Shinn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralph Sheridan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tammy Sherman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Sherman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie Sherrick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Sherrin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda Sherwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elizabeth shewood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Sherwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Shevlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosalyn Shew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Shewmaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacey Shibao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alireza Shiny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliana Shields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Shields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Shields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Ann Shields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sue Shields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Shiftman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Shillow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosuke Shimizu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Shiko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soyoung Shin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christi Shinn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S Shinska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Shipman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna Ship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Shery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlene Shery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penny Shery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V Shery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Shire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashton Shireen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gillen Shirey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Shirel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharris Shirey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deanne Shish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Shively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Shockey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortney Shockley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rebecca shoemaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Shoemaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Shogren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Shore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Shore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Shorley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Shorley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Shor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katen Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stu Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Showtell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Showtell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula Shoutz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula Shoup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Shovlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsay Showalter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vicki Shrader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Shriver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Shropshire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amie Shroyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gayle Shufeldt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rita Shukla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Shuler-Misra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheryl Shullick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Shick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherry Shuman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Shumard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wanda Shungu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corey Shusterman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Shusterman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Shutey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamey Sibey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Siciliano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Sickmeyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Sidler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaime Siebert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carole Sieck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Siegried</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Siegler-Dampier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurie Sierra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig Sievertsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie Sigai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Sigillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexi Sigle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Simon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigiman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Sikes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna Sikes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Sikkena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shelby silberman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glennan Silcox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Siler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Siler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabby Siligrini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Silko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joanne Silks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susanne Silgiren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vishbyn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Silliker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Silliman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Sils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alejandro Silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aline Silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bianca Silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cibele Silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinhia Silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleiton Silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graziela Silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesh Silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kawaiailin Silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin Silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lourdes Silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marisa Silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Elisa Silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar Silvar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priscila Silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivonne Silva Alvarez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Silvar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raquel Silveira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alessandra Silveira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brad Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ericka Silvero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherry Silvern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noel Silvia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony Silvia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aimee Simard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mara Simas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Simchik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim Simmons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmel Simmons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Simmons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Simmons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Simmons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Simons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerry Simmons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Simokin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christi Simon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digger Simon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Simon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Simon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Simon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerry Simon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nick Simon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Simon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Simon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shara Simion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elise Simonian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Simons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaine Simonsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jill Simplot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annette Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendi Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carla Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlene Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaine Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillary Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kari Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kari Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiahna Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmel Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiona Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leanne Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Sims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnna Sims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheyenne Sims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Sinclair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerald Sinclair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Sinclair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Sinclair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie Sinclair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Sinclair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacy Sinclair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Sindermann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAHNA SINGER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britany Singer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gurveer Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Singleton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fara Sininsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Sinikrom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherry Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Sinyard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Siochi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Sionn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Sipin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria J-J Silva Queira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Sirois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Sirois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amelia Siroky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna Siroky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathy Siroky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendi Siroky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Sisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Sisk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Siosn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Sisson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Siross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheri Sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xolani Sithole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elliot Siron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connie Sitterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ron Sitterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Siu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett Siwy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIAN SIWY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Siwy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronica Siwy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Siylander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Sjealy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Simon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawa Skars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kara Skarka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melody Skelly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Skelton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Skelton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Skelton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Skidmore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcie Skidmore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clara Skiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annette Skinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Skinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna Skinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin Skinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaighn Skinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey Skinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dena Skinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Sklar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth Sklarz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Sklarz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jen Skorinko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andi Skowronek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendan Skowronski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heidi Skreczko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pam Skrove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Skubisz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Skuldarek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frida Skymen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Slabinski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lara Slack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Slack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff Slade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tareneu Slaght</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candy Slane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Slaney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Starks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim Slate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Slater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ursula Slater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin Slattery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefani Slattery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Slaven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Slavin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katelyn Slawson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becky Slayton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorina Sleep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Slep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Slep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda Slezak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Sloan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna Sloan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayley Sloan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theresa Sloan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colette Sloan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon Slogenhop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deanna Slioka Fry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Sliot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libby Sliote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendra Slover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurie Stubowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Snyder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britany Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gillian Shtein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kandi Small</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COMMUNITY SIGNATURES

Friends, Family and Other Supporters of Individuals with PWS

Linda Stovall
Courtney Strachan
Jessikas Strader
Kierra Strader
Cathy Straka
Allie Strak
Mike Strand
Jacquelin Strange
Jeanne Strange
Janell Stratton
Lonna Strauch
Rebecca Strauchon
Shelby Strauser
Julia Strauss
Grace Strauss
Emily Straw
Sarah Strawford
Joan Strawhacker
Kari Strawser
Nestelle Streck
Marcos Street
Nicole Street
Hannah Streetman
Leslie Streight
Gloria Streit
Katrina Stremler
Shari Strichartz
Dawn Stricker
Kathy Stricker
Carlee Strickland
Megan Strickland
Melisa Strickland
Brenda Strickland
Iola Stringer
Abbi Stringfellow
Kurt Stritar
Meghan Stritar
Karen Stroble
Kristen Strohm
Jack Strome
Jillian Strong
FRED STRICK
Patricia Strider
Jennifer Stroud
Chuck Stroup
Eric Stroup
Vickie Stubenberg
Susan Strydio
Kim Strzemka
Janice Stuhl
KATHRYN STUART
Marlene Stuart
Tracy Stuart
S Stubbs
Anne Stuart
Emily Stuck
Nancy Stuck
Randy Stuck
Addison Stuckey
Cathy Stucki
Amanda Stucky
Bernice Studen
Packy Studen
Julie Stump
Ronsa Stump
Laura Stumpf
Marka Stumpo
Gwen Sturges
Peggy Sturm
Kristen Sturt

Angela Stuth
Joy Stutz
Bev Stutzmans
Emma Stutzmans
Kari Stutzmans
Leah Stutzmans
Twyla Stutzmans
Deena Su
Sara Suarez
Carmela Suarez
Paula Suant Capriste
Kathryn Sucheky
Gina Sudano
Darlene Sudeth
David Sue
Todd Sweedkamp
Tensie Suengas
Laura Sugarawala
Charles Sugnet
Ashlyn Sullivan
Bailey Sullivan
Beth Sullivan
Dva Lynn Sullivan
ERIN SULLIVAN
Garrett Sullivan
heather sullivan
Jennifer Sullivan
Julie Sullivan
Kari Sullivan
Kate Sullivan
Kathleen Sullivan
Kate Sullivan
Liz Sullivan
Mary Kay Sullivan
Maureen Sullivan
Mollie Sullivan
Patrick Sullivan
Tiffany Sullivan
John Sullivan
Robin Sullivan
SUZY SULLO
Greg Sum
Tamara Sum
Samantha Sum
Amanda Summers
B Summers
Heather Summers
Jessica Summers
Maja Summers
Susan Summers
Susie Summers
Teresa Summers
Harriet
Summercales
Michelle Summerson
Joe Summerville
Jamie Sumner
Valerie Sumner
Judy Sumrall
Diane Sumutka
Jessica Sun
Linda Sundberg
Pamilla Sundberg
Miiller
Austin Sunderland
Marc Sundokk
Alan Sundquist
Brian Sunwall
Carol Sunays
Nicole Sunorafsky
Mollie Surdell
Karen Suri
Kristine Sure
Grace Suey
Gwyneth Surey
Elaine Surface
Russel Surr
Ayaz Surka
LynnDee Surphin
Allison Susdorff
Amy Susung
Marlo Sutherland
Paige Sutherland
Tima Sutherland
Cindi Suthland
Michael Sutch
Michele Sutter
ELLEN SUTTLE
Heather Suttle
Barbara Sutter
David Sutton
Jeff Sutton
Jenee Sutton
Meredith Sutton
Susan Sutton
Suzanne Sutton
Tammy Sutton
Sharon Sutton
Suzette Sutton
Taylor Sutton
Verity Sutton Barrow
Jennifer Suzuki
Rabbeck Suy Suy
Joseph Svarovsky
Angela Svedberg
David Svedberg
Dee Svedberg
Francesca Svedberg
Debra Svedberg
Judith Svecel
Simon Svenberg
John Sviлеж
Allyson Sviлеж
Katie Svobod
Arica Svoboska
Maggi Swamy
Kara Swanborough
Catherine Swany
Aimee Swank
Dan Swanner
Blake Swan
Sarah Swan
Kylie Swanson
Michele Swanson
Tracy Swanson
Sharon Swanton
Molly Sward
Jackie Swartwoudt
Stephanie
Swartzbaug
Christine Svedberg
Caroline Sweeney
Evan Sweeney
Katie Sweeney
Oria Sweeney
Sarina Sweeney
Susan Sweeney
Kady Sweeney
Tania Sweeney
Jamie Sweet

Laura SWEETAPPLE
Amy Sweetland
Jeanne Swenbracht
Laurie Swensen
Xian Swenson
Linda Swenson
Sandra Swerts
Latrell Swetnam
Jane Swiatek
Jaymie Swift
Jessica Swift
Kaitlyn Swindle
Pat Swindler
Pat Swindon
Bayley Swinford
Susan Swipple
Jen Swofford
Cathy Swope
Karla Sy
Teri Sydnestricker
Amanda Sykes
Rhonda Sylve
Courtney Sylvest
Colleen Sylvester
Kate Symenow
Susan Symonds
Billie Symons
Catherine Symons
Jill Synosky
Jill Szafarski
Marja Szczawinska
Cara Szczepanik
Carolyn Szpelka
Esther Szeto
Bobbi Szmanyski
Angela Szrager
Crystal Szudzik
Candice Szymbanski
Anna Szymura
Janet T
Julie T
Krista T
Leah T
Lindsey T
Estella Tabet
Caroline Tabor
Fran Tabor
Holly Tabor
Laura Tackett
Aliza Talaya
Nicholas Talfoya
Debra Tagg
Michelle Tagg
Julie Tagliferni
Ron Taglieri
Roxy Taglioli
Jessica Tague

Soudie
Tahmassibepour
Jennifer Taite
Marcia Takagai
Jill Taile
Katherine Talark
Andrea Talary
Andrea Talaver
Rane Taitbott
Ellen Talbot
Heather Talboy
Falan Talcott
Dawn Talley

Phyllis Talley
Jason Tallinger
Nicolle Tallinger
Audrey Tamashiro
Kami
Eric Tamati
Adrienne Tamayo
Tiffany Tambe
Taylor Tamez
Abby Tan
Carem Tan
Edward Tan
Hazel Christine Tan
jacey tan
Josefita Tan
Maria Rosario Tan
Rachel Tan
Marvin Tan-Caytas
Jacqueline Tanaka
Tammie Tanaka
Lisa Tang
Pam Tanghal
Elizabeth Tanglis
Patricia Tangusso
sherry tanidjaya
Courtney Tanksley
Jim Tann
Denise Tanner
Katie Tanner
Tammy Tanner
Abby Tanner
Connie Tanner-Buchanan
Ginw Tanzola
Elizabeth Tapia
Maria Tapia
paola tapia
Lesly Tapley
Sinead Tapp
Catherine Tapper
Rosearna Taqi
Pamela Tarbox
Charlene
Tarmahomed
Jason Tarn
Joye Tarnowski
Michelle Tarra
Katie Tarter
Allie Tashe
Lydia Tah
Arisha Tahl
Bruna Tassini
Janice Tassone
Madison Tassone
Suz Tat
Petra Tatal
Chaloupka
Aubrey Tate
Kisha Tate
Brennie Taub
Jessica Tauber
Bonnie Taucher
Kaye Taucher
Katharine Taufa
Andrea Taugher
Crystal Taubbe
Olisi Tauvai
Jessica Taylor
Jack Tavares
Olga Tavares
COMMUNITY SIGNATURES
Friends, Family and Other Supporters of Individuals with PWS

Wayne Plante
Leah Templeton
Ann Templeton
Deb Templeton
Kristin Temsic
Lucia Tencio de Oliveira Piovesan
Karen Tendler
Jill Tengan
Laura Tennant
Christine Tenney
Mary Tennis
Rita Teodoro
Alexandre Teotonio
Giovana Terentowicz
Luciana Terlizzi
Ashley Tero
Megan Terp
Hannah Terpock
Denise Terranova
Elaine Terranova
Cathleen Terrazas
Douglas Terrell
Judi Terrell
Arancha Terres
Jennifer Terres
Brooke Terrier
Alexis Terry
Amy Terry
Austin Terry
Jo Terry
Larry Terry
Lauren Terry
Rebecca Terry
Sierra Terry
Wanda Terry
Jennifer Teresa
Stacie Teshima
Jenny Tesnohidek
July Tesny
Carly Tesein
Nicky Tesse
Daniel Testa
Lisa Testa
Mark Testa
Suzanne Teston
Dolors Teubner
Amanda Teurman
Carla Tew
Ginger Tew
Mary Tew
Tynor Tew
Kim Tewksbury
Dana Textoris
Jesse Thacker
Rachel Thacker
Patricia Thair
Praveena Thamboo
Linda Tharp
Chris Thatchet
Marcella Thayer
Roanna Thayer
Craig Thayer
Janel Thelen
Kathrin Theisen
Kathy Theo
Joan Theobald
Colleen Theul
Joy Theuring
Bryan Thibodeaux
STACY
THIBODEAUX
Bart Thibodeaux
Megan Thiele
Lauren Thies
Tricia Thomas
Felicia Thimas
Sheryl Thisman
Kendra Thinker
Jacqueline Thirigier
Despo Thoma
Allan Thomas
ANDREW THOMAS
Ann Thomas
April Thomas
Bobbie Kay Thomas
Brittany Thomas
C Sue Thomas
Caroline Thomas
Caroline Thomas
Charlene Thomas
Crystal Thomas
Debra Thomas
Donell Thomas
Gill Thomas
Helen Thomas
Kim Thomas
Laura Thomas
Lauren Thomas
Lin Thomas
Linda Thomas
Lori Thomas
Lynnette Thomas
Marie Thomas
Marsha Thomas
Mary Thomas
Michelle Thomas
Olivia Thomas
Pam Thomas
Rob Thomas
Rob Thomas
ShArlene Thomas
Stacia Thomas
Tammy Thomas
Terri Thomas
Christina Thomas
Christina Thomas
Fatma Thomas
George Thomas
Ingrid Thomas
Stephanie Thomas
Hajnalka Thomas
Olah
Morgan Thomason
Barbara Thomasson
Emma Kate Thome
Tanya Thomson
Alana Thompson
Amber Thomas
Anna Thompson
April Thomson
Barby Thom
Brad Thom
Barbara Thompson
Carrie Thompson
Chelsea Thompson
Christina Thompson
Dan Thompson
David Thompson
Dominique Thompson
Elizabeth Thompson
Frank Thompson
Giselle Thompson
Ja kie Thompson
Jacqueline Thompson
Jayne Thompson
Jessica Thompson
JILL THOMPSON
Joan Thompson
Joshua Thompson
Joy Thompson
Katelyn Thompson
Kylie Thompson
Lauren Thompson
Laurie Thompson
Leslie Thompson
Luz Elena Thompson
Matthew Thompson
Maya Thompson
Meghan Thompson
Rebecca Thompson
Rick Thompson
Robbin Thompson
Susan Thompson
Terri Thompson
Tuesday Thompson
Angela Thompson
Brenda Thompson
Cathy Thompson
James Thompson
Jessica Thompson
Kayla Thompson
Lana Thompson
Melissa Thompson
Paula Thompson
Brooke Thoms
Jake Thomsen
Nicole Thomsen
Gunilla Thor
Donna Thorne
Mary Thomas
Ken Thorley
Sondra Thomley
Beatrice Thornton
Connie Thornton
Ennis Thornton
Kara Thornton
Leanne Thornton
Angi Thornton
Colleen Thornton
Dawn Thornton
Kara Thornton
Sarah Thornton
Jane Thorpe
Laker Thrasher
Meghan Thrasher
Rhonda Thrasher
Nichole Thrubon
Michelle Thurban
Emree Thurgood
Stephanie Thurnau
Sara Tice
Hillary Tibbetts
Kathy Tibe
Laurie Tichenor
Megan Tid
Debra Temple
Elin Tiede
Julie Tien

Sami Tavares
Jose Roberto
Tavares Junior
Gabrielle Taverner
Corinne Taylor
Angelica Taylor
aria Taylor
Casey Taylor
Christopher Taylor
Courtney Taylor
Dee Taylor
emily taylor
Emma Taylor
Gloria Taylor
Helen Taylor
Jenn Taylor
Jenna Taylor
Jessica Taylor
Jill Taylor
JOSH Taylor
Karen Taylor
Kesta Taylor
Lauren Taylor
Lauren Taylor
Peyton Taylor
Rachel Taylor
Robert Taylor
Ruth Taylor
Sheryl Taylor
Stacy Taylor
Stephanie Taylor
Ta, ALOrena Taylor
Traci Taylor
Danielle Taylor
Janis Taylor
Mel Taylor
Nancy Taylor
Thomas Taylor
Laura Taylor
Melissa Teague
Amy Teasser
Jon Tebay
Kenza Teboul
Diac Tebedisch
Amy Tedrow
Silvia Telles
Marisa Teeters
Alicia Teeters
Molly Tegerdine
Jessica Tegn
Ted Tegtmeyer
Carol Tegtmeyer
Harvey Teichroew
Jennifer Teichroew
Patty Teichroew
Spring Teichroew
Heather Teigen
Justin Teiott
Sarah Teilt
Justia De F. h'tima
Teixeira
Walkiria Teixeira
kathy-lynn teles
Matthew Teles
Zoila Teles
Henry Telles
KARINNA TELLEZ
Jill Temple
Heather Templet

Dominitriq Thompson
Elizabeth Thompson
Frank Thompson
Giselle Thompson
Ja kie Thompson
Jacqueline Thompson
Jayne Thompson
Jessica Thompson
JILL THOMPSON
Joan Thompson
Joshua Thompson
Joy Thompson
Katelyn Thompson
Kylie Thompson
Lauren Thompson
Laurie Thompson
Leslie Thompson
Luz Elena Thompson
Matthew Thompson
Maya Thompson
Meghan Thompson
Rebecca Thompson
Rick Thompson
Robbin Thompson
Susan Thompson
Terri Thompson
Tuesday Thompson
Angela Thompson
Brenda Thompson
Cathy Thompson
James Thompson
Jessica Thompson
Kayla Thompson
Lana Thompson
Melissa Thompson
Paula Thompson
Brooke Thoms
Jake Thomsen
Nicole Thomsen
Gunilla Thor
Donna Thorne
Mary Thomas
Ken Thorley
Sondra Thomley
Beatrice Thornton
Connie Thornton
Ennis Thornton
Kara Thornton
Leanne Thornton
Angi Thornton
Colleen Thornton
Dawn Thornton
Kara Thornton
Sarah Thornton
Jane Thorpe
Laker Thrasher
Meghan Thrasher
Rhonda Thrasher
Nichole Thrubon
Michelle Thurban
Emree Thurgood
Stephanie Thurnau
Sara Tice
Hillary Tibbetts
Kathy Tibe
Laurie Tichenor
Megan Tid
Debra Temple
Elin Tiede
Julie Tien

Pati Tiernan
Aileen Tierney
Amy Tierney
Michael Tierney
Nial Tierney
Pa Tierney
Steve Tierney
Kathleen Tiffany
Billie Tilden
Charnymy Till
Rebecca Tilth
Melissa Tillman
Alyna Tilley
Dina Tillman
Doris Timill
Kirstin Timlan
Jeanne Tulson
Rebecca Tilton
Karen Timby
Taylor Timcos
Austen Timoz
Diane Tinneman
Lilian Timms
Andrew Timple
Melanie Timson
Maria Tindal
Kristin Tindall
Christina Ting
Suzanne Ting
Amie Tingle
James Tingle
Jane Tinnin
Natalie Tinnin
Kelly Tinsley
Jaleisa Tippets
TERRI TIPPINS
Maura Tipton
Yulisir Yaroh
Beth Tiro
Rafael Tissi
Jackie Ticumb
Richard Titolo
Linda Titus
Haley Tivet
Michelle Tjernagel
Dee Toal
April Tobey
Nicole Tobiassene
Greg Tobian
T Tobler
Heather Tody
Nikki Tows
Kirsti-Anh Tagashi
Jessica Tolant
Susan Tolentino
Jodi Tolfa
Rachael Titis
Haley Tivet
Michelle Tjernagel
Dee Toal
Spring Teichroew
Heather Teigen
Justin Teiott
Sarah Teilt
Justia De F. h’tima
Teixeira
Walkiria Teixeira
Kathy-lynn Teles
Matthew Teles
Zoila Teles
Henry Telles
KARINNA TELLEZ
Jill Temple
Heather Templet

DOMINITRIQ THOMPSON
ELIZABETH THOMPSON
FRANK THOMPSON
GISELLE THOMPSON
JA KIE THOMPSON
JACQUELINE THOMPSON
JAYNE THOMPSON
JESSICA THOMPSON
JILL THOMPSON
JOAN THOMPSON
JOSHUA THOMPSON
JOY THOMPSON
KATELYN THOMPSON
KYLIE THOMPSON
LAUREN THOMPSON
LAURIE THOMPSON
LESLEY THOMPSON
LUZ ELENA THOMPSON
MATTHEW THOMPSON
MAYA THOMPSON
MEGAN THOMPSON
REBECCA THOMPSON
RICK THOMPSON
ROBBIN THOMPSON
SUSAN THOMPSON
TERRI THOMPSON
TUESDAY THOMPSON
ANGELA THOMPSON
BRENDA THOMPSON
CATHY THOMPSON
JAMES THOMPSON
JESSICA THOMPSON
KAYLA THOMPSON
LANA THOMPSON
MELISSA THOMPSON
PAULA THOMPSON
BROOKE THOMS
JAKE THOMSEN
NICOLE THOMSEN
GUNILLA THOR
DONNA THORNE
MARY THOMAS
KEN THORLEY
SONDRA THOMLEY
BEATRICE THORNTON
CONNIE THORNTON
ERIN THORNTON
KARA THORNTON
LEANNE THORNTON
ANGI THORNTON
COLEEN THORNTON
DAWN THORNTON
KARA THORNTON
SARAH THORNTON
JANE THORPE
LAKER THRASHER
MEGHAN THRASHER
RHONDA THRASHER
NICHOLE THURBON
MICHELLE THURBON
EMREE THURGOOD
STEPHANIE THURNAU
SARA TICE
HILLARY TIBBETTS
KATHY TIBKE
Laurie Tichenor
Megan Tid
DEBRA TEMPLE
ERIN TIEDE
JULIE TIEEN
COMMUNITY SIGNATURES
Friends, Family and Other Supporters of Individuals with PWS

Brenda Tracey
Johnny Traci
Amanda Tracy
Mel Tracy
Rachel Tracy
Samantha Tracy
Ashley Tracy
Toni Tran
Susan Traforos
Jennifer Traigle
Amy Trail
Colleen Train
Jody Trainer
Brenda Trammell
Frank Tramonte
Christina Tran
Nathan Tran
Paulina Tran
Carla Tran
Bethany Trautman
Mary Trautner
Graziela Travain
Martav Travers
Erika Traviniski
Lynn Travis-Statcoff
Maryanne Tracy
Kristi Trendy
Mirm Trendt
Mandi Tregre
Amanda Tregre
Claudia Trejos
Matt Tren
Megan Trel
Robert Tremmel
Roberta Tremmel
Trina Trenchett
David Treoukh
Lindsay Trent
Linda Trepasso
Melissa Tresco
Kerry Tresser
Erica Tretthart
Robert Trehwellah
Jan Trezise
Elise Trivett
Joan Trisby
Terri Trice
Marecio Trigueiro
Jeanne Trillhaase
Donna Trimble
Kate Trimmer
Madalina Trinidad
Kimberly Tripllett
Farrah Tripllet
Emilly Trizt
Nadine Trobman
amanda trogus
Susan Trombley
Holly Tronstad
Samantha Trooien
Grace Troclair
Marissa Trost
Mary Trostel
Monica Trotter
Nancy Trotter
Becca Troup
Emma TROUSDALE
Jaime Trousbie
Sharon Troutman
Sarina Trxquier
Nancy Trucks
Varshana Trudgian
Toni Truethen
Sarah Truitt
Deborah Trujillo
John Trujillo
Michael Trujillo
Nicole Trujillo
Patricia Trujillo
Francine Trujillo
Liri Trujillo
Stephanie Trull
Brus Trusby
Claire Truskowski
Heather Trutt
Tami Truxal
Christina Tryon
Amy Tsai
Shu-Ping Tseng
Josephine Tshibola
Anne-Marie Tshika
Nick Tshilenge
Sandra Tsiotinas
Lea Tsobanos
Josephine Tseui
Linda Tsukamoto
Sheryle Tusa-Moy
Grady Tubbs
Rossana
Tubongbanau
Sara Tuchacher
Jennifer Tuck
Stephanie Tuck
Darlene Tucker
Erin Tucker
Judy Tucker
Lucas Tucker
Patrick Tucker
Stacie Tucker
Stacy Tucker
Tina Tucker
Vivien Tucker
Sara Tulevuk
Ciara Tully
Lizzie Tully
Ola Tully
Deborah Tumis
Kari Tumis
Robbin Tungett
April Tunngard
Hillary Turcotte
Julie Turek
BIAN TURK
Amie Turkette
Brandy Turley
Adam Turnbull
Chris Turnbull
Hope Turnbull
Carl Turnbull
Anne Turner
Collette Turner
Crystal Turner
Debbie Turner
Gabby Turner
Gemma Turner
Jennifer Turner
John Turner
Kelly Turner
Melanie Turner
Natalie Turner
Shannon Turner
Stacey Turner
Tiffany Turner
Ali Turner
Christy Turner
Emma Turner
Lauren Turner
Stephanie Turner
Teresa Turner
Tessa Turnipseed
Stephanie Turpin
Mikaela Turton
Simon Turton
Connie Turvve
Lindsie Turyna
Marlyn Tus
Ellie Tuson
Jennifer Tustin
Michael Tustin
Gloria Turner
Jami Tuttle
Jessica Tuttle
Lori Tuttle
Sarah Tuttle
Jennifer Twai
Nelly Twort
Angel Tyler
Stacy Tyler
Beth Tyndall
Susan Tyner
Christy tyre
Loretta Tyre
Sara Tyre
Sherri Tzemos
Charis Tziortzis
Margaret U
Venus Uy
Lori Ubel
Lorraine Uebeg
Stacy Uedell
Console Uttiniema
Patricia Uhr
Randon Uke
Amy Ulano
Mary Ulmo
Jennifer Ulrich
Jeanie Urmar
Lori Umalii
CJ Umbrino
Jihan Umpa
Elizabeth Unaizee
Sue Unavailable
Erica Undem
Chelsea Underwood
Martin Underwood
Marilyn Underwood
Lauren Unrath
Kaylee Unruh
tayom updyke
Susan Upham
Christy Upton
Alison Urban
Lisa Urbani
Brittani Urban
Alice Urbiztondo
gary urena
Maddie Urhahn
Olivia Uribe
Elayne Urovitz
CINDY urrea

Terri Tomlinson
Megan Tommasello
Jenn Tompkins
Karen Tompkins
Julie Tobias
Margaret Tonge
Lindsey Tonge
Molly Tongeidis
Angie Tonies
Brett Tonkin
Lauren Tonsi
Roberta Tonti
Darianne Tooley
Laura Toone
Sarag Toone
Sarah Tooy
Margaret Topagian
Mallory Topalli
Colette Topfer
Josh Toporowski
Susan Topping
Deborah Torbert
Sarah Tore
Carolyn Torelo
Heather Torelo
Holly Torgersen
Barbara Torgerson
Melinda Torgerson
Paula Torealba
Angel Torrens
Aline Torres
Corina Torres
Heider Torres
Ivonne Torres
Maria Torres
Maria Torres
Mercedes Torres
Mindy Torres
Oscar Torres
Sandra Torres
Valerie Torres
Viviana Torres
Elizabeth Torres
Shanna Torexo
Traci Torrey
Nicole Torrez
Victoria Tornlison
Laurie Toxic
Brienn Toste
Amy Tostrup
Kara Totaro
Gail Toth
Lindsey Toteh
Stephanie Toth
Stefano Totis
Jennifer Touchette
Bonnie Touchton
Katharine Touchton-Leonard
Ellie Tow
Ashley Tow e
Robert Towells
Marcel Towler
Jackie Towle
Judy Townsend
Susan Townsend
Michael Toy
Rexifary Toy
Alexandra Toyens
Leela Tozer
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Nick Van Loo
Heidi Van
Middlesworth
Sienna Van Neer
Jennifer Van Ripper
Margo Van
Voltenberg
Stephanie Van
Winkle
Christine VanAckeren
Elizabeth Vanasse
Stephanie Vanatta
Chelsea VanBuskirk
Amber Vance
Karen Vance
MARY VANCE
Ariuna Vanchikova
Emily Vancil
Kim VanCleave
Julie Vandaveer
Kathy VandeKiet
Kent Vandeloecht
Anne VandeMoortel
Gary Vandemoortel
Jacob VandeMoortel
Dari Vanden Heuvel
Samantha
Vandenberk
Jodi VandenHeuvel
Sarah Vandenhillart
Maggie Vander Eems
Laura Vander Ploeg
Barb Vanderhoof
Corianne Vanderkolk
Jennifer Vanderlinde
Megan Vanderlinde
Rebecca
VanderLou
Ashley VanderMeer
Kari Vanderneut
Robin VanDerVleuten
Chris Van
Sylvia VanHes
Sarah VanHeissele
Nancy VanHoose
Nina VanHoosier
Megan VanK<br>

Suzann VanHouten
Shyanne VanMeter
Angela VanMoorsel
Ks Vann
Tricia Vaneer
Elizabeth Vanner
Abbie VanNoy
Debbie Vanover
Megan VanSant
Shannon
Vanstraten-Sundlass
Katie VanTassell
Rebecca Vanwyke
Megan Vanzanten
Michele Varano
Nancy Varano
Jacqueline Vardia
Carrie Vardy
Kala Varelas
Pamela Varga
Samantha Varga
Carla Vargas-Frank
Karen Vargo
Melissa Vargo
Tracey Varker
Heather Vams
Heidi Vams
Ariel Varoz
Kathrynsalona
Laura Vasaturo
Lisa Vasaturo
Guadalupe Vasiliadis
Charbel Vasquez
Natalie Vasquez
PATRICIA
VASQUEZ
Courtney Vaughan
Karen Vaughan
Kerry Vaughan
Raegan Vaughan
Michaelle Vaughan
Amelia Vaughan
Kelly Vaughan
Nicole Vaughan
Cassidy Vaughan
Yvonne Vaughan
Gail Varurska
Marcum
Leticia Vaz
Christine Vazquez
Eric Vazquez
Marina Vazquez
Johna Vazquez
Giselle Vea-Bambao
Christi Vech
Susan Vealey
Marla Veatch
Elizabeth Vech
Brisa Vega
Enrique Vega
Victoria Vega
Meghan Veiga
Diego Vel’squez
Erica Velarde
Julia Velasco
Luis Velasco
Cassie Velazquez
Sasha Velazquez
Yanai Velazquez
Luz Valdez
Sehora Velaz Velez
Rebecca Vella
anne venci
Belinda Venci
Carmichael Venci
Carolyn Venci
Erika Venci
Greg Venci
Margaret Venci
Ulysses Venci
Venevib Venci
Cecile Venci
KARI VENETIS
Eugene Ventura
Nataly Ventura
Paula Ventura
Sheena Ventura
Venson Ventura
Bruna Veríssosa
Martin Rae Verano
Rebecca Veraven
Maria Verg –
Mandy Vergeer
Angelica Louise
Vergel de Dios
Tara Vergel De Dios
Susan Verginis
sabrina vergnaud
Diane Vermeiren
Landa Vernon
Jamie Verri
John Vesper
Philippa Vessey
Joan Vettraino
kathleen vezina
Cassie Vezina
Yago Vilez
Leon Vial
Shannon Vial
Martine Vial
Lindsey Vic
Jennifer Vicente
Sandra Vick
Greg Vick
Dian Vickers
Kayln Victor
Victoria Victor
Marion Vidal
Julia Vidian
Stephanie Vied
Francine Viegas
Orlandi
Andr Vlei
Anna Vlie
Maira Viera
Elaine Viera da Motta
Ianece Viel
Nickolas Viel
LOURDES VIENTOS
Brian Viereck
Connie Viereck
Davin Vierens
Marcia Vierra
Courtnie Viers
Susan Viest
Laura Vieu
R Vieux
Alyssa Vigi
Christina Vigel
Lori Vikesland Obler
Julie Viles
Mayara Vilena
Amanda Villa
Chandler Villa
Teki Villa
Dora Villalobos
Dona Villani
Damiens Villanueva
Dayton Villanueva
James Villanueva
Marilyn Villanueva
Chantel Villanueva
Colette Villanueva
Kiara Villanueva
Anna Villar
Gel Villar
Jeanne Villareale
Ana Villazana
Alfredo Vilegas
Iris. Villar
Kassie Villereal
Gwendaordinary Villery
Kassie Villereal
Iris Villareale
Ana Villazana
Jeanne Villareale
Anna Villar
Kiara Villanueva
Colette Villanueva
Chantel Villanueva

Kelsey Walker

Stacey Vroman
Holly Vroom
David Vu
Dina Vu
Donna Vu
Amber Vezral
Alison W
Bree W
Chealse W
Heather W
Jessica W
Lynn W
Rebecca W
Sara W
Stephanie W
Sue W
Sydney Wachendorf
Melanie Wachs
Jennifer Wade
Kristen Wade
R. Wade
Jenny Wade
susan waddell
Catherine
Waeltermann
Jane Waggoner
Mollie Wagoner
Anne Wagner
Emily Wagner
Julie Wagner
Peggy Wagner
Heather Wagner
Heather Wagner
John Wagner
Virginia Wagner
George Wagner
Karenn Wagoner
Lauren Wagner
Kathy Wagonfield
Lucy wahl
Richard Wahl
Brooke Wiltzob
Irene waite
Kristi Waite
James Waitzman
Lauren Wakelin
Sarah Wajeward
Hope Walburn
Samantha Walby
Stephi Walcoff
Joshua Walden
Nikki Walden
Erica Waldron
Janelle Waldron
Leah Waldron
Susannah Waldrop
Aira Walker
Amy Walker
Anthony Walker
Assumpta Walker
Brittany Walker
Cat Walker
Christina Walker
Claire Walker
Connie Walker
Daje Walker
Darlene Walker
Donna Walker
Jud W
Kelsey Walker
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Stephany Winston
Alyssa Winston
Casey Winter
Lisa Winter
Michele Winter
Catherine Winter
Andrea Winterer
Colton Winterland
John Winters
Nick Winters
Tara Winters
Katie Wintersteen
Amanda Wints
Becky Wirt
Aliisa Wirh
Emily Wirth
Sydney Wirth
Sierra Wirth
Meghan And Josh Wisell
Marlyn WISER
Heather Wishin
Tricia Wiski
Tiffany Wisner
Ashleigh Wnisiewski
Anne Wissman
Tim Wissman
Caitlin Witcomb
George Witcomb
Harriet Witthour
Jaclyn Witthour
Kacie Witthour
Sandra Witthour
Brittany Witkowski
Erin Witman
Tami Wittenauer
Trina Wittenzeller
Lori Witterm
Julie Witty
Nicki-Lynn Witze
Rochelle Wizmur
Kim Wladokowski
Olivia Wodarski
Dawn Woebkenberg
Melissa Wertz
Amanda Wohlfell
Chad Wohar
Patryk Wolajszek
Emma Wolfbrueck
Belinda Wolchuk
Matthew Wolcott
Michael Wolcott
Amber Woldruff
Erica Wolf
Nancy Wolf
Robert Wolf
Casey Wolfe
Chris Wolfe
Kelli Wolfe
Nikki Wolfe
Jan Wolff
Marlene Wolfang
Mary Wogram
Katie Woldord
Christine Wolfrom
Pamela Wolfram
Miran Wolc
Gail Wola
Aleksandra Woliska
Elizabeth Wolters
Nicoles Wolmann
Britton Womack
Sors Won
Teri Wonderlich
Beeza Wong
Kate Worthing
Mary Wong
Melissa Woo
Mimi Woo
Ashley Wood
Carol Wood
Cassy Wood
David Wood
Ginny Wood
Hattie Wood
Janice Wood
Jenny Wood
Kara Wood
Kate Wood
Kimberly Wood
Krysta Wood
Liz Wood
Taryn Wood
Christy Woodard
Elisabeth Woodard
Heather Woodard
Michele Woodard
Sharon Woodard
Ben Woodcock
Cherie Woodhouse
Arianna Woodley
Shannon Woodoyer
Sarah Woodruff
Dawn Woodrum
Christopher Woods
Colan Woods
Heather Woods
Jeanne Woods
Jodie Woods
Josh Woods
Kenneth Woods
Kristen Woods
Lisa Woods
Melissa Woods
Michael Woods
Niki Woods
Sandee Woods
Thomas Woods
Tiffany WOODS
Brea Woodson
Stephen Woodson
Andrea Woodward
Christie Woodward
Jenni Woodward
Jody Woodward
Kay Woodward
Emily Woolcott
Jenny Woolridge
Tayla Woolridge
Heidi Woolever
Amy Woolever
Laura Worden
Jim Womack
Tiffany Workman
Tasha Worl
Brooke Worley
Jessica Worley
Janelle Worssuth
Debra Worrall
Raymond Worrall
Amber Worth
Sam Wottle
Colette Wotton
Katja Wowryk
Ester Wowryk
Aiden Wray
Janice Wray
Shanna Wray
Cheryl Wright
Allyson Wright
Angela Wright
Austin Wright
Cayse Wright
Crystal Wright
Elaine Wright
Emily Wright
Heather Wright
Kautiln Wright
Kam Wright
Kara Wright
Cat Wright
Ketelin Wright
KATHERINE Wright
Mackenzie Wright
Megan Wright
Michelle Wright
Natali Wright
Paula Wright
Phoeonica Wright
Rebecca Wright
Stephanie Wright
Sydney Wright
Tanya Wright
Tata Wright
Timothy Wright
Angeline Wright
Cassie Wright
Jake Wright
Linda Wright
Patti Wright
Mel Wrokle
Jennifer Wroblewski
Heidi Wruble
Keri Wuenstel
Emily Wuin
Tomme Wulff
Julie Wurtele
Jennifer Wurb
Suzi Wurzbach
Caitlin Wyatt
Cindy Wyatt
Emma Wyatt
Rhonda Wyckoff
Michele Wyczaszki
Misty Wyen
Lysia Wyld
Julie Wyile
Shelby wyllie
Bob Wyman
Brenda Wynn
Chad Wynn
Kristen Wynn
Nicole Wynn
Laura Wyrsh
Lisa Wysocki
Cail Wya
Gabriel Xavier
Leonna Xavier
Gisele Aparecida
Xavier Ribeiro
Moraes
G Y
Fran Yablonsky
Rachel Yaggy
Cheryl Yake
Yvette Yakibonge
Nasimah Yakub
Laura Yamartino
Brenda Yamykowy
Cerrie Yana-White
Lisa Yang
Meg Yancey
Sarah Yandell
Lillyanne Yanep
Chris Yang
Thomas Yang
Mary Kay Yanik
Jessica Yanke
M Yankan
James Yap
Joanne Yap
Destiny Yarbro
Isabelle Yardley
Andrea Yard
Steve Yaras
Emin Yarpe
Christine Yarris
Amy Yassine
Ginny Yasutake
Destiny Yates
Savannah Yaux
Jamie Yax
Chiari Yazaki
Anselm Yazaki
Mabruki Yazidi
Jeff Yeage
Marjory Yeager
Kelly Years
sky yeats
Jackie Yeazell
Teresa Yeh
Lara Yehia
Sherry Yeisley
Caitlin Yeton
Sheree Yetzerian
Robin Yerkes
Tya Yermola
Alexis Yerton
Becky Yeshnowski
Melissa Yeshowski
Lauren Yeshue
Maria Yiasoumi
Claire Yiasoumi
Kristy Yilik
Zeynep Yilmaz
Rich Ying
Katie Yilinen
Becca Yocham
Barbara Yocham
Dana Yockey
Irina Yoder
Megan Yoder
Paula Yoder
Patara Yongvanch
Christie York
Jana Yorko
Alexandra Youlten
Kathy Younan
Samson Younan
Maureen Younan
Somer Younan
Melanie Younce
Alexis Young
Amy Young
Anna Young
Carohn Young
Crystal Young
Cyndi Young
J Young
James Young
Joan Young
Karen Young
Karen Young
Katie Young
Laura Young
Marais Young
Rachel Young
Rheanne Young
Robert Young
Sara Young
Shae Young
Tammy Young
Teresa Young
Tony Young
Uschi Young
Jessica Young
Louise Young
Martina Young
Maxtonie Young
Chandra Young
Boyle
Lois Youngworth
Kyla Yount
Danielle Youuil
Rose Youstea
Landon Youwell
Taylor Yoxheimer
Kelli Yselonia
L Yu
Annemarie Yule
Dan Yule
Laura Yule
Christy Yurko
Jamie Z
Kristen Z
Laura Zachar
Elinore Zacyn
Karen Zadin
Julie Zaeliee
Peter Zafiropoulos
Maryann Zagami
Valerie Zagami
Michelle Zagursky
Maria Zaha
Barbara Zahara
Cella Zahara
James Zahareich
Martha Zahareich
Gail Zahrillosi
Nancy Zaihtich
Corin Wickam
Clarkson
Ophielle Zacmanis-
Lai
valerie zalman
Dawn Zapp
Pamela Zambrotta
Theresa Zambrotta
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Lin Zamora
Sandra Zamora
Suzanne Zamora
Maria Luzia
Zanardelli
Juliana Zancheta
Amber Zander
Brenda Zander
Deb Zander
Selene Zander
Thiago Zandonadi
Brenda Zangas
Jenna Zanger
Andriana Zani
Marianna Zani
Evelyn Zanini
Christino
Cris Zannoni
Demetra Zannoupa
JoAnn Zapata
Jackie Zapien
Pamela Zapotosky
Savannah Zaragoza
Esperanza Zarate
Kristina Zarbos
Mary Zaremski
Bella Zartitsky
Valerie Zarneski
Anne Zbipowsky
Amanda Zborowski
Lisa Zed
Petra Zegwaard
Paige Zehnacker
Michelle Zehr
Ashley Zehr
Laila Zeid
Erica Zeiger
Ilise Zeiger
Beth Zeigler
Lisa Zeiter
Mary Zeitter
Sil Zel
Cara Zelaya
Dee Zelevansky
Cheryl Zell
Katie Zeller
Kimberly Zellmer
Kris Zenaro
Judith Zenge
Timothy Zener-Davis
Cesar Zepeda
Shawnie Zepl
Lindsay Zepp
Casey Zeringue
Jena Zeringue
Deborah Zerr
Karen Zess
Vicki Zettler
Cathy Zevac
Daniel Zhang
Vanessa Zhong
Pam Zhong
Monica Zhovklyy
Kelly Zidron
Kely Ziebach
Allison Ziegler
Melissa Ziegler
Tanya Ziegler
Mark Ziegler
Deirdra Zielinski
Darren Zielinski
Alexis Zielke
Alexis Zielke
Jane Ziemianski
Barbara Ziliak
Danielle Zimbaro
Erin Zimmer
Gabrielle Zimmer
Bob Zimmer
Cate Zimmerman
Donna Zimmerman
Elizabeth Zimmerman
Noelle Zimmerman
ROBERTA
ZIMMERMAN
Wendy Zimmerman
Cynthia Zimmerman
Carla Zimmermann
Dede Zimmermann
Jennifer Zulerka
Susan Zulauf
Lois Zulauf
Suzanne Zulauf
Susan Zulick-Check
Leah Zvanovec
Terri Zvirgzdins
Lisa Zwack

Michele Zinser
Amanda Zinser
Jennifer Zirllott
Lisa Zisa
Lauren Zissu
Jason Zitek
Kathy Zobeck
Deborah Zollmann
Debi Zombotti
Denise Zonder
Cindy Zonts
Felice Zota-Lucero
Ivonbr Zorrilla
Phyllis Zuck
Stephanie Zuelke
Jennifer Zuleit
Jennifer Zulauf
Lois Zulauf
Suzanne Zulauf
Susan Zulick-Check
Leah Zvanovec
Terri Zvirgzdins
Lisa Zwack